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MATHEMATICS EDUCATION REPORTS

The Mathematics Education. Reports series makes available recent

analyses and syntheses of research and development efforts in mathematics

educati.on. As a part Or this series, we are pleased to make available

this collection of research reports in the area of spatial and geometric

concepts. The thirteen studies reported here were coordinated by. the

Geometry Working Group of the Georgia Center for the Study of Learning

and Teaching Mathematics.

Other MatheMatics Education Reports make available information

concerning mathematics education documents analyzed at the ERIC

Information Analysis Center or Science, Mathematics, and Environmental

Educations These reports fall into three broad categories. Research

reviews summarize and analyze recent research in specific areas of

.mathematics education. Resource guides identify and analyze materizas
0

and references for use by mathematics teachers at all levels. Special

°bibliographies announce the availablility of-documents and review the

literature in selected interest areas of mathematics education.

Priorities for the development of future Mathematics Education

Reports are established by the advisory board of the Center, in cooperation

with the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, the Special Interest

Group for Research in Mathematics Education, and other professional groups

in mathematics education. Individtiql comments on past Reports and

,
suggestions for future Reports are always welcome,

-
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. The Georgia Center for the. Study of Learning and Teaching Mathematics is
a consortium of investigators dedicated to the improvement of the mathematical

education'of children. The consortium is currently organized into three Projects
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and specific goals.. The general goals are common and constitute the goals of the

Center as an organization. These goals were established as a result of a meeting

of the Working Group Leaders in. October of 1976. Specific goals are emerging for

each Working Group. The goals of the Center are listed below,.

(1) Establish and maintain a lansortium of investigators dedicated to the

improvement of mathematical education in the elementary'and secondary schools

through disciplined` inquiry.

(2) Identify fundamental problems and issues within mathematics education.

(3) Conduct studies in mathematics education which contribute significantly.

to the organization of a particular field of investigation or to the resolution

of fundamental problems and issues.
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(4) Promote interinstitutional cooperation which most efficiently utilizes
available human resourc6s to address fundamental problems and issues in mathe-
matics education.

(5) PrOmote domMunication'among investigators in mathematics education and
allied disciplines through publication of Center studies.

(6) Translate knowledge in mathematics education into a form useable by
eahool practitioners.

This monograph represents a significant step toward realization of Goals 1-5
abov,e. The investigators-of the Space and Geometry,,Working Group are to be congra-
tulated for their intensive efforts during the time the "--studies were in progress.
A great deal of effort has been also expended by the faculty and students at
Northwestern University in preparation of the monograph. It is only through such
dedicated efforts that coordinated research can be conducted. The investigators
of the Center view the utilization by school practitioners of knowledge generated
through research efforts as both desirable and realistic. A next immediate step
to be taken after the publication of 'a monograph such as this one is to generatg
interpretative reports of the theory and research. The Center Policy Board urges
any indiv:TA-1.Y. 1:-.:erested in such interpretatiire reports to col;aborate with the
Center in preparation of the documents.

The Policy Board of the Center would like to thank- ERIC/SMEAC of The Ohio
State UniversityAor publishing this, and various other, monographs of the Center.,
This cooperation has greatly facilitated ongoing studies and has made the monograph
published available to, any interested individual. Other monographs and working
papers are available and may be obtained by writing any member of the Policy
Board.

The-Po Policy -Board

Leslie P. Steffe, Director Thomas J. Cooney

Larry L. Hatfield Jeremy Kilpatrick
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Introduction

In the Spring of'1975, under a grant from the National Science Founda-
tion, the Georgia Center for the Study of Learning and Teaching Mathe-
maticb (GCSLTM) sponsored a series of fiv4xesearch workshops involving:
(a) feaching strategiesin mathematics, (b) number and,measurement concepts,
(c) space and geometry concepts,' (d) models 'for learning mathematical con-
cepts, and ) problem solving:. The gAl of the GCSLTM workshops was to
bring together people who had already been doing work in these areas with
thhope of coordinating futute research'and curriculum development effotts.
This monograph reports 13 studie.Nthat-developed out of the space and
geometry warkshOp. s

Partidipants in the Georgia workshops. believed that if progress is
ekrer to be made on the. complex issues that are important to-mathematics
educators., groups of people will have to-develop better bases of communica:-
tion so that individuals can profit by (and build-upon) the work of others.
Consequent];, f011owIng each of the.workshops, working'groups were formed
to continue the cooperative efforts initiated at the workshop. Specific
objectives for each°of these working groups, as well as project objectives
for the GCSLTM, can be Obtained by writing to theproject's director, Pro7,
fessor Les Steffe.

`Papers Presented at the Space and Geometry Workshop

To review a broad survey of past research, to develop a lliguage for

dealing with these problems, and to describe some of the.mbst important

directions for future research, the following papers were presented-at the

space-ari !-!aometry workshop.

Mathematical Foundations of
GeometrieaDeoncepts

Piaget's Thinking about the
Geometry

the,Development-of Spatial and
Edith Robinson

e.

Development of Space Concepts and
..Charles D. Smock

Breakthroughs in the Psychology of Learning and Teaching Geometry
Izaak Wirszup

Recent Research on the-Child's-Conception of Space and Geometry,

in Geneya:- Research Work .on Sp tial Concepts at.-the International

Center for Genetic Epistemology Jacques Montangero

Needed Research on Space in the Context of
I

the Geneva 'Group

Jacques Montangero & Char1-=-D.,1SmockOOOOOOOOOO

-Cross-Cultural Research on Concepts of Space and Geometry
Michael C. Mitchelmore

Transformation Geometry in Elementary School: Some Research Issues
/

. Richard Lesh. .
'

t i

Thelproceedings.of the space and geometry workshop were published in
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a book, Spade and Geometry: Papers from a Research Workshop"(Martin, 1976).

In Addition, several other Georgia workshops included papers pertaining to

,the acquisition of spatial and keomeeritv,conceA\s. For example, the "models"

marksh.op (Osborn?, 497.6) included L. i.rttm's article, "The Erlanger Programm

as a Model of the Child's Condevion f Space," and the "number'and measure7

tedt"i workshop (Lesh,:.1.9.76) includ several papers emphasizing. the close

links between the development .o ''atial /geometric concepts and the.devel-

opment of nualber/measurement concepts, -

- .

Most of the models and diagram teachers use to introduce arithmetic-'d

and -cinAber'coneepts presuppose'anunderatanding.of certain spatial/geometiit

d concepts. .Consequeni15!,- misunderstandings about number concepts are often

' closely linked to misunderstandings about the models that'are used to

trate -them. For this reasba,,ope of the long range goals of the space and

geometry working group has'been to furnish information to help educators

devise "better "instructional models for teaching basic'arithmetic and

number concepts: ,

.1 .

Some General Issues Considered at the. Space and GeoMetry Workshop

.-.
According tO,the papers presented At thespAce and

sPatiaiigeometric concepts furnish an excellent context

the following kinds of issues about the acquisition. of

in general: - ...-'

1..
.

geometry workshop,
in which,to study
dieMaticsconcepts

..<1

'(1) What .general principles'can be:-found for anticipating. the relative

difficulty of mathematical ideas?' For examOle, 1,f a child is Operational

(in the Piagetiangense) with regard to ohe concept, what does this imply"

about the child's ability to learn. other "raAted" ideas?Van Hiele,

Freudenthal, and several Soviet psychologists; (e.g., Yakimanskaya and

Sergeevich) have explicitly described -the way they believe gedMetrid con-

ceptsevolve'in children; and,Piaget's theofy.sugges/Siit may be pagsible

to analyze, order, and equate concepts (and models) on, the basi'dof their _

.underlying operational structures (Leshi, 1916).' Yet, basic controversies

and gaping holes occur in each of these theoretical descriptions; and.the

controversies strike at the heart of many of the most basic issues in devel-

opmental psyphology. So, if it is possible to find techniques toanticipate

the relative diffidulty,ot geometric concepts,, then similar techniqtow may

.be useful to organize the sequential presentation of arithmetic ideas--or

instructional models leading to arithmetic concepts.

(2) Even within the category of "concrete materials," some materials .

are more concrete than others For exempla, to teach "regrouping" concepts,

each of the following materials can be use0: (a) bundling sticks,'(b) base

ten arithmetic blocks, (c),base five arithmetic blocks, (d) a counting'

frame abacus, or (e) pepnies,.dimes, and dollars (play ma:agy). -Yet, some

of these materials are clearly more.abstract than others; someAtaw on

fewer intuitive ngtions;'and some involveacatplex systems of relaticm4hips.

Nonetheless, little has been done to investigate how the figurative content,

of a problem effeCts the difficulty. of the task. Piaget nag-focused on the

operatignal aspects of tasks and concepts and has deemphasized the figupAtive
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, ap speCts: However, the influence of figurative content on operational ability
is important ieformation,for teachers who must devise modelato illustrate
mathematical concepts. . .

,

, (3) Papers at.the geometry workshop emphasized that, especially in
geometry, children make many mathematical judgeMents using qualitatively
different methods than those typically used by adults. Yet, the nature of

these differences is 'not clearly understood. Consequently, research con-.

cerning the,evolution of spatial concepts could help mathematics educators

come 'to a ,better, understanding of difficulties chiVren experienCe concern-
ing a wide range of mathematical concepts. .

.

. .
. .

0) One of the ingenious aspects of Piagees theories is that he expli-
citly confronts the fact that ideas (as well as children)deVelorS. That is:-

(a) a given idea 'can exist at,many different levels of sophistication, (b)
this evolution can be traced, and (c) the more. primitive leyels'of a concept"
have'Seldom been investigated or accurately "described. It is remarkable

that sO little is known about the nature of children'S 'early conceptions of,

r
Y-mithematical ideas. This.may be because the first Aathematical jlidge7

ents children learn to make are highly specialized, closely tied to ape-

cifrc .content,)and highly restricted; whereas the ideas'mathematicians use

tie' "used in t h e widest range of circumstances, and those whidh give\
as buildiho, blocks for their theories are those that are most general", those

which can
rise to "nicetheories.\ If we try to use children's firstconcepts as
building blocksfor a theory--for example, as Grize '(Beth & Piaget, 1966)

has done using Piaget's grouping structures, we would find "messy:' primitive

concepts that do not give rise to neat, tidy, elegant theories. For this

reason, mathematicians have not taken the trouble to formalize'sudh awkward
structuresespecially as building blocks fora theory. Inject, it seems,

unlikely that. athematicians will ever take,the trouble to'describe most of

the structures children use when they first come to master a 'given idea.

Therefore, to develop ,effective instructional materials, it is critical to

present ideasin a form that will be most'understandable to children. -So,,

itzis
,- important to formulate accurate descriptionsof children's primitive ,4.,

conceptions
of'importanemathematical ideas. !I

;7 .
. .

. .

.

27.
(5) Some of the best resources for describing the nature' f

.

children's

early humber.conccipts have come from Piagetian 'studies. Nonetheiess, because,

Piagetian research has focused on the cogniti /e processes used by first-

;graders- f(jele.., concrete operational groupings) and by sixth-graders (i.e.,

INCH groups), children at intermediate levels of development have been neg-

lected. 'FurtherMore, because psychologists in general (and Piagetians,ln

p rticular) have avoided mathematical ideas that,iare-typically-taught in ele-

entary school, it is usually possible to make Edily relatively crude infer-

ences about ,how children's mathematical thinking gradually changes\from con-

crete operational.coaceptsto formal operational concepts. It is time for

mathematics educators to apply Piagetian techniques and.theory to concepts

that exist. at intermediate levels of development - -as well as at adult or

preechook levels.. \ .

). ,



(Activities of the apace and Geometry Working Group'

Following the initial space and geometry workshop, a working group was
formed to focus on projects concerning the issues described in the previous

section. The space and geometry working group maintained communication

/through letters and a series of meetings--one at Northwestern University
1 in-January of 1976, another in Atlanta during the 1976 NCTM meeting, and

other smaller meetings at the University of eorgia, Northwestern, or at

;,mathematics education meetings like the 1976 International Congress of

1lMathematical Education. The purposes of these meetings were: (a) identify-.

I ing important issues, (b) formulating basic (answerable) questions related

1
to these issues, (c) planning projects to determine answers that are'useful

in a variety of situations, and (d) making Plans to communicate the results

and conclusions in a way that is meaningful to other mathematics educators.

As a result of, the planning sessions described abOye, the 13 studies

r:eported in the monograph were completed dqring the 197576 academic year.

The\table of contents of this monograph suggests how the individual

papers relate, to the general issues described in the previo s section. The

articles by Lesh and Mierkiewicz, Lesh and Flwood,'Fuson and Murray, Musick

and Weinzwei.g all concern preoperational concepts of the development of

primitive cperational concepts. Weinzweig's article focuses on finding an

appropriate mathematical description of some of these primitive mathematical

concepts, and Musick's article focuses on the role of "activities" in:early

concept acquisition.

The articles by Thomas, Schutz, Kidder, and Perham concern the transi-

tional phases between concrete and formal operations. In particular, these

studies focus on elementary transformation,geometry, concepts and emphasize

the role that figurative content can play in influencing. the difficulty of

riaget=type tasks.

',The articles by Fuson-and Martin also concern transitional stages be-

tween concrete operations and formal operations. But, thege two articles

focus on affine transformations, similarities, or projections.- The articles

by Moyer and Johnson, And Dietz and Barnett, have to do with older subjects

or formal operational concepts.

'The above articles were critiqued and refereed by a panel including_

Art Coxford of the University of Michigan, Richard Lesh of Northwestern

University, Alan Heifer of the UniverSity c7 Oregon, Les Steffe of rhe:Uni-

versityyof Georgia, and.Faul.Trafton 02 the National College of. Education.

Members of the reviei4 panel also participated in the meetings where prelim-

-inary plans were forwIllated for most of the studies that, were completed.

The' philosop*Ay of the space and geometry working groups-was that when expe-1

rLencld researchers work.together for several days.tO isolate individual

researchgrojects, the chances increase that the projects that evolve will

be more basic, more to the heart of the issued, and consequently more impor-

tant. Furthermore,:because many individuals will have input-into the plan-

rarig, and because'ma,ly
individuals will have an opportunity to coordinate
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their research efforts, more complex issues can be investigated. Finally,

the space and geometry group believes that the'optimal time to'establish
connections among individual research efforts is while project *ens are
in the formative stages of development--not a year or two after 'projects
have been completed and reports finally appear in journals or at confer-
ences.

Future Activities of the Spice and Geometry Working Group

As an outgrowth of the 1975-76 activities of the space and geometry
group, several meetings have been planned during the 1976-77 academic year.
First, an "applied problem solving" conference-was held at Northwesterly
University in December of 1976, and a "space and geometry" meeting and an
"applied problem solving" meeting were held during the 1976 NCTM meeting
in Cincinnati. In addition, the space and geometry group conducted a
research reporting session at the Cincinnati NCTM meeting.

Although it may seem that "applications"'and "problem solving" are
fairly unrelated to space and geometry research, these topics arose as
natural outgrowths of the space and geometry research that WAS conducted

in 1975 and 1976. As the space and geometry working group focused on
"Piagetian" operational analyses of various concepts and on analySes.of

the figurative contexts in which these concepts were used, it became

clear that "having a concept" and "being able to use it in some contexts"

often involve somewhat different processes. In addition to the figUrative

aspects of a problem, situation which can alter its diffiCulty, the avail-

ability of.certain general problem. solving Strategies, as well as certain
affective characteristics also seem to relate to the solvability of a

Problem. Some of these issues will be investigated during the 1976 -77

academic-year.

Individuals who are interested in cooperating with the above research

efforts should contact Richard Lesh at NorthwesternAniversity, Izzie

Weinweig at the University of Illinois, Circle Campus, or Les Steffe at

the University, of Georgia. From the beginning, the space and geometry

group considered geometry to be a context in which to investigate general
questions about concept acquisition. That is, research concerning the
development of spatial concepts should not be an area which is only of

interest to those who want to teach geOmetry.

Richard Lesh
Editor
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Perception, Imagry, and Conception in Geometry

Richard Lesh
Northwestern Univetsity

Diane Mierkiewicz
Northwestern University

7

In instructional materials for teaching geometriC concepts, and in,

research literature concerning the development of geometric concepts,
there is a great deal of ambiguity about similarities and differences.be-

tween perceptual and conceptual processes. For example, in recent years,

it has been fashionable to refer to many children's "learning disabilities"

as "perceptual problems." Yet, most of the supposed "perceptual problems"
involve far more than perceptual processes; they also involve organizing
-id interpreting perceptual data and other. conceptual processes. So, if

a teacher wants to help youngsters learn a geometric concept, it is impor-

tant to provide more than perceptual experience."

Some clear distinctions between perceptual and conceptual processes

are needed. Generally, the word "perception" has been used to refer to

situations where the senses gather information from the environment-and,

.transmit It to the brain. "Conception" has referred to situa'fions where

perceptual information isorganized, interpreted, transformed, or otherwise

.acted :upon. However, recent research in perception shows that these dis-

tinctions are naive. For example, even at themost'primitive levels, per-
ception theorists talk about conceptual-sounding proeesses like organizing

and interpreting Information, and even about hypothesis testing.

Some Basic Facts About Perception

...At every instant, the amount of information available to tis is

immeasurably great. Electromagnetic radiation Of all wavelengths

and combinations of wavelengths - -radio waves, light waves, and

X-rays--shcwer-us all the time. Our environment is saturated
with sounds, changes in air pressure'and temperature, and changes

in the chemical composition of the air. No real'system, physical

or biological, could possibly register and make use of all of this

vast array of combipations of die physical conditions in the envi-

ronment. The information that is actually- egistered or acted upon

by a real organism is always a very small fraction 'of that which

could be used by an imaginary perfect system. All organisms select

part of the information in their_ environment to register or Act upon,

and the test of that information is lost to them. (Cornsweet, 1970,-

p. 1)

...Clearly, an organism-cannot process..all the external signals

that,it receives. In man, in the visual syStem alone-, there are

more than a million channels...This figure far exceeds our capacity

to deal with information, which is liMited to 'bout 25 "bits" of

binary infdrmation. per second. Thus,'the information reaching the

brain must be whittled down considerably in order to abstract the

most relevant data. (Held & Richards, I971,,p. 4)

Perception theorists have shown that the brain cannot process more than

a very limited- number of items at one time. San, for the sake of efficiency,

U.
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it As important that each item sent to it carries as much information as
possible. There are several ways that perceptual processes perform this
simplifying function. First, it selects only those inputs that are, most
relevant for the task at hand. That is, it weeds out information. A
good example of the filtering mechanism is apparent in "cocktail party"
situations when attention can be paid to one voice among many (Broad-
bent, 1962).

...A closely related phenomenon is that if we have stopped hearing
some continuous sound and then the sound goes off, we notice the
cessation. In fact, when a clock stops ticking, it seems as though
we hear the last few ticks. (An old story illustrates an extreme
case. At 11:46 in the evening, an electrical failure disabled Big
Ben's chimes so that they could not sound. At 12:00 sharp, the
iilen who lived next door leapt out of bed and shouted: "What-was
that?") (Cornsweet, 1970, p. 442)

Perceptual mechanisms not only weed put infOrmation , they also read
in information by imposing meaning and order on sensori input. For

example, in "reading" situations the meaningfulness of the input plays
an important role in determining what isiperceived. "Reading is not

simply stringing symbols together. A better description is, that reading
involves, generating hypotheses about the meaning of the pattern of symbols"

(Kolers, 1972, p. 84).

Another example where meaning plays a rolein perception occurs in
the perception of speech when it is veYY-diffi6lt to ,"hear" two messages
at once (e.g-, Oh. God say save candour you gracious see Queen) even though

the necessary inforthation is available. Simplifying, organizing, inter-
preting, and hypothesis testing are all natural perceptual processes.
Consequently, "the senses and the .nervous system_do_7not convey an exact
representation of the object exciting the senses, but only an abstraction"
(Held & Richards, 1971, p. 3).

...Perception is the process of knowing, objects and events in the

world by means of the senses. Historically and popularly, we have
thought of`the process of perception .as the transmission of a copy
(picture) of an 'object to 'a sense organ and thence to the seat of
consciousness in the brain. ,But from previous discussions of the

reaction of the sensory systems, it is already clear that nothing

like a replica is. aintained in transmission, not even a repllica

of the'space temporal` pattern of energy distributed over such a
receptor surface of the retina. (Held'& Richards, 1971, p. 166)

-Perception theorists have shown that information about: the world does

not enter the mind as raw data, but in an already highly organized and

abstracted form.

0

...Visual perception involves "reading" from retinal images a

host of characteristics . of objects that are not represented..

,directly by the images in the eyes. The image does not convey
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directly many important characteristics of objects: whether they
o are hard or soft' or light hot or cold.

.

9

...Perception seems to be a matter of looking up informatioft that

. has been stored about objects and how they behave, in various situa-
tions. The retinal image does little more than select the relevant
stored data. This selection is rather like looking up entries in
an encyclopedia: behavior is determined by the contents of the
entry rather than by the stimulus that provoked the search. We
can think of perception as being essentially the selection of
the most appropriate stored hypothdsis,according to current
sensory data. .

...A look-up system 'ofthis kind has great advantages over a
control system that responds simply to current input. If stored
information is used, behavior can continue in,the temporary absence
of relevant information, or when there 4.s inadequate information
to provide precise control of behavior directly.',

...If we consider=the problems Of storing information about'objects,,
it soon becomes clear that it would be most unecon mical to store
an independent model of each object for every dist nce and orien-
tation it might occupy,in surrounding space. It wo ld be far more
economical to store onlY'typical characteristics of objects and to
use current sensory information to adjust the seldCted model to

fit the prevailingsituation. (Gregory, 1968,.p. 250) .

...The naive: obsdryer believes,:that he correctly perce ves the
objects and events in the world and that is all that there is to

perception. Doubts begin to arise only when properties that do
not_correspond to apparent reality are assigned to.these objects,

and events..-ZFor example, Ss the measured size of an object directly

proportional to its perceived size? Is the apparent speed of motion

of a body exactly proportional to -.its actual, velocity? That the

answer to such questions'is frequently "no" is apparent from our
everyday experience: the remote figure of a man may appear to be
no larger than an ant;'after viewing a moving scene, an observer

may perceive a truly stationary one to move in the opposite direc-

tion. (Held & Richards, 1971, p. 2)

'Perceiving is not just sensing, hut rather the effect. of sensori input

on the represeniational,system.

...theprocess of.identifitatiOnmust Involve some kind of.

matching between the'visual'i4ut and a storedachema. If

two schemata match the visual input about equally,Well, they
compete for its perceptual interpretation; sometimes one of the

objdcts is seen and sometimes the other.I TherefOre.one reason
ambiguity exists .is that a single input.canhematched to dif-

ferent schemata..:It seems likely that the perceptual maChinery

is a teleological system that is "motivated" to represent the
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outside world as czonomically as possible, within the constraints
of the idRut received and the limitations of its encoding capabil-
ities, Attneave, 1971, p. 66)

This typg of perceptual competition is most clearly seen in "reversible
figures," such as the illustrations in figure 1. The cube can reverse
its depth, the staircase can go up to the left or across to the right,
the folded card can appear like a "pup-tent'.' or like an open book; but
none of these figure reversal interpretations can be seen simultaneously,

'Figur& 1

' (a) cube (b) staircase

Perceptions are Constructed

(c). folded card

Ristoricai ..ind popularly, men have thought of perception as the
transmiRsion_af_a copy (i.e., a picture) of an object. Because the human

eye seems to act very much like a camera, photographs..havebeen used as

..reasonablemodels of visual. perceptions. However, according to modern.
perception theorists, there are many differences between the procedures,
that produce. photographs and the mechanisms of perception. One difference

is.that a camera focuses by'changingthe distance from the lens to the

film, whereas the eye 'changes the shape of the lens. Another obvious dif-
ference is that vision involves two eyes--not just one as In, a camera lens.

Yet the ilightly differing information from the eyes is combined into a _

.singleperception.

it was not until the 17th century that the gross optics of image

formation in the eye was clearly expressed. Until that time, many people

believed that an inverted image, on the retina.was incompatible with seeing

right side up. Today, most people comfort themselves with the thought that
the brain compensates for inverted images. Actually, however, there is no

:problem-.-,and so no compensation. Spatial patterns in the outside, world .

are just'patterns of nervous aCtivity:Sfimulated through the eyes (Wald,

1950, p. 32),

the analogy between eye and camera were valid, the thing
One looked at would have to hold still like a photographer's model:

1:)
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imorder to be seen clearly. The opposite is'true: far.from
obscuring the shapes and spatial relations of things, mqvement
generally,clarifies them...Eye movements are necessary because
the area of clear vision available to the stationary eye is
severely limited. To see this for oneself it is only necessary
to fixate on a point in some unfamiliar picture or on an unread

' printed page. Only a small egibn around the fixation 'point

Will be clear. Most of the page is seen peripherally, which
that it is hazily visible at best. Only in the foiea,.

the small central part of the retina, are the receptor cells
..,packed Close enough to6ether (and appropriately organized) to
make a high degree of visual acuity possible. This is the
reason one must turn one's eyes (or head) to look directly'
at objects in which one is,particularly interested. (Neisser,.

1968, p. 205)°

11-

By using adevice somewhat like a contact lens with a small camera
attached to it; scientists have been able to make an'tbage stand still
on the retina (Pritchard, 1951, p. 72). It was. Eound that, when an image

is stabilized onthe retina by oriaeans or another, it soon fades and
disappears--later to regenerate in whole or in part.

...In general we have found that the image of a simple figure,
such as a. single line, vanishes rapidly and then reai3pears as

a-complete image: A more complex target, such as the profile
--of_a-face or, a pattern,of curlicues, may similarly disappear
and-reap0ear as a whole; on thetother hand, it 'may vanish in
fragmentwith one or more of its parts fading independently.
(Pritchard, 1961-;--p. 72)

Pritchard (1961) has used illustrations like the ones in figure 2

to show how complex images-fadeand regenerate. Tazzemphasfie-how-learn-

:
ing plays a role in perception ;Pritchard points out how-the-Lparts of a

face tend to fade and regenerate in meaningful units while the parts-o£_.,.,__

a meaningless configuration fade and regenerate rapidly in an (initially) -----.----.--,

unorganized and meaningless fashion. However, after 4 short period of

time:even the meaningless configurations tend to fade in organized units.

-tAs,Oestalt theory- predicts, contiguity, similarity,-field effecti,

and the dominance of "good" figures.seems,toeffect stabilized .images.

However, Gestalt psychologiits have maintained. that objects. are:recognized

as wholes, whereas more recent theOries have. proposed a more piecemeal

process involving an assemblage of, parts.

If. perception Involves an.assemblage. of parts, two importani-ques-I

tions ars:' (a).Vhat care the key teninrep, or key relations, that are i

selected for identifying an object? (b) How are these features integrated

and related to. one another for fond a complete perception. of the object?: .

Studies investigating-eye movements during visual perception have prodUced,

:results relevant to both of these questions.

za
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Figure 2

The parts of a profile drawing that stay.7visible are invariably specific

features or groups of features, such as the front of the face or the

top, of thc head.

Meaningless curlicues first come and go'in random sequence. But after a

while small groups of curlicues organized in recognizable patterns start
to behave as perceptual elements.

.
:,.... -

7'. Monogram formed of the lectern! and B also seems to illustrate the Loper-
taunt of elements that are'mesningful bepause opast experience. When:

the monogram breaks up it.is the recognizable letters and numbers within
It that coma successively into view.

.

.,.

,001:300
1:1000E1 .

-----,

. 0 , 0

cioaoci .-. ra a
mm00 1:3

C)

00000 001:100 .0 0.,

Linear organization is emphasized by the fading of this target. hamposed'

of rows of squares. The figure udually fades to leave one whole row
visible; beriiontal, diagonal, or vertical..

Circle and triangle may fade as units, leaving one or. the other in view.

When there is partial fading, a aide of the triangle may remain in view

along with a parallel segment of the circle,' suggesting the "field effect"

postulated in Gestalt visual, theory.

4 h

Corners are the basic units when solid-ton. figures ere used:, The fading

starts in the center and the sharply defined corner's, disappear one by one.

s target, like the otheri'in the series, was presented tp subjects ,

bot in white-on-black and black-on-white. Oritchard, 1961, 2. 75-77)

12
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'During n9rmal viewing of stationary objects, the eyes alternate beA
tween fixations and rapid movements. For example, Noton and Stark (1971,

p. 42) use the illustrations in figure 3 to show the scan paths for three

diferent subjects and three pictures. By analyzing the scan paths for

many different pictures and for many individuals, it has been shown that,:
(a) different people have different characteristic ways of viewing a given

object; andTb) a given subaect has quite. different 'scan paths for different

Figure 3: Visu.yl scanning paths
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pictures. Nonetheless, certain regularitieshave been detected. For

example, when subjects freely view simple pictures, their-fixations tend
to cluster around angles or points of greatest curvature.

...We conclude, then, that angles and other informative details
are the features selected by,the brain for remembering and recog-

nizing an object. The next question concerns how thege-features
are'integrated by the brain into a whole--the internal represen-
tation - -so that one sees the object as a whole, as an object
rather than an unconnected sequence of features.

...It appears that fixation on any one feature, such as Nefertiti's
.eye,is usually followed by fixation on the same next feature,
such as her mouth. The overall record seenis.to indicate a series

mof cycles; in eachcycle the eyes visit'the main features of the
picture, following rather regular pathways from feature to. feature...
Essentially we propose that in, the internal representation or

4 memory of the picture the ftatUres are linked together in sequence
by the memory of the eye movement required to look from one feature
to the,next.

...Our hyp thesis states,that as a' subject views an object Kor the
first t and becomes familiar with it, he scans it With,his eyes

and dev ops a scan path'for-it. During this time,-he lays down
the memory traces of the feature ring, which records'both.the sen-,
sory activity and the motor activity. When he sub3equentiy en-
counters the same object again, he recognizes it by matching it
with, the feature ring, which is its internal representation in
hisAemory. Matching consists in verifying tie successive features
and carrying out the _intervening eye movements, as directed by

the feature ring. (Noton &'Stark,1971, p. 38-39)
/

. . ,

, Sometimes (e.g., for small objects), no scan paths were detected. But,

in these-situatidns.research suggests that, a subject's attention moved

arou#dea picture even though his fixation remained steady near the center

of the, picture. Furthermore, 'the features of the objects:that are 'selected_
for attention or fixation are again thole which yield the most inforMatiog

(e.g.,, corners, etc.).

-...Although seeing requires storage of information, this memory
"cannot be thought of as a sequence of superposed retinal images. -

Superposition would give rise only to a sort of smear in which-

all detail is ldst. Nor can we assume that 'the perceiver keeps

careful track of his eye moyements and thug is able to set each

new retina/ image in just the right-place in relation to he older'

stored ones. Such an alignment would require a much finermoni-
toring of eye motion than is actually available...it seems, there-

fore, that perceiving involves a memory that is not representa-

tional but schematic. During a series'of fixations the perceiver
-synthesiies a model or ,schema of'the scene before him; ;using
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information from each successiye fixation to add detail or to
extend the construction. This constructed'whole iswhat guides'
his movements (including further eye movements in many casesr

.

and it is. what he describes when he is being introspective.
In short, it is what he sees.

...Not only. perception but also memory has often been explained
in terms of an imalA theory. Having looked at the retinal pkc-
ture, the perceiver supposedly files it away somehow, as one
might put a photograph in an album. Later, if he .is.lucky,
he can take it out again in the form of.a "memory image" and..

ti look.at it a:second_ time . The'widespread notion that some
people haVe a "photographic memory" reflects this analogy in
a partidularly_literdlwaY,,but in a weaker form it As usually
applied even to ordinary:remembering. The analogy suggests: .

that the mechanism of visual meMOryTis_a natural extension "of
the mechanisms of.vision. 'Although then:: is soMe_truth to this
proposition,...it is not because both perception and.memory__are
copying proceSses. Rather-it Is:becauSe neither perception nor
memory is acapyingrprocess. (Neisser, 1968, p. 204)

The Role .of Perceptual Acti-irity

Traditionally, perceptual'development has been desCribed from either a
nativist. or an empiricist point of view..

...On one side is the nativist, who believes that the infant has
a Wide range of innate visual capacitiestand,predilections; whiCh

.
have.evolved in animals. over millions of years, and:that these-
give a primitive order and meaning to the world from the "first

-On.the other Side.is:the extreme' empiricist, who holds -

"that. the infant learns to see and to use what he sees only by
trial a9A- error or associltionstarting, as John,'Socke put-it,

"with a mind-like a blank slate. (Fantzi 1961, p..66)

The empiricist point of view has been the most popul,lr, particularly -regard-
ing the notionslof space perception and constancy.

....The retinal image cmitainsmany cues to -depth; for example,
far-off:objects are projected lower on theretina than nearbY-
objects-(which is whythey appear' higher to uS). 'Supposedly, a
baby learns that'itemilat crawl or(reach farther'to. get to such
'a higher image, and so comes to correlate relative height with
'relative distance. (Bower, 1966, p. 81)

.
;

Many empiriCists believe that.sensori -motor activities such as crawl-
ing and reaching are essential to perceptual development. However,, the.

Influences'ofsensori-potor,activity on perception are even more evident.
:in investigations of the adaptability of perceptualsystems. \Many of,
these Studies have centered-.'on the adaptation of visual perception to a-
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.

.
radical transformation of the world induced throUgh the use,of,prism
.goggles (e.g:, the world can be Madetolook upside down., right and'leTt.'
Heim be reversed, or straight lines can appear curved) (Kohler, 1962;
Hgld, 1965; Rock & Harris, 1967). Surprisingly', after a brief adaptation
process, the visual systeM is able"to acclimate to such distortions so
that the goggle- wearer's perception appears normal. To explain these
phenomena, Held (1965) notes:.

P

...There is more to the mechanism of perceptual adaptation than
a change in the way the sensory parts ofthe central nervous
system process data from the eyeand ears, The muscles and motor
parts of the nervous system are evidently involved in. the adapta-

,

tion too...(p. 84)

..10 support this hypothesis, Held compared the visual adaptation of subjects.
.

encouraged to actively explore their environment with those confined to .

passive movement. He found that "the degree of adaptation achieved' by the
subjects who had been involved in active.movement'was far greater than that
of. the passive, group". (p. 68):

Hawever,iiettreptual development involves more than ju&t,sensori-motor

activity. After a series of Studies withinfantnl'te 15 weeks old, Fahtz
(1961) concluded that-neither the nativist or empiricist views are accurate.

-Instead, "there appeals to be 'a complex interplay of innate ability, matura
tion and learning in.the molding of visual behaVior..." (Fantz, 1961,

p. 69-70): Hence,
... 0.

.has .1c been assumed that perceptual deVeloPment'is a process.

of construct -that at birth infants.receive through their senses

fragmentary .drmation that: is elaborated and built on to produce
the ordered perceptual world .of the adult. The theory emerging
from our studies andothers not reported here.is based oh evidence
that infants can fact register most of the information an adult
dan register but Can handle lesn'ofthe.information than adults
Can.. Through maturation they presumably develop' the requisite
information-processirig capacity. .(Bowers,. 1966,,;p. 92)

ran other words, although an infant "receives" almost the. same rawyerceptual

data as an adult, ,he has yet:to organize Ito So, .the development of percep-

thal,processenseems to involve the;sradual coordination of information.

processing capabilities. This implies that sensors -motor activity will
facilitate perceptual development when it aidS in the Organization of '

information.

Scam-Characteristics of Unorganized PerceptiOns

'The preceding sections illustrated.how perception involved conceptual

soundifig processes like organizing, interpreting; hypothesiS testing, and

meMory. Consequently, just as in conception,.. the following phenomena

typiCally occur when a person is forced to make a perceptual judgment in

(.1
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a situation where the relevantorga4zational selcmes"have not yet 15e,e
coordinated:

Figure 4
'0

la

ti

jaj ThesubjeCtMay fail to "read out" all of the informatiori.that is
in a given situation.. -Far example, in a hidden picure.puzzldIike figure
one may at first see. either an old woman:Or a young'woMan;, then when 'both

' have been seen it is difficult toreslizd how'one hadever been neglected.
Similarly, in any complex picture Some'aspects wilfbe neglected until the
picture has bedn orgar'Lzed.by the-perceiver:

or Figure-5

(b) (c)
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,(b) The subject.may "read in" too'much meaning in a given situation,
causing:distortions or perceptual illusions. Or, a person may "read in".
'information that is actually helpful. For example, the illustrationin
figure 5ccan be interpreted either as a flat hexagun or as a cube. And,

..the amount of information read in can be influenced by past experience.
For instance, if a subject is shown figures 5a and 5b before figuic Sc,
the chances, increase that figure 5c will be seen as a cube..

Another example of "reading in information" is illustrated in figure (
where'white squares and circles are "seen" even though none are actually
present. Similarly, in figure 7 the subjectively impoied figures produce
perceptual illusions just as though the imposed' figures were actually
present.

Figure 6

Figure 7
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The total development Of perception involves organization at two
levels: (a) the organization of sensori information encoded, and (b) the
organization of the perceptual activities used in gathering information.
For example, in spite of the, fact that "stabilized image" studies indicate
that perceptual activity is involved even in the simplest situations, Bower
(1966) has shown that infants 50or 60 days old display shape constancy
and can.discriminate rectangles from trapezoids. Yet, in studies of
haptic perception, Piaget,(1967) has shown that children ad'old as four
or five years had difficulty identifying various simple rectilinear shapes.
Although this developmental "lag" can be attributed to a number of factors,
such as the different senses used, one important variable was probably the
amount of overt perceptual activity requiredLin each task. In Bower's
stu x, the stimuli were arranged So that a minimum amount of visual'scan-
nin (possibly one-fixation) was sufficient to perceive all the relevant
info tion. In Piaget's study, rather large shapes made It impossible
fdt the children to perceive all the important data at once. Hence,'to
correctly identify the shapes, children had to actively explore the blocks
and actively organize their exploration,activities. Children who correctly
identified the shapes used organized systems of data gathering activities.

It seems clear that the amount of perceptual activity to be coordinated
effects the difficulty of perception tasks. For example, in this book,
Fuson and Murray's "haptic perdeption" article shows that Plaget's tasks
become much easier if the amount of.organiiational activity is reduced by
using smaller figures which need not be explored so activ. 1Y. Nonetheless,
Fuson and Murray's study also indicates that children seed to go through
the same stages of development as in Piaget's tasks--only at an earlier age.
This suggests that even though the tasks were made easier by minimizing the
importance of organized exploration activities, the same basic ftocesses
may be involved.

Tile total development of perception seems to require the organization
and Coordination of.both-the sensori information encoded and the perceptual
activity gathering this information. However, while most perception theOrists
-have. focused on the former types of organizational prodesses, Piaget has
emphasized the role-of the latter. In fact, Piagethas devised tasks-in
which the degtee of organized perceptual activity is so great, thatcognition.
structures are. needed to Coordinate the perceptual activities. Consequently,..

perception sometimes actually ,"trails" the organization of the intellectual
concepts involved. ConseqUently, a child may fail to make a perceptual judg-
ment from a situation even though he may understand the prerequisite intel-
lectual concepts. Fcr example, this developmentai"lae was shown in chil-
dren's estimation of the relative size of objects placed at different dis-
tances from them (Piaget, 1969).

Some Basic Facts About Imagery

The preceding sections suggest,that perceptual processes are very
similar to the 'processes that are involved in constructing internal reiiii=1
sentations-or images. The word image is popularly used with a variety ofd
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different meanings:. (a) .the optical pattern on the retina, (b) the mental
experience of "seeing': the object, and (c) the seemingly picture-like
memory of certain objects or events. And, it has been quite easy to treat
the inner image as a simple copw4:tif the outer image. 'However, research
clearly shows that this point of view is naive. Internal representations
are not at all like the optical images on the back of the eye. Nonethe-
ess,.some intelksting similarities have been found between type "b" and
type "c" images. For instance, while examining the rapid eye movements .

that regularly accompany sleep, and by comparing these data with reported
transcripts of the dreams, parallels were found between the eye movements
of the dreamer and'the content of he dream (Dement & Wolpert,'1958).
Similarly, work oU eidetid imagery indicates that the Eidetiker scans
the images with his eyes in much the same way that a real object would
be scanned. After reviewing, research of this type, Neisser (1968) con-
cludes:

20

...First, seeing and imagining employ similar--perhaps the same-
mechanisms. Second, images can be useful, even when they are
not vivid or lifelike, even for-people who dO not have "good
imagery." Third, mental images are constructs and not copies.

...The eye and brain do not act as a camera or a recording
instrument. Neither in perceiving nor in remembering is there
any enduring copy of the optical input.,

....visual memory, differs from perception because it isbased
primarily on stored rather than on current information, but
it involves the same kind of synthesis. (p. 208)

Piaget has be n
IP

( .

one 'of the foremost theorists emphasizing the construc-

ted nature oftperc ptiOn, imagery, and conception, That is, perception,.
imagery, and 'conception require children graduallyto coordinate and use
progreSsively more elaborate systems of operations and relations. And
before these systems have been coordinated in a given situation, a subject
can be expected to: (a) not "read out" some importantjnformation (i.e...,
centering),or (b) "read in" too much (or irrelevant) information (i.e.,

egocentrism). So, in case after gase, children and.adults are willing to
distort what they see in order, to fit *hat they understand.

Piaget (Piaget & Inhelder, 1971) explains that in the early days of
experimental psychology, thodght was considered to involve systems of asso-
ciations between images--somewhat like a movie projector film. That is,

images and associations were considered to be the two elements'of thought.

But,' when the Wurzburg School demonstrated the existence of imagelesa

An eidetic image is an imaginative prOduction that seems to be external

to the viewer and to have a location in perceived space; it has a clarity

'
comparable to that of genuinely perceived objects; it gan be examined by

the "Eidetiker," who may report details that he did not-notice in the

original presentation of the stimulus.
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thought, images were discarded and thought was reduced to 'associations.
However, the early conception of images treated them as a residual trace
of' perception--which was in,turn cwiceived as a photograph-like process.
Images were not considered to be symbolic auxiliaries to thought, and they
were not considered to require construction.

For Piaget, an image is a multifaceted symbol (Piaget & Inhelder, 1971).
That\ Is, to be a symbol, it must: (a) be able to be distinguished from the
object it symbolizes, and (b) be able to be conjured up in the absence of
the object it symbolizes. And, to be multifaceted, the symbol must be
More\than an arbitrary sign like "s" which might be assigned to a square
for labeling purposes, but which conveys no further information about the
object. For example, when a symbol like ED is used'to represent a

square,-it not only serves a labeling function like the word "square" or
the symbol "s," it also simultaneously conveys a great deal of,,other infor-
mationr-like the facts that squares have: (a) 4 corners--each equal, and
each 90°; (b) 4 straight sides, with opposite sides parallel, etc. And,
all of\these bits of information come free with, the symbol 0 . Con -

\

sequently, it qualifies as a multifaceted symbol--or an image.

Because 'of the "free information" aspect of images, it is easy-to,
think of,simple geometric 'problems where the solution can be found by
"picturing a figure in your mind," and then operating on the picture to
deduce new information - -all without relying on formal properties of the
objects. \Probably it is this free Information aspect of images that accounts
for a large portion of the geometric intuition' that mathematicians speak of
so frequeritly.

BecauSe of the multifaceted aspect of images,they,hear some resemblance
to the t ing symbolized. Nonetheless, mental ,images are not so much attempts
to produc- exact representations of a thing "Seen" as they are attempts by
the subje t to express what is "understood." For example, Piaget has devised
a number f tasks to illustrate how some images develop rather late, and
how child ens representations often radically distort what they see in order'
to repres nt what they understand.

...s atial, geometric intuition is-the only field in which imagined
form and 'content are homogeneous...An image with logico-arithmetic
cont nt entails a conversion of non-spatio-temporal transformations
into a necessarily spatial form. The spatial image, on the other
hand, represents spatial content in forms that are likewise' spatial...
The sage of a number or a class is not,in itself a.member ora'class,
but a' image of a square is approximatelysquare4.. (Piaget &,Inhelder,.

1971, p. 346)

However, even with regard to geometric concepts, there is never more
than a par ial isomorphism between the figural representation and the con-
cept repre ented So, images are often morp.like abstract symbols than like
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faded perceptions. For example, a picture of a cube must always distort
some properties of a cube in order to;represent others. In fact, two-dimen-
sional representations of three-dimensional objects must always distort
some properties or objecteto emphasize others'. For instance; each of the
following drawings are equally "good" representations of a cube;

(a) , (b) (c) I J 1 . Figures a and b distort

the measures of the angles and the length of the sides, and figure c distorts

connectedness ,.to represent the squareness of the faces.

Figure a is probably more common than figures band:c, but it is no

more'accurate. In fact, for some purposes, figure e is best. For example,

blueprints for houses (or directions for model airplanes) are more like

figure c. Because any representation must distort some properties to
emphasiza others, judgements about "betterness" are always dependent upon

the functi.xlthe representation is to serve. ' But, many children have not

yet learnui to valde the geometric properties their elders consider to be

important. Consequently, children's judgements about the 'goodness" of a

representation may differ from those of adults. For example, in the case

,
of perspective drawings of a cube (or selections from predrawn figures),

children are usually more impressed by the squareness of the sides than

they are by the measures of the angles', the connectedness of the sides, or

the relative location of the sides. Consequently, their drawings,and their

internalized images distort properties they do not understand (and therefore

do not consider important) in order to preserve properties =they do understand.

(like the squareness of the faces). So, when theyeare asked for a perspec-

tive dxawing, their drawings tend to resembe figure c (Montangero, 1976).

The examples in figure 8 illustrates situation3 in which adults typically

distort ney,se in order to fit what they understand. To verify this

tendency, look carefully at figure 8a and then try to draw it when the' figure

is r.0 longer visible.

Examkles like figure 8b 'are quite common in the work of the artist

M. C. Dther.

Figure 8

(b)
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AduItsbecome so accustomed ta'the usual "photograph-like" method of
representing three-dimensional objects on two-dimensional surfaces that
they forget that the Method of using hazy backgrounds (and foregrounds)

'together with lines converging to a vanishing point (corresponding to the

'eye of the observer) was developed relatively late in the history of art.

Early'dawings tend to organize pictures using conceptuaA. rather than

optical relations. For example,'early Egyptian drawings combined several
different points of view withinjone scene (e.g., heads were painted in
profile, with eyes painted in front view); and size was used to represent

the impOrtanceof the object rather than the actual relative size.of the

.objecta (e.g.,.kIngs looked like giants,. while servants, animalsi and

inanimate objects were dwarfed): In fact, early Egyptian "medley of view-
points" drawings closely resemble childreri's drawings in many respects:
Just like. many children's drawings, the objects.in some Egyptian pictures

were drAwn in a linear sequence, as though the figureswere marching in a'

parade; and objects that were conceptually related were drawn close together.

rather-than objects that were, actually (i.e., spatially) close.

In a number of books and articles (Piaget.& Inhelder, 1967, 1971;

'Piager, Inheldei, & Szeminska, 196C.; Ripple & Rockcastle, 1964); Piaget

has distinguished between the.figUrative and operative aspects of.thought.

The figurative aspect deals.. with fixed states; while the operative aspect

deals with transformations leading from one state to. another, or with

logical- mathematical operations and relations that are imposed on the ele-

ments of the fixed state. .Consequently, the figurative aspect tends to be

based on physical'rather than lnicalTmathematical'experience--and consti-

tutes "empiric,a3" reality. HoWeVer, Piaget states that, "Sooner or later

reality comes to be seen as consisting of systems of transformations beneath

the appearance of things" (Piaget & Inhelder, 1971). 'And, this is why,.

"In adUlts, the figurative aspeCt is subordinated to the operative aspect--

that is, we see each state as the result of a transformation of a previous

state" (Ripple & Rockcastle, 1964, p,..21).

Piaget's conception of imagery'is closely linked to perception in that

,both are closely-tied to the figurative aspects of thought. Consequently,

the' development of imagery is in some respects parallel to the development,

of pereeptual structures. However, imagery as well.`. as perception is con-,

sidered to involve fat more than the photograph -like process. that many

others have considered it to be: nit Piaget, images must be 'constructed',

and the construction requires,children to coordinate systems of
operations

and relations. This iatterpoint;is particularly important to emphasize.

'-because many modern psyChologists Paivio, 1971) have tended to neg.,.

lect the constructed nature of images. Byfocusing on associative learning

variables (like familiarity), these_theorists have neglected the fact that

the operational-complexity of a figUre is One of the most important. variables

determining the child's ability-to use the image.'

thelmage, as .with perception, it:is the sense data which

"signifies," while theCmovementa and their Organization (in the

form-of comparative aensari-motor schemata) constitute the basis
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of the 'signified' relationships themselves. (Piaget & Inhelder,

1967, p. 42)

....images and sense data perform exactly the same function in

geometrical 'intuition as in other thought processes. Namely,

that.Of symbols or 'signifiers' as opposel to the relationships

they 'signify.' (Piaget &.Inhelder, 1967, p. 447)

...for mathematicians, intuition is far more than a system of

perceptions oeimages. Rather is it the basic awareness of

space, at a level not yet formalized. (Piaget Inhelder, 1967,

p. 440

...The 'intuition' of space i not a 'reading' or apprehension

of the propertieS'of objects, but from the very beginning, an

action/performed on them. It is precisely because it enriches

and develops physical reality instead of merely extracting from'

it .a Set of` ready-made structures, that action is eventually able

to transcend physical limitations and create operational schemata

which can be formaliXed and made to function in a purely abstract,.__..::

deductive fashion. (Piaget & Inhelder, 1967, p. 449) ,

Relationships Between Perception and Imagery, and Conception

Perceptual'activitiei require .children to use coordinated systems of.

operations and relations; concepts, consist of the pure operational sys-

temSdevoid of their figurative Contentthat the images symbolized.

Piaget.hasshown that the characteristic feature of mathematical coneepts

is that they inherently involve systems oroperational or relational, struc-

tures.' In fact, from a Piagetian point of view, it is no exaggeration to

say that. mathematical concepts ara,operational systems.

The above line of reasoning suggests that the first operational sys-

tems (i.e., the first mathematical concepts) children master should be

Closely related (perhaps Isomorphic) to the operations and relations that

are involved in children's early perceptual experience. In fact, Piaget

regards the perceptual and operational systems as being partially isomor-

phic in.,,the following ways:

..:First, perceptual structures and operational structures in

general relate in this way: the semi -reversibility of the one

is partially isomorphic to the full reversibility in the other;

there is one form of equilibrium for the.first and another

(better) form for the second:,.etc. Second, the perceptual con-

stancies are clearly analogous to the representational conser-

vations (e.g., Piaget, 1954b); in both .cases that-6.1s a kind

of genotypical invariance, established in the face of pheno-

typical''change. Third,quasi-perceptual "figural collections"

,seem to be the preoperational forebears of later logical classes

(Piaget & Inhelder, 1959).. And finally, there appear to be
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"Preinferences" in perceptual activity which are not quite logical
inferences but show partial isomorphisms to it (Piaget & Mbrfe
1958b)., (Flavel, 1963, p. 234)

-ra other. words, perceptual systems are "crude sketches,or first drafts of
better structural intellectual phenomena to come" .(Flave1,.1963, O. 233).
For.example,.the perceptual literature indicates that'"aagles" are among
'the features that perception' selects to focus on in many-objects; and,
in his analysis,of. haptic perception, Piaget concluded:

...in the case of haptic perception;'it is the analysis of
angles which leads to the discovery of straight lines rather
than the other way about. The earliest squares or-triangles
are simply circles,distinguished by the addition of one or two
angles. ;Piaget & Inhelder 1967, 13: 70)

/ Similarly, after studying the evolutiOn'of several geometric concepts,
Piaget concludei:

...There is no doubt that it'is the analysis of the angle which
marks the transition from topologcal relationships to the per-
ception of euclidean ones. It is not the'stiaight line itself
whichthe child contrasts with.round shapes, but rather.that
conjunction of 'straight lines which go to form an angle. (Piaget

& Inheldir, 1967, p.30

Perhaps more research of this type would be helpful. In another
article (Lesh, 1976), the first author has. pointed out that the first Operational

systems children learn 'to use are messy structures that mathematicians haye
usually, not bothered to formalize. Consequently, surprisingly little. is

known about the structure of the earliestconteptions children have of most
mathematical concepts. So, if Piaget's assertion is valid that "Theteach-
ing of geometry could hardly fail to profit from keeping to the natural
pattern of development of geometrial thOugh;" (Piaget. & Inhelder, 1971,
p.,vii);then perhaps it. is time for matheMatics educators to take a close
lOok at the gtolaag.quantity of literature that is becoming-available con-
cerning the nature and development of perceptual aystems. CurrentteSearch
seems to ,indicate that the first conceptual systems children use mak be
closely' related to:the systems of activities that are involved in earlier

developing perceptual capabilities. However, it is not clear what a geoo-
etry curriculum_would look like it it attempted to use concepts like

":torners" and "boundednese-as primitive notiohs,rather :than traditional
primitive concepts like pcints,'lines, and seta.

^ 25

In this book, Weinzweig's article represents one attempt to,deVise

an acceptable mathematical description of some of children's early.geo-

riletric concepts. However,. more efforts of this type are cleaily needed.

If curricula are ever to be:devised conforming to the "natural\ evelopment
of:geometric concepts, it will be necessary for, mathematics educ ors to

formulate better matheiatical descriptions of this development'.

4?
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Summary

.
It is interesting to notice that perception theory seems to be in the

process of becoming more and nore conceptual (involving constructs like
"memory," "interpretation, ".and "hypothesis testing"):at the same time that
conception.ia often treated as thoughit involved,little more than helping
a. child becopeaware of cotiunonalities among a series of perceptions. Per-
hapsthis point of view should'be taken seriously --aat because perception
and conception are passii/e "photograph-like" processes, but because neither
are passive processes.. Perception theory furnishes a rapidly growing body
of interesting information that could force educators tothink about con-
cept-formation .in ways that are less naive and more productive.

.
Perception, imagery, and conception all involve figurative and.OPer-

ative aspects. In perception, #he operations areused.to organize the fig-
urative information; in imagery, the figurative aspect comes to be treated
as a symbol. to represent the relations and Operations that were used to

puree

judgements; and in conception, the ideas-that evolve are

the operative systems-devoid of figurative content, However, there
is-reason to believe that (a) the same basic types of operations and rela-

tions are involved in each of thtse areas; (b) the primitive relations that

are used to z± perceptual judgements: are similar to the first relations
children use to make conceptual,judgements, and .(c) when children have not
:yet learned to use these, relations in organized systems, similar difficulties

arise (i.e., centering, egocentrism, etZ).. Therefore,,perception literature .

can prbvide insight into the nature of children's' earliest conceptual systems,
which, in turn, bOuld,be the basis of curricula which more closely "fit'

the capabilities of children's developing cognitive systems.
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Apparent Memory Improvement Over Time?!1_

Richard Leah
-Northwestern University

The task described in this article may seem rather unrelated to the
kind of geometry exercises children encounter in elementary school. But,

the issueinvolved is critical for educator' who would like to use Piaget's
theory to devise better instructional activities for children. The basic
question concerns the way in which a child's operational ability limits
his ability te.read information out of figurative modelt (or drawings)
,that are used to illustrate basic mathematical concepts. Especially in

geometry, td.develop effective instructional.activities2educators must. .

come to a better understanding of the close relationship between the fig-
urative'and operative aspects of thinking. .

Background Information Concerning the Study

In 1967, as.the second in a series of Heinz Werner Lectures, Jean
Piaget's address "Memory and Operations of Intelligence" (Piaget, 1968)
brieflymentioned an "imagery" study in which children's memory of a
configuration seemed to improve over time. young children (3-8 years)
were shown a,seriated set of 10 sticks.(9-15 cm), ordered from smallest

to largest ( 0101 ). The children were asked to have a good look so
they would be able to draw what they had seen at some later time. Then,

one week later, without seeing the configuratip'n again,. they were asked
to-draw (or describe, or select from pr.edrawn drawingsYwhap they had
seen. Similarly,-after six months, without. seeing the configuration,
they were again asked to draw; what they had seen.. After theresponses
were classified according totype, the ,data showed a developmental.
trend in 'which younger children tended to represent what they understood
rather than what they had seen. More surprisingly, however, in 747.
of the cases, children's responses after six months were "better than"
after only one week--the.rest of the children showed no change; none had

gotten worse. Piaget explains these phenomena in the following way:

...The interpretation. which seems to be called for is the fol-

lowing. First of all, a memory7-image is not s1mply the prolon -' -

gation of the perception of the modeL\'On the !contrary, it seems
to ect in a symbOlic manner so as to reflect the_subject's assim
nation "sChemes", that is, the,waY in which he understood the
model...Now'in six monthi...this operational or preoperational'

'scheme of assimilation evplyes....Inen, the'neulLscheme Of the next
leVel serves as the cOde.for'deCoding the, original memory. The

final memory,thenv)is indeed i'decoding,'butit is the decoding,
of a code which has changed, which is better structured than it

was before, and which gives rise to a new image which symbolizes
the current atate Of the operational schema, and not what it was
at the time when the encoding was done. P908, Pt 5)

'
Piaget reported that more than 20 variants on the aboVe experiment were

repeated using different materials and different types of instructions- -some
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emphasizing language.and some-de-emphasizing language, some involving recog- ,

nition memory, some involving reconstruction memory, and some involving'

evocation memory. Mott-of these variations yielded similar results. How-
.eirer, it was shown that "changeslin the mnemonic code due to operational

progress on the part, of the subjects does not always lead to a better recol-

Jection six months later." Nonetheless, whether or not improveMents occurred,

.the changes (or lack of changes) always seemed to parallel changes in d-

child's ability touse certain operational structures or schemes.

...MeMory consists of two components. One of them is the figur-

ative component,'which is perceptual in the case of recognition,

imitative in the case of reconstruction, and mental imagery in

1 the case of the memory images necessary for evocation. The other

is the operative component, which consists of action "schemes,"

orrepresentational "scheMes.".2.Everything that we have seen,

in each of our experiments, shows the tight depenctence of memory

on the conservation and the development of "schemes." This is

what ..plains the progress of memory over six months, where the

"schemes" continue to develop, or the deterioration of memory
where there is a,conflict among two or more "schemes," or,where

the "schemes" are not adequate. to support the memory-images. (1968,p.14-15)

, -

- According to Piaget, the apparent "memory" improvement resulted from

an improvement in the operative aspect of thought, and was therefore really

a phenomena of intelligence more than memory. Unfortunately, however, this-

_rather simplistic interpretation conjures up the false impression that,

Piaget believes the figurative aspect of the,child's thinking was "corr.ect"

(meaning a photograph-like copy of reality) from the beginning, and that

the operative aspect simply had not yet developed sufficiently to decode

this information.
Al,

Piaget and Inhelder's book Mental Imagery in the Child clearly empha-

sizes that: (a) The amount of figurative ,information,aschild is able to read,

out of a given situation is determined by the operational systems he is able

to use. (b) Children will distort what they "see" in order to represent

what they understand--which is in turn,determined by the operatioRal systems

they are able to use. (c) Images are not photograph-like copies of' rfality,

but are multifaceted symbols which must be'constructed using systems 4 /

operations. So,-the figurative and operative aspects of thOught develop

'interdependently.

If all' children, regardless of developmental level (i:e., operational

ability), are able to accurately encode figurative nformation, and if

their only problem is to increase their oper4tive abilities so that,these

'photograph-like.images,willtake.on new meaning,*,then Piaget's apparent

"memory improvement" tasks are essentially ±rivial phenomena. It'is well

known that mapy kindergarten and preschgol children are unable to copy a

staircase" arrangement of Cuisenaire rods even when a'lliodel is'in plain

view: So, it is not surprising that some of Pi.aget'aciiildren were .unable

to draw (build, or describe) the sticks when the only available'model was

in their memories. Furthermore, it is well known that fouT or five year
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old childrert typically change from "preoperational" to "operational" perfor-

mance on.seriation tasks like the'one mentioned Above. So, if encoding

were able to give.a perfect copy of the original figure, then it could be

no surprise if (for some critical-age level) decoding ability improved as

a result.of.in increase'in opekational ability. But, this naive fixplana-

tion would contradict one of the ,most baste tenets of Piaget's theory

about image formation. That is, Piaget emphaticallyinsiste that opera-

tional abilityas inwolved in the formation the encoding as wellis

the decoding) of-iMagesand that images are not photograph -like copies.

Furthermore, Piaget (Piaget & Inhelder,1971) gives evidence to support the

claim.that the operationsinmplved in ther-encodipg of images are'el same

asIthose involved.in decoding. So, if the resultsof the "memory improve-

..ment!', tasks-seem .to argue that children Are able. to encode photograph-like

copies in the absence of operational ability; then the results seem as

.detrimental to Piagetian theory as they are to.more "associatimist"

theories..

_The present study attempted to isolate: some of the conditions under

which' apparent "memory improvement" can be eXpected to,occuri. In partic

ular,,,it attempted to. Shoe that: (a)-improvement is related toiMproved
Operationatability,-and-0) encoding' as well as decoding. are affected by

changes in operational ability.-

Review of the Literature '`

. , -

Altemeyer et al.'(1969) partitioned 100-kindergarten children into three

treatment.grodOs. Group A. was shown an ordered sequence of dowel rods (9 -16

cm in lengthilil) and were asked.eto araw,a piCiure of.the sticks. 'Attention

was drawn to the relativelengths-of the sticks. The childrenwerethen

asked.toremember and draw whatthey had seenone week later - and again at

six months. Group B was treated identically to group.,A except that at the

one-week meeting questions were asked to draw atteritiOn.to 9distracting"

characteristics (e.g., Color, material) of the stickS. Group, C was treated*.

like group A except the children were shown an,unorganized array of sticks

(PO ).
. -.5,

0
A scoring manual was developed to categorize and evaluate responSes.:

One of the difficulties with Piaget's prodedure.was.that criteria for evalua-

ting "betterness" were not explicit..' It appeared thatPiaget simply ranked

drawings'as correct and incorrect, ignoring levels of correctness. .

Altemeyer's results showed viktualiy no difference hetween group A and

group B. So, improvement did not seem to be effected by attention cues

wieft by B. 'Among the 65 children in groups A and B, 28-Amproved, 21 re-

mained the same, and 16 got worse So,_given the fact that one might'expect

children to remember very little f om a brief experience'after Ax months,

therewas-some evidence for memory provement. After one week; the most--

typical incorrect responses were (a)5 one stick (b) more than. one equal

stick lit (c)'or different-sized, unordered stickaimA ;.and after six

months,, the most typical incorrect responses were: -0) ordered "arrowhead"

eriangements101 or (b) ordered sequences with the wrong number of sticks
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Altemeyer reported that 65% of the "improvement" responSes shifted at least
two categories from non-patterned, non-ordered responseatto relatively well

ordered and patterned responses. Losses, on the tither hand, were relatively
..minor--usually Only one category below responses at one week; and most
(i,e., 65%) Of the losses were among .children whose one-week responses.were
not only incorrect but also unordered and non - patterned. Childrenwith
correct drawings at one week usually, also had correct drawings at six

months.

.
Children do seem to be able to remember a great deal over a six-month

period. .Nonetheless, the'ap.arent "memory improvements" may have little to

'do with memory. That is, in the study by Altemeyer'et al., the apparent im-
proyements could have'occurred simply because of improved drawing ability.

The hypothesis that memory may not be involved was strengthened by the fact

that the responses for children in group C alSo tended to change from rela-

tively unordered, unpatterned arrays to nore ordered and patterned arrays.

In fact, using the grading criteria that had been developed for the config-

,L,, uration for groups A and B, 41% 4improved," 41% remained the same, and only

18% got worse--in spite of the fact that "betterness" is an inappropriate

word to use when the initial array was actually unordered. Apparently;

memory tends to become more patterned and ordered even when the initial con-

figuration is not neCessarily ordered or patterned. In fact, in Gestalt

psychology, progressive ordering and patterning has been'a well established

fact-fOr many years.

Altemeyer et al.also reParted a brief- follow -up study to investigate

whether.the group C "Improvements" were simply a function of the fact that

.

older 'children had a greater tendency to draw ordered and patterned arrays.

Their data gave no evidence to support this hypothesis. They ,concluded

mthat increased orderliness does seem to be related' to memory and is not

simply a function of drawing preferences of older children. /Nonetheless,

Liben (1975) replicated this latter portion of the,Altemeyer' study, and she

concluded that "when less ambiguous directions are given (than in the Alte-

meyer study), there is indeed a developmental increase in -hildren's ten-

dency to spontaneously seriate stick drawings." So, the Jssibility of im-

provement-due to drawing preferences remains an open question.

Dahlem (1968) conducted a study similar to the one/by Altemeyer et al.

except that the responses did "not call for drawings. Instead, the children

were given a set of sticks identical to the ones they/had seen in the initial

session, and their task was to remember and reconstruct the configuration

after one week and again after six months. Again; a /scoring system was de-

vised to measure partially correct responses, and again the six month re-

sponaes were better than the one week responses in/56%of the cases where

the one week were not perfect. Only about 10% of the responses got worse

between "one week and six months. However, Tahlem!did not use a control group

like the one. in the study by Altemeyer et al. Sd, perhaps the responses

woulcrhave become "better" ordered even if the initial configuration had not

been an ordered array. Or, perhaps older children would have a greater ten-

dency to'construct "staircase" configurations even if .they had never seen

o-
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the.Origina;vconfiguration.

A second study by Dahlem (1969) investigated the possibility that appar-
ent memory improvement resulted-from the fact that children had ore, more

practiCe session after six months than they had'at one week. Dahlem also

investigated the poSsibility that older children would have a greater ten-
dency to make "staircase" arrangements even if they,had never seen the orig-'

inaLconfiguration. Treatment groups were given either 0, 1, 2, or 3 repro-
duction sessions during the first week, However, the data failed to support

the hypothesis that memory drawing.performance increased when more repro-

duction sessions were given. Furthermore,'Dahlem'(1969)-showed that, among

childreivwho had not seen the original configuration, only 3.7%/made stair-.

case arrangements at the six month session: So, she concluded that improve-

ment was related to memory and was not simplyan artifact of structwe'.that

was built'into the materials. Nonetheless, it is Well kfloWn that kinder-

garten children have a tendency to spontaneously make staircase arrangements

using Cuisenaire rods. So, because Cuisenaire reds are very.similar to:the

dowel rods used In Dahlbm's study, this conclusion still.seems questionable.

Furthermore, in Dahlem's second study, the evidence supporting memory im-

provement itself was rather weak. Although the number of perfect reproduC-.

tions increased between one week and'six months, when Dahlem attempted to

go beyond simple comparisons of percent increases versus percent decreases,

more sophisticated statistics failed to :reach .05 level a. significance.
.

From her two studies on .reconstitutive memorWbahleMeOhcluded that

future studies should identify children having weak ;.4ii4 Ai6tiottudtures.)
Presdinably this suggestion was to allow the researc*,,to-pinPointthe level

of development where memory improvement would be mOstjAkely to occur. Eor

example, Piaget:and Inhelder (1967,'.p. 352) reported..that after-cSib(*cinths,

11 of 33 children aged 7-9 improved their memory drawings. of the wate\ level

in an. inclined-bottle, whereas only 1 of 22 children aged 5-6 improved
According tolliaget,if children were at a level that was either too--row or

too High, memory improvement would be unlikely. Membry improvement would

be most likely to occur for children who were at a transitional levelof

development during the six month period when the study was conducted

L *'

Furth et al. (1974) conducted a reconstitutive memory study using four

different types of line drawings (e.g., a tilted glass with liquid, a?:falling

stick, an interrupted number sequence, and a house with a tilted chi*ney).

Children were selected from grades K-4. .So, grade level. was in some.Sense

an index of operative ability. Or, alternatively, the quality. of initial

drawings could be interpreted as a measure of operative ability. However,

whichever measure of operative ability was used, no.trends were-noted.show-

ing differences in relative, improvement or deterioration at different devel-

opmentalleveIs. The general quality of drawings were age related across

all taSks and all sessions, and memory urawing improved. in 17% of,the,casses.

But, memory. .drawings. also deteriorated in 53 -56% of the cases. The studyk

concluded thattihe relative improvement/deterioration data resulted from 401.

interaction between weakening figurative content and increased operative

ability.- Nonetheless, no impiovement x age interaction was noted.
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.0ther articles.have been written dealing with reconstitutive memory
phenomena (e.g., Murray & Bousell, 1970; .Carey, 1971; Steinberg, 1974;
Finkel & Crowley, 1973). Nonetheless, the basic issues have notbeen

clarified'. In.some cases,' memory drawing improvements do seem to occur,

andjn other cases improvement is questionable. Yet, little is known
about the conditions in which improvement can be expected, and little
is known about the role operative development plays in such increases.

Procedures. -

,Selection and Categorization of Subjects

The study involved 169' kindergarten.children from four schools in
Evanefon, School.District 65. FoUr Piagetian seriation tasks,

were used to partition the children into five operational ability levels in

seriation. The lowest category. included 26 children who were unable to.copy

a"staircase" of Cuisenaire reds. The second category included 47 children

who were able to copy the Cuisenaire rods, but were unableto reconstruct
an ordered "staircase" arrangement of 10 yellow dowel.rods varying in length

from 9 cm_to 18 cm. The third category included 36 children who were able

to'reconstruct the dowel rod staircase, but were unable tcr.correctly insert

tao "forgotten" intermediate rods (of lengths 12.5 cm and 15.5 cm) into a

completed staircase. The fourth category included 26 children who were able

to correctly insert intermediate rods into a completed staircase, but were

unable to reconstruct a 4 x 4 matrix of dowel rods that varied in height

along one dimension of the matrix and varied in width along the other diMen-

sion. The fifth category included 34flchildren who were able to correctly

complete.all four seriation tasks.. This seriation task battery was developed

in a-study by Lesh (1975). A detailed description of the test items can be

obtainei 1.7y writing to the author. The.test requires approximately 11 min-

utes to administer.toAndividual children; and it.has the property that in

several previous studies, it has reliably sorted kindergarteners into five

approximately equal sized groups according to seriation ability.

-Assi nthentof Subjects to Treatment Groups

At each of the five seriation levels, approximately 2/3 of the children ,

were randomly assigned to a group which would be given two memory tests --

one after one week and another after six months. The remaining 1/3 of the

.children were only involved in the six month testing session. In this. way,

'(a) the two scores for the first group could be compared to, determine whether

apparent memory improvement,had occurred, and (b) the six month scores of the

two groups could be compared to determine whether performance on the six

month test-had been*influenced by experience from the one week test. Further-

more, both of these comparisons could be made either for the entire group

(without regard to seriation ability) er within individual seriation levels.

it.was.hypothesized that, if apparentsemory improvement occurred at al4

it would probably npt be uniform across all seriation levels. This hypoth-:

esis was based on the notion that apparent memory improvement was presumably

linked to:improvements4t _operational ability and that children at the highest.
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seriation level would already have developed all of the relevant operational

abilities. To confirm this hypothesis, several pilot studies wereconducted

to develop a memory task where the following events would have an optimum

probability of occurring: (a) maximum apparent memory improvement would

occut for children at one of the middle seriation ability categories, (b),'

little apparent memory improvement would occur for the highest seriation

ability level because all of the relevant operational abilities would al-

ready have been mastered, and (c) little apparent memory improvement would

occur for the lowest seriation revel because the children would be unable

to adequately encode the relevant information in the first place.

"Two Pilot Studies

',The entire experiment reported in this article was repeated in three

successive years--in each:case with a slightly different configuration for

the memory task. The intl:jai. study involved a...double triangle array

(i.e., too 0 "O% ) But, the first experiment failed because the array
C 0

seemed to be "too difficult." Nonetheless, the data did show that children_

are able to remember a' great., deal over a.six month period; and some of,the

data suggested that a modified replication study might. work if a simpler '-

configuration were used.

The pecond study involved a triangle array of 10 poker chips (i.e.,

es op
08g), However, the second study was also. a partial failure - -again

because the configuration seemed slightly too difficult. Slight improvement

did seem to occur in some cases, but the data were "watered down" by a

noticeably floor effect.

The third study, the. one to be reported in this article, involved a.

.

triangular array of six poker chips (i.e., og' ). Poker chips were chosen

so that, unlike materials like Cuisenaire rods and dowel rods, structure

would not be "built into" the materials. child might spontane-

ously build a staircase with a set of Cuisenaire rods, but it is highly

unlikely that theChild would spontaneously make a six-poker-chip right

triangle when giVen a stack of-25 poker chips. -

The third study involved: (a) a construction task using concrete mater-

ials (i.e., poker Chips), and (b) a task in which children were asked to

.select a correct configuration from arrays that had already been constructed.

Drawing tasks were not used because. pilot study experience7indicated

that young children's drawings were too varied, too unreliable, and too

difficult to "categorize. Furthermore, drawing tasks, depend heavily on

skills that'are unrelated to cognitive development.

Selection of PreconstrUcted.Configurations

Nine preconstrUcted arrays were selected on the basis of a pilot study

involving 122 four year old preschoolers. Each child was given 25 poker

chips and was asked"to_copy the triangle array of six poket'chipt shown in

figUre 1, IX.. The contructions the.children gave were then classified into

the nine "types" shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1

II III IV V

00 00 0 O. 0
'0 0 0 "0 0 0°0

0 0
000 00ooo 0000 0000

.,.
.
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o.o
00000000

'VII VIII

0oo
C) 00 .

00
0.0 0 00000

Inqigure 1, the type I response represents responsestn-which there

was'noperceiVable'pattern. Type II responses represent a class in which

a well'*ganized pattern'was constructed which bore no relationship to

thetrfangular model.

Evacuating the Quality of PrecOnstructed Configurations

In.the final study, it would be important4to'be able to assign a

degree of correctness" rating for each of the .constructions or selections

children gave. 'consequently, 66 "experts" were 110dd to evaluate the .

"degree of.correCtness" of the seven Configurati. types in figure 14. II-.

VIII. "Degree of correctneswaS indicated by.locating each configUration

along a Continuum like:theOf44t figure .2. In figure 2; configuration I

Marked. the location of "completely wrong". responses, and configuration 'IX

marked the location of7"Campiet4Iy correct" responses. All other construe-

tion types were ranked samewhete between these two points. (Note: The

labels I, II, III, etc., *re.not assigned until after the experts had.

'assigned "degree of correctness? rankings to each 'configuration type.)

Figure..2

'0_ 0oo 000° 0
0
oo000

_completely.
wrong

completely
correct

The 66 experts were selected from: (a) faculty members and upper level

'doctoral students from Northwestern. University's deOartmentsof psychology,

educational psychology, 'mathematics education,. and learning disabilities, °

and (b) from participants in the spaCe and geometry research group from the

Universityaf Ceorgia-Center for Learning and Teaching of Mathematics.
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- Table'l shows the results-of an-analysis.of.variancOm the among
and among individuals' evaluations of "degree of correctriess.",T4 low F
'among individuals reflects .the' high degree of agreement'among the various.
expertsP,The: high F among configurations reflects:the.facts. that the,.
experts generally considered' the variouvconfigurationtypes.to be signif-
icantly'diffeent from one another in degree of correctness. Newman-Keuls
pracedtires showed that the only two configurations whose mean rankings
were.not significantly different (p < .05) were types,VVand-VII'whose
mean scores were nearly identical. Figure 3 shows the mean'score 'results

of the experts' rankings.
Table

Analysis of Variance'forSeven Configuration Types
Evaluated by Sixty-Six Experts

Source of Variation. df R

Among Configurations ,6 6.811 2.902,

Ampng Individuals '65 2.108 .898

Residual 390. 2.347

'p <.01

Figure 3. Mean "degree of correctnesescores fo, nine configuration types.

Configuration Types: I. II III IV

Mean Scores: tl

u
0 1 2 -3

VI VII VIII IX
7. 7.

t

5 6 7 .8 9 10

An analysis of the "degree of correctness" scores for ale:nine config-
.

urations revealed that the experts' evaluations generally seemed to corres-

pond to the number of variables a given child represented in his con-struc-

tton or selection. Relevant variables seemed to include: (a) the overall

triangular shape of the configuration, (blithe fact that the model config-

uration consisted of rows of objects, (c) the fact that the configuration

also consisted of columns of objects, (d) the fact that the rows (or columns)

increased in one step progressions, (e) the fact that the model consisted.of

six objects, (f) the "left-rigFt" orientation of the figure, and (g) the fact
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that Bathe organized pattern was attempted--even if partly incorrect. The'

rdsult of this analysis are shown in table 2.

Table 2

Variables 'Considered in the Nine ConstructiOn Types

Triangle
Shape
Rows

Columns.

. .

One-Step
Progression

-Six Objects

Orientation

Organization

Total NuMbek
of 'Variables

Considered

C
o 0 9)

II III IV V VI , VII VIII IX

0. e. g 6 oo o 0 o
cco I, c coo Vo_ _ 00C. . Op 00
op .000Q (0 Po .c000 oeo Ooo on

O

0 6 7

The fadt thatthe ordering of the objects-did not correspond exactly

'to the nu,.7:::tr of variables probably resUlted'from'the fact that the seven

variables in:.tabIe 2 were not considered to be of equal weight. Further-.

.
more, some experts probably'used criteria quite differentfiom those listed

'An table 2. Nonetheless, interviews with the experts indicated that "number

of variables considered" was an overall criteria used by most of.the experts.

The Memory Task Sessions

During the third week of the school year,. 169 kindergarten children

were given the seriation task battery. The test took approxiMately 15 min-

utes per child to administer to individual children. Eight trained research

assistants adminietered the tasks following a. standardized procedure that is

available from the author.. The ,eriation test results were used to assign

each child to ono of fiviVseriation levels. At each level, approximately 2/3

of the-children were assigned to a group which would be given a memoi.y test

both at one week and at six months. The remaining children would be given

only the six month memory test.
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During the fourth week of the school year, each child was brought back

into an'individual session with the same research assistant who had given,
his/herlseriation test. Each child was shown a-triangle array of simiOker
chipa (see configuration IX in figure 1), andms given 25 poker chips with
the instructions, "Use.yoUr. poker chips to make a design like this." )Next,

eachchildWas-asked:to select a configuration "just like the model"ftomY.
'among nine preconstructed configurations like the ones shown in figUre'l.

HearlY all-of the children were-abletogiVe correct responses to these two
tasks. Only six children (all from the lowest seriation: level) were unable

to construct a'correct copy,onthe first try;._7and even these siichildren
irete:able to perform the task after some miniMum guidance from the research

-assistant.- Only five children. (four of whom Were from ,the lowest seriation

level) were unable to select. the preconstructed configuration. that was like

the model;. and the primary problem seemed to be,that these-children were

not clear about the nature. of the task. Again, all five children were able

,to perform ,the 'task correctly.on a second try.

The final step in the
to: "Look at this design.
design just like this one.
what it looks like."

initialmeMory task session' was to ask each' child
Someday I will come back and ask you to make a
So, look at it closely; and try to remember

One week after the initial memory.task session (i.e., dul-ing the fifth

week of the school year), twothirds of the children in each seriation level

were given the following two tasks (after some preliminary small talk):

(a) Here are some counters. Make a design just like the one-I showed you

the lagt time I was here. (b) (After_the'child's design was recorded and

removed frOi sight) Here are some designs some other children made. .Which

one ts.just like the design I showedyouthe-laststime I was. here?.

- To end the, second memory task session, the children were shown the ccr-

rect configuration and were -'again told:. "Look at this-design Someday I'

will come .back and.ask.you to make a design just like this one.' So, look

at it closely; and try to remember what it iooks:like."

,Approximately six months after the initial,memory task session, all of

the children were given the final session. The same two tasks were posed

that were given in the second session.

Results

The results of the study are shown in table 3. For each of the 10

cells of the table, the rows of T
1
scores show the total number.of subjects

who made each response.at the one-week testing session: The columns of

T
2

scores. include only the six-mcith scorestof subjects who had also been

tested ;during the one-week testing aession, The T, columna_:include only

the scores of subjects who were tested at six months but not at one week. -

The T columns show the.sum of.scoresinthe T2 and T3 columns; they show

the total number of subjects who made. each type of response at the six-month

testing session.
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In table 3, scores lying along the diagonal line of each cell *epre-
sent subjects why. ;e responses, were the same at the an -week.and six-month
testing sessions. Similarly, scores in the, upper hal of each cell repre-
sent subjects whose scores were better at six months .t an they had been
at one week, and scores in the lower.half of each cell epresent subjects
whose responses were not as good at six months as they had been atone week.

Table 3 indicates that performance on both the construction and the
recognition tasks were correlated with seriation level. Kendall correla-
tions of .score with seriation level were calculated for both one-week and
six-month scores on both the construction and recognition tasks. All
correlations were significant (p < :001).

The major hypotheses that performance on both the construction and
recognition tasks would improve but that improvement would nobeconstant
across Aeriation levels, and that performance would not differ across tasks'
were tested by a factorial (seriation level x type of task) analysis.of
covariance with repeated measures on*both the variate (six-month,scores)i
and the covariate (one-week scores). ..Table 4 indicates that 'fter they
six -month scores were. adjusted for. differences in one-week scores,(a) seria-.
tion level-had a significant effect on performance (p <'.001);:(b) ae effect
of the type of task approached significance (p < .05, but p A .01); and
(c) the interaction of type of, task by seriation level was not significant.

-.[Thgseresults indicate that a closmelook at performance oh each task
Within7dach seriation level is merited.'.. Furthermore, consideration of .

the results'wiWn each .seriation level is of interest due to the qualitA-
tively different"degree of cognitive development. reflected by each level.

lowever, the "adjusted" mean scores for the sic -month tasks were not used

* Preliminary analyses of performance on each task separately indicated.
that there was no interaction between- one -week scores and seriation level

for either task. The similarity of the regression coefficients for the:
construction. and recognition tasks (.250 and .267 respectively) suggest
that that the assumption afliothogeneous regression coefficients for an

-----
aaal7sis of covariance was met.

**
Because a KolMogorov-Smirnov test of normality indicated that the

tribution of the one-week scores was non-normal (p <,0001), significance
levels of .01 and ,001 (rather than .05 and' .01) were used in the analysis

of covariance. Bartlett's Box F and F max tests indicated that the assump-.
tion.of homogeneity.of varial-e'-was,not.met (p = .034 and.p < .01 respectively).

***
Since the significance of the difference between tasks was "close"

p < .05 when the. level.of .01 had been selected), the individual
seriation levels.could differ across tasks; hence,performance within

seriation level was investigated separately for each task.
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"as- measures oftheyerformance of each seriation level group as'is.usually
done in'an analysis_of covariance. This approach was abandoned for several'
:reasons. First, because the one week scores were notinorMally distributed,
.the :variance of these scores was n homogeneous', and the seriation 'level
Opups-were notdetermined randomly, the underlying assumptions of the
analysii of cOvariance'were violated. Such violations can lead to biased
results (Campbell & oruth, 1975).

42

Table .4

Analysis .of Covariance

Source :.(adjusted) 4 MS

Between subjects

Seriation level 139.92 4 34.98 5.57
**

Subjects within level 608.72 97 6.28

Within subjects

Type of task 15.32 1 15.32 6.06
*

.Type of-task x
seriation level

27.17 4 6.79 2.68

Type of taskx
subject's w/i level

'245.12 97 2.53

P< \QS

* *
P <.0 1

The additional roblem of ceiling and floor effeCts further undermines the
"truth".of any tesults obtained from an analysis of "adjusted" scores.,
Second,. the six-month level of performance is itself not of interest. The

.critical ques =14s the.change between the one-week and six-month tests.

Therefore, because\the adjusted means do not reflect this change, gain
scores (between oneweek and six-month performance) were used as the basis
'for further analyses.\

'Table 5 shows themean gain scores for each seriation level on each'
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Testing each 'mean for significance _(- 41. = 0,.p $7.05) indicated that.
significant improvemenemas made on the construction.` ask by subjects at
'seriation levels 2 and-3, and on the recognition ,task by subjects at seria=
tiOn'level 2.. The mean gain scores over all-seriation levels' were also

'significant for each task (p .01).

Table 5

Seriation
level

Construction tasks

Recognition tasks

2-

3

4

5

all

3

4 .

all

Mean s
score df

.144

1.903

1.405

.46:

-.044

15'

30

21

15

17

'..7753

.6144

.6194

.8530

.3585

.186

3.097
***

2.268**

.543

-.123

.959 1C2 .3009 3.1869***

.569 15 1.0236 .556

1.487 30 -.5746 2.588

.555 21 .6871 .808

.694 15, ;-6268 1107

.439 17 .5911 .-743

.839 102 .3081 2.723
***

* *
p t .05.

* * *. p < .01

.Since some cif the groups were small,'K-S-testfOr normality was run on

each group. The only significant deviations-from normality were/for the

recognition tasks at level 2 (p = .038) and level 5 (P = .026).

f''
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-.41--41i7-5-Rti\.-.. e uenee of the' on the-sAmonth,scorel was deter.
-. mined by a Kolmogorov-rStirhOv.2-:siple.tese of the Sis1rmonth scores for ' ko ;:..

.eac Seriatiodjevel of each:task and for each task'across all seriatiOn,.1-N
,4cv Is ..(see table.6). No SignifiCant'djlference- was found. for any series-, 4

. .,

tiOnlevel or any task between:0e; six-month-scores of.
.

sabje te.-who.: did A
the ne-week task and those who- did noi. 0.:-.'- . -, -

- .0 -.,,..,.. q.
;- '.'14--

Table 6'

Kolmogorov - Smirnov 2-sample Test

Task Seriation S z 2-tailed P

level

S..,

Construction . .9555

.5538 . .9189 '

.6333 .8174

1.0245
.

.2446

.2722 1.0000

1.0218 .2474

Recognition ,4138 .9955

2 .649a .7927

3 .1689 1.0000

4 (.6957-

5 :4081.

.8325. .4922 ,.'

1 The populatiOns ire the setae._
. L .

4
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OVerall,:"apparent memory improvement". will occtir under some circum-'
tancesland the-phend cnon is not a result 'of the act that the one-week

;sting sessiOn7provid d a second learning situation. The group that was
istad_Ab 84 WeW dad 4h kik months did notdiffer

.
signifidSntly from

le group thai.was oniy\rted at six mon .,ths
. . . .

.

.

In this stiadYfour seemeem to influence apparent memory ilm-:. .

roviment:.(a)` fOrgetting;b)..the Gestalt -like teridency.ofmemory.to
Ccbme mwell ordered," (0\cognitive development over the six month period,
ad oly the =quality of initial encoding.

,

_

. :'

.

.

_ ..

.

.

orgetting: got surprisingly same forgetting did occur.over a' six Month
eriod: For example; many children-who received perfect scores at the
aerweeksessiOn did-not receive perfeCt scores at the six-month \session;
ad, ittis reasonable'to assume that a simiIarforgetting factor cas at

45

east as Strong (andperhaps st\ronger).for chil
effect scores at one week., Children receiving
ended to be in'the higher seriation Avelg,

ae tendency,of Memory to Become Veil Ordered"(: Althcitigllno statistical

gists were able to show significance, table-3 does suggest-that children
ended to'"prefeesyMmetnici.. well `ordered figures. (like II, III,:, V., or
III) rather than nonsymMetrical figures (like I and IV--or, to a lesser
itent, VI and VII_),-and that this trend was more obvIous at six monthS
han at 9ne week.

. t

Because the entire study was conducted. three times with different .

Lguies each time, the author gained some intuition about what-types'of
Lgures wouldproduce "apparent memory :improvement."' The. figures in the
ktst two studies (i.e., o 0° g and \ ,4.).were,"too difficult" and so ,

o oo 0 c.o
o000

Ateral poor performance modulated any "improvement" that bay have occurred.
inetheless, the general trend's were consistent with the results reported'
are except that, for the:more complex figuresi.there was an even greater,
iiiidencyto-select symmetric/well ordered figures. ,In fact, in order to
at4alize this Gestalt -like effect, a.partly nOnsymMetric figure (i.e.,
gg) was used Z.11 the final Eitndy. If the goal hadsiMply been to pro
Ice high '.'apparent memory impfovement" scores rather than to isolate

triables that produced the improvemegt, thenjt would. have been wise to_

rve used a highly symmetric figure 0°0 rather than 02. ).
o o o o o

wever, in'the present study, Gear It -like "good form" seemed to be a

alatively' neutral factor regarding N,apparent memory improvement:" For

aildren/Who.had given correct responses at the one-week. session, "good_

)rm'.' reOrganiiing acted as a negativeinfluence, whereas for children

lose one-week responses. had been"poOr,".the."good form " - factor sometimes.
,

iy have Acted to help produce better responses.

ren who didnot.re eive
perfect one-week scores
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Cognitive Development Over Six Months: The re ults clearay show that stores
on. both the one-week and six;-month tests were closely correlated with seria-
tion ability. In fact, at the lowest seriatio level, several children were

. unable to copy the configuration even when it as in plain view. (At higher
seriation levels, none of the children had difficulty copying the array.)
Furthermore, the amount ofimprovement was alsa related to seriation ability.
That ist the most improvement occurred at seriation levels 2 and 3, with
v8ry little improvement at levels 4 and..5, and a slight regression in per-
formance. at level 1.

1

The relative lack of improvement for seriation levels 4 and 5 presum-
Ably resulted from the facts that (a) children at level 4 and 5 had already
acquired most of the relevant operational abilities, (b) children at levels
4 and 5 had already stored quite well on the one-week test, so,their.six-

, opth scores could only get worse, .However,4.similar factors did not seem to'\
produce improvement for children at the lowest seriation level--in spite of
the'fact that children at seriation level 1 had the most to\gain in terms
of improvements in operational ability and the least to lose from ceiling
effects on gain scores.

...-- " \

.

i

46

The Ouality of Initial Encoding: Operational ability (Or simply organiz-f,T
ability) could be involved in at least, three phases of the learning/remem-
bering process: (a)'at the encoding phase, (b) reorganizing the information

* for storage, and/or retrieval, and (c) at the decoding phase.

The fact that similar phenomena occurred for construction and recog-
nition tasks-(with recognition tasks being slightly easier) suggests that
"apparent memory improvement" is not simply the result of improved decoding
ability (E.g., improved drawing or construction ability). So, v:latever pro-

duces "apparent memory improvement," it is related to improvements in oper-
ational ability and it functions even when decoding ability (i.e., drawing

. o

0/

constructing) is minimized--as in the recognition task. This suggests

.
at the operations that are involved at the encoding and reorganizing
hases may be similar (or !dentical) to operations that are involved at the
eroding phase.. However, the operations that are involved function in sya
terns that must be coordinat--and the decoding phase requires a higher
degr4e.Vf coordination :thau the encoding phase. Encoding would be analogous

\ to painting a picture "by the numbers" wher an outline is already given.
Decoding'. would be analogous to painting-the same picture, using the same
movements, 4here the only outline is qn your head." Presumably, this is
why children at the.lowest seriation level did not improve over time like

children at levels 2 and 3. At levels 2'and 3, the children's operational
ability was sufficient to encode the relevant information correctly, but was

'insufficient to cope with the increased coordination required at the decoding

phaSe.. Consequently,. after six months, when, operational abilities had in-
creased, children at levels 2 and 3 were -able.toldecode the information they

had'encoded six months earlier. However, for children at level 1, the _-
relevant information had never been encoded prope ly--so improvement could

not occur. .

.

/
I

/
/
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The Haptic-Visual Perception, Construction, and

Drawing of Geometric Shapes by Children Aged Two

to Five: A Piagetian Extension

Karen Fuson Cheryl Murray
Northwestern University Northwestern University

Piaget and Inhelder (1967) reported that children were able to(make
a haptic-visual discrimination of uncomplicated Euclidean shapes at about
age five. However, infants can learn to make visual-visual discriminations
of such shapes (Volkelt, 1930), and American upper-middle-class children
commonly play with and learn to master the visual matching of shape toys
involving up to twelve shapes by the age of two or two and one-half. The
present study was designed to exxaline some of the variables which might
be responsible for this large gap between visual-visual and haptic-visual
discrimination.*

The size of the shape used seems to be an important variable. Piaget
and Inhelder used relatively large shapes (their circle had a diameter
of 11.5 cm.). There are two problems in using large shapes with young
children. The first is that the child will miss some of the distinctive
features of the shape in his haptic exploration. Piaget and Inhelder
reported that their three and four year old children made very unsystematic
searches; Zinchenko and Ruzskaya (1962) also found that three and four
year olds make short haphazard haptic searches of objects. The second
possible difficulty with large shapes is that the child will find all of
the distinctive features in his haptic search, but will be unable to co-
ordinate them into a single mental image which can be used to identify
the shape visually. The shapes used in the present study were small
enough to fit entirely into the hand of a two year old child. With such
a small shape, the child would lie unlikely to miss any distinctive features,
and any successive focusing necessary to coordinate different features
into a single image could be done quiCkly because he would not have to
move his hand from feature to feature.

*
In this paper the following terminology will be used:

Haptic-visual discrimination refers to the presentation of objects
for touch or manual exploration with their identification made
from a group of visually-presented test objects.

Visual-visual discrimination refers '-, the visual presentation of
objects with their identification made from a group of visually-
presented test objects.

Visual-haptic discrimination refers to the visual presentation of
objects with their identification made from touching or feeling
unseen test objects (that is, haptic exploration).

Hapric-haptic discrimination refers to the presentation of unseen
objects for touching with the identification of those objects
made by haptic exploration.
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Another possible variable influencing the seemingly late success of.
Piaget and Inhelder's subjects is their socio-economic background, which
was not specified. For the present study, a sample of middle-class chil-
dren in day care settings and upper-middle-class children in half-day
nursery school settings was obtained. Tne latter sample of children

might be expected to perform better both because their home environments
might be richer and because they had more opportunity for individual
interactions with a-primary care-taker (their mother).

Piaget and'Inhelder checked the development of children's haptic
identification in three ways by selection from drawings, by construc-
tion of the shape wtth sticks, and by drawing of the shape. They reported

that success using the selection from drawings occurred slightly. earlier
than haptic success, but that the latter two methods gave the same re-
sults. However, a pilot study conducted by the current authors indicated
that constructing shapes with sticks was considerably eager than
drawing these shapes. Therefore, this study was also designed to assess
the development of the ah.l.lities CD to choose from a visual assortment
a shape being examined hartically,(2) tu construct a visually-presented

shape, F.nd(3) to draw a visually-presented shape.

Piaget and Inhelder investigated the child's ability to identify

both ramiliar objects and geometric shapesusing haptic exploration.
Four of the geometric shapes used by them were chosen f)r this study:

a circle, square, equilateral triangle, and diamond. The chronological
order of success found by Piaget and-Inhelder for these shapes was circle

first, followed later by the square and triangle, and considerably later

by the diamond.

Revit-v of the Literature

Piaget and Inhelder (1967) reported the following stages in the hap-

tic perception of form:

Stage 0 (<2:6): Experimentation with hidden objects is not possible.

Stage '1 (3:0-4:4): Familiar objects are identified. Shapes re-

quiring identification of topological relations (open, closed;
number of holes, etc.) are identified. Shapes requiring identifi-

cation of Euclidean relations ate not identified.
Stage 2 (4:4-6 :0): Rectilinear shapes differentiated from curvilinear

shapes. Later in the stage simple, shapes possessing Euclidean
reIationS are discriminated (square, rectangle, triangle).

Stage 3 (' 6:0): Complex forms such as the swastika, cross, Cross

of Lorraine, and star are recognized\ and drawn.

Several replications of the Piaget and Inhelder haptic study have

been made (Fisher,' 1965; Hoop, 1971; Laurendeau & Pinard, 1970; Lovell,

1959; Page, 1959; Peel, 1959). These studies were in large part concerned

with the Piagetian assertion that topological relations are used by chil-

dren before Euclidean ones, and that this development is reflected in their
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haptic' identification of shapes.. One, interested in the controversy con-

cerning the development of topological and Euclidean notions'in chil-

dren might wish to examine both the above studies, partiCularly Lauren -

deau and Pinard (1970) and Martin (1975) which analyzes Piaget's

choice of figures from a mathematical perspective. For our purpOses,

the impact of these studies was in their suppott of Piaget's results.
The socio-economic characteristics of the samples and the sizes of
the shapes were not specified adequately in all of the studies, but

higher socio-economic status and somewhatamalier shapes seemed to con-
tribute to a younger age of success (Fisher, 1965; Milner & Bryant,

1970).

A considerable. amount of research has bed' done in cross-modal dis-

crimination of shapes in primates and in children. The wide assortment

of variables involved in these studies and the inadequate specification

of task variables makes comparison or succinct summary difficult.*

However, these developmental studies do seem to indicate that visual -

visual discrimination occurs first, followed by haptic-visual and visual-

haptic discrimination, with haptic-haptic discrimination being the most

difficult. Variables which seem to be associated with earlier success
on cross-modal tasks are s m a 1 l e r shapes (sizes ranged from

about four Cm. to twelve cm.), simple shapes (circle, sphere),. comparison 0

test shapes that differ greatly from the initial shape, simultaneous
presentation of the test objets, a small number of test objects, and

simultaneous presentation of the initial and the comparison objects.

Rose, Bland, and Bridger (1972) reported haptic-visual success by three

and one-half and four and one-half year olds on simple discriminations

between two quite dissimilar objects; but most studies reported a /

high level of success only for children five years of age or older.

It should be noted that many of these studies involved time delays of

some type.

The construction of geometric shapes with stick., has been little

researched, Piaget and Inhelder reported that for only one out of 30

children examined were the matchstick constructions superior to the-

drawings (1967, p. 78). They found that errors in individual children's
drawings par0.1eled similar errors in construction. The criteria used

in judging either an adequate construction or a drawing were,not specified,

however, so it is difficult to tell just what was measured. Lovell (1959)

asked, his subjects to construct figures with matchsticks. He found the,

square easiest to construct, followed by the triangle and than the dia-

mond. In a comparison of mean ages at which drawing and construction

success occurred, he found that construction success occurred approxi-

mately six months before drawing. successc

*
For a more complete discussion of this literature, see Fuson &

Love-Kunesh, 1977, or write the first author.

6
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:piaget and Inhelder (1967) reported the following stages in the
development of the child's ability to draw shapes:

'Stage 0 (Until .:11): Drawings display no aim or purpose; they

are mete scribbles.
Stage. 1 (2 :11- 4:00): TopologiCal relations,such as open/closed .

are used. The circle, square and triangle are undifferentiated
closed curves. .

Stage 2 (+0-6:6): This stage displays a progressive differentiation

of objects based on Euclidean relations. At first curvilinear
forms are'drawn differently from rectilinear forms. Later in
this stage relations such as length and number.of. sides are used,
so that the circle is separated from the ellipse as is the

square from the triangle. At the end of this stage, the_rhoMbus
(diamond) ia drawn correctly.

Stage 3 (Above 6:6): There is little difficulty in drawing even
the most complex forms, such as the swastika. .

Piaget and Inhelder did not specify the criteria used for classifying the
drawings, nor did they provide.further details of the ages at which

chiidren.draw specific shapes.

The research on children's drawing 'that is relevant to this study
is of three kinds: replications of Piaget's drawing tasks, oognitive

development'siudies, and tests used to assess a child's level, of devel-

opment.' The Piagetiark replications are largely concerned with the.rela-

tive ease of drawing topological. and Euclidean relations, but they do

contain somedata relating to the circle, square, trianglei and diamond.

Lovell .(1959) found that out of 21 thapes and figUres drawn by childien.

between the ages of three and five, the.circle was second easiest to

draw, the square sixthi the triangle sixteenth, and the diamond twenty-

fitst. The triangle and diamond were more difficult to draw than fig-

vies containing two shapes,.such.as a triangle'inscribed.in acircle

and a tiny triangle contained in the center of a circle, though this

resultmay have been partially created by. Lovell's scoring criteria.

Peel (1959) reported that children's drawings of Piaget's 21 shapes

fit:a'Guttman'scale that is, that older children drew better than

did younger' children: Peel did not report the order of difficulty of

the partitular shapes.

Among 'other tasks, Birch Vend Lefford (1967) had subjects draw

an isosceles triangle pointing up and pointing down, a diamond, and a

square balancing on one vertex (a square diamond). Four conditions

Of drawing were used -- freehand drawing, tracing, copying on a dot

grid and copying on a square grid. The.freehand condition was the

most difficult at all ages. Birch and Lefford reported improvements

in the freehand drawing of the triangles from the age of five to an

asymptote appearing at age nine. Improvements in the freehand drawings

of the two diamonds continued until age 11. For all forms, the greatest

amount of improvement occurred between the ages of five and seven.
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Olson (1970) conducted a series of studies-on the child's acquisi-
tion of the concept of diagonality. He found\that the diagonal is a
'very difficult concept and that success reproducing it occurs two to
three years later than for vertical or horizantal line segments.
This-research indicates that one reason the triangle and diamond are
more difficult to dray.than the square is due to their inclusion of
diagonal line...

Developmentlq R.sscePment instruments which include drawing of
the circle;, squtal .:fttlWe, or diamond include the Stanford-Binet
Intelligencp t Riley Pre-School_ Development Screening
Inventory (1959), 41.4,74 ,tie Test of Visual-Motor Integration (1967).
In general,. ±t 4fa 44f.111t to relate the resultS\ of these tests to
those of Piag,t 17oc:,:,.7e the criteria they use are inappropriate or am-
biguous. For exftzly5-s., all of the tests norm the drawing of the circle
at three years, bor. ^.1-0.4wament is defined as predominantly rotary. or
circular lines which nr may not be closed. One of the key features
Piaget required for rucc circle-drawing was closure.

The tests vary cone.derably in their criteria for successfra
drawing of squares, and cLasequently norm success at different ages. .

The Riley defines a .5quars as-a mostly closed figure which includes
at least three corners whtch are approximately at right angles; this
square" is drawn by four years of age. The VMI defines a square as

a figure containing four distinct sides with corners not necessarily
angular. This kind of square is drawn by females at 4.3 years and by
males at 4.6 years. The Stanford-Binet finds that a square is drawn
at five years of age. This test delines a square as four unbroken and
,.perhaps slightly.bowed lines, the heighth of which are no more than
one and one-half times the width. These lines meet in unrounded corners..

The triangle .is normed at six y3ars of age by the' Riley. The
triangle is defined as a figure containing at least two angles drawn
at approximately 60°, with unrounded lines that meet at distinct points.
The VMI norms a triangle at 5.3 years. This triangle simply contains
three distinct lines in which one corner is drawn abovethe other. two.
The Stanford-Binet does not include a triangle drawing.

Both the Riley and Stanford-Binet norm the diamond at seven years.
The Riley defines a diamond as, three distinct lines withapproximate
angles in which at least coo carriers meet at points. The figure is
closed and upright. The Stanford-Binet defiNies a diamond as a figure
containing four angles drawn opposite to each other. The\figure may
not be square- or kite-shaped. The VMI norms the diamond'at 8.1 years.
Its zriteria are the same as the Stanford-Binet with the addition that
the acute angles may not be more than 60°. The VMI states Chat the
less mature diamond drawings' include acute angles which are too large.

Although these tests vary in their scoring criteria an age norms
for different shapes, they all agree that the order of difficulty for

: the four shapes is circle, square; triangle, and diamond.
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A provocative discussion
the lengthy time lag between visual dis-

crimination and shape drawing ability is contained in two papers by

Eleanor Maccoby. In the first paper, Maccoby and Bee (1.965) asserted

that visual discrimination does not require the simultaneous recogni-

tion of all shape attributes, whereas shape reproduction via drawing

does. This stance .wad modified in a second paper (Maccoby, 1968)

which proposed that the form perception of infants and y^ung children

is holistic in that, their discriminations are made "on the basis of

the whole shape quality rather than on the basis Of selected attributes"

(1968, p.. 165). This holistic perception is adequate for visual dis-

crimination but not for copying, primarily because copying required

the sequential execution of parts of a figure. Maccoby reported an

experiment in which three, four, and five ye'ar old children were asked

to match parts of a square, triangle, and diamond, and to draw these

shapes. Children who were unable' to find matches for horizontal or

vertical lines produced poor drawings of all three shapes'. Children

who made errors in matching diagonal lines produced significantly

poorer triangles and diamonds. In addition, training in discriminating

right- and left-slanting diagonals fram.other lines led to iuproved

performance on the drawings of the triangle and the diamond, but not

the square (because it has no diagonals).. Training consisting of

tracing with, a pencil inserted in grooves outlining each of the three

shapes did not result in improved drawings. Thus, it is an adequate

discriminatiou of parts of a figure which seems to be a prerequisite

for the ability to draw it.

The present study was designed to investigate certain issues.

raised by Piagetian'and related research concerning the developMent

of children's:notions of space.. Specific hypotheses were:

Hypothesis 1: The order of difficulty of tasks will be haptic-

visual discrimination,
construction and then drawing.

Hypothesis 2: 'The smallness of the shape w".11 facilitate its

haptic identification, leading to considerable success by two

and three year olds.
The order of difficulty of all tasks according to shape

will be ct cle, square, triangle, antdiamond.

Hypothesis 4: Performance will be higher for children of enriched

environments.

Method'

Subjects. The sample population of 96 children was,stratified by

age and background. The four levels of age were two, 'three, four, and

five years. The two levels of background were Background A:' upper-

middle class/half-day school/Montessori preschool and Background B:

middle-class/day care/traditional preschool. The Montessori classroom

environment is a' structured one in which the students choose individual

activities and exercise considerable autonomy. The traditional classroom
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environment has some Individual activities, but includes many more
activities which are organized by the teacher and presented to a group
of children at the same time. The number of activities in each kind
of environment related to the tasks in this study is about equal,
though theorganized-Montessori drawing activities (insets, tracing
letter # and numerals, etc.) may facilitate drawing ability more than

the freer drawing activities in the traditional environment. How-

ever, becauSe the two and three year old and about one-third of the

four and live year old Montessori children were new to the Montessori
environment, this _,sample does ,not con4titute a good Montessori/non-

Montessori comparidon. Another difference between the populations
concerns the mothers' working habits. The mothers of the Background A
sample generalkdid not work; those of the Background B sample did.
The complicated nature of the background variable reflects reality
rather than intentional choice -- traditional half day schools do not

enroll two and five year olds and few upper-middle class mothers

work. All of the children in the study were from a racially and econom-
ically heterogenedus community of 80,000 bordering on the north side

of Chicago.

Design. Each S performed the haptic, construction, and drawing,
tasks and was re-interviewed six months after the first interview.

Thus the data are cross-sectional and longitudinal. The independent

variables in this study were Age (2, 3, 4, and 5 ears), Background

(A and B), and Time of Interview (Initial and Follow-up). /The depen-

dent variables were the scores for each shape on the haptiC, construc-

tion, and drawing tasks.
4

Materials. The geometric shapes used in this study were constructed

from wood Ratm. thick. Figure .1 shows the exact dimensions of each

shape. The shapes fit into the palm of S's hand so the. S could feel

the entire shape simultaneously.

Figure 1
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Four, sets of shapes were used in this study, one by each experimenter.
In each set; one shape was painted blue, one red, one green, and one ,

yellow. The color of each shape was varied over sets.

The screen used in the haptic task was made of rigid cardboard
.48 cm. by 48 cm. Holes were cut out of the screen and cloth sleeves
were attached to the reverse side of the screen so that as S put his
arms_through the holes and sleeves, he could not see his hands. The

screen was placed in front of S, who was at all times seated at a table.
S could not see over the toP:Or sides of the screen..

Two types of sticks were used in the construction task. The large
sticks were wooden coffee stirrers 1 mm. thick, 6 mm. wide, and 9 cm.
long. The small sticks were wooden matchsticks 5 cm. long from which
the heads had been cut off.,

The drawing was done with red pencils 10 cm. long on unlined white
8k" by 11" paper. Over the course of the experiment, it became clear
that'the lead in these pencils did not mark as well as it should. A #2

lead pencil, would have given darker drawings.
"tk

Interviewers. The initial interviewing was done by a professor
of early.childhood, by a graduate student in educational psychology
with some experience with child'ren, and by an undergraduate with little
experience with young children. The follow-up interviewing was done
by the graduate student and by four undergraduates who had some exeri-
ence with children.,'

The interviewers were trained in two sessions which included indiv-
idual practice with children of the age Sampled in the main study.
Training was considered complete when both the trainer an an interviewer
felt'that the interviewer,had moved through a complete interview easily

and comfortably.

Interviewers Were assigned to not more than one-half of each Age X
Background cell so that in no case was an entire cell interviewed by
one person.

Proced e. In each school, the testing was conducted in a quiet

room or al e familiar to the children. Ss were tested one at a time.
i'or all children, the Haptic Task was given first, followed by the Con-
struction Task and then the Drawing Task. Each ..nterview lasted between

'ten and twenty. minutes.

The Haptic Task: After seating herself and the child at the table,
E pointed to the four geometric shapes laid out on the table in the

order: circle, triangle, square, and diamond. S was asked to name as

many of the sha;2s as he, could. These names were recorded. The screen

was then placed on,the table, leavinF the fgureample shapes in the
child's v..ew, and S put his hands through the sleeves of the screen.
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He was given his first shape in his right, hand and asked which shape
he held. If S had previously been unable to name the shape, he was
asked to pull one hand out of the screen and point to the appropriate
:shape. Many.younger Ss displayed a very powerful urge to pull the
_shape frdm behind the screen in order to look at it. 4 ilas senititive

to thisand was at'all times ready to hold, on to the S's hand to
prevent him from v ewing the shape. The interview had been introduced
to tihe children as a "secret "game, and most did not seem to mind this
restraint., If S did not actively banipulate the shape in:his hand
and gave no responAe, he was encouraged by .E to "touch itall over
and feel it," S was also encouraged to make a choice even if he was
unsure which shape as the correct one

57

'For each subject, the four shapes were ptesented twice in,the
same order. The order of presentation was randOMized across subject".
The response to each shape and the method of retponse (naming, pointing)
were'recorded. Because the sample shapes vere in view at all times
.and 'no time.delay existed between shape presentation and identifiCation,
it is clear that the haptiC task was in no way a memory task.

\ The Construction. Task: F011owing completion of the haptic task,
the screen was removed from S's view./ Either a triangle or a square
was placed onithe table. S was give# six large sticks and asked to
build the given shape. Half of the/subjects built the triangle first,
and half the square!first. The other of these two shapes was given
second. The diamond was alwayd-Oresented last because a pilot study

_indicated that it was considerably more difficult to build than the
other two, and it discouraged subsequent responses on. the simpler shapes
if Presented first.,. The circle obviously could not be used in this con-
structlon task. If, could not construct the. shape with the large sticks,

the small sticks were given to him. 'E recorded S's responses by-drawing
on &record sheet all of. S's attempts to construct'each shape. Each'

side was labeled to indicate the.order in Which it was placed.

The Drawing Task: After completing the construction task, S was
given a red pencil and a sheet of paper. S was presented each shape and
asked to draw it on'his paper. The circle was presented first, the
diamofid last, and triangle and square second or third, alternating between
subjects. In'the event that S's drawing of a partidular shape was in-
accurate, E presented that .shape for S to redraw after S had a5tiempted
to draw each of the' four shapes. S was also allowed to redraw a shape
when he asked to do so. The name of each shape was rec rded beside
e;z..ch drawing.

Scoring. The haptic,task was scored for each shape by the total
correct recognitions out of the two trials.
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. ,

The recordings of the construction task for the square, triangle,
and diamond were scored according to the following criteria:

not even one vertex was constructed correctly,
at least one vertex was constructed correctly but the
entire shape was not constructed correctly,

2: at least one stick was initially misplaced but the shape
was eventually correct (i.e., trial and error correct
constructioh),

3: the shape was constructed correctly with no misplaced
sticks during construction.

Mich shape constructed by each S was given a sc ore of qr 1, 2, or 3.
All constructions were scored 5y two scorers. 'Disagreements wefe dis-
tussed and mutually resolved. The scorers initially agreed on 959., of

the constructions.

The drawing of each shape was, scored by .six judges on a. si milar

0 -3 point scale. The scale was modified somewhat for each shape as
follows: .

0: C: random scribble, ° .

Sc A D: random -scribige or a closed, curve,
1: C:-11 score of 1 was not given for a circle, .

;3,- T, D: distinct sides present, but some of the sides
were curvilinear instead of rectilinear,

2: C: closed but not round; must be a distinct closed urve
and not a circular scribble, .

,=

S, T: all sides approximately'straight; all vertices, clearly
.present; angles or sides may be of unequal size,
D: two halves of the diamond are present but are not co-
ordinated correctly (lines joining opposite, vertices are
not perpendicular), or the'sides are not equal,

3: C: fairly round, -

S, T: all sides quite straight; no extensions at the
vertices; angles and sides all equal (one sidelE-3/2

of another)
D: lines joining oppositevertices are perpendicular,
all sides are equal, and angles are the correct size.

Classifying drawings is a difficult task. There are some fairly
clear stages present in the drawing of these shapes and the rating

scale was constructed to descfibe these stages. Figure 2 illustrates
some of the typical drawings in these stages. However, many drawtngs
fall in between these stages; that is, the drawings show continuous
rather than discrete development. This continuity is reflected in
the ratings of the drawings. Table 1 displays the percent agreement-
among the six raters for each shape in each cell. The agreement
fell as children moved from one stage to another. Many of the Back-
ground A three year olds were between stage 0 and 1 for the last
three shapes, while most Background B three year olds were more/clearly
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Table 1

c

"i` V

Percent Agreement of Drawing Ratings by'Six
Judges for Each Shape by Age/School Sample*

59

,Age
. .

Back-
ground -C

81.9

--. 4

S

75.0

ti? T.

80.6 87.5

Mean

82.7'

3 A 81.9 70.1 77.8 77.8 X6.9 '

.4 87.5 77.8 83.3 .'79.2 , 82:0

4 ". A ' 86.1 881,9 90.3 90.3 88.9

5 B 72.2.t' .88.9 83.3 ,., 84.7 82.3

5 80.6 76.4 83-.3 86 86

c.

.
. ..

Mean 81.7 .79.5 BM 84.3 82;4

Figure 2

40

9
Icy 11 h
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in stage O. The agreement was higher for the latter group. The "A"
four year olds were quite solidly in stage 2 for the square, triangle
and diamond, and agreement was fairly high (88.9%). The agreement fell
for the "A" five year olds-because many of these Ss gave responses that
fell between scores 2 and 3, some raters giving them a 2 and some a 3.
Lower agreement for the five year olds was also due to what we term "the
sloppy effect". Some children become quite casual about shapes they think
are easy, and .hey produce 4awings with characLgristics of lower'scores. -

While it wasfairly clear that some of the drawings could have been done
--at a-higher level, they had to be scored as they were - somewhere between
stages:2 and 3. This depressed the agreement. In future studies, re-
searchers should be urged to ask Ss to re -.and re-draw a shape if it was
'drawn quite rapidly or sloppily.

In order to use this continuousrather than discrete quality of the
scoring for the drawings, the scores of all raters for a particular shape
were totalled. These totals were-used in all of the analyses of the drawings.

Analysis

A 2 X 3 multivariate analysis of variance was performed on the haptic,
construction, and drawing scores for the initial and follow up interviews.
the independent variables were Background(A and B)and Age (3, 4, and 5 years.
old). The variates were the scores awarded for each shape (circle, square,
triangle and diamond). A 2 X 2 X 3 MANOVA was:11:c performed on the scores
comparing performance on eachinterviewl Here the independent variables
were Time (first and second iuterviews),\Eackground, and Age. Two-Ss were
lost in the second interview because they had'rhoved from the area. The MAN-
OVA used was originally written at the Biometric Laboratory,. University of
Miami, Coral Gables, Florida.

Extreme difficulties were encountered in our interviews with two-year-
old Background B children. Communication was difficult, and Ss' attention
spans were too, short to reach task completion. Because it is misleading to
compare incomplete task performance, the results for each two-year-old Back-

,

ground cell were analyzed apart from the remaining sample data. Descriptive
datd4foi- the two year olds 'is givdn in a 'Ater section.

In order to determine whether the ability to perceive haptically, to cor-
.

struct, and to draw shapes occurred in Individual Ss in the predicted order
(circle first, then square, then triangle, then diamond), the number of ob-
served reversals of this'order within each S was counted for each task. A,re-
versal occurred whenever the score for a given,Shape was less than that for
a ShapehypOthesized to,,.be more difficult. Thus, a sequence of scores such

. as' 3, 1, 1, 2 for the circle, square, triangle, and diamond, respectively,
was counted as two reversals. In this example," both the square and triangle
'scores were less than the diamond score. A chi square was calculated for,
each Backgrouhd. X Age cell comparing obServed reversals to those which should
have.. occurred by chance alone.
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Results.

Haptic Percept-ion Task

/I

Initial erview: Ths means and standarddeviations for the initial
interview hapti task are given /in table 2. The percent of correct re-

sponses are giv n 1 each half year in table 3. Virtually all of the chil-

dren cc-rectly fitified the circle. Except for the diamond fo the four

year cad B c Oren, the four and five year olds were almost en irely cor-

rect in the r identifications. Most of the errors in the three year" olds
came from.children less than three years, six months old. So, n this sam-

ple, most of the children were able.to complete the haptic tas success-

fully after three and a half years of age.

Ta1:9.e 2

Means and Standard of Correct

Age
Back-
groLnd

Scores for the Haptic ask (Initial Interview)/

Shapes /

'Circle Square Triangle'
/

.Diamond

3 B 'X . 4,17. 1.75_ 1.657 I 1.667

SD .Zt...4: .622 -' .651
--- --,

.778

A 1.917 1.917
\

1.750 1.583

SD .28,9 .2F9 .624\ .669

2.000 1.833 2.00i) \-- _ 1.750

SD 0.000 .577 0.0 0 .622

4 A 2.000 1.917 2.000 1.917

!SD 0.000 .289 0.¢00 .289

5 B IR 2.000 2.000 000 2.000

ai

SD ,0.000 0.000 02.000 0.000

5 A X 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000

SD 0.000 0.000 .000 0.000

scores: 2:\2 out of 2 trials c rreotly identif ed
1: oui of 2 trials co rectly identified

0: out of 2:trials co xectly identi4ed

The multivariate analysis of,vaiance reveal d no significant interac-
1

Cions, no effec of Background, and n effect of ge,(though the latter ap-

proached significance with p < .06). The univari to F tests for Age were sig-

nificant for the triangle (F = 5.04, p .. .009) a d for the diamond (F = 3.34,

p.c. .042). Youn er children made more incorrect identifications of these

shapes.

ti
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0

Table 3

Percent Correct Haptic Perceptions
By Full and Half-Year Cells

First Interview

Shape

Age (n) C S T D
. .

Ages, (n) C

Shape

,S T D

3.0-3.6 (13) 96 92 777 69

3.7-3.11. (11) 100 91 95 95

4.0-4.6 (12) 100 96 96 96

4.7-4.11 (12) 100 92 100 88

5.0 -5.6 (15) 100 100 100 100

5.7-5.11 (9) 100. 100 100 100

3:0-3.11

4.0-4.11

5.0-5.11

.(24) 98 92 85 81

(24) 100 94 98 92

(24) 100 100 100 100

Age* (n) C

Shape

S

Second Interview

T. D Age* M. C

0

.Shape

S T

3.0 -3.6 (ii) 100 100 100 100

3.7-3411. (11) 100 91 100 91 , 3.0-7 11 (22) 100 96 100

4,0-4.6 (12) 100. 100 96 100

4.7-4.11 (12). 100 i100 100 100 4.0-4.11 (24) 100 100 98

5.0-5.6 .(15), 100 100 100. 100k,

'5.7-4.11 (9) 100 .100. 100, 100. 5.0-5.11 (24) 100 100 .100

scores: 3: immediately correct construction
2+3: trial and error or immediately correct construction

The children were now six Months older than the ages listed.

I. 1

D

96

100

100
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Follow-Up Interview: In the first interview most of the haptic

errors had been made by children younger than three and a half. This

result was confrmed in the, second interview with the same children six

months later 7.-;only six errors were made in the 560 haptic identifica-

tions. Two square and two diamond errors were made by three year olds,

one diamond error by a four year old, and one triangle error by a'five

year old. The haptic identification of small shapes reaches a quite

dramatic ceiling at the age of three and one-half.

Construction Task'

Initial Interview: In table 4, the group \means for the construction

task reveal that for three and four year olds,\ the square was considerably

easier to construct than the triangle, and the triangle was considerably

easier than the diamond. For the five year oldS, the square and triangle

reached ceiling performance while the,diamond sjtill presented some diffi-

culties.

In table 5 the percent' correct responses indicate that 82% of the

three and one-half year old Ss,correctly constructed the square either

by trial and error or without hesitation. Only 75% of the four and one-

half year .old Ss were able to construct the triangle, and. only 83% of the

five and one-half year olds were able to construct the diamond.

The multivariate analysis of variance revealed no significant inter-

action-and no significant effect of Btackground overall, though for the

diamond, Background A children.made significantly higher scores (F = 4.79,

p L .032). The overall effect ofAge was significant (F = 8.151, p< .0001),

as were the univariante F teststfor-ll three shapes.(p 4..001): Square,

F = 9.45, Triangle, F.= 25.03; biamend, F = 17.42. Thus construction

ability for each shape increasedith(,age.

Follow-Up Interview: The perce4tleOrrect performance on the second

interview construction task is reported/in table 3. These data reveal

that almost the entire sample was able to construct the square and the

triangle correctly either immediatelyor,by trial and error (above 90%

correct for all age levels). This is considerably above the performance

,on the first interview, for at that time even the four and one-half

year olds were only 75% correct on these shapes. The teachers of the

children reported that they had not tried to teach these constructions

to the children. It may be that the first interview focused the atten-
,

tion of the children on the construction of shapes, and they subsequently

set about to learn this task for themselves. If this is so,,it would

seem that a task interview is an extraordinarily powerful means of mod-
.

vating children to learn this task.
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Table

Means end Standard Deviations of Scores
For the CdftStruction Task (Initial Interview)

School

B

Square
Shapes.

-Triangle

64

Diamond

3E 1.667 1,083 .583

SD 1.303 .900. a .515

SD

3D

TE

SD

5

SD

5 A.

:sp

2..167

1.030

2.417
.996

1.417 .750
.900 1.055

2.000 1.250
1.128 .965

2.667 2.167 1.750

,778 1.030 .965

3.000
0.000

3.000
0.000

2.917 1.833
.289 .937

3.000 2.545
0.000 .688

scores: 0: not even one vertex, 2.,:trial and error correct

1: one vertex correct .3 immediately correct
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Table 5

Percent Correct Constructions
By Full and Half-Year Cells

65

Age Score - S

First Interview.

Shape
T Score, 'S

0
Shape

. T D

3.0-3.6 3 15 08 0
n=13 2+3 54 15 08
3.7-3.11 3 73 18 09 3.0-3.11 3- . 46 13
n11 2+3 82 45 18 n=24
4.0-4.6 3 .67 42 17
n-12 2+3 83 58 33
4.7-4.11 3 75 . 584, 17 ,4.0-4.11 3 71 50 li
n=12 2+3 83 .75 67 n=24 2+3 83 67 50
5.0-5.6 '3 . 100'' 93 40
n=15 2+3 100 :::i.100 73

5.7 -5.11 3 100 100 \\50 5.0-5.11 3 100 100 43
n=9 2+3 100 100 \83 n=24 2+3 100 100 78

Second Interview

Shape Sha?e
Age* Score S

.

T D Age*, Score S T D

3.0-3.6 3 73 54 '09

n=11 2+3 91 91 27
3.7-3.11 3 64 45 0 3.0-3.11 3 68 50 04
n=11 2 +3 100 91 36 n=22 2+3 95 91 27
4.0-4t6 3 92 50 17

n=12 2+3 100 92 33

4.7-4.11 3 92 83 50 4.0-4.11 ' 3 83 42 33
n=12 2+3 100 92 '92 n=24 2+3 100 92 63

-5.0-5.6 3 100 100 73

n=15 2+3 100 100 100

5.7-5.11 3 100 89 67 5.0 -5.11 3 100 96 71

n=9 2+3 00 100 100 n=24 2+3 100 100 100

Scores: 3: immediagely correct construction
2+3: trial and error or immediately correct construction

*The children were now six months older than the ages indicated.
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The number of honediately correct responses varied by shape and by
age. At ages three ai.:1 four, 20% more constructions. were immediately
correct for the square than for the triangle. Both shapes were constructed
innedately by five year olds. The diamond was eventually correctly con-
structed by almostall of the Children who were now five and older. How-

ever. even one-third of the oldest children (now Six to six and one half) _

.sti12.'required trial and error to construct the diamond correctly.

The multivariate analysis of variance resuL:s were the same as for
the first interview.

Comparison of the.TWo Interviews: A 2 X 2 X 3 (Time X Background X
Age) multivariate analysis of variance for construction revealed signifi-
cant effects (p < .001) for Time and Age overall and for each shape. Older

Ss and Ss in the second interview made higher scores. The Background effect
forlthe-dinmand-almast-reached significance (F 3.49, p < .064),- with Back-
'ground A children scoring consistently higher on the diamond construction.
There was a significant Time X Age interaction overall (F.= 2.25, p.!, .04)
and for the triangle (F = 5.07,p < .008). This interaction just failed 65
reach significance for the square (F N-2.62, p .07). For both the square
and triangle, the three year olds increased their scores in the follow-up
interview about twice as muph as did the four year olds, anc the fives did
not increase.. In contrast, the incase for the diamond showed a regular
pattern across ages, with Backgrouna A children increasing about .6. No

other effects reached significance.

Drawing. Task

First Interview: In table 6, the groups -means for the drawing task
reveal Wet children scored the highest o1 he circle, follawed by the square,
triangle, and diamOnd, in that order. The percent correct scores given in
'table-7.show the irregular growth of, drawing abilities specific to the in-
dividual shapes. Even at the age of five, most Ss did not make drawings that
were correct by the rather rigorous standards of the drawing rating scale.

The multivariate analysts of variance, showed significant effects for
Age overall and for each shape on the univariate teats (p < .001). Drawing

performance improved with age fpr each shape. The overall effect of Back-
ground, was not significant, but the univariate tests showed a significant
Background effect for the: circle (F = 4.49, p< .038) and the diamond :(F=
5.05, p4,.028), while the square (F = 2.91, pe, .093) and the triangle
(F = 2.29 p < .135) approached significance. Background A subjects scored

higher than B subjects. There was a significant overall Interaction. of
:Background and Age, though the circle was the only shape to show signific;ance
on the univariate test. This interaction was a result4of A children scoring
higher or the drawing of the circle and the square at younger ages and higher
on the triangle and diamond at the older ages.

a
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Table 6

Means and Standard Deviations
of Scores for the Drawing Task

First Inteiview

67

Age

3

'Back-

ground

B

A

A

B

A.

if
SD

X
SD

SD

SD

X
SD

X
SD.

Circle

1.864
.446.

2.394
.382

2.431
.411

2.444
.385

2.514
.305

2.542
.421

Square

.667

.500

1.182
,497

1.528
.497

1.556
.679

1.778
.583

1.958
.370

Shapes
Triangle t.

.576

.668

.758

.375

1.111
.609

1.375
.782

Diamond

.409

.513

.455

.34.2

.639

.703

1.236
.851

1.750
.680

1.889
.239

1.472
.688

1.833
.555

Back-
Age .ground

3 B

A

B

A

5

A

SD

X
SD..

X
SD

i -

SD

SD

Scores:

SD

Second Interview

Cirdle Square

Shapet
Triangle' Dlamond.

2.439 :995 .758

.319-

.1.182

.450 .58/ .664

...

2.394 1.697. 1.303 .697

.436 ..623' .714 .862

2.306 1.597 1.444 1.181

.388 .575 .574 .712

2.611 1.958 1.917 1.694

.372 .276 .584 .413

. ,

2.667 1.958 2.250 .1.889

.302 .578 .447 .259

2.819 2.056 2.125 2.000

.181' .287 .285. 423

0: meaninglesfiscribble
cne vertex correct

ti

2: whole shape present but still
some errors

3: shape correct in all details
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Table 7

0

Percent Correct Drawings
By Full and Half-Year Cells'

First InterView

Age Score -C

Shape

S T D Age Score C

Shave

S. T

3.0-3.6 3 31 0 0 0

n=13 2+3 92 - 08 0 0

3.7-3.11 3 27 0 0 0 3.0-3.11 3 29 .0 0

n=11 2 +3 83 09 18 0 n=24 2+3 87.5 08 08

4.0-4.6 '3'. 25 0 0 0

n=12 -243 100 42 25 08

4.7-4.11 3 50 0 0 0 4.0-4.11 3. 42 0 0

n=12 2+3 100 75 67 58 n=24 2+3' 100 58 46

5.0-5.6 3 60 )0 07 0

n=15 2+3 100 87 73 '60

5.7-5.11 3 67 33 11 22 5.0-5.11 3 562.5 12.5 08

n=9 2 +3 100 89 100 67 n=24 2+3 100 87.5 83

Second Interview

Shape Shape

Age* Score C S T D Age* Score C

3:0-3.6 3 54 0 0 0

n..11 2+3 100 64 27 18

3.7-3.11 3 45 0 0 0 3.0-3.11 3 50 0. 0 '

n =11.. 2+3 100 45 27 27 n=22 2+3 100 54 27

4.0-4.6 .3 33 0 08 0

n=12 2+3 100 67 58 25

4.7-4.11 3. 0 75 0. 08 0 4.0-4.11 3 54 0 08

n=12 2+3 100 92 83 75 n=24 2+3 100 79 71

5.0-5.6 3 80 13 27 0

n=15 2+3 100 93 100 93

5 7-5.11 3 100 11 22 .0 5.0-5.11 3 87.5 12.5 25

r=9 2+3 100 18 89 100 n=24 2+3 400 87.5 96

1 .:ores
3: immcaiately correct drawing

2 +3: trial and error or immediately correct drawing

*The children were now six.months older than the ages indicated.

0
33

08
62.5

D

0
23

0

50

0
96
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Table 8

Multivariate Analysis of Variance for the Drawing Task

Main Effects

Multivariate
Analysis

df f

**
4 1, 125 5.29

44.25 3.74*

8,250 11.66**

df

1,128

1,128

2,128

Univariate Analysis

Circle Square

7.58" 11.47**

6.76* 10.37*

11.15" 25.88"

Triangle

19.21**

4.86f

43.39**

Diamond

2.92
**

7.05*

47.48"

Tuns

Background

Age

Interaction

TX B 4,125 <1 1,128 <1 <1 <1 . <1

T X A 8,250 1.37 1 2,128 1.64 1.68 <1 A 1

m X A 8,250 2.29
b

2,128 ,<1 1.81 1.28 2.56

T X B X A 8,250 1.59 2,128 4.43* <1 <1 <1

f: P<.05, *: P **: P<.001

Tabie_2_

Number of Reversals by Individual Children of the Order Square,
Triangle, and Diamond

. Interview 1

69

Age

Haptic Tisk

Background 5- Background A .

No. of No. of

reversals X' reversals X
2

Construction Task

Background B Background A
No. of , No. of.

reversals X- reversais. X2

Drawing,Task

Background B Background A

No. of 2 No. of,
reversail: X . reversals X

2

3 .. 3 7.41** 4 6:31* 1 10.67** : 3 7.41** 2 9.30** 2 9.30**
,,,

4 4 6.31* 2 9.30** 1 10.67**- 0 12.52** 2 9.30** 1 10.67**

O 12.52** 0 12.52** 0 12.52* 0 12.52** .4 6.3* 3 7.41"

Interview 2

0 12.52"^ 4 6.31* 0 12.52" 0 1A.52
**

10.67** 0 12.52**

4 0 12.52
e* i

0 12.52
**

3 7.41
**

0 12.52**
, :,*

10.67 2 **9.30

S 0 12.52** . 10.67
**

0 12.52
**

0 12.52** 4 6.31* 0 12.32
**

'

Therewere 36 possible reversals in each cell. '13.84 would occur by chance.

**
P .05 P.!.01
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Second Interview: All children received scores of 2 or 3 on the

circle. At age three, the percent of children receiving scores of 2

or 3 was 50% for the square and about 25% for the triangle and diamond

(see table 7). At age four, this percent was about 75% for the square

and triangle, and 50% for the diamond. By age five, almost all children

received scores of 2 or 3 on all drawings. However, only half of the

three and four year olds received a 3 for a circle, while most of the

five year oldsdid. Very few of the :hildren of any age received a

3 on drawings Ofmthe square, triangle, or diamond.

As ,in the
and for each s
Background was
shapes. The A
CF = 3.08, p<
(triangle: F =
action between
terview.

first interview, Age was a significant effect overall
ape (E.< .001); older children had higher drawing scores.:?.-

of a significant' effect overall, but it was for certain
hildren were significantly better in drawing the square
i.008), with trends in superiority-Jor the other shapes
3.08, p < .084; diamond: F = 2.],t, 1).4 .151). The inter-

Age. and Background was not significankin the second in-
.

. r

Comparison of the Interviews: The 2 X 2,X 3 multivariate analysis

of'Variance of scores on the drawing task indicated that each of the main

effects - Age, Background, and Time of interviewv-- was significant overall

and for each shape (see table 8). Performance w s higher for older Ss,

for the Background .A children, and for the foll -up interview.

The ,significant Background effect indicat4 the complexity of the

developmental grOwthfor drawing different shaes. This development .seems

to proceed in stages, with fairly marked improlvements of particular types

followed by long plateaus of little or 110 imprbvemeht. These periods Of

marked improvement differ for different shapes'. For all shapes, A child-

ren preceded the B.children in their movement Ito a new stage, but some

of this movement took place at the time of they 2irst interview and some,

only by the time of the second;` Thus, Backgrqund A children scored sig-

^nificantly better ou the circle and the diamond at the first interview

and on the square at the follow..up.interview.1

The Age X Background interaction was sigifiCantlaverall in the com-

parison MANOVA. This interfl.ction indicated teat the difference in scores

between the A aud B children varied at differept ages and that this dif-

ference also varied with each shape. For dhei square, the A children were

considerably superior at age three and only
e

ately so at age four

and five: For the triangle, the A. children ere moderately superior at

age three and four, and not superior by age give. Por the diamond, ther

was no difference at age three, but' the A children scored considerably

higher at age four and five. Background A cy.ldren seemed to defile higher

when the ability to draw a shape began to de'elop.

The three -way interaction (Age X SchoollX Time) was significant for.

the circle (p <.01). The three year old A hildren were superior on

the circle drawin, for the first interview b t not for the second; the
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four and five year old A children e superior on the circle in the

second: interview and not in the first. We believe the A children were
prObably superior at the'. older ages in\t first interview, too, but the

"sloppy effect" (older children not draWin the simple. shapes as care-

fully as they could) pulled down' scores. Ast s probable that the scores

were affected more on the_first than ,the second -interview because experi-

menters-were less sensitive to this sloppiness problem at.tli t time and

asked for fewer re-drawings than in the second'interview.

Comparison of the Three Tasks

A' comparison of the
2

percenttorrect haptic-visual identifications,
_________oo2nsttliEtions, and drawings in tables 3, 5, and 7 reveal that while

haptic -identifications for all shapesireached ceiling performance by
3.6' years, construction and drawing for certain shapes lagged consid-
eably behind. Using a criterion of 66% correct, we findthati-for the
first interview, trial .and error construction (scores 2 and 3) of the
square lagged six months behind haptic identification and trial and

error construction of the triangle and diamond lagged one and a half

years behind haptic success. Approximate drawing success (scores 2
and 3) was cne year behind trial and error construction for the, square
and diamond, but occurred at the same time as Construction for the triangle.

A comparison of scores of .3 (immediately correct construction and en-

tirely-correct drawing) shows that construction success lagged behind hap-
'tic success from six months to over three years, varying from the 'square

to the diamond. A very considerable construction-drawing 14g exists using
scores of 3. An immediately correct construction was made by 66% of the
children by age 3k lot' the square, by age 5 for the triangle, and by age'

161/2 for the diamond; but even by age 6k, the percentages of children who

,

khad made entirely correct drawings was only 11% for the sqnare, 22% for

kthe triangle, and 0% foi the'diamand.

Comparison of the Shapes

The number of reversals of'the order square, triangle, diamond
observed in the protodols. of individual Ss and.chi-square values for

these reversals appear in table 9. For all tasks in bot;':1 interviews

the number: of reversals is lcv and significantly below chance. Thus,

..for individual children as well; as for groups, the circle was the

easiest to identify hapticallY,1 to construct.and to draw, followed by

the square, then the triangle, Snd then the diamond.

, .

Two-Year Performance

It WAS necessary to delete.the.two.year old data from our main
analyses because so few children in the B sample were ab',a to complete

all of the tasks. No children' of this age were able to construct or
draW the geometric shapes, with the exception of one female Background

A child, age 2:07, who was able to construct the square without hesita-

tion.



Striking differences were observed between the A and B subjects.

The B Ss were from poverty homes and attended a day-care center which

provided for eome physical, emotional, and mocor skill development
-but gave little contingent verbal interaction. None of the children

gave names for the geometric shapes, and only four of the twelve sampled

could or would complete the haptic task. In contrast, all 'of the A

children completed'our tasks, and five out of the twelve could name

the circle, square and triangle. None of these children could name

the 4iamond. .

In theAnitial interview it was uncle whether the B children

could not perform our tasks or whether the-interviewers were unsucc as-

.ful in communicating the tasks to.them. Fear andshYriess did seem

be a factor in their low performance. ConSequently, after the follow-

up interview some children were re-interviewed in-their .classrooi using

a towel-sleeve for hiding the shapes, rather than the'experimental

screen. Half of the children improved their performance under these

conditions. It is not clear which-of the fo4owing.variables produced

this improvement; familiar classroom, seeingOther,cbIldren do, the task,

the towel-slee e instead of the screen, or second trial. Perhaps the

combination Faas ipportant. What does seem lear is,that testing con-

ditions are especially important for young low SES children. Other in-

vestigators are encouraged to take steps to reduce Sd' apprehension.con-

cerning the eXperimentai environment 'and to increase non-verbal communi-

cation'bf.the required taskt.

In the six month fellow-up interview the.A Ss completed almost all

of the haptic tasks correctly (there wereltwo square'and two diamond

errors). Thus by two and one-half years Of age, these A children per-

formed as well as did the three and one half year olds in the total

sample. Whether this is due to some aspect of theiriMotessori:training
is,unclear (they attended for one and a half, hours twice a week); their

curriculum did not invlve tasks"similar to the haptic task: Perhaps

the fact. that these ver% young childrenlwere enrolled in this preschool

-reflected-a special interest or knowledge on the, part of their parents

which contributes in other Ways to the advancement of their child's

cognitive abilities. Alternatively, perhika what these two yearolds

brought from their Mcin'tessori activitiels was an increased ability to

ocus on a task.

72

The two year old 'data does \support the hypothedis concerning,the

ordef of difficulty of particular ehapes in the haptiC task. There

were.extremely'few (three. out of a possible 144) reversalsolche order-

circle > square > triangle > diamond. IThe'percent Of,correethaptic
recognitiona for all two year olds is lierorted in table-10.:

i
C.

ct
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Table id
y.

Percent Correct Recognition by Two Year Olds
Of Shapes in the Haptic,Task

First Interview

,n C S
./

Backgrouzd B 12 21 8
.

90 25-
4. . ta

Secondary Results

Second Interview

n

81 69 44 0

100 89- 100 89

Names: An analysis of Ss'...knowledge of the names of each shape
. shaWed that by three years of age over 60% of all Ss could name the
circle, square and triangle. By five years of age virtually.all Ss could
"L.ame these shapes. However less than 57, of the three year olds could
name the diamond. Only 177, of the four year olds and 71% of the five
year olds knew' the name of the diamond. Knawledge of the shape names
was. substantially, ,higher in,the second interview. Ninety one pergedt of
the three year olds knew the names circle and Square: 867° knew .the name
triangle.. The diamond was named by only 327, of the three year olds; how-

: -- ever*54% of the four year -olds and 967. of the five yearolds.cotild name
\. the aiamond. This relatively late acquisition of the names of the shames

demonstrates that the' ability toTname a shape was not a prerequisite for
the haptic identification of a shape, as haptic.identifications of all
shapes were performed by age three and one-half.

41 Matchsticks and Coffee stirrers: The percentage of Ss at each age
pho were not able to construct each shape with coffee-stirrers but could
dp so with the smaller matchsticks was calculated., In the first interview,
the matchsticks facilitated construction of the square for 187. of the
three -and 3370. of the four year olds; for the triangle 42% of the three
and 10% of the four year alds;were aided ;".and 9% gf the three year olds,
17% of the four year olds, and 14% of the five year olds were able to
construct the'diamond only when given the matchsticks.

/ There were fewer Ss-in the follow-up J.atervia than in the first
who were unable_ to construct the ,shapes. However, of those Ss unable to
,construct the shape', a larger percentage were aided by the matchsticks;
c50% of the three year olds and the 'one four year old Lmable. to construct
thesquaie with the large sticks were.able*'to construct it with the match-
sticks. For the triangle, 5076 of the three year olds and 33:X, of the fours
wereaided by the matchsti9ks; and 16% of the three and 10% 3f the four
year olds needed them hAticks.in order to construct the diamqnd.

Patterns in4onstruction: We examined the order in which each stick-,
Ade of each shape was placed in an effort to find any consistent,patterns
for form construction. All figures giVen are percents of the successful,,
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constructions (score 2 or 3) a a given age level. The most consistent
pattern observed for the squai was a circular placement in which sticks

were placed in a clockwise or ounter-clockwise order by over 60% of the

Ss at °each age. The most consistent pattern observed in the triangle
constructions was one in which the two diagonal sides were placed first,

,
follaWed by the bottom,' horizcintal side. 'This pattern was observed in

aver.70% across all age level and reached 83% for the five year olds.

i
The diamond' constructions wer more varied than the other two. The dia-

mond was constructed in a con igtious circular (clockwise or,counter-
clockwise) fashion by 257,,,of the three and fob. ,' year olds and by 61%

of the five year olds. However 50% of the three, 67% of the four, and

33% of.he five year °Ida constructed the diamond in top/bottom halves,

placing the top sticks li: to right (or right to left) and then the bot-
tom sticks left to right ;(:)-, right to left, accordingly). Thislndicates
a considerable number of :f who produced (that is, displayed a knowledge

of) a symmetrically balanced diamond. /
.

i

The follow-up construction aata revealed somewhat different/patterns.

The squnr,_ +.i.'_!' :-..-trUeted in a contiguous circular (clockwise Or counter-

cJock..0 fashiz: y 30% of the three, .67% of the four, and 29 %. of the

?iv year olds--a .
:king decrease from the over 60% obserVed in 'the,.in-

ititil interview fc. ,,i11 ages. However, 32% of the fours and 54% of the

constructed the square by placing the first two sides simultaneously:

Oneof the fours and,,six file year olds who displayed this tendency intially

placed sticks which formed the,parallel sides_of the square. However, five

of the six fours and seven of the thirteen five year olds immediately

placed two` sticks to. form a vertex of the square. This finding combined

with those Ss who constricted. the square in a circular fashion'' (consistently

placing sticks wh4ch formed successive vertices) implies that it was the

vertex wl-!._ was the most salient feature of the square for those Ss who

were able. to construct the square (rather than theparallel sides, for

example). In the. construction Of the tFiangle, there was an increase from

, the first,ifiterview'in the tendency to place the bottom-horizontal nick

lest. 6ver 85% (957 for the fives) displayed this pattern. Also, over

32% of the ;three and, four. and 71%Of'thefive year olds simultaneously
plaCed the diagonal sides of the triangle in their nonstructions. Certain

tendencies foundAm:the diamond construction in the, initial interview

were again' fOund in the follow,up interview. Forty-three percent of the

threet conStructed,tbri diamond in a circular order; that number dropping

to 13% for the four,, lri only 4% for the five year olds. The tendency to

construct the diamond in top and then bottom halves was observed for 43%
of the-threeS, 67% of the, fours and 83% of the five year olds. A lesser

number (fours: 20%, filres: 8%) constructed the diamond in a left/right

(or right/let) fashion. It is interesting to note that 47% of the lours

and .67% of.the flives simultaneously placed at least two sides of,the dia-

mond before constructing the rest of the shape. Thus, over 50% of our

sample at each age who were able to construct the diamond displayed an

understanding of the. symmetrical nature of the diamond through their

method of construction. -
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Discussion'
I

Our hypothesis that children would be able o pe ceive geometric
shapes hapticilly prio to constructing them, an to c nstruCt_them

prior. to drawing them, was strongly supported. irtua ly'all of the

children could haptical4 identify the circle; s uare, riangle, and.

the square by\age 4.0, the,triangle by age 5.0 and the diamond
diamond by the age of. 3L6 years. ,Over two-third of th children could

construct
by age, 6,0, However, even at 6.0 yeara, less than one-t ird of our Ss
4ere able to draw any shape other than the circle quite a,curately.

\
) 1 \

Our results clearly\support the hypothesis' that the t4,sks involving
the circle are solved first, followed by those involving the square, then
the triangle, and finally; the diamond. This wa true for t

and

tic, con -

struction, d drawing tasks. The obliq0e nature of the sideses of the tri-

e"

dination of the right-left and the top-bottom halves of the diamond makes
angl make it more difficult than the square, and the simult neous coor-

t is shape the most diffiCult. 1
\

I

It should be noted that progress in"an individual child ismotrthe
'smooth increase indicated by our group data. /Individual progressconsists

of slow development of skills, sudden insight, and temporary regression.

Regressions may occur as a child cork-A-on some new problem and 'temporarily

ignores:a previously solved one, asindiCated1 by our four year olds when

they abandoned equilateral squares with rounded corners todraw1rectangles

With 90 vertices. Reg essions also may be\due to the state of\the child

At a given moment, involving uncontrollable \nterral variables such as hun-

ger, illness or boredam.1
\

i .. '

Our results agree With, some of Piaget, and Inhelder's results c:...! die--

!agree with others.' Piaget and Inhelder deliberately chose 'xg;elifigures

for their haptic task because they were interested in the abilit of chil-

,dren to coordinateperceptions of parts of figures. They found that Young

children (three years) did not seek out parts'
-
of figures and that older

ones (four years) either did not seek out al1 l Of the partaor were unable

to coordinate them. Their haptic task alsofinvOlved a large numb r of

shapes, many of which w ra quite similar to, anthe sque-e, triangle, and dia-

mond. Our'atudy indi d that when children did--not have to sea ch-for

parts of the figure, ey could viake haptiC identificaticus by ag three

and on.:: half, This result is Iin striking Contrast t results with larger

shapes, as for example Lovell who reported that onL.y ,three out of 43 chil-

dren between three and one hallf and four could identify, the circle\, square

and triangle from a haptic presentation (Lovell, 1959, 'p.. 107).

I

The chief difference between our results and those otTiaget And In-
,

helder is that construction clearly precedes drawing. It is-interesting

that this result'is more in keeping with Piagetian theory in general than

is Piaget's own result, for one would expect children to..be.able t operate

on concrete objects before they could operate on abstract imageAl. The

drawing -of shapes occurs later than constructions for several reasons.
i ,f
:
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Drawing does not allow for trial and error placements of a part; each
mistake requires d whole new drawing. Drawing also requires the ability
to draw.a straight line. Most importantly, the drawing task involves
the coordination of lines one has already drawn on paper with mental
images of lines still undrawn which one projects onto the paper; As one
five year old subject` described it, "I see an invisible triangle on the
paper, and I draw it." Drawing shapes is a difficult task, requiring a
detailed and well-formed mental image as well as the ability to coordinate
such images with partially completed drawings. Children did seem to
use mental guides alMost eAclusively for drawing, for very few Ss were
observed to look back and forth from the presented shape to their drawing.
Even when interviewers called a child's attention to the shape while he
was drawing, the child ignored it.

The construction task used in this study utilized sticks of equal
length. We gave Ss six sticks, from which they chose the appropriate num-

Nber to build each shape. It should be noted that # was only when Ss were
unsure or unable to build the shapes that they tried to use all six sticks.
That is, our Ss did display an understanding that each shape had an exact
number of sides. However, we cannot be sure that they fully understood
that each shape had sides of equal length. For example, there was no ques-
tion that if our Ss placed three sticks together touching ends, they had
constructed an equilateral triangle. Perhaps a better test of a child's
understanding thatan equilateral triangle, a square, and a diamond have
equal length sides would be made if we had given Ss !:;icks of many lengths.
When given sticks of many lengths, Ss would have to choose those sticks
of equal length and then construct the shape. The difficulty in performini;
this new task should fall between that of the present study's construction
task and drawing task. This prediction stems from the assumption that the
difficulty involved in making equilateral sides with sticks should be the
same for the suggested construction task andflthe present drawing task, but
the former will involve the coordination of concrete materials rather than
a mental image.

The ceiling performance reached on both the haptic and the construction
tasks undoubtedly contributed to the lack of significance of, the Background

effect. Where there were differences, Background A scores were consistently
higher. The one significant construction difference found was for the dia-
mond -'the most difficult task. That Background differences might ave been

found in the haptic task with younger children is supported by a study by
Fuson and Love-Kunesh (1977). Using shapes identical to those used in this
study, they found significantly better performance in the visual-visual-and--
'haptic-visual shape identification by middle-class childrenE4e-,d lk to 3
years whose mothers had fourteen years :2: mo.7.7-6-of education than by chil-
dren whose mothers had between eleven and thirteen years of education.

In both the construction and drawing tasks, Background A children were
the first to demonstrate an advance in skill for a particular shape, though
the considerable difference which resulted occurred sometimes in the first
interview and sometimes in the follow-up interview. The scale used to rate
the drawings helped to minimize Background diffenances, for it combined a
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wide.range of drawings in catt.gory 2. Background A children tended to
make draWings that were not quite "3", while Background B children often
MAda 10e1 "2"drawings that were barely past level "1". A more discrim-
inating'scale.for the better drawings would have resulted in even larger
differences'between the two background groups.

Our interviewers did report additional differences between the Back-

ground A and B subjects, especially in the second interview. These im-

pressions- are offered here to aid the generation of hypotheses in future

studies. The Background A children were generally more confident andself-
possessed, attended more closely to the tasks in the interview,.and made
more verbalizations indicating they understood the overall structure of
the interview ("We can't construct the circle with these sticks." and "And

now you want me to draw the diathond.") These kinds of differences might

be examined in future studies.'

Drawings necessarily reflect both motoric and cognitive abilities. If

one side of a square is drawn in a convex rather than a straight line, for

example, it is difficult to decide whether the drawing is due to an inaccur-

ate production scheme, to a lack of motoric control, or to an inaccurate

mentca it -age of the shape. Our scoring plan did not, and webelieve could

not, make a clear, separation here. Freehand drawings will always confound

these sources of error. A possible alternative is to offer drawing aids,
such as a straight-edge and measuring instrument, to 'S while he is drawing.

In I:his way one could observe how .a child went about making his drawings.

With young children, however, these unfamiliar aids may be of little use.

In order to assess the level of motoric skill tapped by our scoring

scale, a mathematics class for preservice elementaty teachers was asked

'to araw the shapes used in this study. They were allowed to draw and

redraw each shape until they were satisfied with it (many of the older

,children in the main study had voluntarily done this as well). The num-

ber of three's (the highest score) for the seventeen students was circle:

17, ,square: 14, triangle: 11, and diaMond: 6. The triangle'scores of "2"

resulted chiefly from inability to draw straight oblique lines; this r4-

suited in the sides of the triangle beiug curved in various ways. The

diamond scores of "2" were similar to the better two drawings of our five

year old sample, displaying an inability to make the two halves of the

diamond symmetric. Either the top and bottom, or the left and right sides

did not match. Thus in this adult sample, as in the preschool sample, the

-lack of ability to coordinate two dimensions simultaneously precluded ac-

curate drawing of the diamond. Again, the need or another level in our

drawing scale to separate the wide range of drawings at level "2" was evi-

dent.
ti

Several methodological problems arose in our,-use of an interview

situation. Interviewing young children is inherently unreliable. Many

internal (hunger, fatigue, illness) and external (the amount of threat

in the situation, the activity the child just left, the presence of an

unfamiliar adult) factots can affect a child's performance. We attempted

4
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to control for as many of these as possible: interviewing was always

done at the beginning of school; we tried not to interrupt a child at
work; a friend or teacher could come along for the few cases where a
child did not want to leave the room, etc. Nevertheless, there were
undoubtedly factors which varied from child to child.

Controlling for the interviewer Is one of the biggest difficulties
_in a study such as this.. One might choose to have one interviewer for
all children.so that results across children are more comparable. How-

'
ever, this one interviewer might unconsciously or inconsistently vary
his behavior in such a way that the results may be biased. Training.

Several interviewers requireS the use of a standard, interview protocol,
and thus increases the objectivity and reproducibility of'the interview.
However, the use of several interviewers introduces the possibility that
the ideosyncratic.behaviors of different interviewers will produce
varying results. One might assess the effect of different interviewers
by competing data collected by them from the same sample of subjects.
This procedure was not practical in the present study due to both ex-

.
perimental- (learning from the first interview) and subject-related
(boredom from doing the same task again, different internal state) con-
atraints. The compromise made in this study was to train several inter-
viewers and to" assign them to at most one-half of any cell. In this way

any interviewer-generated biases were dis'.ributed throughout our sample.

Another interviewer problem concerned the use of new or experienced

interviewers for,tho. follow-lip interviews. Using the initial interviewers,

who were by the second interview quite experienced, could have produced
superior results, making the first and second interview data uncomparable.

Therefore; new interview were trainedfor the follow-Up-portiou of

this study.

final interviewer problem concerned the need for a blind-experi-

menter: :hat is, one who does not know the experimental hypotheses.
AnticipatiOn cif certain findIngs could bias Interviewer behavior towards

different subjects. .However.. the authors, who obviously were informed

interviewers, felt it necessary to have some personal contact. with the

.Ss in'order not to lose unanticipated results which might otherwise be

ignored by uninformed interviewers. A_compromise was made in which the
authors did two-thirds of the interviewing in the initial interview, but

only one-fifth in the follow-up. Blind interviewers were used in the

follow-up interview. The great improvement displayed in the aecond-in-

terview demonstrates that the authors did not bias the initial results.

Im lications

Our four main results are briefly restated below.

Haptic,perception of the geometric shapes used in this study

chronologically preceded the ability to produce the shapes
by both construction and drawing. The smallness Of the shapes
used seems to account for the success on the haptic task.
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2) Production of shapes is not an all-or-nothing ability.
There seems to exist a continuum along an abstractness
dimension which predicts that production of a shape using
concrete materials (our construction task) is less diffi-

e,
cult than one requiring the production of abstract mental
images (drawing). For all shapes, construction ability
chronologically preceded drawing ability.

79

3) The complexity of geometric shapes affects a child's ability
to reproduce them. Object properties such as curved lines,
,straight lines, vertices, oblique lines, and symmetrical halves
using these oblique lines combine to predice a developmental
pattern of production ability. In this study it was found

that the order 5f circle, square, triangle, and diamond de-
scribed the chronological order both of perception and produc-
tion.

4) Background A subjects scored
drawing task than Background
construction of the diamond.
did score somewhat higher on
on the initial haptic - visual
significant, possibly due to
tasks.

significantly higher on the
B subjects, as well as on the
Although Background A subjects
the other construction tatics and
task, the differences were not
the ceiling reached on these

Our subjects. were able to make haptic- visual discriminations of geo-

metric shapes much earlier than reported by other researchers.- Virtually'

no mistakes were made on this task after age three and one half, and the
Background A subjects reached this ceiling by age two and one-half. This

Success is due to two factors: the small size of the shapes and the simul-

taneous presentation of the task 'object and all choice objects. Our 'sub-

jecta did not have to possess or be Ale to use voluntarily a systematic

method of searching the shape all of its features were perceptible at
all times because the entire shape could be held in the hand. Also, the

smallness of the shape would ,facilitate the coordination of many separate

haptic centrations into an image of the total shape, because successive

centrations could be made almost simultaneously.

Our haptic results offer no direct' evidence concerning MaCcoby's'

assertion that the perception of young children is holistic; but the

authors' observations of the behavior of. children doing the haptic task

and introspection concerning their own haptic behavior.provides some in-

direct evidence. Many children made immediate identifications, saying,

"Triangle" as soon as the shape was put in.their hand. No attribute was,

ever isolated in a verbal.description; the few descriptions, observed were
always' like "the pointy one" rather than "the one with points". This

lack of verbal attribute isolation suggests that even when an attribute

was focused on by.the.child; the totality or wholeness of the shape was

so much in the.forefront of the child's perception that the isolated at-

tribute was immediately incorporated, into a notion of the.whole object.-
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. .

.
If a child can construct a Shape, we an infer that he-can discrim-

inate the parts of
..
that shape. The fact that our subjects Could con-

struct shapes before they could draw them supports Maccoby's assertion
that discrimination of the parts of a figure is'necessary-before drawing
cau be done. But the fact that. there was.a long time lag between succeSs7'
ful construction and successful drawing implies that discrimiliation of
the parts is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for drawing a
shape. '.1r results support Zolttan Dienes's contention that construction.
precede malysis (1960). If a child was given the parts, he could con-
struct them into a whole much,. earlier than he could break down.-(i.e.,
analYze)'the whole into its parts and coordinate these. In particular,

".the construction task freed him.from having to build the shape Se-;
after parts of the-shape were put together in. one way,

;I-Le could adjust the relations of the earlier placed, parts. The diffev-
ences in table 5 between percentages of Ss who received a 3 (built cor-
tectly immediately) and who received a. 3 or a 2,,(trial and error: even-
tuaLcorrect construction, but moved at least one stick in the process
of building) reveals that the ability to build aShape in immediate
correct sequential order (a prerequisite for drawing success) lagged
behind trial and error success by six Months (thesquate) to a yeai and
a half (the diamond). Thus, we would modify Maccoby's hypothesis to
say that at let two prerequisites for drawing of shapes exist:

1) the ability to discriminate the parts of the shape, and

2) :he ability to operate on a mental image of 'a shape so that
(a) the parts of the shape can be related in a sequential
order, and (b) the part(s) of the shape already drawn on
the paper can be coordinated with the mental image of the
whole shape that is projected onto the paper.

The Background variable in the present study reflcts a combination
of factors: type of school attended, socio-economic status, working
habits of the mother, and amount of time spent in school. Although sig-
niiicantAifferences in construction and drawing performance were found,
it was not the aim of the authors,to-encourage further rese- concerning
the exact locus of this effect. We feel that energies shouit:. ":'.1stead be

directed toward gtudies which examine.what can be done to ree2a dif-
ferences which do exist -- i.e., toward training studies. The-imaginative
S6rviet'training studies reported by Zinchenko (1969) indicate fairly
clearly that practice in concrete modeling of figures can result in--
greatly imprved drawings for children aged four and above. Goodson's.

results (reported in Maccoby, 1968),indicate that training in identifying
parts of shapes can also improve drawing.

While we advocate research into traininsprccedures, we-feel two
points:mustbe kept inmind with respect to 'training of perceptual and
,representational skills. This training should be training in the general
improvement of perceptual and representational abilities, not a narrow
focus on the ability to construct or draw a few limited shapes. Knowing
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how to build a square or a triangle is not important in itself; this
ability is only important as an indicator of representational ability
in general. Such training.can be kept general if it is done with a
varied set, of materials and for,many different.shapes. Secondly, such
training must be viewed as providing an opportunity for a child to de-
velop whatever capacities he posges...-s at a given time, rather than as
a programmed se-ies of steps 'that.wlil be successful for any child at
any time. As such, the training must consist-of-creative, imaginative,
constructive activities which enable a child to improve his own abil-
ities to discriminate and coordinate parts of figures. Premature or
insensitive rote copying of models may lead to a mechanical, chained
behavior ("First I do this, then I do this, etc."). This is mere con-
`ditioning and will disappear if it is not practiced.

The particular tasks used in our study indicate that the careful
choice of task objects can greatly facilitate task success. Researchers-
and preschool teachers should take careful note of this finding. The

site the materials used here seemed to be the crucial factor both
for the haPtic idertiffcatiqn of the shapes and for the Construction
with matchsticks. The shapes were small so that children did not have
to seek out shape"features. In addition, Ss could move quickly from
feature co feature to coordinate them into a perception of the whole.
lipwever, objects probably get "too small" when they can no longer be
handled easily by a child. Motivational components of a task are im-

portant too. Schultz (this volume) found that very large shapes (60 cm)
used for transformation tasks with elementary; school children produced

slightly higher performahce than small shapes (6' cm). The crucial fac-
tor here seemed to beuthat.the very large size of the shapes was in-
triguing to the children, and_they worked longer on tasks involving
these shapes. i t may .13e. that preschool tasks should involve
either small, child-size objects,to facilitate cognitive solution of
the task or quite large objects which increase'.actibn and interest
and consequently the amount of time and energy expended on the task.
The point to be made here is that size is one of many variables
which may be- subsumed under the notion that providing the materials
most suitable to a child's given state of development or readiness
will facilitate task success. Careful observation and imagination on
the part of the teacher is to be encouraged towards this end.

We do notthink that the ability to do the tasks in this study

are important in themselves acid do not propose that they be included

in a preschool curriculum. The important implications of the study for

preschool education were outlined above. However, this study does re-
flect one of the most important aspects of research in cognitive devel-
opment.7- that such research leads to the development or refinement of

eheoretical constructs. Therefore we look to resparah,=such as ours,
which bears upon the general theoryof spatial development of Piaget

/arid -upon specific hypotheses concerning ability and concept acquisition,,
such as Maccoby's,tcpcontribute to the evolution of theoretical prin-.

ciples which can guide- the education of young 'children.
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The Role 01 Motor Activity in Young Children's

Understanding of Spatial Concepts

Judith Smith Musick
Northwestern University

Within the last 20 years certain theoreticians have hypothesized
a motor peri0d of-ontogenesis during which bodily:action is the critical
..coMPonent in the-child's,developing'ability to store information about
:representational space (Kershner, 1970). As a result, educational .

programs have been developed which. emphasize children's motor activities

in their acquisition of spatial notions. Yet, how much justification
-.really exists for a "learning through movement" or a "remediation
;through movement"approach? More -basically, what is the re1ations1<p
-betWeen the realms of motor and intellectual functioning?

I the research reported here, the concept of distance was used
to inv stigate the relationship between motor activity and intellectual,

funct oniug. It was hypothesized that a child whp, with his own'body,

jour -eyed.,froi point A to point B and.returned would not ne6ssarily,

As result of the action, comprehend the equality of distance traveled
un ess he was at the stage-of concrete operations,

Related.Literature-

Movement theorists (Cratty, 1970) who emphasize t role of motor
activities for the acquistion of spatial concepts ap arently base their.

arguments upon.three sources: "...(a) observations th t infants' motor
development to "a large degree seems to precede their a ility to think

and to speak, (b) correlative and factorial studies in hich scores on

intelligence tests have been contrasted to various- ces of motor

aptitude, and (c) from experimental investigations which have hypothesized

that change in intelligence may be elicited by following various programs

of physical activity." Delacato (1963), And Godfrey and Kephart (1969)

are among those representing this view. Delacato's theory centers around

the, concept that a defective nervous system can be transformed through

the utilization of various patterned activities such as creeping and

crawling. He claims that-these activities also can aid the child in

developing more fully in such areas as reading and visual organization

of simple and complex spatial relationships. Cratty (1970) reminds us,

however, that within recent years the theories of Delacato have been shown

to be generally unfounded, and that Delacato,appears unwilling to -subject

his dethodologies to well-controlled experimental procedures.

o Godfrey and Kephart (1969) view motor learning as the basis of cognition,

and note that the more complex activities such as perception, symbolic manip-

ulation, and concept formation depend upon, and utilize is their acquisition,
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the More basic motor learning which had its origins in early infancy. They
/Claim that when..the -hild's early motor learning Is deficient, more complex
learning will be impeded and retarded. Consequently,,they state;motor
activities are important not only for their 'awn sake, but for the contribu-.
tion which they mist make to the more complex activities the child wil.1-be_.
required to perform at later. stages (Godfrey & Kephart, 1969).

In drawing conclusions based. on studies investigating motor learning,
it'is ildportant to keep in mind distinctions between gross and fine motor
abilities. W,lff and Wolff'(1972) comment that these two.motor dimensions
may be the output counterparts of two functionally independent perceptual
systems. Although both systems have motor-perceptual components', fine motor '

abilities appear to be cortical and to be related 6 focal.or figural percep-
tion, whereas gross Motor abilities appear *.) be subcorticaland related to
spatial perception. Gross motor activities inVolve locomotion of the entire
body in space; whereas fine motor activities require mpvements predominantly
of the fingers and hands in relationship to'finely articulated visual stimuli,,
Clinical obserVations suggest that many atypical children have serious prob-
lems in spatial conceptualization and organization which are) reflected in

gross and fine perceptual-motor difficulties (Bendbr, 1938; DeHirsch, 1957;

Kephart, 1950; Keogh, 1969). This suggests that impaired motor abilities
may uricer..:.e. spatial confusion, but it may possibly b'e the reverse. For

example, the fields of-neurology, language pathology, _and mentalretardation
\ hive some evidence that motor abilities may be influenced by perceptual and -

cognitive factors (Critchley, 1970; Goldstein, 1948; Goodglass & Kaplan, 1963;

Duffy, Duffy, & Pearson, 1975). Consequently, although it isobvious that
-motor actions are related in some -way to a-child's understanding of space,

the dynamics of this relationship remain largely unknown. *Nonetheless, move-
ment theorists recommend the use of both gross and Tine motor activities to
develop and enrich a wide 'range of perceptual and cognitivelunctions..
Fros:_..-41_ and MaSlow ,(1970, p.85) suggest the use of movement. activities empha-

sizing ::.: '1 words a-s "around," "sideways," "before," "after,''.'"in-b -en,"

"faster," 'slower," "higher ,I' "lower," "wider "and "smaller" to fr: chil-

dren with "::.aovoCabulary denoting time and space relationship,. as, well as

an understanding of the concepts represented by these words.",- Prolatig and

MasloW also consider movement to be critically important in the training of

such academic skills as arithmetic and reading 'Chapter 8). They/comment:that

_ movement - activities 'can be used to teach all fotir arithmetic proctsses 17clud-

ing fractions, noting4urther that childrenCan learn to compare size's and

distances when they are told; "Let's run to 'he gate--it's farther than the

tree," or "Take the longer rope"(p. 115).

, ,---7)

. . .

Most movem ent theorise-particularly emphasize the usefulness of move-

ment to aid the young child in.developing spatial perceptio .and spatial Con-

cepts(Barlin & Berlin, 1971; Barsch, 1967, 1968;_Hawkins, 1964; Dimondstein,

1970, ...issell, 1965). For example, Godfrey and Kephart (1 69) recommend that

balance actiViEleswhidh relate to gravity are the point o origin for ipatiaL.#

coordination, and note thAvlocomotion is the tool for the use of the total
. 1,

b6dy.to explore space: In addition, they vielethe throwing and catching
activities involved in receipt and propUlsion as being especially helpfdl in

aiding fhe$c,hild's investigation of movement in space.
, '

. . .t

J
O
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Many movement theorists cite the work of Plaget as having been-Most _., .

influential in the development Of their or researcked theories (Kershnez.

1970; Kephart,. 1971,;- Frostig & Maslow, 1973). These theorists frequently. '
,,,

comment on the cent:1;4114y of sensory-motor functions in the development of

intelZigegce,$rid furtNr propobe that -it is pnly -by. way bf direct inter-,

action with the enirironment through movement thae the"chil.d Can learn about

his/spatial wor1L,1,Howemeri they fail to note PiageOs emphasis on actions

which are -both coVertlas well as overt, and in so doing misinterpret the

term "aciions"..as teferring-oftly-to-actual-motor-acts. Nowhere does Piaget

state that motor activity constitutes'the totality from which the multipli-

city of human cognitive abilities stem; yet some of those who desire to set

up, and. implement movement education/programs appear to- assume that this. is

the case (North, 1973;'Frostig, 1970; Godfrey & Kephart, 1969).

FOrPiaget, the term."ac-jons" includes the- Lightning - quick, highly

organized systems of internal operations characteristic of adu,lfN4cal,

thought, as well as the overt, slow-paced sensory - mote actions of the

infant- (F140.1,...,1963, p. 82). A critheal point to emphasize here is that

e_though the neonate's actionaareOrelatively biiert and most clOsely re-

semble what cou1d be termed motor -qativity, the` internalization of actions

begins very yearly in life. Although the operational level (concrete opera-
tions) is --not reached until six or seven years of age, the child begins the

process ,91 inLernalization while still an infant. Adult 1.ogicakoperations

are then'viewtt as sensory-motor-actions which have undergone. a'succession

orttransformations, rather than as 'a totally different species of behavior.

Both involve actions as the common denominator: overt actions kn the case of

simple schemes; internalized actions in the case of operations/571avell, 1963,

p. 83). Clearly, Piaget's use of the term "actions" refers to far more than

simple bodily movements. - s

S ,
.

.

7 : S

In Adaition to distorting Piaget's use of t word "actions!', "learning
-.

through mo*ement" prop rents also-fail to distip uish between two-different

kinds of activities: those in whic there,is an isomorphism between the struc-

ture of the'task and the structure of.the spatial concept and those in which-'

'there 1$"..'not:',0 According to.Pi$get- 1(1956) , tasks involving spatial concepts ,

require children to-make judgments using systems of relationships that must

be gradually coordinated. So, "the\Problem of learning is essentially how

to:find a kind'of 'best fit' between,the Structure of,a. task an&the Struc- , .

ture of aliberson's thinking" (Dienes, 1960) . Unfortunately, however, `for : -7----

°co 'many:of, the gross motor activities hat "learningtbroughmovement" proponents
suggest, there is no relationship between X14--struct4re of the tasks and the

Aructure,Of,the 'deas that are pres ably being taught. Fbrexam011e, hopping

of skipliin -from one point 6 anothe ,thay do little toilfaeilitate a child's

lacquisitio -of the conceit of distance.. In feet, because gross motor tasks .:.

. S

.ften invo.ve.a number of'striking at ribUtes that bear no relationihip to

the cqnc i: being ,taught, they can acaluallyconftse children who"h4e.already

learned. ofuse-th4. concept in simpler Situations..-. /

4

When movement proponent's state tha a young child can be,5f'develop!spa -
tial

'
.

1

.conce2ts through active utilizatio of the,total body movinf,, in space,

they appear to be unaware. of_Piaget's fr quent mention of,preOperational children';

i , I

,

,J /.

It.
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lack of fixed notions of space and theirmany confusions of spatia' qualities
with temporal and effort and movement qualities. They also ignore the fact

that young children are so often fixated on end points or goals that "going"

is is often viewed as farther than "coming back" in journeys of equal distance-

.(Piaget,.1946; Piaget, Inhelder, & EzeTpska, 1960)' Consequently, tasks'

in which children. are motorically active can actually be confusing because

they draw the Child's attentionto characteristics that are irrelevant to

the concept being taught. For example, if a child is supposed to learn

about "symmetry of'distance," a task in which the child actually'walka a

line A B.in one direction and -.n in the opposite.direction, it may

actually be more difficult than a ta,k where he was less active and merely

moved an object along a path'in both directions, or-in tasks in,which he was

even less motorically active and merely. watched the experlmenter do.lto, All

three of these tasks are- conceptual, not some motoric.and7Others cognitive.

-However, it is Probable,thkt as the child develops, .thea.willhelsome dgca-

lage, with.the child jIwging-correctly On one task before 'another. Some.

tas4 may involve either fewer total variables to process, ps..:?..wer of the

kilnd4 of variables which act to confuse young children. These "simPle",tasks

ma4therefore, be easier for children in the early stages of the development

th4h are other seemingly, equivalent tasks dealing with the same spatial concept:

. .

If children cannot compFehend the equality of distances as readily on.

some tasks ason others, then the'next question is,
)

farther

aspects of the

situation might 'confuse them: effort, e.g., '1 went. arther when I'carried

the- basket because it was sod hard for me,' ess; e.g.,. 'I went farther.

_going 'cause it's always farther to go somewhere than to come back,' time/speed,

'I went:farther when--- I carried the basket because it took me longer,'

or perhaps others, e.g., 'Iwent fatther with the igrocerieslpecause I took

more steps?"
L

The following then_were the hypotheses of the study:

(1) There will be naltask dgcalage be ween grossemotor versus fine motor,

or observer versus participant tasks in-the ability-to comprehend and conserve

the equality of symmetrical distances.
(2) HOWever within the gross motor-realm, performance on walking tasks

will be superior to petformance on run -jump tasks because the walking -tasks

embody fewer time/effortimOvement-variables,to'cOnfuse preoperational childten.--'

(3) Children who are not yet-operational regarding the concept of sym-.,

metrjr:of distance will judg' one distance as'farther than the'other (ABYHBA).

Furthermore, on those tasks in which.effort. is a manipUlated variable, the.

direction involving greater effort (weight.ot skill) will be judged as

"farther."

88

,Method-

- The subjects -for this investigation were )42 *,,-edaminantly white upper

middle class suburban children, ages 44-108' mon,'1, (see Ta1,10 1). These

subjects-we-re-asked to judge and justify the equality c stance traversed

back and forth-either (a) by themselves
,,

(gross-motor ac A), or (b) by a doll

moved (1) by them, or (2) by the inve, ,;gator (fine-motor action as manipulator

or as observer) . Eleven t.,--;ks were,ct....ztructed which variecLin terms of
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gross-motor (whole body) versus fine-motor (manipulation-of-a doll) action.
Within gross-motor they varied as to (a) amount of effort in carrying a load,
and (b) amount of skill (walking versus running/jumping); and 'within fine-
motor varied in terms of (c) observing the investigator-move a do(11 versus
move the doll oneself, and (d) 'position of the,doll in relaton to the sub-
ject (parallel versus perpendicular). Figure 1 illustrates the
construction of"the eleven tasks. -

A screening teSt.was individually administered to each child in order
to eliminate at the outset those children who were unable to demonstrate an
understanding of the term "farther" even under tha most clear-cut situational
conditions.

-0 The study utilized a repeated measures design whereby each of the 142
subjects did all 11 tasks. Thecorder of presentation of the tasks was varied
among the partWpants.

Table 1

Subjects, Median Age,
*

Range, and Sex ,

Group
Median. Age
(months)

Range
(months) Male Female

1 50 44-53 4 .12 16

2 57 53-59 11 5 16

3 63 60-65 2 14 16

4 69 6571 6 10 16

5 74 71-76 10 6 '-'16

6 80 76-83 11 5 16

7 87 83-91 7 9 16

8 95 92-101 10 5 15

9 105 103-108 8 7 15

69 73 142

* All ages rounded upward at the '5th of the month and above.
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Figure 1. Eleven test tasks

On floor with two sheets of paper

as border

task 1 - E moves doll parallel to S

Task 4 - S moves doll parallel to S

E and S it on floor facing each other

Task 2 - E moves doll perpendicular
to S beginning at S

Task 3 - E moves doll perpendicular
to S beginning at E

Task 5 - S moves doll perpendicular
.to S beginning at

Task 6 - S moves doll perpendicular,
to S beginning at E

a.

S walks from wall-to-wall in room

Task 8 - S carries basket to one wall,
leaves basket and returns
empty-handed

Task 9 - S walks empty-handed to wall,
picks up basket and returns
with load

Task 10 - S runs to wall, jumps
return journey

Task 11 - S jumps to wall, runs
return journey
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Test Procedure

91

. Task 1 - The Experimenter Moves"Doll Parallel to Child

Sitting On'the floor approximately 0.5 m apart and facing the child,
4 the experimenter placed two sheets of blank paper about 30 cm apart on

either side of the child and said, "This doll is going to take a walk. See,'

she starts here (at the edge of one sheet) and walks right to here (the edge

of the other sheet). Now, she turns around and walks back to right where

she started." (The starting line alternated between children.) The experi-

menter then executed the doll's movements appropriately and asked, "Did the

doll walk (or'go) the same distance when she went from here to llere (points)

as she did when she went*from here to here, or did she go farther one-time

than she did the other?" With older children, the question-was_simplified:
"Did the doll walk the same distance both times, or did she-walk farther one

time than the other?" If the. child just said 'farther," the experimenter

probed, "Which way?" The experimenter avoided using the terms "coming" or

"going.,"'as it'wasmoted during a preliminary study that youngHchildren tend

to confuse these terms, and often use one when they.mean theother. However,

a:child will frequently spontaneously say, "She went farther-. goingthere,"

or "She went farther when she came back."

The experimenter wrote the child's response (Judgment Response) verbatim

on the test protocol, refraining at all times from evaluative statements

such as, "That's right," or "That's wrong." Next she asked, "How doyou know

it is the same distance (or farther)2" and wrote down the child's justification
(Justification Response). If a child was unable to give reasons for his/her
judgments or gave responses such as, "I just know 'cause I'm real smart! "

the experimenter attempted'to elicit further justification if possible. Thus,

for each of the 11 tasks, the protocol contained two kinds of responses;
judgments and justifications.

Tasks 2-6 utilized the same procedure, varying only in terms of (1) the

child's observing the doll's movement versus moving the doll himself, (2) the

doll's movement aL perpendicular to the child versus parallel to him, and
(3) the doll beginning its journey.at the child versu@, at the experimenter.

Tasks 7-11 used' the same basic structure, but on the gross as opposed

to the fine motor level.

Task 7 - Child Walking Empty-Handed

Beginning at one of the walls furthest apart (about 5-6 meters; the
starting wail alternating between the subjects), the experimenter said,

"Stand at the wall, making sure your heels touch the wall. Walk°to the other

wall until your toes touch the wall. Then, turn around and walk right back.

In all of the tasks, the questions were alternately asked with the "farther"

. clause first.,
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to where you started, and make sure your toes touch the wall." After the

child returned, the experimenter then asked, "Did you valk,farther-when-

you went from here to here (points), or did you walk farther from here to

here (points), or did youwalk the same distance both times?"

Tasks 8-11 utilized the same procedure, varying only in terms of (1)

walking while carrying,a basket on one journey--either. (a) outward, or

(b) return, or (2) the child's running and jumping versus walking the dis-

tance--either .(a) run outward - jump return, or (b) jump outward - run return.

Questioning and writing of the judgment and justification responses followed

the standard form. (See Musick, 1976, for further details of test procedure.)

Analysis

It. was noted during the testing that some younger subjects tended to

-give correct judgment responses, yet when asked to justify this response,

would change their minds, or say, "I don't know. I just guessed." That is,

not all responses seemed equally acceptable. Therefore, the individual proto-

cols of judgment responses were scored in part on the basis of the type of

justification offered for, the judgments of equality of distance. A score of

1 was assigned for a correct judgment ( "game distance") which was also ade-

quately justified, and a score of 0 was given for either of three classes of

judgments: (a) vacillation, (b) an incorrect judgment ("farther"), or (c)

a correct judgment inadequately justified. This particular scoring procedure

was chosen because the correct but inadequately justified response clearly

inaicated subjects lack of understanding of the concept involVed. Typical

responses in this category either referred to "magical" reasons'such as "God

told me,"oor,focused on irrelevant factors such as, "Both sides'have no door

in them." The results would have been less accurate had the scoring been

"easier" as there was no indication that subjects categorically really under-

stood the concept but were too linguistically immature to justify it adequately.

There were children who responded correctly but gave linguistically immature

justifications such as,'"Well you know, it's all the same space, this space

doesn't change, no matter what happens here." These responses were scored as

adequate because the child, though lacking language facility, did display his"

understanding of the concept, whereas the other subjects did not.
3

The highest possible overall score any individual subject could obtain

was 11 (scores of 1 on 11 tasks). Group scores could not exceed 16 (Or 15

In the case of groups 8 and 9, n = 15) on any one of the 11 tasks. The maxi-

mum possible total group score for theentire test was therefore 16 x 11 = 176

for each of groups 1 - 7 (n = 16) or 15 x 11 = 165 for each of groups 8 and

9 (n = 15).

* The experimenter's insistence on the child "touching" or going "right back"

or "exactly` to' where-you started"'stemmed from noting (during a preliminary

study) that children of 5-6 years are extremely literal and would often say,

"I went farther going here 'cause when I came. back, I' stopped right here

.(pointing to a spot -2 cm from the wall).
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Several types of justification responses were extracted through coding'

of all protoc . The four classes of judgment responses (3 classes of in-
correct and 1 c1ss of correct) are described in Table 3.

Table 3

_Types of Justification

Score of 0:

(A) No definite response and no justification

1. Vacillation: "It's the same--no, it's farther going, no, it's farther
coming back."'

Example

(B) Incorrect judgment response

2. No justification:

3: Spatial confusions:

4. Effort confusio...s:
C

"It's farther to go there (points)." "How do you

know that?" "I just know it, I just see it."

"It's farther to go 'caus4 that side of tile room
is longer--it's bigger there."

"It's harder to carry the basket
so heavy and hard for me."

,

"It's always farther to go someplace than to
come back."

home 'cause it

5. Goal-Re! ated confusions

6. Egocentric confusions:

7. Time/Speed confusions:

8. Additivity confusions:

"It's more far for the dolly to go from me to
you than to come back to.me.Icause.she was
farther away from me--see?"

"It went farther when I ran .'cause it's faster
than jumping."

"It's the coming back time that's farther 'cause
you went there, and then came back-you've gone
two times!"

(C) Correct judgrgent responses but with incorrect or inadequate justifications

9. Unable or unwilling to justify: "I just know in my head it's the same."
"But how do you know?" "The room told

me, I guess."

. 10. Incorrect justification: "It's 'the same both ways 'cause there's a
window on both sides of the room."
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Action-Oriented: "The doll went' here and then just turned .around and
went back where she started (based on child's or .

doll's actions)."

it doesn't matter what
cc-Me-ram stdyb Lhe-same

It's all the same space."

12. Space as stable, unchanging,

13. Early Euclidean-spontaneous

whole:-"See,
you-d
size.

measurement: "I could just walk back and fort
and count my steps--it would be
the same number both ways."

Percentages of correct judgment responses at each age level (9 groups)
were computed for each of the 11 tasks individually, and then combined over-
all. From these .percentages, a mean fercintage score for each age:group and
for each of the 11 tasks Was obtained. Next, a linear trend analysis was
performed for all 11 tasks combAned.. In addition, the age of passing'each

.

of the 11 tasks (separately and combined overall) was computed using 75Z

Torrect
as the criterion for passing.

A 9 x 2 (age x task) analysis of variance with repeated measures on the
second TaCtor (i.e., task) was performed for comparisons 1-11 noted below.
The term "tasks" here refers to the pairs of comparisons made:'e.g., Gross
Motor Tasks 1-6 versus Fine Motor Tasks 7 -11, or Basket Going (task 8) versus
Basket Coming (task 9).

The following comparisons of judgment performance were made on the data:

1. All fine motorversus all gross motor (tasks 1-6 versus- tasks 7-11):

2. Observer versus participant (tasks 1-3 versus tadRI-4-6).

3. Perpendicular versus parallel movement (tasks 2,3,5,6 versus tasks 1,4).

4. Walking empty-handed versus carrying basket. (task 7 versus tasks 8,9).

5. Walking only versus running-jumping (task .7 versus tasks 10,11). ,

6. Carrying basket versus runninjumping (tasks 8,9 versus tasks 10,11).

7. Basket going versus basket returning (task 8 versus task 9).

8. Running- jumping versus jumping-running (task 10 versus task 11).

9. Walking in general versus running-jumping (tasks 7-9 versus tasks 10,11).

10.'Lesser versus greater effort in gross motor (task 7 versus tasks 8-11).
o

11, Doll beginning at child versus doll beginning at, experimenter
(tasks 2,5, versus tasks3,6).
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The ANOVAs were followed by Neuman-Keuls Tests for differences bettleen

pairs of means. This post hoc measure established and defined more clearly

.
the boundaries of Sequential developmental stages in the acquisition of the

concept of sygmetry of distance (See Musick, 1976 for details).

A chi square en.!ilysis was performed on the "farther going" versus

"farther coming back" errors on those gross motor tasks where effort was a

manipulated variable .(tasl.s 8, 9, 10, 11). This was to determine whether

S's errors on these tasks were'a result of'confusions due to qualities, or

other factors such as time/speed or goal7related confusions.

Results

The results presented in Table-4 indicate that younger children were

unable.to understand the symmetrical pharacter of distance. AB = BA. Not

until the age of approximately 6 years, 5 months (77 months) were subjects

able to,comprehend that a path traversed,in one direction was the same dis-

tance as-its return journey. No prediction had been made as to the direction

of the errors;,whether the child would judge As.> BA or the reverse, BAS B.

analysis of all incorrect responses revealed only a 25 point difference

between the number of "farther going"(236) versus "farther coming back"

(211) errors. The linear trend analysis confirmed the existance of an upward_

linear trend, F '1(1,135) 7. 341.99, 2.<.001.

, As hypothesized, there was no significant difference between performance

in fine versus'gross-motor,'or observer versus participant tasks in the abil-

ity tocOmprehend.and conserve the equality of syMmetrical distances (see

Table 4). Subjects who were unable to comprehend the equality of the dis-

tance AB = BA on one fotm of task were generally unable to do so on the other.

Conversely, subjects who were able to comprehend the symmetr5, of the distance

on one form of task generally were able to ddoso on the other..

In particular, the absence of differences in performance,between obser-

ver and partiCipant on fine motor tasks-gives additional support to the

author's view that a child need not "act upon" space physically in order to

comprehend its properties.

Also, as hypothesized, jugment performance following the walking tasks

was significantly superior"to that following running and jumping tasks. The

comparison of all-the tasks which involved the subject in walking (tasks 7,

8, 9) to the more difficult gross' motor tasks requiring a subject,to run and

jump the two equal distances (tasks 10,11) to. determine if the effort/time]

movement factors in the run-jump tasks' would affect performance revealed

significant main effects for both age (F, (8, 135) = 32.99, 14..001) and

task (F (8, 135) = 10.92, 2. .4.001).

Thesecresults are similar to those in which walking-only was compared

to running and jumping CE (8,135) = 27.85:24.-001 (age); and F (8,135) = 15.42

2_4 .001 (task)), and to those in'which carrying baskets (which is essentially

a walking task) is compared to run-jump tasks (F (8, 135) = 33.79,'P,4.,.001

(age), and F (8, 135) = 7.14, 11<.01 (task)). 'No' significant differences
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Percentage of Correct Answers* by Age & Task

Age
Group

Group

Median

Age

(Months) n

'Fine motor

Observer

1 2 3

Fine

Participant

4

motor

6 7

Gross motor

_

8 9 10

.

11

Mean

Percentage

Score
5

105 15 100% 100% )100% 100% 100% 100% 100%: 100% 100% 93% '93% 99%

/
,

8 95 15 100 100 86
\

100' 93 , 86 93 100 1
/

100 86 '86 94' -

,

7 87 16 100 ,' 100 93'' 100 100 93 100 93 93 81 -ai 95

6 '80° 16 93 87 93 87 87 93 87 43 81 75', 75 86

5. 74 16 75 68 68 75 75 4i, 68 68 68 56 56 69

4 69 16 56 Se '31 56 56 50 75 .62 56 43 43 53

3 63 16' 12. 6 6 .0 6 18 18 0 6 12 8-

'2 57 16 12 6 0 6 6 6 12 0 12 6 6

1 50 16 6 6 6 12 1 0 0

\ .

Mean Score: 61.6 58.1 53.7 59.6 58.8 57.9 '61.4 59.3 56.7 50.2 50.9

Mean Age at Passing =74 77 77 7Z '74 13 : 69 75 77 80 80

Mean Age at Passing for all 11 tasks at 75% correct = 77 months. (6 years, 5 months)

N 142

*Correct answer is judgment of "same distance" which is also adequately justified. Mean scores for

significant differences can be found in Musick, (1976).

1 : 1

M
0
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. Table 5
c

Comparisons Of Judgments Performance
. Result of Statistical Analysis

')

COMPARISONS F.

1) All finemotor versus all gross motor
(Tasks 1-6 vs. Tasks .7-11)

1.62

Observor versus participant .73
(Tasks'1-3 vs. Tasks 4-6) ,

Perpendichlar versus parallel movement
(Tasks 2;3,5,6 vs? Tasks 1,4)

3:54

r
4) Walking empty7handed versus carrying's basket 2.83

(Task 7 vs. Tasks 8,9)

5y Walking only versus running- jumping
(Task .7 vs, Tasks 10,11)

6) Carrying basket versus running- jumping
(Tasks 8,9 Vs.'Tasks 10,11)

7) Basket going versus basket returning
(Task 8 vs.:Task-9)

8) Running- jumping versus jumping- running
(Task 10 vs. Task 11)

9) Walking in general versus. running-jumping
(Tasks 7 -9 vs. Tasks 10,11)

0

10) Lesser versus greater effort'in gross motor
(Task 7 v's. Tasks 8-11)

/1 '

11) Doll beginning at child versus at experimental
(Tasks 2,5, vs. Tasks 3,6)

*1! p .01
*

127

1.00

10.92***

121.50**

2.46

97

*
Results presented in F column are main effects for,Task only.

All comparisons revealgd significant main effects,for age p<.001.
No significant interactions were revealed by the analyses.

f
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Caere found betWeen performance o n the walking only versus walking with basket
,task.. It appears, then,' that chililren are better able to judge the equality

of-distances which they ,lave walked (even while carrying a heavy basket)

thdn.of distances which they have run and jumped. This issue willbe

cussed further in the Discussion seiction. Table 5.illustrates the-results
of the statistical analysescomputed for the 11 comparisons.

,

, 'The third hypothesis that preoperational children'would confuse the

spatial notionof'distance with effort)qualities was only partially sup-

ported. Although subjects were found io follow-this pattern on tasks where
the effort quality involved was weight (basket tasks 8-9), the reverse pai-

.tern*Was found on tasks whereethe effort quality was mOtoric skill (run jump

tasks). On these tasks, a significantly gteater number of subjects judged

as farther the route on which they ran, although running requires less mus-

cular effort (and skill); than does jumping, especially for,young-children.

An attempt to clarify this apparent contradiction (x2 (1 df) = 14.90,

(l df) (see Tablev6).began with an analysis of both type 4 (effort)

and type 7 (speed/time) justification responses. There were only 14 justi-.

fications based on effort qualities; 'of these; 12-were in the basketttasks'

(tasks 8 cne Upon further questioning; many-OE these subjects would

add, "Well you know, IcaA,ise its heavy (or hard), so it takes longer."

Task

Table 6

Route Judged :Incorrect y.a.S "Farther"

Greater Eff-ort r..esser. Effort

-8 v 34

9. ,
24

.

10 17

11 19

a

14
, 19

32 '

35

-Totals .94 _100

44A

Thqefore, even on those tasks where the effort qUalities of the situation

.40 ap0ar to confuse children, temporal,qualities may be involved to some degree.

A further analysis of justifications for incorrect judgments on-the

basket tasks reveals that .although subjects more frequently judged the route

in which they carried the basket as farthestowhen giving justifications for

these judgments no one type of response was predominant. The carrying of ',the

basket was' often not even mentioned, nor stated to be.the cause of.the sym-

metry. The.impression given is that the subjects were distracted by the

effort involved in.c.irrying the basket and sol misjudged the distance, Row-

eve, when questioned about their juagments, they were not really certain

why it seemed farther sa they justified their,decision on the basis of what-

. ever quality.or charagterist of the total situation was most salient for
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their at the moment of questioning. Typical examples include:

Type 3 (spatial,confusiod): S..- "When I carried the basket it made that

path. longer." E - "Do xou mean: it stretched. it out?" . S "Yes, it

',pulls it out longer."

Type 4 (effort confusions): S - "If.it's hard to carry something,

that way is.the longest."

Type 6 (egocentric confusions): S4' "Grandma's hire is more far from me."
4

lype 8 (additivity confusions): S I went to the, stare an no

I'm back home, so this way is the farthest."

The "distraction" caused by the effort 'factor in the 'basket tasks is

unddtstandahle in view of the inability of preoperational children-to focus

on more than one 'dimension at a,time and the tendency to center their atten-

tion.On only one aspect of a situation,. 'It is also in keeping with theep-

centric thought of young children' to believe that the properties of time

and space are in some way related to, or dependent upon, their own action$ ,

(Piaget;,1927, 1946).
,

4 ,

The resAnses to the un/jump.tasks'(10 and 11) provide a striking .

illuStration pf the interdepend of the young Oild's conceptions of move-.

ment, time,. and space. In Piaget's view, time, spce, and movement forma

whole at first. Young children are often' unable to clearly differentiate

among them. For example, if one car moves faster than another, it fs,viewa

as having gone farther, even if both cars stop at the same end point. -or,

the reverse may occur where one car is 'believed to'have moved faster than .

'-another, merely because it has gone farther, having stopped at a more'diszane

point (Piaget, 1927, 1946)r

An analysis of the judgment-falponSes on the run/jump tasks indicates

that a .significantly greater number of subjects chosethe.less effort route--

running--as farther on both. tasks (10 and 11) (see Table '6): An analysis

of justification responSes reveals that the judgments of running as farther

are based primarily on the temporal qualitiesinherent'in the motor acts-of

running and jumping-(Which appear to be superordinate over any:effort factors

involved. For all 'tasks combined, there was i'total of 53 type I (Speed/

time confusion) responses;.87% (46) of which occurred on tasks 10'and 11.:

'?When subjects:ludged:the running route as farther, the time/speed Justifica-

tions. wereinoSi frequent: "Running makes it farther "Cause it's taster."

"It's,always farther when you,run 'cause you get there'more quick than when

You lump." "Runs are 'always more far than .jumper. 'cause jumpers is

and they take a longer time,', Even those subjeCts who judge the jumping .

(greater effort) route .as farther do so almost exclusively on tile basis- of

temporal as opposed to effort qualities.. "Jumping takes a longer .time, so'

you .go farther." "Jumping is real slow, so you've gone farther.to get there .

than when you run." .

. 0
---

Here we see the preoperational child's tendency to center on only one

0

1. 1,,;;
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dimension of a situation as he focuses attention on'only the time/speed
qactors, and is therefore unable-to keep purely spatial factors in mind.
In addition, we see the irreversibility.of notions that cannot deal with
space which has been "broken" by running and jumping, by making it back into
a whole, or by noting that one route is just the reverse of the other.

Conclusions

-Although no significant overall differences were found between perfor-
mance on fine motor and gross motor tasks, certain individual tasks were
somewhat more difficult 'than others: For example, statistical analysis
revealed a significant difference in performance between the walking tasks
(even those on whidh a basket is carried) and the run/jump tasks. This
result illustrates the subtle interdependence of the motoric and cognitive
ospects.of. full body movement in space, and indicates that to view all
gross motor, activity as falling' within a single grossly mis-

leading. Not only were young children not any better abl to understand`.

and conserve, the symmetrical nature of distance traversed When they actually
moved thid distance themselves, nit under certain gross motor conditions they

were even less able to do so! Par from acting to facilitate\spatial under

standing,xer4-ain gross motor tasks app....ar to impede it. Although most chil-
dren's notions of distanceremained the same under both the'finemotor and
the walking tasks, this was. not the case in relation to the run/jump Easks.

Indeed, there mere many young. children who comprehended,and conserved the

equality of the distances on the walking and fine motor tasks, but who ap-.
peared to "lose" or lack this understanding on the two run/jump tasks. For

example, one subject said: "It's the tame distance when the doll walks it,

and when I 'walk noethe same distance to run it ot Jump it."

E - "Why, is that,' Josh?" S - "Well, when a'person rims, it's just longer

that way." E - "But you just told me that walls.don't move, so, how come
you're saying it's farther when you run?" S - "It just makes it kind of

stretchY...0h, I-don''':.really.know why. It's just farther!" This kind of

justifiCation was not uncommon and is illustratiVe of a point made by Meyer.

She notes that comprehension' of spatial relations occurs on,different levels .

of mental.evolution accordin to the difficulties of the problem. Like

yiaget, she finds that it develops_by acontinuous genetic process of which

developmental stages mark the fundamental Steps. Whenever the child's mind

"..encounters problems too difficult to solve with the functional instru--

manta it has at its disposal, the process of comprehension reverts to the

tame-Mechanisms-Jong left behind on other level's' (Mayer, 1940, p. 149).

When there was an overload oh the t.mporal or effort factors involved

III running and jumping tasks, subjects appeared to . regress temporarily to

more egocentric modes of thought. A striking illustration of this

"regression" Fa:. given by those sub 'jects who were pretented with'the reverse

order,of:tasks; gross motor first, fine,motor-second: In'many of these cases,

subjects would state thir judgment of the asymmetry of the dittance of the

run/jump tasks, but when presented with all the other (gross and fine motor)

tasks, would say, "Now it's'the same distance 'C'ause,it's walking:" Or,

"I can see it's the same both ways when the dolly walks, or when I walk

'cause we don't go so fast, and we don't take so many steps then."

7
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YOung children are so "caught-up" -or "captured" within this kind of
activity that..:they are unable to extract themselves; to step back and view
the system:with the subjectivity necessary to understand the relations with-
in it. This may be accomplished more' easily when the child engages in simple
fine motor activity (observer or participant) such as that utilized in this
study, or in the simpler gross motor activity of walking whiCh is not as
heavily saturated with time, effort, speed, and movement qualities as are the
more complex activities of running, jumping, skipping, sliding, and hopping
so often used by movement educators to introduce children to spatial con-

, cepts.

Since, according to Piaget, the child must coordinate a system of rela-
tions in order to grasp distance` concepts, he must be-able to see the entire
systet. The fewer distractions inherent in the task, the more quickly or,
easily the child will be. able to focus on the relevant variables and there-
fore compre4end the underlying structure of the system.

Spatial concepts are not immutable forms constructed at one point during
the growth of intelligence and then immediately applicable to all situations.
On .the.contrary,' they appear to be correlates of activity at:various levels
(Piaget & Tnhelder, 1956). These concepts are, as Meyer (1940) notes, the
instruments which the mind renews and recreates during its activity, and
their creation follows similar laws at all levels. The beginnings are found

in. the earliest or sensori-motor period. They are thensreconstructed,and
reconstructed again on a level of practical activity in the period following

sensori-motor development, and then in the operational stage.

The results of the investigation indicate that at the preoperational

'stage the child is Particularly susceptible-to confusions arising from a con-
figuration.of distracting factorsiurrounding certain.grost motor acts.. That

is,-the b.7,undaries between notions of space, time, movement, and in certain

instances, effort, still appear somewhat unclear. The results of this inves-

.
_tigation indicate that the temporal, spatial, movement, and effort qualities

inherent in certain motor acts may, at times, interfere with the child's

comprehension of spatial relations causing the child to misjudge an to

attribute changeto a property he had previously viewed as invariant. There-

fore, a child's ability to "know by doing" is soietimes limited.

In infancy, the child did physically explore-space. However, as the.

child begins to move away from reliance on the sensori-motor aspects of

spatial awareness towards the reversible objective space of operational intel-

ligence, he passes through a preoperational stage during which he is particu-

larly susceptible -to confusions arising from certain factors inherent in, '

motoric activity. The more the motoric activity involves these factors

(time, effort, etc.), the greater the possibility of spatial confusion.

Simple gross motor acts, such as walking, would be at one end of the conti-

nuum which moves up through running and jumping and beyond to such complex

motor acts as skipping, sliding, hopping,.and leaping.

A logical analysis,shouldhe undertaken of any activity which attempts

to introduce a Chil&tP a sYstem'of operations which he must coordinate. To
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proMote this Coordination we should.look for those kinds of'activities which
have some relation to that system The more closely related, or isomorphic
the structure of the concept and the structure of the task, the more easily
it,will be grasped. Even those tasks in which there is an iso-morphism
often contain-two potential categories of activities: gross motor and
fine motor. Fine motor tasks and simple gross motor tasks mry indeed he
betteror younger children; yet, the fact that a task is fine or gross motor
may not be of primary importance. Rather one should look at the similarity
between the structure of the task and that of the system or concept.

In general, any but the simplest gross motor tasks appear to introduce
(as would highly complex fine motor tasks) too many extraneous factors into
the system, which act to distract the child and impede his ability to grasp
the concept and its underlying structure.

A final comment deals with motoric activity and older children. The
older subjects participating in this study did appear to enjoy and to more
fully involve themselves in the grost motor tasks than in the fine motor
tasks. Although there was no difference in performanCe between the two forms
of task, order children who clearly understood the symmetry of the distance
appeared to derive a "bonus" from all the gross motor tasks. This bonus was
obtained in two ways; one motoric, the other conceptual. The first had to do
with an apparently genuine pleasure in the use of the body to'move through.
space; a personally experienced and exhilerating exploration of space based
on one's own skilled actions, in which movement, time, and space are fused.
The second bonus tevealed older children's delight in the intellectual exer-
cise involved in. separating, the extraneous from the relevant variables in
the grcss motor acts. For example, a child of 7 years, 6 months, told the
experiminter, "Even if you go fast, or slow, it, doesn't change the space.
The, space always stays the same." Or, "I could carry 16 baskets and take a
real long time, and be so tired, but that can't make the walls move,back and
forth. Now, if I'd walked a big crooked, curly way, I'd have gone more dis-
tance, but I just went straight back and forth both times in this same piece
of space!"

The older child who already possesses an operational grasp of spatial
relatiori,s may subsequently enjoy and learn still more about space through
active exploration in which full body movement is.utilized. Eventually, he
can develop the ability, to use his body,as the instrument for the creation
of movement compositions in space and time.
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MathemaEical Foundations for the Development

of Spatial Concepts in Children

A. I. Weinzweig.
University of Illinois
Chicago Circle

We Jive in space. Intorder to deal effectively with the world around
us, we must learnto.fundtion in space. - Moreover, spatial concepts underly

and play an impOttant role in the.development of many other concepts. The

use of the number line, for example, in representing certain properties of
numbers presupposes same specific understandineaf space.. It is clear
that a adequate understandipsaf space is absolutely essential!

.
.

. , . .

. . . .

What constitutes an "adequate understanding" in this context? As part
of our normal fuuctioning'inspace, we perform many.tisks fully anticipating
certain outcomes. In moving a glass of milk froM:thecounter to the table
we impliditly accept the fact, that the shape (a Euclidean property) will

remain unchanged. Indeed, we-would be quite surprised (to Li' tit mildly)

if the 'glass were to nndergaa topological transformation wh ch drastically
changed Its'shape! ,Similarlq we measure the. length of the c binet in the

store and the'space" along the Wall,in the. dining room; and ae,ide with
reasonable confidence whetheornot the cabinet will fit into the space,
It is- this ability to.say what-will happen if a certain action is cirried
out, vithout actually carrying rout' the action-this.ability to anticipate

or predict the outcome of certain actions Whidh, in our view, constitutes

"adequate underStanding." In' this rspeCt, then, most of us do a

somewhat adequate understanding.of Spice. _Yet for most people it is in-:-

adequate to deal with thefollowing situation: figure 1 presents us with

two views of the same cube; there is,a-circle in the center of the hidden.

face. Which faces are oppoSite-whidh faced?

Figure 1

Figure 2 presents three views of this same cube, but incomplete. Complete

these views.
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The difficulty many people encounter with these tasks serves to point _

up some of the inadequacies of our spatial-concepts.

One.objective of mathematics education must surely be-to ensure, or
foster, or somehow bring about an adequate understanding of space-in-chil-
dren. In order to carry out this objectiyeswe must first understan&hO4----
theseocOncepts develop in children. This question has been studied by a
numbercl: in,'eszigators; foremcst among them isJean Piaget. His' work is
frequently cited as the justification for many different and often contra-

dictorY theses! In view of the great influence exerted by his work, it is
of the utmost importance that' this be examined very carefully. One:tAng-is
clear. Any inVestigation of how-a particular concept develops must neces-
sarily be based on the investigator's preconceived notion oethenature of
that concept. .One cannotinvedtigate the development of a concept in chil-'

- dren without e thorough understanding, by the-investigator, of just what it

is al].'-about. In particular, it is important to-determine what is the view
of space upon which Piaget bases his etudies.

While it is difficult to extract this information from the writings of
Piaget, a study of his work does provide certain clues. He 'views cognitive

growth in general as the gradual mastery of invariant properties under pro-

gressively more complex systems of transformations. With regard to spatial

concepts, one of hiemost frequently cited conclusions is that topological

relations are grasped .by 'the child before Euclidean relations. He goes on

to assert that whereas historically Euclidean geometry was developed prior

to topology,

psychological order'is much closer toinodern'geometry's
order of deductive or axiomatic construCtion'than the historical
order.of discovery. was. It offers another.example of the kinship
between psychological construction and the logical construction
of science itself. ..(1965, p. 409)

A
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. It seems quite clear from this and other writings of Piaget that his views
of space and geometry were strongly influenced by what has come to be
called Klein's Erlanger Program:-

Felix Klein; on accepting_a chair on the faculty at the University
of Erlanger, in his inaugural address presented a definition. of geometry
as the. study of` properties invariant under a group Of transformations:,
This. leadsto a simple. classification of geometries over a set or a space
.in.terms of these transformation groupaTopology, as the most general
'geometry is therefore, in some sense, thee most basic, with projective.geo.,
metry as a subgeometry Of tbnology and Euclidean geometry asubgeometry.of'
pridective geometry. This, of course'is precisely the "psychological-
order" of development according to Piaget.

The Influencw'of the Erlanger,Programm on. Piaget's views of space and
.the impact of Piaget's 'Views On mathematics education no doubt accounts
to some extent-for the great-'interest presently.manifested in the approach
to Euclidean geometry through transformations-.-transformation geometry
(this still seems. to. be regarded as the geometry underlying space!).

According to theAuein definition, in terms of the:-Erlanger Programm,.
'Euclidean geoMetry (of the plane, say) is the study of 'the invariants under
thegroup,C ifMotions. 'One important theoreM in the Euclidean n-gehmetry of
the plane4s that motions may be Classified:as follows: There are four
basic-classes of,motions other than the identity --.(i) reflections (flips),

;- (i1),translations (slides), (iii) rotations (turns), and (iv) glide. reflec-
Ev:etymotion".other than the identity isjn one and only one of these

classes. This, in-turn, has led to a greatdeal of-interest in.the question
of how children develOP---an-understapAirz:of each of these classes ;of, motions

(usually omitting the fourth:Cies-a-for some reason!).' '

The influential role played by the Erlanger-Programm ih ttie work of
-Piaget and others makes it a necessaryprerequisite to --anderstUding of
theae.wOrkt that the Erlanger'. Programm itself be fully'understoodiattic .

laxly with respect to Euclidean space.' What are the various transformation
groups and their geometries? What are the invariants of thLse'groups?
What is. the relation of.some of the research to the Erlianger-Programm?
How does this conception of geometry fit with the child's development'of
spatial concepts? These ere bilt Some of the questions' to Which' we must

address ourselves.

The main part of this paper will.be devoted to a thorough analysis.of
the- Erlanger Programm in relation to Euclidean space. However, for simplicity

of exposition we will deal With.the plane. The main section will be subdivided
into subsections, each dealing with a geometry of the plane determined by a

transformation group. This will include a discussiOnof how the group is
obtained as.well as e'.study o4. the properties invariant under that group.,

r I
.

ksecond section will present a brief diStuesion of some of the research

in the light of our analysis.
,

I 1;3-
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The third section will briefly discuss the relation between the view
of geometry as expressed by'Klein ane ,the child's experiences in space.
In this section, we introduce our own views of geometry and space and pre-
sent the case for the greater compatability of this view with the child's

' experiences in space. We conclude by indicating some implications of this

view.

The Klein Erlanger Programm

°0. The Group of Motions

Klein's.' definition'of a geoMetry as the study of those properties
invariant under a group 'of transformations, like most definitions.in mathe-
matics,. tells us verylittle about geometry unleds we already know a great'

deal! In the 'first place, we. must understand the context of the definition;

given is a set or:space and a group of transformations on the'set. A
"geometric" property of a figure (or subset of the space) is-one which is

preserved or left invariant by .every. transformation of. the group. This

definition is general enough to include situations we do not normally regard

as geometry. If, for example,. G is a group and G/(G) the automorphisi

group of G, theh the property -of 4 subset of G of beinclosed'under the
binarroperation of G is invariant under any autoMorphism of G and hence

a 'geometric". property. 'On,the other hand; Klein's definItionoverlooks or,
excludeSioany things in'geometry as we osually.think of it.. Nevertheless;

it does prOvide 4-convenient ramework for classifying geometries. If G'is

a,group ona. set S and H is a subgroup of G, then H is also a ,groupof trans-

formations on S, and hence,- also deterMines'dgeOmetry (over S). This geom-

etry-deterMined by H is a AUbgeometry of the one determined by G.

For simplicity of exposition we confine our attention to the:EUclidean :

plane. .

LI , .

In the early part.of his Elements, Euclid focused his' attentionon.con-
.

ditionsfor the 'congruence of two figures. It is clear from some-of hi

proofs plat he regarded two figures as congruent-if one could be superimposed

on the other - -that one of the figures could be,lifted, up and fitted

onto or made to coincide with the other. Unfortunately, Euclid failedto

formulate this concept (and bthers'as well) in.precise mathematical terms.

Modern developmentsof geometry,' which tectifiid the various deficiencies

in Euclid's Elements, usually ',4idestep_this,question by taking '!congruecce"

as .an' undefined relation. .Klein took a differentapproachby-providing,the.

necessary mathematical-formulation .of Euclid's prindiple:.of superposition.

This he did in terms'of transformations:
.

..Consider two triangles, 6, ABC and 0 A'B'C'(figure 3): .How can,9ne

determine whether-or not they are congruent? One may would be to cover

d AB with a clear acetate,sheet ancrtrace'tha triangle.' If the acetate

can be, moved and repladed sothat the tracing.on,the aaetate covers or

coinCides th the triangle A then the two triangles are. congruent,

We describe. is action as superposing' the triangle 0 Apq.onto



,C

A more ptecise fo rmulation of this action leads to the notion of a transfOr-
matiOnand, in particular, a motion.

In considering whether ABC can be superposed on A'B'C; we.are not
at all interested in what happens to the acetate (after-tracing the a ABC)
between the'time the acetate is, removed from the paper and -when it is re- °
placed with the tracing'covering the triangle A A'B'C'. All that cOncerns
us is that in the,initial positiOn the tracing on the acetate' coincides with,
or'covers, the ItriangleAABC, and in the final position it coincides with
the triangle In the initial position of the acetatei:''eachpoint
-on the acetate lies over or covers exactlyne point.of the paper. The

point on the acetate serves as a surrogate for the pointom:i'he paper which
it covers.: In the final position of the acetate, this surrogate point on
the acetate covers another (possibly the same) point of the paper. Thus,
with reference to the preceding situation; the tracing of the.Vertex A lies ,

.over or covers the vertex A in the initial:positionand over the vertex A'

d . in the final position. The net result of this, is to create a situation
wherein, subject to certain 'physical limitations, to each point of the paper,-
(say A) there is assigned in this way a specific point of the paper A'.
The physical limitations of which we spoke are due to the fact that the
acetate mayeXtend beyond the paper,eo that a point on the adetatedoes not
cover a. point on the paper, or the paper may extend beyond the acetate,in

which
t

caae there may be points on the paper'not covered by a point on the'
,

aceeate! We overcome these .physicallimitations.byassuMing that we can
always extend the sheet of paper or the acetat :. Abstracting this- situation,-..

we are .led to the concept of a plane. In thiSnew context, then, each point
in the plane is covered by a specific point,op,:the acetate in the

In thf final' positiOn,thia point iies\over a epecific:pdintin

the plane. This assignsient to..e4611 poinO.n'tfie-plane of some Spetifid

point of. the plane defines what. we call a function fmthe set of points

of the plane tjot. the set of pointsof the plane., We will devote such a func-

tion .12y . In this case, the point-of the plane.asSIgned to the point V

of the plane by 4Vis called the image of V and denoted '1? (V). A transfor-L

.-mation isthen a fundtionwhichsatisfiei two extra.conditions,,namely:.
/ ,

(1). everylOoint in'the-planeas the image of some point of the plane°.

(ii) distinct points have distinct images:

Figure 3

109
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The function defined by the acetate.is in fact a transformation, for
if W is any point, then in the final:position of the acetate some point on
the acetate lies over W. This point in,the initial Position lies over a
point, say V, whose image is precisely W. Moreover, distinct points of the
Plane are covered by distinct points of the.acetate in the initial position.
In the final position; these cover distinct. points of-the plane.

a

The transformation defined'in terms of the initial'and final positions
df the acetate is a motion of the'plane. While this may seem like a very
unmathematical definition, a more precise formulation would only provide a
formal and probably less comprehensible description of-what we have described!

Consider now three separate-positions of the acetate--a first position,
a second. position, and a thiid position. Let qp denote the transforiation
with initial.position of the acetate the first position, and fihal Position,
the second, position. Similarly, 'Iris the transformation with initial posi
tion the second position and final position the third position, and 91 is

they transformation with the first position of the,acetate sheet as initial
position and the third position as final position.

These transformations , and 7Vare related in .a special way; If

VA.s any point-in the plane, let VJ)e the point on the acetate which, in the
first, position covers V. This is the initial position for both q) and 11 .

In the second pOsitionufthe acetate V covers a specific point of the plane.
This'position is the final poSition.for the transformation c , so that V

covers the image of V under cp , namely 1(V); This second positiOn'is also
'.the-initial position for the transformation $'. In the:third poditiont V

agaiu. lies Over ,some specifis point of the plane which is thereby the image
YUnder xi) of the point Covered. by V in the:initial position for ) , (the

second positign) namely 1)(V). Thus, in the third poSition, V covers'
NI( cp Ory). However, since this third position is also the'final position.
.forthetransformation ,11, V covers /1.(V). Thus, ./

(v) = (

This is tru& for every point'of the'plane.
point V, the .point assioed by ly to (p(v),

express this relation by, saying that /Lis
by At and write

)

Summarizing, "1. assigns tii'the.
the `image of V,,under q .. We
the CompositiOhL.Of T followed

Note,, that thecomposition.of the transformation
,: motion the trahsformation f .

We may represent this situation as follows:

I.. :1

followed by the transfor-

-
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Position Position Position

1 . 2 3.

it,

Extending ,ot..r considerations to a fourth position of the'acetate sheet'
gives rise to.three more transformations, as indicated below:

Q iS

Position- Position Position

'1

Position

2 3 4

w

As before, we can easily see that Li). is the composition of '71.. fol-

lowed by IL since V. (in.the acetate) covers V at position 1, 11(V) at
position 3 and C) (V) 'at. position' 4. But it also covers --x...(11. (V) ) whence

Siuilarli,

So that

(.4) ")(...11

1J =6c
= -)c ='X (4))

ce =

which we Usually write as

'X Cp 1.0 -cP

This, of.course, expresses the associativity of composition of motions

(or transformations).

Binally, suppose a motion y9 has position 1 as initial position and

position 2 as final position--the motion withposition 2 as initial position

and position. 1 as the final position is then related to Yin a very special

way. If V, any point In the plane, is covered by V In the Initial Rositio -

of 0 (position 1) , then in the final position of le(position 2), V covers

,cp(v). This new motion then assignato' (19(v) the point V, and ,hence,
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undoes ,the effect. of CIP . This is called the_ inverse of
(12-1. We then ha4e, for any point Vein the plane:

112

an 44enoted

, . elobA Tor) ) . v
--,

The. dentiiy 1., of the plane- assigns to each point, itself so that
.

Thus,

c 0

L(V) ='V for every Point V..
.

...1q 9 .t -
9

. a 0

Summarizing,we regard the plane as an extendable sheet of, -paper which
.1.s !'duplicated" by an extendable acetate sheet. There aretwo.positions,of
this acetate en-the paper. which Wedesignate as the initial- pbsition and
the`finalposition, respectively. 'Any pOint V in the plane is covered by
one and only,. one point of' the acetate. If, in.the initial position, t'lle,.,

Point V.onthe acetate covers the point ,V on the paper, and in the tinal posi-
tion of the acetate, thd point V covers the point V' ofthe plane (the ex-
tended. sheet of paper), the transformation .4), defined by these initial'
and final, positions, maps the point V to the poInt.V'l -

A

,
v

.
, \

. : Trensformationsdefined in this way, sin terms of an ...Initial and a final'

." 'position of the acetate,arecalled motions.-,The composition of two Motions
is again ,4 motion, with inWal position, the initial position of the first.

.
-motion, and final position,ithe final position)of the .second mdtion. Compo.7

sition'of motions defines a binary operation ill the set 111, of motions.

Since composition ofv.functionS, and hence motions, is associative -the iden-
tity is a Motion-and the imterse of a motion is. a motioir -1171 is a group 7.-

.
under the binary operation of.compoSition oriotiona. In this waY, we have,..

r defined a geometry, in the plane! .

.
. . .

' One problem which we have sidestepped is that 'of specifying,the-initial.
. . .

and final positions Of the acetate. Specifically, if the acetate, is mdyed
in.anyway, how can we be sure of replacing it in. the original position?. ' .

'Thus, if V is a point in the plane covered in the initial positiOn by the

point Von the acetate, and V, in final position, cdvers.tHe point V'; then

4 V' Is the image-of V under the Motion tpdetermined by this initial and this
final position. However., how do we find the Image of a pointj7%underthis

motion c ? We know that in the initial positiOn the .point V on the acetate
covers the point Von the plane, but there are many ways to .replace the ace7:

tate .so that, the Point-V covers the p6int. V (see figure 4).
y.

.i .

Tt

Figute 4

a

e,
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'How do ;6 determine the correct position? In particulatO.f the acetate is
replaced so that V covers V; the acetate is free to rotate about this point
V (imagine a pin thrOugh the point V and tht: point V). . One way to'eliminate

'-:,this' rotation is to stick another' pin through theacr..ate and the paper et
another point. That choose a point .W in till plate,dyferent from the

/0 Point V and let the point W on the acetate cover the point W-ot the plane.
This certainly restricts our freedom considerably, but.stiil leaves us with

'two,choices for placing the acetate on the paper 'ho that the point V covers
`;, point,V and the point-g covers' the point W. .For.if we have 'already
'done this it one TaLly (see figure 5a), then we can turn' the acetate ovir and.
replace it sd that the point V again covers the point V and the point W
againcovers the point W (see figure 50!.

A '

. . 'W

(
In order to distinguiSh these two positions, choose a poinfR on the

acetate not (in the line V W. NoTithe liize TW lies over the line in the
plane V W which separatesthe. plane into two half - planes... In,one position.
Of the acetate the point X lie's over a point_X inone ofthese'half-pIanes,
and .in the other flipped position.the point -X lies .over oint,X' in the

other half-plane (see figure 6).

Figure"6,

(b)

t

O

iy

Choosing -tine of these 'points, Say .X, there. is only'one .7'Y we can place the

kcetate so that the point V covers the point V, the point W Covers the' point

andthe point X covers the point X. Thus, we can completely detetmire

or fix a'position of the acetate,by choosing three non-collinear points in ,

the plane V, W, X and their surrogate points in the acetate'V, W andR.
4

Now amotibn is defined in terms of an initial and a final' position of

',.. the acetate, Any position of the acetate may be fixed ,by choosing'three
non-collinear ppintS in the plane and their surrogate points in the acetate/.

0
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It seem restso:Lablehenc, to choose three non-collinear points in the plane,
V, W, In the initia145osition of the acetate, the points V, W and X in
the acetate cover the W and X respectively; in the final position;
thr: point V lies overithe point V', Ciover W', and' X'over Thus, the
nr.,n- collinear points V, W and X and their images under the motion, V', W'
and X' respectivIlyompletely determine or fix the initial and final posi-
tions of the acetate and hence,"completely determine the motion. This asser-
tion is in faCt an important theorem With profound consequences. However,

before going into any of them,,we first consider the question of invariant
properties under the group of motions.

Let the pcintsV and W be any points in the plane. In the initial Posi-
tion of the acetate the points V and W are dOvered'hy their surrogate points
V and W in the acetate. If, now, X is any point on the line VW in the plane,
then its surrogate point X will lie on the.line

point -on
on the acetate. In the

final position of the ace ate the line. VW will cover the line V'W', where. the .

point V' is the image of thepdint_V and the point W' is the image, of the
point W under 'the given motion. Hence, the point the image of the point`
X, is covered by the surrogate point X in this final position,,(see figure 7)
so that X' must,lie on the line V'W'.

Figure 7

A set of points in the plane 4.collinear if for some line, all, the
points in the set lie on this line. This property of a set,' called col-
linearity, is3nvariant under a motion.

O

,he point X is chosen between the points V and W (so that in moving
along tlitiline from the point V to the point W we must pass the point X),
then its' surrogate pcint on-the acetate will lie between the points V
and W. .Hence, the point X', the image of the point X under the motion, will
be covered by the surrogate point Si and therefore must lie between the points
V' and Thus, betweeness is invariant under motions. Hence, the line
segment VW is mapped onto the line segment V'W' and line segments are invar-
iant. Similarly, lines,are mapped onto lines and rays-onto rays under a

motion.

e*
Note that in order to define a collinear set we must have some "structure",

in the spate (the plane), namely lines.

.11
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If V and W are two points in the plane,'then the distance between their
surrogates V and W is the same as that between V and W, and also, therefore,
in the final position of the acetate, the same as the distance between the
image points V' and W' of the points V and W. Hence, distance is invariant

under a motion. .

If two lines in the plane, are parallel then thellf surrogates .on the
acetate are.also parallel. That is, parallel lines in the plane are covered
by parallel lines An the acetate so that the image ofa pair of parallel
lines under a motiqn,will again-be a pair of parallel lines so that parallel-
ism is an invariant under the group of motions.

Since the surrogate or tracing on the acetate. of an angle in the plane
is again an angle of the same measure, angles are mapped into angles wider
motions, and the measure of an angle is invariant under any motion.

a circle'is mapped into a circle, and ellipse into an ellipse,

hyperbola into,a hyperbola, and a parabola into a parabola.

A set is convex if the line segment between any two points in. the set

is a subset of the set. Since linesegments are invariant under a motion,

so is convexity.

This.raises the question--is there anything that isn't invariant under.

any,motion? .

The position of .a figure. is not invariant under every motion

I

nor are the attitude,or orientation of the figure. ,Thus, th square in

figure 8 can be mapped under a metiOn into the "diamond" in igure 8, and

the "A" in figure,9 can be mapped into an upside-down "A." These are changes

in attitude.

Figure 8

Figure 9
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The'notion of orientation is a little more complicated. The "L" in
figure 10 can be mapped by a motion into the backwards or reversed "L" in
figure 10. This represents a change in orientation. Recall that a line
separates the plane into twQ,half-planes. Now choose a direction along the
line. This can be done by choosing two points V and W 'on the line so that
the direction on the line is from the point V 'to the point W. If one', is

"standing" on the line facing in'the direction of the line, then one 'of the
half-planes is on'the left and the other is on the right.

Figure 10

In figure 6a the point X is in the right.half-plane. This choice of a direc-

tion along the line, in terms of two points (V and WI on the line, and.one,of

the half-planes (the right or the left half-pane) determines an. orientation.

Figure 6a represents the initial position of a motion. Figure,6b repre-

sents ti!,.: final position of the motion where the acetate is turned'over and
replaced so that-the point V again covers the point V and the point W again

f
covers the point W. T e point X now covers the point X', the image of the

point X. However, X' s in the other half-plane from X! Thus, going from

the point V to the point W, X is in the right half-plane, and X' is in the

left half-plane. This motion reverses the orientation.

With regard to the "L" of figure 10, if we move from the'corner along the

longer arm of the "L" (the vertical arm) this defines a,direction along the

line containing this arm and the short arm of the "L" is in the right half-

plane. However, with regard to the reversed "L", moving again from the corner

along the longer arm, the short arm is now in the left half-plane.

Alternatively, if we move out from the corner along the shorter arm,

then the longerarmAs on the left for the "L" and on the right for the re-

versed "L", that is, on opposite sides.

We ex ress this by saying that they are 'oppositely-oriented, so that 4

motion can\reyerse orientations. and orientation is not invariant under all

motions. -----' q

/'Let Mend V be distinct -points .in the plane.- Covering the plane with

the acetate.? let D and V be the po!_nts covering the points U and V in the

plane, respectively. As we have already observed, there are two positions
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a-the acetate with the point Er.covering the point U and ehe\point V covering
the point V. Choosing W a point in the plane not on the line U V, and its:
surrogate point W in the acetate, fixes one of these positions. Flipping
the acetate and replacing it so that the point U again covers the point U
and the point V again covers the point V, then -14 covers a. point W' in the
Opposite half-plane of the line U V from the point W. If the position deter-
Mined by the points U, V, and V is taken as the initial position ard.the posi-
tion determined by the points U, V, and.W' as the final position, a motion cp
is. determined.' The image of the point U under 4.) is again the point U and
the image of the point V under () is again the point V. Indeed, since the
line U V is mapped into itself, any point X on this line is mapped into the
same point X. We express this fact by saying the line U V is paint-wise
fixed by\this motion. qp .

SinCe the points W and W' are on opposite sides of the line U V; the
line segment 047 intersects the line at some point, Y between the points W
and W! (see figure 11).

Figure 11

W

V

Now the motion (p maps the point W onto the point W' and fixes the
point Y, hen e. it maps the line segment W Y onto the line segment gr".7--

thus Y is th midpoini of-the segment. W.` Moreover, since 9) fixes U,

ait maps the ngle < U Y W onto the angle 4C.UYW'. These angles therefore
have the sam \measure, and since they are supplementary angles -(the angle
4HW Y W' is astraight angle!), each isa right angle. From this. it follows

that the lin U V is the right bisector (or perpendicular bisector) of the
line segment Since W was any point not on the line U V, 1110 maps any
point.not on the line U V into the point W' such, that U V is the right bi-
sector of the line segment g-UT. Since it is also the right bisector of the

line segment W the same line segment as W W') f1 maps the p.,int W' to '-

the point W. Thus

ci9CP=1,'
and :

-1

4
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The motion q) defined in this way from the line U V is called the -

reflection in the line U V.

Consider figure 12. U
and denote by W' and X' the

V is a line. Let W and X be distinct points
images of the points W and X , respectively,

Figure 12

V

y

under OP , the reflection.in the line U V. Then W' and X'. are distinct
point! and the reflection c9 maps the line W XontO the line Let y.
be 2 point not on the line W X as in figure 12, and let the point Y' be the'
image of Y under the reflection . 'Orienting the line W X from W to X,
the point Y is in the left hand half-plane of the line W X. However, going
from the point W' to the point X', the point Y' is in the right half-plane
for the line W'X'. Thus, a reflection reverses orientation.

Now cdnsider an arbitrary motion CJ . If U, V, and W are three non-
collinear points and the image under qp of the point U isthe point U',
of the point V is the point V', and of the point W is the point 4P,,,then

qp is completely determined. That is, if in the initial position of the
acetate the point U covers thepoint U, the point-V covers.the point V, and
the point W covers the point W, then'in the final position of the acetate,
the point U covers the point U', the point V , the p6int- V', and the point
W, the point W'. In this way, the initial and final pJsitions of the acetate
are fixed and the motion determined (see figure 13).

w

Figure 13
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If U
;

and.U' are distinct let a denote the reflection in.the right bisec-
tor of the line ailment r67. If U = U',. then %A( will denote the. identity

transformation. In either case,4 maps the point U onto. the point U',.and
we denote the image under z(of the point V by V", and of the point W by the
point W"., ,(Of course, if 41; is the identity transformation then V" = V
and W" =W!).

If the point V"is different from the point" V' then denote by 19 the"

reflection in the right bisector of the segment V' V" ., Now since the line
segment DT-V' is congruent to the line segment U V and this latter, line seg-

. ment is congruent to the,line Segment U' V', the segments DT-VTT and DT -VT

are congruent so that'the triangle /L V" V' is isosceles and the right
bisector of the base VTR passes through the vertex U'. Hence, /3 maps
the point U' onto itself. If V" = V' then denotes the identity transfer-

nation. In either case, /1 maps the point U' onto itself-and.the point V"
onto the point V'. Let 0" denote the image of the point ig" under the
motion /3 . (Again, if A = (., then W"' = W.".)

Finally, if the point W''' is distinct from the point 14,, then as before,
W"' U' W' and 4 W''' V' W' are both isosceles with base the segment

ciTTT-771- and the right bisector of this segment passes through the vertex U'

of the triangle A W'" U' W'-and through the vertex V' of the triangle
Liw," 17, w'. In this case (where,the points W'" and W' are distinct), let

lr denote the reflection in the line U' V'. Otherwise (if 14' =.W')

the,. V will denote the identity transformation. In either case, a- fixes

the-paint-8-1T' and V' and maps the Point W''' onto the point W'. Thus, since

of (U) = , p(U') = ; (Ur)

it follows that

Similarly,

so,that

and

so that

7f( /3 ( 0( (U))) U'

d (V) = V', (r) = v" and ror

21 ( ( aC (V))) 112 VI

01 (w) = 14" , f3 (w,
wIll, nwItt) wl

c

04 (0)))
. .

Thus, since the motion, vlot maps the point U onto the point the point

V onto the point V', and the point W onto the point W' so-that the initial
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and final positions of the acetate for the motion mot are exactly the same

as those fnr the motion q . Hence,

TA .cP

and we have shown that any motion can be represented as the composition of

three. motions, each of which is either the identity motion or a reflection.

Since the identity motion may be deleted from the above representation with-
out' changing anything, we have shown that any motion maybe represented as

the composition of at most three reflections. This means that the group of

motions. is generated by the reflettions!

Recall that a reflection reverses.Crientatibn so that the composition

of two reflections will leave the orientation unchanged or:invariant. .Thus

if the motion reverses the orientation and is not.a reflection then it

must be the composition. of exactly three reflections. (This is the case

illustrated in figure 13!) If orientation is invariant under V , thenT4,

must be the identity oethe composition of exactly two reflections. Such a

motion, which leaves the'orientation.invarient, is called a direct motion. .

Since a direct motion can be represented as the composition of two re-

flections, the composition *Of two direct motions can be represented ag the

compogition of.four reflections. Each. of these ieflectionareverses the
orientation, giving rise to four reversals. The net result is, therefore,.

-to leave the orientation unchanged. Hence the composition of two direct

motions is again a direct motion. MbreoVer, the inverse -of a' direct motion =

is also a direct motion. It follows from this that the direct motions form

a subgroup /71d of the group of motions -711 and'hence defines a sub- .

geometry in which orientation'is an invariant..

A direct motion. 410 can be represented as the composition of two reflet-

tions--that is, reflections in two lines. We distinguish two cases. :In the

'first case, the lines intergectat the point.X.(see figure 14).' Then X is

left fixed by each of the reflections and hence by their composition. If

'P is any other point and the image of the Eoint P under this motion (I) 'is

Pt, then the motion (IA maps the segment P X onto the segment P' X'. The

;first line I can be rotated about the teint:X through. some angle onto the

second line /71 . Rotating the segment P X abOut X in the same direction-but

through twice the angle will bring' the segment P X onto Fr7U(see figure .4).

.Hence we describe:this motion as a rotation about X.

Figure 14

a
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In the second case, the lines 1 and l'n'are parallel (see figure 15).
Then, if P is any point in the plane and P' is its image under this motipn,
the. segment FFis perpendicular to each of the lines }land "wand its
length is_twice the distance between the lines. If Q is another point in
'the Plane 'and Q is not on, the line P P', then P Q P' ia a parallelogram
so that P Q is parallel to P' Q'. On the other hand, if Q\is on the line,
P P', then.so is its image Q'. In either'case, this motion maps a line into
a parallel line. That is, the'attitude is invariant' under thia motion.
Such a motion is calleda translation.

If .2, W' and lk are three lines with the line WI perpendicular to
both the lines A and 11 , (so that the lines / and 11 are parallel), then

.-composition of the reflection in the line J followed by the reflection in
the line It is a rotation about X, their point of intersection. Similarly,
the composition of the reflection in the line 111 followed by the reflection
in the line 71 is also a rotation, but about the point Y':(see figure 16).

Figure 15 Figure 16

111

The composition of these two: rotations is the composition of the reflection
in the line t followed by the reflection in the line /1 . Since these lines
are parallel, this composition is a translation and not a rotation! On the
other hand, the composition of two translations is again a translation, so
that the translations form a subgroup of the group of direct motions

177,, . The subgeometry determined by tj-has as invariants, attitude as
well as orientation.

The Group of Similarities

In discussing motions, the initial and final positions of the acetate
served primarily as a means of describing the assignment to .a point U in the
plane of a point U' in the plane,.the image of-U under the motion defined by
this initial and final position of the acetate. Indeed, it is precisely
this assignment to every point of the plane ofa point of4-the plane which is
the transformation. The acetate, as a surrogate for the plane, can be used
to introduce and describe more general transformations.

The first class of these will be defined as follows: the-initial position
of the acetate will be, as before, on the paper; however, the final position
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will,be ze parallel to the plane'of the paper. In this way; .the sur-

rogate of a point U in the plane, namely, the point U on the acetate,, covers

the point U in the initial position. However, in the final position U.

.,covers.some point Uoin space. In order to get a point in the plane, choose

a fixed.point 0 in space such that O'is not in.the plane ofthe paper and

not in the plane pf the acetate, when in the final position. The line 0 110

'will meet the acetate in the final position.at the paint U and the plane of

the paper at the point U'.: The tranSforMation defined by this.initial and

final position of theacetate assigns_tO the point U in the plane, the point

in the.plane. 'Transformations defined in this way are called similarities

-(see figure 17).

Figure 17

O

The point C in the definition of a similarity'is called the center of

projection. Any line through 0 not parallel to the plane of the paper will

meet the acetate, in its final position, at a point say X and meet the plane

at a point The, point X' is the projection of the point X from the

center 0.

In. order to avoid confusion with other planes which will

in the discussion that follows, we denote the plane (of the Paper) Which.we .

are studying by IT ...
.

I.

Consider now a similarity (iP defined as above by an initial positiOn

of the acetate in the plane 117 a final position in space parallel to ,the

plane; and a center of projection 0. .Inlorder to facilitate the. determination

of the invariant properties under similarities, we first represent any Simi--

larity, say (19 , in terms of. more special transform,itiiineG-

The line through 0 perpendicular to the plane ( ir-') will protect the

point U on the acetate into thephoint U' in thejAane. The point U on the
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acetate will cover a point U in the plate in its initial position, and a
point Uo in'space in its final position. The similarity CI) maps the point'

U onto'the point U' (see figure 18).

Figure 18

Let V be another point in the acetate covering the point V in the plane, in
the initial position of the'-acetate, and the point Vo in space in the final

position of ,Ole. acetate.. The line ^ Vo meets the plane in a point V',,the
.,-

projection.of .V froM.0 and the image of V under. 1p

Since,the line'0 Uo is perpendicular to the plane, the plane 0 Uo Vo
isalsoperpendiular to the plane of the paper, T( (see figure 19). The

sheet of.paper of the figure-represents the plane 0 Uo Vo and we "see" the

acetate and plane of the. paper, 'n'_, from "the edge." That is, their inter-

sections with the acetate on the plane of the acetate in its final position

and with theplarie of the piper 1/' .

crs

Figure 19

\
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The line through the point Vo parallel to the line 0 Uo will be perpen-
dicular to the plane (of the paper) IM ,, and meet this plane at a point
Vo'. Moreover, the.point Vo' will lie on the,line U' V' in the plane. Now

Uo Vo' Vo is a ,rectangle so that the line segment U'_,-Vo' is congruent to
the line segment Uo_Vo and hence to the line segments U V and U V. If W is

anotherqaoint in the plane with surrogate W on the acetate, covering, in
the final position, the point Wo in space, let the line 0 Wo meet the plane
in the point W'. -Then W' as the image of W 'under this similarity (I) .

Now, sinceithe line Uo Vo is parallel to the line U' V', the triangles
A 0 Uo Vo and Q. 0 U' V' are similar so that

0 Uo I = I 0 Vo I = I Uo Vo = I U' Vo'

0 U' I. I o v' i 1 u' ve. I I ue V'.1
.._

.

Moreove,isince the line Uo Wo is parallel to the line U' W' and the line
Vo Wo id parallel to the line V' W', the triangles A 0 Uo Wo and A .

0 U' le-are similar, as are the triangles A O'Vo Wo and 0 V' W'.' Hence

and

1 0 Uo I = I 0 Wo I = I Uo Wo 1.= I U' Wo'

10 U' I 10 W' I 1 W' I .1 Ir

- 1 0 Vo I= 1 0 Wo I =! Vo Wo I= I Vo' Wo' 1

1 0. V' I 10 W' I I V' W' I I ve W' 1

It follows, therefore, that for any two points.V and W in the plane, since

that

V W l= I V ci I= I Vo wo .1

. 1VW1=IVo'Wol= I O.Uo

I V' -VI I V' W' 0.1r. I

so that, while a similarity will not, in general, leave Aistances invariant,

for each similarity' here is a fixednumber I. (vE0) by which all distances

are multiplied. This-is the magnification factor.

If now the point W were chosen not on the line U V, the three points

U, V, and W would then serve to fix the initial position of the acetate.

Similarly, the points Uo, Vo, and Wo serve to fix the final position of the

acetate in space. Now, if the acetate were "dropped" into the plane IT

along the lines Uo U', Vo Vo', Wo Wo', the point U on the acetate would now

cover the p int U', the point on the acetate V would now yver the point Vol

in the plane and the point W could cover the point Wo' in-the plane. In this

way, the po is Vo', Wo' serve to fix an intermediate position of the

acetate pl. the plane. Taking the initial position of the acetate for the

similarity (17 as the initial position, and this intermediate position Of.
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'the acetate as the final position, defines a motion which we denote by 140 .

Similarly, this intermediate position as initial position of the acetate,
and-the final position of the acetate for 40 as finaLpositioh determineS
'a similarity which we denote by fo. . Then;,

thit is, the similarity Q may be represented as the composition of a
:motion -Ate followed by a similarity . This similarity is quite spec-
141. 'It leaves fixed the point U' andmaps any point Vo' distinct froth U'
Onto the point VI on .the line U' NO' and such that the distance fiom V' to
U' is some fixed. constant It times the diStance from U' to Vo'-. 0

Considering this similarity S. , we must examine some separate cases.
Ifthe center of projection 0 is not between Uo and U', say Uo is between
0_20 U' or U' .is between 0 and Uo, then a point Vo' is mapped onto the-raj
0 Vo'. liowever, if 61.s between U'' and Uo, then the point Vo' is mapped
.into the opposite ray so that 0 is between Vol and V' (see figute 20).

Figure 20

a

'In this latter case (where is. etween the points UO and U') a half-turn
about U'lainrotation of 180 °) will, map.the point,Vo' into a:point V,' on
the ray U' V' :(see figure 21). If.the.point V.I coinCides with the point.
V', then the magnification factor is 1-and this half-turn defines the same
ZransforMatiOn,ofthe plane as is defin4d by h, so that 1D is in fact a
motion! If It* 1 then the point V,' will be different from the point
V' and the line through the point V,' parallel to 0;U' will,. meet the acetate
(in the final position for ((9 ) at a point V,1 covering the point V in space.
Now V, is on the line Uo Vo but yith Uo the midpoint of the segment Vo V,.
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The line V, VI will lie in the plane 0 UO Vo and will meet the line 0 Uo
in a point O. ,Since'the line Uo V, is parallel to the line U' V', the two
tfiangles A 0, Uo V, ,and 4,- 0, U'' V' are similar. Thus,.

.

101, u01 1u
0

-.V,1 tu V 1 I ou0 I0. o
.÷...

i(:), u'l
1U' V'

'1

° 11.j'-. V' 1 I du' I

;

Similarly, let W,'.be the image, of Wo''under thehalf-turn aboutir..
The point, W, on the 'acetate covering the-point W, in space is the mnique

,point such that the line W, W,' is parallel to Uo U'. : Once again, the pro7- .

.4ection of .j, from 01 is W' . If now we take as the initial position of :the
acetate the initial position for the similarity 0 and for the, final posi-
tion that determined bythe points in spaae,tro, V W, (that is a half
turn of the 'acetate about the line Uo .1J% from the previous final'position) 7

.
ancl'as thy center of .projection 0, instead of 0, then\we have another way.'

of'defihing:the similarity, : tip .for.any paint V in the-Plane.ie mapped in
,this way into the same V'. That is, the,pointVr in-the plane assigned to
.the point V of the plane is the same for either definition and. henCejw.th

'determine the same similarity (f ! With this new'descriPtion we can repre--'.

sent (10 as the composition of

g A= CP

where ,A4tis the motion and a-similarity determined by the_intermediate .f

position ofthe'acetate where the point U covers-the point the point

covers the point V,'1, and the point. W covers the Point W,'-b the motion"-
simply the' motion -44y flowed by a half, -turn about U' and ii'is the .

similarity which fixes 13' and maps any point V''different from U' onto a

- point V' on. the
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-where 4t is .the, magnification factof (see figure 22). A similarity with the
properties of ill above is called a homothety of center U and magnification IC.

Figure 22

Thus, what we have shown is that,anY similarity can be represented as
the comgzition of a motion followed by .a hoinothetY.

.One can show without too' much difficulty that the similarities; inclur-

ding motions,. form a group generated by the motions And'the homotheties.

However, our Igain interest is in the, invariant properties under .this group,

aud since any similar#y'not a motion can be represented as the composition

of a motion :arid a homothety, we need only consider which properties, invar,

cant under motions, are invariant'under homotheties.
7

. , ,

-..
.

_ .

Consider-, therefOre,a homothety 'A. with center C and .magnification la,

Let'IL4s any,point in the plant: Then A maps U into the point U' on the

ray.0 V such that i C t71 I = it. 1 C ij I (see figure 231 Let V be- another

point. .If V is not on the line C. U-sh.en-the line through the joint U'

parallel. to the line U -V will meet the ray (-V at a"point y' and the tri

angles g C U V, A C U' V' are similar. Since - -

, -i C In = 6,

ICU I

If V is on the line C U then so is V'.



and the point v' must be the image of the point V under the hpmothety
/

g . .

The same argument will Snow that if W is any point on the line u'v, then
the Image of the point W, namely, the point W', will lid on the' line U' V'.
ThuS, collinearity is. invariant undei a 'homothey Moreover, /if the point
X is between the points U and V then'the point X' is between U' and' v'
.(see figure 23) so that betweenness is-invariant under homotnety Thus,
the hoMothety maps a line segment U V onto the 'line seL,Lient/UT-171. and a
ray0.1 V is mapped onto the. ray UT-71". FroM the above discussion we see
that a line is Mapped onto' 0 parallel line so that -- ,attitude :(or direction)
is invariant under a homothety. '-Distance is not invarian ,under a homo-
thety' but is -multiplied by the magnification factor..

Since a homothety mails a line onto a parallel line; parallel lines are
mapped into parallel lineth and parallelism is invariants under a homothety.

Congider the "angle G U V W. Since the ray irt is mapped into the
ray V' U' 'and the ray -1-17W is mapped into the ray V* W' the angle G U V
is mapped into the angle V' w.: In view of tne 'fact-that the line

: U' is parallel to the line V U and the. line V' w' is parallel to the line
V W," the. measure of the angle is invariant. .

Similarly, circles -are mapped .into circles, ellipses into ellipses,
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so that the ratio of the area of two figures is invariant under similarities.

The Affine Grdup

In this section' we consider transformations defined by an fnitial posf-
tion of'the acetate in the plane and a final position of the acetate inclined
at an angle to the plane rather _than parallel to it.' To complete the descrip-
tion, we must fndicate-how-to-g-6t,a-point-in the plane corresponding'to a
pOint on the-acetate! We do this by first fixing a direction in space not
parallel to either the plane or the acetate'in its final position. (This can
be done bychoosing a line which intersects both the plane and the'aceiate.in
its final position.) 'If U_is a-point in the plane_and U.,its surrogate on the
acetate, then U covers U in the initial position of the acetate and covers a
point in.!-the . final position: The line through Uo in the fixed direction
(parallel chosen line) will meet the plane in thepoint U'. We say
that .U' is the projection of Uo along. the given diFection. The point U' is
the image of the point U under the transformation defined in this way (see
figure 25). A transformation defined in this way is called an affine'trans--
,formation.

The acetate, in this final.position, intersects the plane in a line'
(see figure 25).

Figure 25
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yemac.11CA.. S1WWC,,,CL,
parallel.tO'P U. But Q V is parallel to P U so that Q:V and Q' V must
be the same line, That is Q' is on the-line Cy.. In exactly the same
way, the Aine P. X is fixed so that the line Q W, which.is parallel to
P X, must be mapped into a line through W and parallel to P X. But .

. there is only one such line, namely QW, so that Q' must lie on Q W.
Thus Q' lies on the line Q V and on the line. Q W and hence must. be the
point of 1.1tersection..` That is .Q' = Q and Q is fiXed. We have ahown,..-

If an axial affinity fixes a point:in the plane.not on the
axis, then it fixes every point. That is, it is the identity.

-Henceforth, we assume that the axial affinity is not the identity.

Now let P be any point not on 2,, and ltc P' be its image wader the
affinity. .Then P andwe.consider the line P P'. There are two
possibilities to deal with. The first of,these is that the ,line P P'.
is parallel to 54 (see-Figure 28).' Since P is mapped into and paral--
lel lines are mapped into parallel lines, the line P P' will be mapped
into a line through P'.(the image of P) parallel to Z. But. P P' -is
such a line, so-P P' is .mapped onto itself. On the ....her hand, if P P'
meets 2, at U (see Figure 29), then U is fixed under the affinity,-Which
maps the line.P U onto the line P' U.

P P'

Figure 28
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In other words, an axial affinity fixes all the lines . -

tion,(thedireCtion-of the line P P' for any point P not on.2.). Only
the identity fixes every line in two different directions:

_

.If this line-wise fixe&direqtion (a-direction in which every
line-is'fixed) is parallel to the axis, then the axial affinity is a
shear. Otherwise, it is. a compression.

Consider-aparallelogramUVWXwhere.the pointWandXare on
the axis R.. The affinity maps the line U V onto the line-U' V' paral-
lel ,o T.. Moreover, the parallel lines U Xfand V W are mapped into

- the parallel lines. U' X-and Thus; -the parallelogram U V W X-is
mapped-into the parallelogram U' V' W X (see Figure 31). If the
affinity is a shear, then the points U''and V'--are on the line U V so
that the parallelograms U V,W.X and U' V' W X have the same base and

between the same parallels; hence, rhey have equal areas. On.pie
other hand, if rhe affinity is a compression then the line U' V',
Although parallel to the line U.V, is nevertheless, distinct from t..

and hence, in this case the area is changed. .

Thus, area is invariant-under a shear, but not under'a compression.

Figure 31

Notice in Figure 31 that ,the ..angle4UX W is mapped into the angle,
W which is certainly not congruent. Thus, the measure of an angle

is -not invariant under an affinity.
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If U

so that

Figure 33

V and,XY are parallel segments, then

Ar' I = 'xi yll
ir ix y

U. V 1 lu,, vi I
X Y IX' Y' I

_Mikis, the ratio of the.lengths of two segments in the same direction
islinvariant under an. affinity.

If p V714 X is a rectangle with-the line Vigparallel to 'the axis.1
then the image of.this rectangle:under the affinity is a parallelogram
U' V!-W' Z' such 'tha't

Iv Tal lv,

K lu vl v'l
.

"
with this magnification factor K depending only on the - direction U V..

A simple trigonometric computation yields that the area of the parallel-
ogram U' V'W!.X! is K' x the area of the rectangle U V W X, where K'
"also depends only, on the direction U V. It follows from this that any
triangle is mapped by the affinity into a triangle with area multiplied
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_paperor me point.A. un LH= im,pv4. It am

the piane.Of the paper in,theinitial Rosition, and a point,,A0 in'the
final plane when the aeetate is in the final position. .

Now consider:points Ao, Bo in 'the final plane:(cOrteSponding to.
points A, B in the plane),.;-The plane.0A0B0 meetsthefinal plane Iro
'in-the line AoBc. and the plane. it in the line A'B'. The line A'B' is.
then the image. of the line AB UpAer:this transfJrmatiOn:-.If Cis
another.point on the'line AB, then Co.is a point on the.line A0Bo'sp
that the line:000- Tiesimfthe planetoA0B0. The line 0Cothen-meets
_the plane IT ina Point:C'::which i$ cfh. thejlnepf:interseCtionofcthe

.,plane-CA0B0.And the plane.#0--that .Thus, wheiithe
points A,'B end,C are collinear, their images'.A.'',7Bi. and'C' are
'collinear do that collinearily.is invariant under this,-trensformation.

sb,

The line A0B0 meets the line.where nand Iro intersect) at the
point L. ThIS Point Asonthe intersection of the. plane 0A6B0. with-the-
final plane7lro and the plane* so that L is also on the. line A'B' (see
Figure: 35).'

11-Exalining.this situation more carefulIy,in Figure 35, 'we notice that,
while\the point Bo is between the points Ao and L (corresponding to the
point BNbetween the points .A and L in the plane) 16 projected'into a

Y, pOint B' not between L and A'. Thus, betweenneps is not invariant under
this transfOrmation. .

Indeed, no point .between Ao and Lis prOjected in-
tola point between A' and L. Some points. in the interval, AoL,such as
the:Point Bo, are projected'in:points," such as the point B' on the other
.side of -A' from L. On the otherhand, ,the point Co also in the .interval

--A0L is projected_ into the'point C' on.the other side of L from A'. -The
interval A0B0 'is not projected. into the intervalA'B' but rather into two
pieceS, one on the oppOsite side of the point. L 'from thepoint'A' and. one



;171eraTtic7AsinCe---eTer; point of this.ray beyond the poinAo, as for
examplethe'point Do, is projected into g. point D'between L and. A'.
Moreover,,the point L not on the ray.B0A0 is .projected into the. point L

''cni°the ray B'A'. 'Rays a e,alsd not invariant under-this transfOrmation.
evnymt ki@E 0 is projected into a non- convex .set so that

_,convexity also 'fails to be invariant under this transformation!'

Once again,. let L be a\point on IL the line of intersection of the
plane n and the final plane',it and let Ao be a point of the plane no
nOt. on L. Consider the line\LA in the plane_ no. Let M be another point
of the line 2. and Bo a point-in,,thenlane'no such that :the .line MB0 is
.parallel to the line LA0. The\iplane OLA0 and OMBa meet in 'a linelft

.-

..

through 0 -.(see Fignre36). ,Th s line, lies in the and le
it. meets the line LA0 in-the pOnt K say, then this point Is'On the
plane OLA,, and on the "plane no, since the line LA0 is in no:. But K
is,also in ors0, since the:line7.1 lie-dric the .plane OMB°, Thus, in
this case the three planes? no, OLA0, OMB0 all meet in the point K!

\

.

However, this means that K is also on the line o -i tersection of the _._-__
planes no.andOMB0,'naMely the line, MBor It .follow from thrs'that the
lines 1,A0 and MBomeet in the point K. Hence, I"th lines LA0 and MAo
.are parallel, they are parallel to the line whic s' hus. parallel to

the plane no. That is theiline%n otintersectiaotof.the planes OLA0
and OMB° is parallel to the plane no and,henc ets the Plane n-in
-some point S'.

- .. ,Th
.

.

The line LA', the projection into the plane n.of the line,LBo is /-

the intersection of.n 'and theplane °LA° and hence contains the point

S'.. Similarly the point Sr is on the line of intersection of 1MB0 and

I

_. namely the projectiOn of the line..MBo the line MB1 It follows from
this that the parallel lines LAa and_MBa project into lines_which inter-
sect (at S')! Hence, parallelism isnot'presekved -under this transfof- l'

mation and hence is not an invariant! '.. v

Now consider, a.point Co in the final' plane such that the line 00o
is parallel to the plane n. The plane OLC0 meets the final plane. in
the line LC0 and the plane OMC0 meets the final plane in the.line MC0
(see Figure 37).,% The planes °LC() and OM00 meet in the line 000.

.4 A '

The line LCd'projects into the line of intersection of the plane

OLC0 and the. plane n. Let D'' be some point on this line. -Similarly,
the'llne-MCa projects into the line Of intersection of the plane OMC
and the plane n. Let E' be a point on this

-
line. Thus theline LCo:

:projects into the line LD' ann the line MC0 inL:o the line ME'. Since
the line OCO.Is parallel to the plane'n, the lines 000 and LD', both'in
the.plane 0CoL, are parallel as are the line 000 and ME' both in the
plane 0C0M. Thus; the lines LD' and MEr are parallel! However; these
lines ars the projections ofthe intersecting lines LC0 and Mo. It

follows therefore that-not only do parallel lines project into inter-

secting lines. but intersecting lines project. into parallel lines!!



t
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We have here a rather unusual situation. It is one thing when

parallel lines project' into intersecting lines,'for then one might

expect that two points, one on each of the, lines, have the same image,

namely the point of intersection of the projection'of the line. While

this would mean that what we have'defined is not a transformation

since condition (ii) for a transformation (see p. 109), is violated that

is not the problem here, for it is in fact condition (i) for a trans-

formation which is violated, since the point of intersection S' of the

projections' of the parallel lines LA0 and MB0 is not the image of two

points under the projection, but the image of no point of the plane,

since the line OS' is parallel to the _final plane!

1 .

Disconcerting as this situation may be, a more serious problem is

created by the projection of intersecting lines into parallel lines,

for this means that the point of intersection Co (see Figure 37) pro-

jects into no point of the plane so that the point Co has no image.

This violates the-definitiOn of.a function (see p. 109)! Not, only does

.
this "projection" not yield a transformation, it does not even define

a function: /

,

The line 000 is parallel to the plane it and hence, under projection

from the centre 0, the point Co. has no image. Indeed, the plane through

the centre 0 parallel to/the plane Tr meets the final plane wo in a line

throughCo and parallel Ito .t and no point on this line has an image under

the projectiOn from the:centre 0! The image of every point on this line

is "missing"--the whole line is "lest" under the projection frOm the

centre O.
r

On the other. hand, the line OS' is parallel to the final plane vo

so that the point S' in the plane Tr is the image of no point of wo under

the projection from the centre 0 (see Figure 36). Similarly, the plane

through 0 parallel to the final plane vo meets the plane in a line

through S' and parallel to Land no point of this line is the image of

a point of the, final plane To under the projection from the centre O.

Thus, this whole line consists of "extra" or "superfluous" points which

are not images \of any point of the final plane 7r0 under the projection

from the centre O. i

i

In effect, there seem'to be points "Missing" from the plane, the

points of the pl ne Tr into which the points on the line through Co

parallel to k pr ject,' and the points o' wo which project, into the points

on the line throu S' parallel to L. The problem is to locate or find

the'se "missing" p ints:'

.
i

Consider a point in the plane.
mines a line, OD th ou h the Centre O.
track" of the poini P /much as a shadow
we'cannot see:. No every point in the

not every shadow i e is the shadow of

This point gives,rise to or deter-
This line can be used to "keep
can enable us to locate an object

plane has such a shadow line, but
a point in the plane. The line

000 (see Figure 3 !)/is such a line, since it is parallel to the plane Tr.
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Rec41.that Co had no image under the projection. from the centre 0
Are4Sely for this reason that the line'000 is parallel to the plane
IT,The "image" of C0 is one of the "missing" points in the plane.
It is not too large a jump to consider this line as the shadow of one
of the "missing" pOints! In other words, we consider each line through
the centre 0 as the shadow of a point of 7, and those lines parallel to
7.are shadows of "missing" points.' In this way, we can "locate" the

"missing" points by observing their "shadows"! Thus, the projection
of the point Co is the "point" in the plane 7 whose shadow is the line
000.

Similarly, for the final plane anyany line through the centre 0
and parallel to 70, as for example the line OS' is the\shadow of a
"missing" point of the plane 70, so that S' where this line or shadow
meets the plane is then the image of this "missing" point whose shadow

is the line OS! Thus, the point whose shadow is the line OS' projects
into the point S'.

In this way we have solved the problem raised earlier, for, every
point in the plane 7 is an image, but only after we adjoin the "m:,.ssing"

points to the final plane 70, whose shadows are lines through the centre
0 parallel to the plane. 70. SiMilarly every "point" of 70 has an image.

after we have adjoined to IT the "missing" points corresponding to sha-

dow lines parallel to the plane IT so that the image of the point C0.of

70 (see Figure 37) under projection from the centre 0, is the "point"

of T. whose shadow is the line 000.

A line PQ in the plane determines a plane OPQ through the centre 0

which intersects the plane in the line PQ. This plane may be regarded

as a shadow of the line!'- If a point X is on the line PQ then the point

X lies in the plane OPQ and hence, so does the line OX. Thus, the fact

that the point X lies on the line PQ is reflected in the fact that the

shadow of the point X--the line OX lies in the shadow of the line PQ--*

the plane OPQ!

The shadow of every point in the line PQ lies in the shadow of the

line PQ, but the latter contains a shadow which corresponds to no point

of the line PQ, the line 0Z0 parallel to the line PQ. Now consider a

point X on the line PQ, and its shadow, the line OX. As this line
rotates about 0 in the plane OPQ in a clockwise direction, the point

of intersection of this line with'the line PQ moves along the line in
the direction from the point P to the point Q (see Figure 38). In

Figure 38 we have designated several positions of this point of inter-

section by X1 X2, X3. As the line OX .atates closer to the line 020,

the point X ot which it is the shadow moves'further and further out

along the line PQ. In the limit, as the line rotates into the line 0Z0,

the point X "goes to infinity." Thus, in some sense, there is a "point

at infinity" on.the line PQ. This point, whose shadow' is the line 0Z0,

is one of the "missing." points of the plane! In this Same way, there is

associrted with every line in the plane a "point at infinity" whose

shadow lies on the shadow of that line.
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Figure 38

If RS is another line in the plane, parallel to t1-e line PQ then the
planes OPQ and ORS intersect in a line through the centre O. As before,
this line is parallel to both the lines PQ and RS and hence must be the

line 0;3. Thus, the same "point at infinity" corresponding to the shadow
OZ0 lies on the shadow of the line PQ and of the line RS, so that the
same point at infinity "lies" on each of the parallel lines PQ and RS.

These lines meet therefore "at infinity."

Any line TU in the plane parallel to OZ0 will have as its shadow,the
plane OTU which also contains the line OZ0 and hence the line OZ0 is the

shadow for the "point at infinity" for a whole pencil of parallel lines,
the pencil of lines parallel co OZ0 which includes the lines PQ, RS, and

TU. Each line in the plane determines a parallel pencil of lines, the
set of all lines parallel to the given line in, the plane. In turn, there

is exactly one line through the centre 0 parallel to any line in thiS

parallel pencil and this. line will be the shadoF of the "point of infin-

ity" which "lies" on each line in this parallel' pencil. Thus, to each

-parallel pencil' of Tines in the plane there corresponds a point "missing"

from the plane, the ''point at infinity" which is on each of the lines in

the pencil!
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On the other hand, for any line's' through the centre 0 and

parallel to the plane 7, the plane through 'a' and say perpendicular

to the plane, will meet the plane in a line is parallel tole. This

plane will be the shadow oflis and will contain's'. Thus, IS' is tLe

shadow of the "point at infinity" for the line ese. It follows there-

fore that each-of the "missing" points of the plane 7 (located by its

shadow, a line through the centre 0 and parallel to the plane 7), is

the "point at infinity", for some line of the plane, indeed for the

whole parallel pencil of lines determined by that line: Moreover,

each plane through,the centre 0; with one exception, is the shadow

of a-line in the plane 7 and contains exactly one "point at infinity;"

that is, one shadow of a missing point, one line thrOugh the centre 0

parallel to the plane 7. The one exception is the plane through:the
centre 0 and parallel to n which contains all of these "points at

infinity." It is not too surprising that we think of this as a "line

at infinity."' This is in fact, the missing line of the plane!

Summarizing, we can correct the difficulty in defining a trans-
formation by'projecting from the centre 0, points in the final position

into points in the plane, by adjoining to each plane, the corresponding

"line at infin_ty," as discussed above. In this way, every point in

the final plane, regular and adjoined infinite points, has an image

under projection from the centre 0, a point in the plane 7 regular or

an adjoined infinite point and every point-in the plane regular or
adjoined infinite point is the image un.ler the projection from the

centre 0 of a point of the final plane, a regular or an adjoined infin-

ite point. In this way, projection from the centre 0 defines a trans-

formation from the final plane 70 to the plane 7. This in turn yields

a transformation from the extended plane '7 to the extended plane.

Henceforth, unless explicitly stated to the contrary, we shall consider

the extended plane! This extended plane is the projective plane, and

the transformation defined in this way is a projective transformation.

Adjoining the point at infinity,-the ideal point as it is sometimes

called has a rather interesting consequence Considez once again the'

situation :n Figure 38, where the point X moves along the line in "the

direction from P to Q," that is, the shadow OX of X rotates in a clock-_

wise direction. We have already observed that as the line OX rotates

closer to the line,.0Zo.the point X moves further out along the line PQ.

In the limit as X "goes to'infinity" the line OX rotates into theAine

OZ0 the shadow of the point at ,.infinity.,;, happens if the line OX

continues to rotate about the_centre 0 in the plane OPQ? The line OX

now intersects the line PQ at a point on the other side of P from Q.

That is, the point X which went "Off to infinity" at "one end" of the

line suddenly reappears at the "other end" of the line and as the line

OX continues, tb rotate, the point X moves towards P but still in the

"direction from P to Q "! Thus, corresponding to the point X moving

along the line PQ from P to Q me haveNthe shadow, the line OX rotating

in the plane OPQ about the centre 0 in a clockwise direction. If the

point X starts at the point P(that is the line OX coincides with the

line OP), and the point X moves out from P along the line. PQ in the

'c '
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direction towards Q (that isi the shadow. rotates in the plane 3PQ
about the centre 0 in a clockwise direction), then after the shadow
has made a half-turn (a rotation through 1800), the line OX will
.again.coincide with the line OP (that is, the point X will have trans-
versed the entire lire, including the point:at infinity and returned
-to the point F. The effect then of adjoining the point at infinity
is to close up the line so that one can go from P to Q in two ways;
one in the direction. from P to'Q and the other, through the point at
infinity by moving in the opposite direction.

This situation.isrepresented more clearly in Figure 39 below
where the line Moo is parallel to the line PQ and the circle.is
tangent to OX at the centre 0 and to PQ at the point R. .

For any point X on the line PQ, the shadow OX intersects the circle
at a point other than the centre, the point we designate by Simi-

larly for any point Y' on the circle different from the centre 0, the

line OY' meets the line PQ at a point Y. This establishes a 1-1 corres-

,pondence between points on the line and points on the circle other than

O. As X moves from the point P to, the point Q, the shadow line rotates

.
about the centre 0 in the clockwise direction towards the line OX 00 and

the point X'moves along the circle towards the point O. The "further

out" the point X moves along the line, the smaller the angle between the

lines OX and 0)pothe closer the point X' moves to,the point O. In the

limit, as X "goes to infinity" the secant OX moves to coincidence with

the tangent OX410 and tne point X' on the circle mcves to coincidence

with the point 0 on the circle. Thus, the shadow Moo of the point at
infinity on the line PQ corresponds to the point 0 on the circle. In

this way there is established a 1-1 correspondence between points,on the

extended line and points on the circle.
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Corresponding to poihts P and Q on the line there are points P'

and Q.' on the circle.. We can go from, the, point P'\to the point Q' in

two ways; via the point R'or.via the point O. In:the same way, we can

go from'-the point P on the line. to the point Q on the line in two ways

--via the point R or via the point at infinity. Thus, the point k

does not separate the points P and Q on the line because there is an.
alternate route from the point P to the point Q which does not pass
through the poilit R.

We could defingth line' segment PQ to correspond to the arc P'Q'

on the circle 4ot contain the point 0 and this would corres-

pond to the usual ;.kot13n .ne segment, but, as we have already seen,

this is not Invsri: t,r.,tr projective. transformationS..

Ratios arc preserved in any form. Indeed, if A,. B and C

are three defined c.L2inear points ,and A', B'; C' are another three

distinct then there is a projective transformation.

which maps A onto A', A.,nto B' and C onto C' . To see this, place the

acetate on the plane f,or- ?Ile initial position and .let the point. A on

the acetate by the for the point A, the point B for the point

B and the point C fray UAL: point C. In the final position, the:point A

covers the point A' Ce. acetate is rotated about some line through

A' different from the A'B'. through, say, an angle of 450. Then

the point B covers the poYnt Bo. and the point C covers the point Co ir

the final plane and the points A', Bo and Co are collinear. The lines !

BoB' and C0C' meet in a point 0 in the plane AC0C' (which may be an

ideal point that is the lines BB' and C0C' are parallel)'. The projec-

tion from 0 (or,parallel.projettion if 0 is'an ideal point) maps the

point Bo to the point B'' and the point Co to the.point:CI so that the

transformation defined...in this way maps the point A,onto the point A',

the B onto the point B' and the point C onto the point C' (see

Figure 40).

One may well begin to wonder al.: this point if there aro any pro-

jectiVe invariants! Clearly lines are invariant as is.the intersection
of two lines bearing in mind, that a finite point of intersection may -be- --

mapped into an infinite point of intersection and parallel lines meet

at an infinite point. This leads to an invariant relation among, ,four

points of a line, which in some sense replaces the notion of a peitat==

separating two points.

Consider Figure 41 where PQRS is a quadrilateral, the point A is

the point of intersection of the opposite sides PQ and. RS and the point,

B is the point of intersection of the other pair of'opposite sides, QR

and PS. The diagonals of this' quadrilateral, PR and QS meet the line AB.

in the points C and D, respectively. We describe this situation by say-

ing that points C, D separate the points A, B harmonically. Any

projective transformation leaves this configuration invariant so that

the images C', D' of the points C, D harmonically separate A', A' the

images of the points A,B. Thus, the property of the points C,\D of

separating the points A and B harmonically, is a projective invariant.
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Figure 40

Notice in Figure 41. that if the point D is'the point of infinity,

then this means that the point C is between the points A and B in.the

usual sense.

Another projective invaAant is the cross ratio of four collinear

points, namely

r

IA CI 113 DI,

IB CI x IA DI

1 3,



Figure 41_

where the points A, B, and C are collinear. Specifically, if the points
A', J', C', D' are the projection of the points A, B, C, D (see Figure 42)
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then

Figure 42

IA CI 1B DI IA' C'I 1B' D'I

IB CI IA _DI 117711 IA' D'I

We may assume that the point 0 is finite for otherwise the rela-

tion (*) would follOW from similar triangles. In _this case, consider

(see Figure 42),,

sin < ODA sin < ODA

sin < OCA la AI

sin <OAD
IA DI

-10 Al

sin OCA

IA CI

sin< AOC
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Similarly,

6.

whence-

so that

Similarly,

153

sin < ODA sin < ODA sin < 0DB . 10 BI

sin.< OCA sin < OCB 10 BI sin < OCB

sin < AOD
IA DI

IA

IB C

IA CI
sin < AOC

sin < 0DB id B!

10 B

Sin < 0DB
IB DI

tn. < OCB

IB CI
sin < BOC

IB = sin < AOC sin < BOD
ft.

IA DI. sin < BOC . sin < AOD

IA' CSI IB' D'I

AB' C'l I A' D'I

'The relation (*) now follows.

sin < AOC
sin < BOC

sin < BOD
sin <-AOD

,.

Consider now a circle in the plane. ,This is covered by a circle

on the acetate in the initial ppsition. This circle on the acetate

\covers, in the final poSition, a circleOn the final plane. The

"shadoir. of thitscircle;'the set of shadows of points on thecirCle,
is'a cone with vertex at the centre.0/(see Figure 43). The projection
of this.circle.will be the intersection of this 'cone with the plane n,

'a-conic section--a circle (or ellipse) cr a. parabola or'an hyperbola.

Which of these it is will depend on the. position of the circle rela-

tive to the Line of intersection of the final plane and the plane

through the centre 0 parallel to the'plane n the vanishing line
(which projects into the line at infinity for the plane .7).

If the'ctrcle in the final plane is disjoint from the vanishing

line then the plane n. will cut the cone in a circle or an ellipse. If

.the circle in'the final plane no/is tangent'td_the vanishing line then

'the cone will intersectthe plane n in a parabola;. finally, if the

circle in.the final plane interSe'ctathe-Vanishing line-=in two points
the plane r will intersect the cone in.an hyperbOla. Thus, the

projection of a circle is atonic section:. More generally, it is'not

too hard, to see that the projection of any-conic -is again conic sec-,_.

tion. It follows, therefore, that conids are projective invariants.

Since the vanishing line, projects into the line at infini y, a

parabola is a closed curve in the extended plane tangent to tha=line

at infinity. Similarly, the hyperbola which breaks up into two dis-

joint branches in the...Euclidean plane is also a siulple closed curve

in the projective plane which meets the line at infinity., in two oint:
3'

r

r
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r.

Consider again a circlein the final-plane which intersects the

vanishing line. The tangents to this circle at the points of inter-

section meet at a'finite point or an infinite point (that is, they

are parallel) (see Figure 44).
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. Figure 44..

HOwever, the projection of this configuration onto the plane n sends

the vanishing line into the line at infinity', the circle into an hyper-.

bola,'and.wthe two tangents into the asymptotes to the hyperbola (see

Figure 45). If a point moves along the:hyperbola from gpast B ar.d C

and out-to infinity then since the asymptote XY.is tangent to the

hyperbola ata point at infinity, the point at infinity On the hyper-

bola is the point at infinity on the.line..XY. Thus, if the point moves--

past C and past .the Line at infinity,. itappears on the Other branch of
the hyperbola moving past. D through E to F, etc. Thus, going along

with hyperbola from BiO C ind out to infinity or from E. peat D and out

to infinity both..result :in ,Reaching the_same point at infinity, the

one on the line XY.

r

E
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This fact has some very interesting consequences. Consider aline
XZ and the hyperbola PQRS (see Figure 46). For a point on the line
moving from X to Z, the point P is on the right. Suppose that the
point P moves along the hyperbola from P in the direction from P to Q
while the point. n the line moves along the line in the direction from
X to Z. The point on the hyperbola after passing the point at infinity
reappears on the other branch moving towards S in the direction from R
to S. The point moving on the line, on the other hand, after passing
the point at infinity, reappears on the line crt the other side of X from
Z moving towards X. As the point on the line meves towards X, the point
on the hyperbola moves towards S. Thus, the point which started out en,
the hyperbola at the point P on one side of the line ends up at S on
the other side of the line, without crossing the lines. For a person
standing at X facing Z, the point

--
on the hyperbola starts out at P--on

11the rightand ends up at X--on t e left without crossing over the line
XZ! It follows from this that a fine does not separate the plane;
that is, the projective plane cannot be oriented (see p. 116). The
.projective plane is said to be non-orientable. In order to get a-
better understanding of this situation, cut the plane along the hyper-
bola. Since the hyperbola is projectively Pouivalent to the circle,
this has the same effect as cutting out\,a"dips from the projective
plane. What remains the portion between the two "brdncheu" of the
hyperbola containing the line XZ is a Moebius bend! Thus, if we take
a long strip of paper ABCD (see Figure 47) and join the edges AB and
C first giving the strip of paper a twist so that.ilhe point C coincides_
with the point B and the point D with the point ik, the point E will
.coincide with the point F. As most people are now aware, cutting the
band along the "line" El' does not result in the band separating into
'two pieces but it remains in one piece! Thus, in the projective plane
not every simple closed curve separates the plane.

X

Figure 46

}JAI



Figure 47

F

In order to define projective tr-1.risformations we had to extend the
/

Euclidean plane tp the projective pl.se and the projective transforma-
tions were transformations of this.pl. jective plane. On the other hand,
affine transformations, similarities, motions, etc. were all /defined as

transformations of the Euclidean plan . However, .each of these tralls7
formations of the Euclidean: -lane cat' be extended to a traisformation
of the projective plsr- .- ;:ollows: /Si-?.e.an7- 7ue of.these/transforma-
tions, say Q, ma s a.lz. :--1-c a line, we define the image of the point
atinfinity on a line .der Q to be/the point at infinity n the image
of the line under Q. Since paralle lines are mapped into parallel
lines under Q, this is well define . The projective group is now gene-
rated. by the aff ne group -(regarde as a group of transfo tions of the
protective plane and the'projectiv transformations).

The Group of Hom morphisms .

The" next class of transformations we wish to consider are the homeo-
morphisms of the projective plane nto itself. There 4-e many other
classes of trans ()mations "betwee " the projective transformations and
homeomorphisms, uch as diffeomorp isms or "smooth" ho eomorphisms but
these are not us ally mentioned in iscussions of the rlanger Program
and so we trio will omit them.

A hcmeomorphsm is a transforMa
tpo wildly. Spet4ically, if Q is a
\then w can assure that Q' = -Q(Q) is
IChoosing Q sufficiently close to P. T
desired'tolerancei we can adjust the "
oints close enough together. More pre
ithin a certain distance of P' lie wit

tance (usually, cal
describing states
small enough circ-1
by Q into points w

ion which does n t spread points
omeomorphism, P a point, Q(P) =13'
s close to P' as we require by
at is, we can "adjust" Q to any
pread" of thelimage by choosing
isely all poJints Which lie
in a circle of'radius that dis-
n). The c ndition we are
e C' about /P' we can find a
1 points. !within C are mapped

ed g , the Greek Epsil
hat for any such circ
C about P such that a
thin C' (see Figure 48
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It is in this sense that the spread of points near P is limited. The
circle C' about P' determines the acceptable degree of tolerance while
the circle C represents the lattitude permitted in order to ensure
that degreeof tolerance:

What we have actually described is the condition for continuity at
P. The

in

Q is continuous if it is continuous at every
point in the plane, and a homeomorphism if moreover, Q-1 is also con-

tinuous. However, due to the special property of the projective plane
(it is compact--the Euclidean plane is not!), the continuity of Q-1

follows from that of Q.

While our concern here is with homeomorphisms of a particular
space--the projective plane in general, a topological space is a set
with the weakest structure which will enable us to discuss continuity.
It turns out that for this it is sufficient to require that we be able
to specify, about each point, a family of sets of points within various

degrees of closeness to the given point. These sets of points are
called neighborhoods of the given point ar' the family of neighbor-

' hoods of each point must satisfy certain conditions. Different
neighborhoods of a point represent different "degrees of closeness."

One way of defining these .neighborhoods is by means, of a distance
funr.tion or metric; that is, a neighborhood must contain all points
within a certain distance of the given point. This is, in fact, what
we har-e done since it is possible to define such a distance function
in the projective plane. Alternatively, the set of points within a
given distance of a given'point, lie within a circle of radius that

distance. A "circle" about a point at infinity is a hyperbola whose

axis passes through the point at infinity.

Topology has often been described as "rubber sheet" geometry since.
"in...topology, figures are not to be considered to be rigid in shape.

.They may be stretched,or squeezed so that they assume different shape."
(Schminke, et al., 1973, p. 185)(Copeland, 1974, p. 210).

This is really not a very adequate description. A better descrip-

tion (although still not completely adequate) might be given, again ir4

terms of our acetate sheet where now, bef-:e placing the acetate in the

I 4



final position\the acetate may be softened, stretched and compressed

indifferent place and then hardened into its new shape. The impor-
tant distinctioa is that stretching a rubber sheet involves a smooth '

deformation from the unstretched sheet to the stretched sheet, whereas
for a transformation it is only the final state which is relevant.
Thus, if a movie were taken of this stretching, the transformation
would relate only\the final frame to the initial frame all the inter-
vening frames being irrelevant!

Homeomorphisms do not preserve distance or length. indeed they
can distort distances even more than projective transformations. Thus,

if the points A, :B, C (see Figure 49) are such that the points A and B

are close :.together while B and C are relatively far apart, a homeomor-
phism can map the point A into a point at infinity\and the points B
and C.very close together. Moreover, even a projeCtive transformation
which is a homeomorphism can map the points A, B, C into the points.A',

B', C' below (see Figure 50).

A E C
u----

Figure 49

C

Figure 50

A homeomorphism can distort figures quite drastically so that a
homeomorphism of the projef:tive plane can map Figure 51 into Figure 52.

and Figure 53 into Figure 54.

_C
Figure 51



Figure 52

Figure 53

b



Figure 54

A homeomorphism need not map a line into a line so that
earily is certainly not..a topological invariant. However, the inter-
section of two lineg4.is mapped onto the intersection of the images of
the two lines,; which need not be litres.

Linea and conic sections are-simple closed curves in t".le projective
plane (see the section on the Projective Group)--that is, they are con-
tinuous (wages of a circle. Indeed any line and any conic section is
homeomorphic to ,a circle. There is still the-question of whether it is
possible to define a homeomouhism of the projective plane which maps a
conic onto a line or conversely'. However, a linedoes not divide the
plane whereas a circle, or g conic separates-the plane into two disjoint
-sets each of which it is the boundary (see Figure 55). That.is, any
neighborhood of any point on the circle contains points from each of
these gets. This property of the circle of separating the plane is a
topolOgical invariant so that-no homeomorphism of the plane will map a-
circle onto a line!



Figure 55.
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What about the.interior of the circle? In Figure 55 it'isnot
too difficult to decide which of the two sets into which the 'plane is

separated by the circle, is the interior. It is clearly the one with
no infinite points! But what'about the parabola or the hyperbola,?

..Which of the two sets into which the plane is divided should.we take

as.the interior? This.question is not so easily, answered!..

A Consideration of Some Research

Weturn next to a brief consideration of:the research on the
child's conception of space and geometry in the light of our analysis
of the Klein Erlanger Program. Among,the best known and most widely
quoted investigators is Jean Piaget. The most frequently cited result
attributed to Piaget is that the child becomes conscious of tcpologi-
cal relations before he becomes conscious of Euclidean relations ,

(Copeland, 1974, p. 212).

In The Child's Conception of Space,- Piaget supplies evidence to
suppOrt the belief that the child's first concepts of space are topo-
logical (:.hminke, et al., 1973, p. 185). Thus, Piaget, himself has
said topological relations are grasped prior to Euclidean shapes
(Piaget and Inhelder, 1967, p. 45).



This assertion of Piaget has been subjected. to many and differing
Anterpretations. -The fact that it is open to so many interpretations
Serves to indicate a lack of clear understanding of. the meaning of
this statement. What precisely did Piaget intend by:this? What does
it mean to say that a child's first concepts of space are topological?
One reasonable interpretation might be the following: The child first
becomes aware of topological properties of agures and objects before
becoMing aware. of projective and Euclidean properties. That is, the
child will. distinguish objects which are topologically different--
different with respect to certain topological properties, but.fail to,
distinguish between objects _or figures which are topologically equiv-
alent but different.with respect to project-lye or Euclidean properties.
This seems to accord with what:Piaget destribes

...however, one can begin to speakof.real.drawings' though,
curiously enough it is only' topological relationshiPs which,
are indlcated with any degree of accuracy, Euclidean rela-
tionships-being completely ignored. .ThUs, the circle is
draWn as an irregular closed curve,,vhile squares and tri-
angles are not distinguished from circles. (Piaget
Inhelder, 1967, p. f5).

From this it seems. reasonable to conclude that when Piaget here
speaks of "topological relationships," he is referring to topological
properties! Difficulties arise if one tries to follow through with
this in a consistent manner. ThUs,.for example; a child at this
stage'(3:6 - 4 years) should not be able to distinguish between, say,
a sheet of paper, a plate, or a glass,.nor between a bead, a washer,
a doughnut, and a coffee cup. Similarly, the child should be able to
diatinguish between a spherical bead (with a hole along a diameter)
and a sphere of the same material, size and colour but not be,ableto
distinguish between this bead-and A .doughnut or coffee cup or between
the sphere and a glass or a Oucer. Experience with young Childrepat
this age shows that they_can distinguish between a plate and a, glass
or between a doughnut and a-tup!.

At another point, Piaget says:

our study of drawing and haptic perception Showed thaethe.
simplest topological relationships such as proximity and
.separation are'also the flrseto emerge in the course of
psychological development (Piaget and Inhelder; 1967, p. 80).

Tiaget .11sts the "most elementary spatial :elationship(s)" as:
proximity, separation, order, enclosure, and continuity. He goes on.

to add: .

...these equally elementary spatial relationships...are none
other than those relations which geometricians tell us are
of a primitive character forming that part of geometry
called topology (Piaget and. Inhelder, 1967, p. 80).



So it is clear that he regards these as topological properties. More-
over,.it is also clear from various statements that Piaget is thinking
in .terms of the Erlanger program, For example,.

this order of appearance (in the course of psychological
development) is also mentioned when space is treated axio-
matically by.geometricians (Piaget and Inhelder, 1967,
p. AO)

(that is, topology emerge firstly, then projective geometry andthen
In "this case, as we have seen, in order for pro-

jective geometry to emerge from topblogy-and Euclidean geometry from
projective geometry, we must'oonsider as.che ambient space, the space
in which- thenbjects and figures occur, the eXtended Euclidean space,
the projectile space, and it is in the light of this thatiwe must
consider the primitive topological-relations listed,by Piaget.

Proximity is regarded by Piaget as some.kind of "nearbyness."- How
do you specify such "proximity? Can it be specified in absolute terms
or only in relative terms? How can you compare the proximity of C tp. S
to that,of A.to B (see Figure 56)?

A

Figure 56

It seems reasonably clear that Piaget would regard Gas proximate to B
but not A. Yet, under a homeomorphism of the plane, the point A may
be mapped on the point A', the point B. on the point B', and 'the point
C onto the point C' of Figure 57, where A' i: proximate to B' but C'

is not! The point is that no matter how,close to the point B we choose
'the'Point-C nor how far from the point B we choose the point A, under a
homeomorphism of the plane we way map A to a point as close as we wish
to the image of B and the .point C td.a point as close to the image of
B as we wish. Thus, proximity, as Piaget seemsto employ the term, is
not a topological invariant.

A/ ,BI

Figure'.57

4. 1..
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A second elementary spatial relationship is that of separa-
tion. Two neighboring elements may be partly blended and
confused. To introduce between them the relationship of
separation has the effect of dissociating or at least pro-
viding the means of dissociating themipiaget and Inhelder,
1967, p. 7).

The nature of the ability to' separate points is a property of topo-
logical spaces. These are usually given in terms of separafion axioms.
Thus, in a Hausdorff space; given two distinct points, one can always
"separate them;" that is, there are two neighborhoods--one for each of
the points which are disjoint. In the space of our experience,' if the
two ii6iiitS-re-dis-tinet-T-t-hen-there is a poslitive distance between them.
Balls about each of the points of radius one-fhafa-the di-b-tanee--between
them (see Figure 58), are disjoint neighborhoods of each of the points.

.Figure 58'

However, it is not exactly clear that this) is exactly what Piaget
had in mind. Indeed, It seems that what he means is something more com-
plex.and more dynamic, as in.the following:

.

..,as a baby when it sees some object leaning against the
wall, appearing as a patch scarcely distihct from its
'surroundings, there-is proximity without clear separation.
The more analytic perception becomes, the more marked is
the relationship of separation (Piaget and Inhelder, 1967,
p. 7).

What seems to come throagh here is that "separation" as used by
Piaget seems to mean the recognition by the child of the Possibility
of separating two objects in contact. Two balls in contact can be
separated (see Figure 59). Yet,, when they are in contact their point

Figure 59



of contact is a single point which would be the intersection of
\

\ two sets of points. The physical separation of these balls can
be described in terms of two paths eman%ting from this common
point of contact. This is not,.in the usual meaning, a topological
property of this configuration since any homeomorphism of the space
will preserve the cOsItact'between the balls!

'A third.e sential relationshi,p is established
when v..76' 4eighboring though-separate elements
are range one before another. This is the
relation, f'order (Piaget and Infielder, 1967,

' '.

..

,

Later,Piaget amprffies-on-this,_2 ,

In the case of a linear series, the rerlationsh-i-p-z_____,_
of proximity subsisting between separate elements:

.A,,B, ;C, .4. etc:, is sufficient to provide a
basis for.the relation of order. .And this may
be perceived intuitively at an equally early
stage of development. The notion of order or
sequence is thus a third. basic topological

,
relationship, and it is perhaps better to study
its psychological delielopment before that of
enclosure. Since Ate relation of between. .

.

linking an enclosure with a dimension is itself
a relationship of order. For example, in the

.
series ABC, B Is ''between" `A and. C. (Piaget and
Inhelder, 1967, p, 80).

,c,
.-,

What- doe' "one before the other" mean? If A and B are two points
in the plane, which is Liefore which? (See Figure 60.)

;,"



Figure 60

,Am-example might clarify the situation. If two men are on a ladder
leanihg against a building, then if the men are ascending we would,say
that the.man higher up the ladder is ahead of or before the other. How,
ever,-if they are descending the ladder, the.one loWer down is before
the other! Thds, 'in order talk aboutione.point being before the other;
we usually need' a line (or some path) through the two points and a direc-
tion along the line--an orientation of the line. Thenwe Say, A is before
B° if the direction from B to A along the /ine is the given direction;.
that'is, woving'along the line in the given direction, from B'we must-pass_,
through A.

-Similarly,' the point B is "between". the .point§ A and C if they are..
c llinear and- fn going from C to. A along -the_line in the given direction;
.w 'must pass through B,-go-that if A is before B and B is before C, then

B is between A and C. It seems clearfrom___the bead task and the clothes,-
li e task that Piaget is considering linear ordering in terms of an '

oriented line as we have indicated. :Moreover:, CirLuIar.order is defined

in relation to linear order as follows: If the circle is "cut" at some
poikit X and "straightened" out to a line segment (see Figure 61), then a
direction along the line containing the segment induces direction

aro*dthe circle. If we choose points A and'B on the circle distinct.
fro* X, then these determine points A' and B' on the segment. The.
direction indicated, induced by thedirect1,7n from A' to on the seg-

.

mentcanbe2described directly as. the direction from :A to B without

passing through X '

0ne encounters further difficulties when one'recalls that in.terms
)cif the hierarchy determined by the Erlanger Program, when considering
topology, the. space in question is the projective:space, In order to

definedirection along a-line or aniorientation of a line, one usually.

makes nse Of the fact that a point 'separates a line into two opposite

rays. However, this is not true bar projective lines!

It ,is beyond the intended scope of this paper to continue this

analysid ofPlaget'S remaining "topological relations," enclosure and

continuity, which present special problems. (Thus, fol. example, a

glass encloses no space topologically-yet children at an'-early age have

little difficulty distinguishing the "inside'from the "outside"!) It

,



is clear even from this limited analysisthat in. building up his theory
of the thild'p concetion.of:space he leans quite heavily_on t e .

'Erlanger Program and his understanding of thee-Mathematical con efts
related thgtetol, The conception of his experiments, he-focus in the
intgrpretation of. his obseillations, whaCha f...,uphasizes to sup ort the
conclusions' he draws these all depend very:heavily on his perception
of the mathematics involved:. It is equal,ly clear from the analysis
thatPiaget's understanding..of.this- mathematics is very .Mazy and unclear
and his use of. terminology is Very_different from standerd usage. This
means that readers of Pia'get- must beextremely cautious in how they /

understand or.interpret his7writings1 This cautionis.not often present
.with regard to much of, the Piagetr-inspired reserch.' What is solely_
needed is a much more careful analysis of the mathematical concepts and./
a thoiough study of the work of Piaget. in the light of the mathematics,/
involved, .A first step towards this objective has beenundertaken by A
the author.

I, -

A'.

A

Figure 61



We turn now to /a brief consideration of another aspect Of research
inspired. by the Erlanger. Prograp. There has been a great interest in
recent years in transformation geometry on every school level in par-.
ticular, on motion geothetry. As we-have already observed,,a Euclidean
motion other than thdidentitymust'be either areflection, a rotation,
a translation, or a glide reLldiltiOn. This' has led-te.a -great focus
onreflections, rotations and translations. This has spawnedirrny
studies. to try to determine at what age a child can grasp the concept
of, sfay,.a.reflection or whether a child can grasp reflections more
easiXy.(or less-easil3) than say rotations or translations.

A careful examination reveals that they rarely, if -ever, deal with
transformations. Recall that a-transformation of the plane, say, has
as its'domain, the whole plane; that,.is, itnav the whole plane onto
itself. As such, since distances are preserved, it maintains the rela-
tive, positions of alp Thus,-a translation other than the
identity moves every'point-in'the%space so that:the image of every-
point is different from the pointjtself. This means that sliding an
object along the table does not re sent a translation. for the table

,.itself and. the ambient space is Stat onary! A pencil oh the table; or
amark on the table, remain fixed wh le the object is moved. Moreover,
IQ a translation there are no "intern diate pdsitions" of the object,
However, when we physically move an object, we are in.fact presented'
with a continuum of such intermediate positions.

Figure 62
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.
,

.

If we start with a card on which has been drawn a triangle A ABC,
rotate the card through 900 about' B, the vertex A traces out the arc

t

'of the circle AA'. The card is hen rotated about the vertex .A (now
at'thp point A') through180° do that the vertex B traces out the
semicircleindicatLd.in Figure 62 to the new position at B". Finally,

'rotate the card about vertex B (lat the point B") through 90° so that
the vertex A traces out the arcIA'A". Wt.:tad A A"B"C" be considered

as a translation of A ABC? In fact, A A"B"C" is thi image of A ABC
under a translation. Neverthelss, from reading the literature, this
action would not normally be regarded as representing a translation--
as indeed it doed not for the reasons mentioned above (the whole space
must be shifted or translalted), but sliding the card so that the

vertices C and L% remain on the line CB" until C coincides with C",
B with B" , A with A" would be regarded as representing a translation
which it does no MUT-' .')an the previous action. What we are dealing
With here is not a trAnormation of the space into itself but rather
a continuous, ovie-paramoter family of mappings of a piece of space,
the card, into the space which is quite different. This will be dis-
cussed more fully in the final part of the paper.. The important point
that must be confronted is that many studies that purport to deal with
transformations do not. They deal with a different concept, a move-
ment.or a displacement. It will be necessary to examine much of this
work and reinterpret the results in the light of what is actually ,

rakiicz place.

One final point which seems-to have been largely overlooked. The
fact that any motion can be.represented as the product of at most three
reflections leads to the classification of motions already mentioned.
Howevr. in actual !act, this is an assertion about the structure group,
the group of mLtions rather than about figures in spate, or the proper-

oties of these :figures. As such, studying reflection, translations and
. rotations is,really studying the group of motions rather than the
properties offigures. In essence, this might more appropriately be
described as group theory--studying the group of transformations --

rather than geometry!'

A Different View Of Geometry

We have. already.obsezved that Klein viewed geometry as the study of

Trr.nerties '-7-ariant under a group of transformations. The proper-

tieS in question ;.1: properties 'of figures subsets of space. Hence,

even in Klein's' View, the, primary focus of geometry is on th properties

offigures.

What then is te role of the transformation group? This serves to

delineate the properties of figures. Thus, two figures are essentially
the ;dame, or equivalent, if"they have the same properties; that is, if

one is the image of the Other under a transformation of the group. If

the group :of transformations is the group of motions, then congruent
figures are equivaient;,under-the group of similarities, similar figures
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are equivalent. The function of the group of tranSfo tions is to

pick out which figures -,.... equivalent. In fact, t e g oup of trans-

formations partitions Ole se.. ,f firires into equi ale ce classes.

In the case of the group\of cautions, these are the cong uence classes.
From the perspective of geometry we are more inter sted yin these
equivalence classes than In the group of transfo Lions which --

effect the partitions of figures into equivalent c1asses. This leads

us to a more general view of geometry.

A g1eometry is a
,

set together with .a part tion of the
set of figures (i.e., subsets) into equi alence c asses.

I

A geometry in the sense of Klein is a geometry for gives rise to
a geometry) in this sense 1There the equivalence cfasses are deter-

mined by the transformation group! This more general definition leads
to a notion of geometry more in tune with our experience and provides

a more suitable theoretical foundation for the way in which children

build, up theirconcepts of space.

However, before expanding on this last pointf, we c.11 atte
\

tion

to/the fact usually overlookedthat in the Klein view of geometry,
it/is not so much the group of transformations which determines he

I

geometry, but the geometry which determines the appropriate grou of

transformations. Thus, we usually start out, not simply with a sFt
and a group of transformations on the set, but a aace=a set with
structure and define groups of transformations'to be appropriate y
consistent with this structure. In the case of the plane, we sta
\with lines and a-metric or distance function, among other things. \

I

How then do we use this more general view of geometry to sele1ct

or, determine one more in tune with our experiences? We ineract with
,

s ace and objects in space in a dynamic way. Rarely off ev:r do -.:4.%

e erience a transformation of space. '' The closest thing in our
experience to a transformation is to look in a large mirt.Jr, for then

emery point in our side has a reflection in'the mirror! Almost invar-

iably, our experience is with a piece of space', a subset of space, a'

figure or body or object in space which is subjected to disPiacementis

Or movements in space. Under such a displacement, each point of the
figure traces out a path, and.we usually observe '..he figure as it

moves from its'initial position to its final position. A child hand,-

'
link, an object, picking it up and turning it around, is subjecting

\

the ubject to various displacements. If a movi.,( icture were made

of an object under a displacement, for a transformation only the

first and last frames would be relevant. However, all the intermed-

late frames are relevant for the.
I displacement.

The displacements of interest to'us here are those which are

reversible. (Note that an egg falling to the floor and shattering

is not reversible!) Moreover, if a displacement takes a Figure A
into a Figure B, and another displacement takes the Figure B into

the Figure C, then following the first displacement by the second

1 1.k Hij )
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displacement will take the Figure A into Figure C. We could describe
this more precisely in terms of certain function spaces, where an
object is a point and a displacement of that object is a path start-
ing at that point. However,, it is questionable as to whether this
extra precision would add clarity: As an example, consider Figure 63.
The pentagon A is slid into B.so that each point traces out a line
segment: In particular, the vertices Al and A2 trace out segments
AlBl and A2b2 which ale parallel and congruent. The second displace-
ment slides the pentagon D tnto C with vertices B1, B2 tracing out
congruent and parallel segments BiC4., B2C2. The combined movement
takes the pentagor. A into C by first sliding to B and then continuing
on to C, the vertex A, moving along the polygonal path A1B1C1.

Figure 63

Notice that what wehave done in effect is to define a composition
of displacements. If: we define the pentagon B to be the final figure
or image of the displacement and A to be the initial figure then unlike
transformations of a space, the composition of two displacements is,not
always defined. It is only defined when the initial figure of the
second displacement is the final figure of the first! In this way we
may regard the displacements as morphisms in a category where the fig-
ures in the space are the objects! More importantly, we can define an
equivalence relation4in the set of figures where two figures are
equivalent if one is the image of the other under a displacement.
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The resulting equivalence classes then define a geometry in our sense.
What are, the geometric properties of figures in this case? They are

properties left invariant by all displacements!. As we have already
obcorved, many of the studies purportedly on transformations deal
with displacements rather than transformations:

Why are we interested in geometry? What is the relation between

geometry and space? We have already remarked that our interaction
with space is dynamic. We view, objects not from & single perspective

but from many perspectives continuously changing. In other words,

objects in space are subjected to various displacements! Under the

action of a displacement, objects sometimes appear differently and
sometimes appear unchanged. Thus, the edge of a glass (see Figure
64) on the table presents the shape of an ellipse. Rotating the

glais.does not change this appearance. However, tilting the glass,
moving it closer (or moving closer to it) or further away does affect
the appearance. When the glass is closer, or tilted away from the e
-observer, then the ellipse appears "flatter."

Figure 64

How can we account for the regularities in what we perceive? Ho*

can we predict what we will perceive when an object is subjected to a

displacement? From our kaowledge of geometry and our experience we
would say that the edge of the glass is cl-cular in shape and could

account for or explain the different appearance- of the glass. On the

other hand, if the edge of the glass were elliptic in shape, then

rotating the glass would change its appearance! (The reader can exper-

iment with a 'card on which has bean drawn'a circle and an ellipse.)

Geometry is the structure we impose on space as a framework about

which to organize our experiences so that we may account for them,

explain them and predict what will happen if....
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In constructing geometry we'begin with certain primitives. These
are usually based on experience but modified in the interests of tech-

nical convenience. Points end lines are among the most common primi-
tives in developing geometry but these are the priMii:ives of the
mathematician chosen to make his task more manageable. What is a

line? HoW do lines arise? In our experience we never encounter
lines which are "infinite" but rather line segments which are finite
in length. Technically, it is easier to, work with lines than with
line segMents in developing a geometry. Nevertheless, lines are quite

foreign to the experience of children.

A child's first experiences in space are with solid objects, that
is three-dimensional figures. Two-dimensional figures are first exper-
iencee as surfaces of three dimensional figures. Curves are exper-
ienced as edges of solid figures, and points as vertices.or corners.

What are the primitives for the child? in subjecting objects to
displacements, ,certain things change; oter things remain unchanged or
invariant. What is the most invariant figure a child (or adult) exper-
iences? A sphere is certainly one of the most invariant objects for the
only thing about a sphere that seems to change under a displacement is
its size! A 1.,oint'as the .vertex of a solid object is even more invar-

iant! A straight edge, say the edge of a cube, is also extremely
invariant under displacements, as, is a flat face. It would seem that

from the perspective of the child, more natural primitives might be
points, line segments* and planar regions or even spheres.- While 'it
is possible to develop geometry axiomatically (that is a geometry' which
reflects MIT experience anG models space)" with ,che sphere as a primi-
tive; it is rather awkward, technically as it is, to work with line
segments end plane regions. Rather we make use of the property of a
segment that it can alwaj; be extended to introdhce the notion of a line

ao a maximally extended segment. Alternatively, collinearity could be
taken as a primitive concept, wh*!re a set of points is colliear if any
three of them lie on son...1 segment, and then tine a line to be a maximal

collinear set. These are, however, technical devices of- interest to the

mathematician!

Mbre interesting and.more important is the question cf how the child

structures space. How does the child begin to Organize-the 'myriad of
experiences into some order? Now can we, as educators, facilitate his
construction 'of geometry? Clearly then, if the purpoge of geometry is
to help the child account fOr,the invariances and lack of invariances
under displacements, then he must first become aware of these invar-
lances. How is-this to be achieved? This is toA achieved by providing
him with many opportunities to displace objects; by presenting.him with .

approprinte'expc-iences which direct or focus his attention on these
irVariants. -Fox example, the child uuuld be given "the task of sorting

or classifying in various ways a suitably chosen collection of solid

*It is interesting to note the Euclid, in his Elements todk line

segments (which he called line$!) as his primitives.
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models. In this way, the child's attention is focused on similarities

and differences among the solids based on what remains invariant under

'displacements.' He recognizes the special property,of the table top
which we call "flat'' and learns to use it to pick out other flat sur-

faces.' He discovers that a 4where rolls on the table but a cube does

not; On the other hand, a cone or 'cylinder. will roll "on its side" but

not when resting'.on one of the flat faces. In this way he begins to

develop a notion of "flatness.." He begins to acquire a notion bf
"straightness" in. terms 'of the edge formed by two faces. ,"Straight-

.

ness" is thus a common invariant property of various figures. Similarly

"flatness" is another property of faces of some solids. When a right

cylinder is standing on one of its faces,'the other face is "flat." Here

the term begins to take on a more special meaning of level or parallel

to the table top or to the other face. Further experiences will lead to

the refinement of these notions.

Figures in the plane often result from drawings or attempts to repre-

sent or picture three-dithensional figures. A child must learn to "read"

these pictures or diagrams in order to relate these to the appropriate
three-dimensional figures or objects., This too requires appropriate

focused experiences.

A more detailed and complete elaboration of the ideas briefly dis-

cussed above is beyond the intended scope of this paper. One thing,

however, should be clear.' Through his interactions with objects in

space the child gradually becomes'aware of certain, invariants under

movements., He then begins to formulate certain primitive notions with

which to build up his geometry. These ::ormulations and notions are

not the neat ones of the mathematician but rather messy ones not so

easily organized into a tight deductive system.

In order to aid the child in this overwhelming task of .structuring

his experiences in space, we must understand the problem confronting

the child. We must study and analyze very carefully the displacements

in the child's _experiences in order to ascertain as well as possible

those primitives based on which the chili begins to structure his

experiende. Studying these in relation to his experiencein relation

to the displacements of his experiences should provide us with insights

which will assist us in determining appropriate focused expe'rienceR to

facilitate the child's understanding of space!
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Students' Understanding of Seledted Transformation Geometry Concepts

Diane Thomas
Ohio State UniVersity

Traditionally, transformation geometry has not been included in the
.geometry courses at the high school le,,e1, much less in the junior high
or the elementary grades. However,i recent years there ,hove been a

number of groups and individuals suggesting that transformation geometry
topics be taught in our schdols, both-at the-elementary and at the secon-
dary levels. The Cambridge Conference Committee was one such group,
recommending in Goals for School Mathematics (1963) the following topics
for grades K-2:

Symmetry, and other transformations leaving, geometric figures
invariant. The ..act that a line or circle can be slid into
itself. The symmetries of squares and rectangles...possibly
the explicit recognition of the group property in the pre-
ced-lng. (pp. 33-34)

for the 7-12 level': 9

...the motions of Euclidean space are to be treated, leading
to the introduction of linear transformations and matrices
and the eventualstUdy of linear algebra...the study of geom-
etry could be based on transformations of the p'h..ne or of

dpoce.... Further study [Ohould take place] to see if an
approach could be written up and...[be] appropriate at this

level. (p. 47)

and, specifically proposing for ehe formal, gecmetry course in grade nine:

Motions in Euclidean space are interpreted as linear nonhomo-

geneous transformations of the coordinates...treatment of

motions in space relative to fixed coordinate axes....Intro-

duce matrices to describe homogeneous 1 .ear transformations....

The motions ire shown to form a group which is generated by

special motions: rotations; translations, and reflections....

(pp. 55-56)

The K-13 Gecmetty Committed of the Ontario Institute for Studies in Educa-

tion, in its 1967 report, also listed transformation geometry topics for.

inclusion in both elementary and secondary grades, and gave a series of
1

reasons for stressing the transformation approach to geometry:

(1) The main value of motion geometry is in achieving the objective

of an informal, intuitive appreciation of geometry. (p. 24)

(2) The.study of reflections and rotations provides simple examples

of noncommutotive systems and .may help'td remove the anomaly of

exposing students only' to commutative systems'in their study of

mathemati -cs (pp.-21-,22)

(3) Motion geometry leads to the ideas `of vectors and matrices. (p. 24,

t.,
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(4) Motion geometry helps to bring out the significance Of the Euclidean
'concept of congruence, and thus contributes both to new topics (vectors
and matricesYand to traditional ones. (p. 25)

(5) Introduction of-matrices by means of geometry helps to strengthen
the ties which exist betWeen geometry and algebra. (p. 86)

In his article "The Dilemmajn Geometry," Carl Allendoerfer (1969)
stated that ono of the major objectives of geometry in our schools is "an
understanding.of the basic facts about geometric transformations such as
reflections, rotations, and translations" (p. 165). His suggestions for
revising our present mathematics curriculum include the teaching of simple
.geometric 'transformations to children in the elementary school, and then,
at the sedondary level, teaching transformation geometry through the 'use
of,CoorOinates and pairs,of linear equations (p. 168).

Beyond these recommendations that transformation geometry topics be .

.includeu '.7roughout the mathematics curriculum,,theresecently have been
several attempts to incorporate. transformation geometry into mathematics
Projectb.and programs for all grade levelS% For example, the University
of Wisconsin's Patterns in Arithmetic program, included elements of trans-
formationfgeometry in its televiSion programs for elementary school ;hil-
dren. The Developing Mathematical Processes curriculum, produced through
the University of Wisconsin's ReSearch and Development Center for,Cognitive
Learning, included units on i'gid motions (flips, sAns, and slides), com-
'positionof rigid motions, and symmetries in the learMmg materials for
levels five and six (Harvey et aL, 1969). Also working at the elementary
school level; MariOn Walter (1966) designed a unit, Informal Geometry, which
used motion geometry to develop the conceptsof congruence, symmetry, rigid
motion,isroup, commutativity, and noncommutativity through direCt classroom
experiences. At the junior high level, a four. -book series, Motion Geometry,
produced by the University of Illinois 'Committee, on School Mathematics

; I

(1967); leads students through a concrete study of slides, flips, turns,
congruences, symmetry, similarity, and area. At, the seni,r'high level,
-Coxford and Usiskin(1971) have written a textbook,-Geometry: A Transformer
tion.APproach, that Covers the concepts stressed in the traditional tenth
grade geometry course, through transformational geometry methods.

While there4ave ben "feasibility studies" that have accompanied many
of the4e-ct,-_-Liculum devlopment efforts (Williford, 1972), there is still
"a need for a more basic ype of research concerned with assessing the undet-
standings children have of transformation geometry concepts before they are
exposed\to any formal instruction in that area In a paper presented at
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics meeting held at Columbus,
Ohio, Steffe (1971) underlined this need:

Before formal instruction in space and geometry is done, it
!would be of value to ki.cv how children conceive of space and

ge,.mecry, for such conceptions may drastically affect what
children learn about thooe subjects.

11J
ft
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Some sort of base line needs to be established.

The7:e are several s of student understandings of transformation
.geometry concepts that be assessed. A logical place to begin a.
study of transformation geometry is with three of the basic isOmetries--

rotation, translation, and reflection/flip. Students at all educational
levels certainly have had'informal experiences withrthese three transfor=
mations. Children look in mirrors and see images reflected there; they
watch.a.record rotate on'a turntable or are themselves rotated as'they.

'ride on a merry-go-round; they use the concept of translation-whenever
they slide 'along a slippery floor or push a toy car in a straight line
path. Yet, do. students recognize certain properties of these three trans-
formations through their exposure to them on an informal basis? What mis-

conceptions result?

,..Specifically, do students recognize properties which remain invariant
%under the transformations of rotation, translation, and reflection/flip?
-Do they understand the effect of these three transformations on the "sense"

and position of figures in a plane? And, what is the relationship between
these student understandings and student characteristics such as IQ, age,

sex, and Piagetian stage (specifically, conservation of length)? The

goals of the present study are to provide some of the base line data on

student.understandings, to look for patterns and relationships that should

be taken into account when transformation geometry curriculum materials

are developed', and to identify variables which might be investigated
further dhder more rigorous experimental conditions in future studies.

The investigation reported below is part of a larger study in which_

a series of nine Piagetian-type tasks were constructed by the investigator

and used to assess elementary and secondary school students' understanding

of six properties of the basic transformations rotation, translation, and

reflection/flip. In the present paper, selected results of student perfor-

mance on three of these tasks will be discussed. For further details of the

complete study, see "Thomas (1976).

Research Design

Three sets of inves;igator-constructed tasks were uses in assessing

the following properties, of rotations, translations, and reflection/flips:

(1) Invariance of length--rotations, translations, and reflection/flips

each preserve the length of the sides of a geometric figure.

Task Set: Shorter-Same:Longer Tasks

Population tested: Students in grades
.

, and 6

Here, "property" is defined as an effect of a transformation upon a plane

figure in terms of the-relay.onship betweenthe original figure and its image.
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(2) Invariance of incidence--rotations, translations, and reilection/flips

each preseive the incidence of points and lines.

Task set: Before -After Points Tasks

Population tested: Students in grades 1, 3, and 6

.4

(3) Orientation in the plane--rotations, translations, and reflection/

flips will each affect'the up-down and left-right characteristics of

a figure'in;a unique manner.

Task set: Alphabet Tasks

.
Population tested: Students in grades.3, 6, 9, and 11

The tasks were given to students in an individual interview setting; each

stinterview was-conducted by the investigator.

Students who participated in the gtUdy all came frOill one middle-class

socio-economic area of Columbus, Ohio. A total of three schoolS\were used

in the Study: a senior high school, one of its feeder junior high schools,

and an elementary school which fed into that junior high. Ten students

(five girls and five boys) were-chosen at each of the grades 1, 3, 6, 9, and

11. A stratified sampling technique was used in selecting five average stu-

dentst two or three above-average students, and two or three below-average

students at each grade level.

At each of the three school's a Special isolated interviewing room was

provided. Students came one at a time to 11.e interviewed by the investigator:

Each student sat,at:a table, and the-investigator-sat on the same-side of the

table at the student's right.- PSper, pencil, and a clear ruler were provided

-for the studeent's use when necessary. Instructions for.each task were given

orally by the investigator. If a student did not seem tollnderstand the

directions or the questions, the investigator rephrased them_(or illustrated

them, when appropriate) until the investigator was,certain that common com-_,

mtnication had been established.
-

Task Descriptions, .Testing Procedures, and.Results

Shorter-Same-Longer Tasks

When a geometric figure is-rotated, _translated, or flipped, the length

of each of its sides remains invariant. The qhorter-Same-Longer tasks were

designed to measure student awareness of this fact. The task set was divided

into two series. The first series consisted of showing students one geo-

metri figure (a triangle), ashen Moving that figure under a specified trans-

formation andaskingothe student to compare the length of a given side &)

that same side before it had been moved: The second series of tasks-used

two triangles Mach the student had chosen and confirmed as matching as to

size and shape. Each of these tasks then began with the two congruent
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triangles superimposed. The top triangle was mc-A according.to a speci-
fied/transformation, and students were asked to comparethe length of a
given side of the second triangle in its new position (the "i'aage") to
the corresponding side of the first triangle in its original position.
(the "pre-image").

Since the phrases "shorter than," "longer than," and "the same length
as," were going to be used in testing the students, the investigator
checked first to determine if the children understood this vocabulary.
A series of drawing and selection items was used. All of the students
tested got all of the items correct.

Because it seemed as,if'a student's stage, on the, standard Piagetian
conserVation of length tasks might be relattA-to higianswers on the
Shorter-Same-Longer tasks, Piagetian staggered line tasks were given
first to students to determine whether they were conservers or non7odn-
servers in the standard sensef. (These'tasks are describe in detail on .2

pages 95 -103 of The Child's Conception of Geometry. by Piaget, Inhelder,
and Szeminska, 1969.) Results showed. that night first graders (out/of
the ten that participated in the study) were non conservers, seven'third
graders (out. of ten) were non - conserved, and no sixth graders werenon-
conservers.

A total of 30 students took thekShorter-SameAonger.tasks. The KR -20

reliability estimate for this total 'population was .91.

Table 1 shows means and standard deviations of student scores on
five groupings of Shorter-Sale-Longer tasks: (1) tasks involving-rotation,
(2) tasks involving slides, (3) tasks involving flips,.(4) tasks which .
used just.one figure (students were to compare ,the figure in its new pos-
ition.with the same figure before it had been rotated, slid, or flipnc-4),
and (5) tasks involving two congruent figures (the two figures were
imposed, then the top figure was rotated or slid), Since not all o
first g'raders wereste8sted on all of the tasks,. the scores recorded in
table 1 are the percent, of item % answered correctly in the specified cape

gories.
/

Hypothesis 1: Students who are not conservers of length (in the standafd
Piagetian sense) do not perform differently on the:Shorter-
Same-Longer tasks than student, who are conservers:_

A chi squarentest was run on each of the five groupings of Shorter-

Sa me-Longer tasks: In each case, the:chi square contingency table was
set up with conservers vs. non-conservers along one. dimension, and. "number

who ,-qwered all items correctly" vg. "number -54/10 missed at 'east one item"

along 6.1e other dimension. -Results of th4echl square analysis are given'

In table 2.
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Table 1
Shorter-Same-Loager Tasks

Means and Standard Deviations of Scores

V
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^Grade 1' Grade. 3 Grpde 6
alammmm===m4

8 Slide Tasks -

. (Hoyt Reliability = .82)
Z.',

. .

Mean 78.37. .86.57. 91.3%
S.D. -.31 .14 . .19

4 Rotation Tasks , ,
.

. °

(Hoyt. Reliability = .90)..
.1

.

Mean , 87.5% 87.57. 92.57.

S.D. .30 .30 .33

1 Flipping Task ,

Mean '. % 90.07. 90.07. . 88.9%
S.D. ! . .30 _ .30', .31

6 Otte- Figure!tTasks .

(Hoyt Reliability = .87)

Mean ' 86.6%. 86.7% 93.37.

S.D. , -.30 .28 .15

7'Two-gigute Tasks -.
(ji6yt Reliability = .85).

Mean. . 78.67. 85.4% 88.97.

S.D. -....z. .32 .14 ,.26

Table 2
`Summary of Chi Square Results forthe Shorted- Same - Longer Tasks

;

-t°

, 1

Ta6k# df X
2

less than

Rotste TasAti: 1 2.16 .15

.Slid '...asks.' 1 10.995 .001

Flip'ing Task 1 .209 .70

One; Agure:lasks -1 . 1.677 . .201

Two-- gureq'asks
1

-1 8.191 .005

- 1`:
. Itt

i4 ' 1. 41
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The results show. that the hypothesis may be rejected for two of the sets of
tasks. Conservers performed better than non-conservers on the 'slide tasks
(p (.001) and on the two-figure tasks (p <:.00.5). Both of these task sets
are extensions of the standard Piagetian test for conservation of length
in that geometric figures.(triangles) are used in place of the usual line
segments. Thus, the results indicate that students seem to respond.consis-
tently on the Shorter-Same-Longer tasks with'regard to their performance.
on the Piagetian length task,?. When a one-way MANOVA was run with Student
tcores,'on'the five different-groupings of tasks as the five dependenivari-
ables, no significant differences T,-;,17efound between first, third, and sixth
graders' performances., Together, uclehi square and the MANOVA results
seem to indicate that astuderit's conservation stage (rather than just'his
grade level) should be taken into consideration when transformation geometi7
concepts involving invariance f length on. slides or involving comparison
of two congruent figures are presented.

Before -After Points Tasks .

1-

Wheri a-triangle is moved by flipping,' sliding, or rotating, all of the
points 4 the triangle's image remain in the same relative position to each '

other .asjin the original triangle. That is, if Point A is on side XY of
triang14XYZ,then the image of A will-be on the image of side XY; also, the
distancebetween-point A and vertex X will equal the distance between the
images of point A and vertex X. The series ..7,f Before-After Points tasks,

was designed to determine whether. students cr,,:".ized that the three given

transformations preserved incidenceand.diaLL_Ice.

The materials used for this task set included a right triangle drawn

on a transparent plastic square,'a second right triangle (congruent to the

firtt and in the same'position) drawn on a second transparent square, and

two pennies. The tasks began with the triangles superimpO;,:ed. The top. .

triangle then was,thoved according to a specified transformation. The inves,-

tigator used a penny to represent one point on the stationary triangle.(the
"pre- image ").' The second penny was'given to the.student for him-to place on
the second triangle (the "image") in the.spot to which the point would have

moved under the-,given transforMatip A total of eight motions were tested:

a quarter-turn clockwise, a quertef-turn counterclockwise, a half-turn clock-

wise,.a. half-turn counterclockwise, a vertical slide, a horizontal slide,

a flip over a verti,cal axis, and a flip. over a horizontal axis, ,

Ten students in each of 'grades one, three,'aud six took the. nineitem

series of Before-After Points tasks. The KR -20 reliability estimate for this'.

total population was .89. Table 3 gives the percent of students at.each grade'

who answered each itembf the. Before-After Points task correctly.
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Table 3

Percent of Students Answering Each Item Correctlyc

Item Grade 1 Grade 3 Grade 6

Quarter-turn clockwise 407 50% 1007.

Quarter-turn counterclockwise 607. 607. 1007.

Half-turn clockwise 50% 607. 100%
Half-turn counterclockwise 40% 607. 1007.

Horizontal slide 807. -80% 907.

Vertical Slide
.

90% 60% lon
Flip -- vertical axis kil. ' 807. 70%- 1007.

Flip--horizontal axis {lb 75%* 607. 100%
Flip -- horizontal axis 807. 607. 100%

KR-20 relial-ility estimate ' .70 .92

*Only eight students tried this item.

184

Question 1: What types of errors would students,make on these tasks?

There were a number of errors a student could make. However, since tie
investigator was interested in seeing whether students seemed to focus on
proximity to a vertex 'and/or on incidence properties in working through tbc
tasks, the following criteria were used for classifying student errors:

The student placed the Point's image

(1) completely off the triangle's image;

(2) on the correct side of the triangle
(excluding the endpoints), but in
the wrong location;

(3) on the image of the closest vertex;

(4) near the correct vertex, but on the
wrong side;

(5) in some location other than described
in (1) through (4).

In both grades three and six, 10 students took nine Before-After Poir,"

tasks, so there was a possibility for a total of 90 errors that could be Iro

'Two,of the 10 students in grade 1 did not take one of the horizontal flir

tasks, so there was a possibility of 88 errors for the first graders. Fe"

showed that in grade 1, a total of 30 errors were made (34% of the posW.'
number); in grade 3, a total of 34 errors (38%); and in grade 6, onlyple

error (1%). Table 4 shows the classification of the errors made at each w*

;
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Table 4

Classification of Errors on Before-After Points Tasks

.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Completely Correct On The Near The
Other

Off Side Vertex Vertex

Grade 1 0 18 0 4 8

Grade 3 0 10 10 3 11

Grade 6 0 0 0 0 1

An.analysis of theses errors shows a changing pattern of incorrect re-
sponses.for students at different grade levels:- Students in grade i most
often placed a point's image on the correct side of the triangle, but in
the wrong location on that side. Thus, they seem to be focusing on the
triangle's sides; rather than on its vertices. 4Students in grade 3, how-
ever, made about the same number of errors with regard to placing a point's

image on the correct side but in the wrong location, in comparisoa to plac
ing the image on or near the correct vertex. Thus, third graders seem to

be more aware of both the sides and the vertices of the triangle. And,

finally; sixth graders seem to have mastered the task of 'locating points
`with respect to both line segment and vertex criteria.

4

Hypothesis 1: There is no difference between performance of older students
compared to performance of younger students on the Before-
After Points tasks.

A one-way MANOVA was run on the students' scores in each of the three
grades; total scores on.rotation tasks (four items), slide tasks (two items),

and flip tasks (three items) were used as the three dependent variables
being:analyzed. The means and standard deviations for each set of sub-tasks
at each grade are given in table 5.

Table 5

Means and Standard Deviations on Rotation, Slide, and Flip
Before-After Points Tasks for Students'in Grades 1, 3, and 6

Grade 1 Grade 3 Grade 6

4 Rotation Tasks
(Hoyt Reliability = .89)

Mean 1.90 2.30 4.00

S.D. 1.60 1.83 0.00

2 Slide Tasks
(Hoyt Reliability = .44)

Mean 1.70 1.40 , 1.90

S.D. .48 .e4 .32

3 Flip Tasks
(Hoyt Reliability = .73)

Mean 2.20 1.90 3.00

S.D. ... .79 1.37 0.00
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On the results of the MANOVA, the staLOYlized discriminant function
showed the rotation tasks score to be the c.-Jngest variable (with a coeffi-
cient of 1.260), with the flip tasks score next at -.421 and the.slide tasks
score having a coefficient of .162. The multivariate test of significance
using Wilks lambda criterion gave an F of 2.641, which was significant at

the .027 level. The univariate F tests gave the following results:

Variable.'

Rotation

Slide

Flip

df
1

df
2

MS F p Less
Than

2 27 12.433 6.334 .006

2 27 .633 1.819 ..181

27 3.233 3.880 .033

Tukey's tests, run to determine the nature'of the differences, showed that:

(1) On the rotation tasks, grade one students scored lower than
grade six students (p < .01), and grade three students
scored lower than grade six' students. (p 4:.05).

(2) On the flip tasks, grade three students scored lower than
' grade six students (p 4:.01).

Hypothesis 2: There are no differences between performance on the-rotation
tasks, the slide tasks, and the flip tasks.

Student errors were grouped according to the transformation being

tested. Fourtasks involved rotations (so a total of 40 errors was possible

for each grade), two tasks involved slides (20 possible errors), and three

tasks involving flips (30 possible errors at grades three and six, 28 at,

grade one). Table 6 shows the mean error rate for each grade, classified

according to type of transformation.

Table 6

Before-After Points Tasks Transformation Mean Error Rate

1

Rotation 'Slide Flip

Grade 1 .53 .15 : .21

Grade 3 .43 .30 .37'

Gpade 6 . -.00 .05 .00

Although it appearedthat students performed better on slides and flips than
On rotations, a Friedman Two-Way Layout Test run on the data showed that the
equal-performance hypothesis could not be rejected. (The same result occurred

when the Friedman test was run on the data with grade six omitted.)
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Alphabet Tasks

The Alphabet tasks were designed to measure student understanding of the
effects of reflections and rotations upon the orientation of a plane figure.
Students were shOwn a letter of the alphabet, printed on a cardboard square,
and asked to imagine_ what that letter would look like after it had been re-
flected or rotated. The investigator illustrated the specified motion with
a blank cardboard'square, using the lower right vertex as the center of

rotation El and turning the square through 1800, or placing a mirror

along.theright vertical edge of the card. Et. or the top horizontal

1:74
,

,
.

edge and permitting the student to look at the reflection of the

blank card.

For each letter of the alphabet used, a series of four possible images
was shown to the student, and the.studerit was to select the correct answer

(or, if he thought the correct image was not among, the four.shown, he drew

a picture of the image). Four motions were tested: a reflection over a ver-
tical axis, a reflection over a horizontal axis, a half-turn clockwise, and

a half turn counterclockwise. For each motion, four letters were used:

a letter having a vertical axis of symmetry ("A" or "T"), a letter having

a horizontal axis of symmetry ("B" or "C"), a letter having rotational sym-
metry ("N" or "S"), and a letter having no symmetry ("F"'or "J"). A total

of 40 students (10 students at each of the grades 3, 6, 9, and 11) took

the Alphabet tasks. The, KR-20 reliabilit3Pestimate for this total popula-

tion was .80.

Question 1: What is the effect of a figure's symmetry (or non-symmetry) on
the difficulty level when that figure is reflected or rotated?

In the "Iten" column of table 7, the set of letters used with each of

the transformations is specified. Entries in table 7 show the number of

students (out of 10) at each grade who answered each item correctly.

As a further analysis of this data, a two-way ANOVA (grade by letter

of the alphabet) was run separately on each of the four motions. For each

of the analyses, the unit of analysis was grade. (i.e., n=4) rather than

student. Tables 8, 9,10. and 11 show the results. When differences occur-

red on the "Letter" dimension,ffukey's ti-tit-S(using the conservative degrees

of freedom) were run to determine the nature of the differences. Results

showed that:

(1) On Refle -Horizontal, where letters T, C, J, 'and S were used,

student .7scord lower on J than on S (p < .05) and lower on J

than on (p
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Table 7

AI bet, - Number of Students Answering Each Item Correctly,

188

Ott

Item

A
B
F
N

C
F
S

T

! T
§ f C

4R

B

N
!A

KR-20 Reli-
ability on all
16 Items

Grade
3

Grade
a'6

Grade
9

Grade
11 Grades

3,

Total

6,-9,

4 9 10
0

9 32
7 10 8 4 33

6 9 7 10 32

69 10 7 10 33

5 , 7 10 9 31

2 8 9 '10 29

1 0., 2 7 4

3 10 9 9 31

7 10 9 8 34 :..

2 7 8 6 23

0

7

6

9

3

7

5

8
14
31

6 9 9 9
C

33

6 8 25

1 2 2 3 8

6 10 9 9 34

.51 .53 .4p .79 .80

'Table 8

Alphabet Tasks - ANOVA on Reflect-Vertical

Squrce, df SS MS . F p less than

Grade 3 35.250 11.750 7.437 .01

Letter 3 .250 .083 , .053 - .....

Residual 9 14.250 1.583

Total 15 49.750

(Hoyt Reliabilityof the four Reflect-Vertical-items was .59)
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Table 9

Alphabet Tasks - ANOVA on Reflect-Horizontal

Source

Grade
Letter
Residual

.Tot.11

df SS MS r p less than

3

-3 .

.9'4

15

-34.250
60.250.
15.250

-109.750

11.417
20.083
1.694

6.740
11.855*

.025

.005*

aci

(Hoyt Reliability of the four Reflect-Horizontal items was .35)
*Geisser-Greenhouse conservative F test,df]:=1 and df2=3, gives )d-s-f

Able 10

' Alphabet Tasks` - ANOVA on Half-Turn Clockwise

Source .df SS MS p less than

Grade
Letter
Residual

,Total .

3

3

9

15

57.688
130.688
28.563 -

216.938

19.229'
43.563
3.174

6.058
13.725*

.1025

.005*

(Hoyt Reliability of the four Half-Turn ClockWise items was .5t1

*Geisser-Greenhouse conservative F test, df1=1 and df263, givel 14

Table 11

Alphabet Tasks - ANOVA on Half-Turn Counterclockwise
a

Source df . SS MS . F p less than

Grade 3 35.50 11.833. p9.683 .005

Letter' 3 108.500 36.167 29.597* .001*.

Residual 9 11.000 1.222

Total , 15 155.000

,(Hoyt Reliability of the four Half-Turn Counterclockwise 11°"

*Geisser-Greenhouse conservative F test, df
1

= 1 and df 2 ' 1.

p G.025.
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(2) On Half-Turn Clockwise, where' letters T, C, F, and S were
used, students scored lower on S than on F (p < .D5) lower

on S than on C (p < .05), and lower on S than on T (p < .05).

(3) On Haff-Turn Counterclockwise, where letters' A, B, J, and N

were used,.students scored lower on N than on J (p < .05),

lower on N than on BqpC. .01), ancllower on N than on A

(P<

i4 results indicate that the action of rotating a figure which already

pOssesses rotational symmetry (the "S" and the "Rg.)as very diffiult

for students of all age'leveii to visualize. StudeniS- also found the hori-

zontal reflection of the non-symmetric figure "J" to be a difficult task-

Hypothesis 1: There is no difference between perfdrmance on tasks involving-

-a reflection over a,vertical line of reflection and performance

on tasks involving a reflection over a horizontal line of

reflection.

Each student' lotal score on the four reflect-vertical Atems and on

the fo r,-zflect-h:rizontal items was used as the dependent variables.

'A one-between, one - within ANOVA showed a grade level difference in perfoi-

mance on all 0,1 the tasks, but also showed no significant difference between°

student performance when the line of reflection was vertical and when it was

horizontal.

Hypothesis 2: There is no difference between performance on clockwise half-
- turn items ana performance on counterclockwise half-turn items.

Each student's total score on the ,sour clockwise half-turn items and_on

the four c :,1,1-::1ockwise half-turn items was,used as the dependent variable.

'A one-between, ore- within ANOVA again showed a difference in performance

related'to grade level. However, results also showed that the direction of

the rotation did not seem to affect student performance.

Hypothesis 3: There is no difference between performance of older students

compared to performance of younger students on th, Alphabet tasks.

A one-way MANOVA was run on student's scores in each of the four grades;

total scores on Reflect-Vertical, Reflect-Horizontal, Half-Turn Clockwise,

and Half-Turn Counterclockwise were used as the four dependent variables

being analyzed. The multivariate test of significance using Wilks lambda

criterion gave an F of 3.981, which was significant at the .001 level. The

univariate F tests gave the following results: ,

,

Variable dfl df2 MS F p Less
Than.

Reflect-Vertiaal - 3 36 -4.700 -5.755 .003

Reflect-Horizontal 3 36 4,.567 5.830 .002

Half-Turn Clockwise 3 36 , 7.692 12.417 '.001

Half-Turn Counter-
clockwise 3 36 4.733 4.760 .007
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Tukey's tests were,run to determine the nature of.th e differed, with the
following results:

(1) Reflect-Vertical--grade 3 students scored lower than students
in grade 0 (p C .05) and in grade 11 (p 4C.05).

(2) Reflect-Horiiontal--grade 3-student's scored lower than students
in grade 6 (p < .01), in grade 9 (p <.05), and in grade. 11 (p G .05).'

-(3) Half-Turn Clockwise - -grade Letudents scored lower than students
An grade 6 (p <.01), grade 9 (p -4Z.01), and grade 11 (p 4=41).

(4) Half -Turn Counterclockwise7-grade 3 students scored lower than
students grade 6 (p <.01), grade-9-(p-C-05), and gfade 11
(p 4C.05).

Discussion and Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to provide some base line data on student

understanding of some of the basic transformatift geometry-concepts and to

search for patterns that might characterize the development. of-these under-

standings. The intent was be descriptive so that the beginnings_of a

profile of student understanding'could be made, which, when supplemented

by further' research, might be useful to peOple engaged iwcurriculum devel-

opment efforts.
c

Results on the Shorter-Same=Longer tasks showed that Piagetin stage

(rather than the Ate of the students) seemed to make an important difference

when elementary students considered the question of invariance of length,of

geometric figures under given. transformations. For rotations and flips,

most students seemed to believe that length remained invariant, but for

slides, the non-conservers saw the length of a'geometric figure as changing.

Similarly, for tasks involving a before-after comparison of only one figure,

most students said that length would stay; the same; however, when there was

'a congruent copy close by with which the student could make .a visual compar-

ison, non-conservers were significantly more apt to believe that a transfor-

mation changed the length of a figure. When student performance was ana-

lyzed according to grade level, no differences among performances were

found. These results seem to indicate that curriculum developers might con-

sider tailoring transformation geometry content for elementary students

according to Pagetian stage, rather than grade level.

Results on the Before-After Points tasks showed-a pattern to.student

errors. First graders most oftenlocated a point's imageon the correct

side of a triangle but in the wrong location on that side.' Third graders

made about as many errors as the first graders did on these tasks, but the

nature of their errors differed from the first graders. While about one-third

of the errors came when the third graders placed the image of a given point

on the correct side of the triangle but in the wrong location on that side,

anotfier one-third of the errors came from placing the image on or near the
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correct vertex. the third graders seemed to be much more aware of both the
sides and the vertices of a triangle than the first graders, who concentrated
mainly on the triangles' sides. And sixth graders, with only one error on
all of the tasks, seemed 'to have mastered the problem of using both the
vertices end the sides of a triangle ,a cues in locating the image of a

point. Altogether, these results appear to srpport the conjecture that
the first features to be discriminated may be roughly classgd as, topological.
(such as edgednesp, prokimityi and configuration) as opposed to Euclidean
(such as corners) (Olson, 1970; Piaget Ii Inhelder, 1967; Martin, 1976).

Results on the Alphabet tasks fit in with Schultz's work (1976) show -

ing that the difficulty level of a transformation task is affected by the
-attributes of the configuration used and that the difficulty will.vary
from isometry'to isometry, and from age group to age group.' In the case of

the Alphabet tasks, half-turns on figures possessing rotational symmetry.
were consistently very difficult for students in all of the grade levels

tested. (3y far, the mo Popular incorrect responses were the image "2 "
for the half -turn' on "S" and the image-" k1" for the half-turn on "N.")

The horizontal reflection of the non-symmetric figure "J" also was a problem

for many of the students. .A difference was found in. overall performance
on.the Alphabet tasks related to age, with this graders scoring signifi-'

cantly lower on all of the four m8tions tested than students in grades 6,-9,.

and 11. The analyses, however, did not show any differences between student

.performances on reflections over a vertical line o ,reflection Compared to

a horiZonral line of refleCtion, nor any differences'between performances
on clockwise half-turns compared to Counterclockwise half-turns.

.Sequencing and structuring transformation geometry topics with regard

to what.is known about student understandings are long-range goals. The

'findings reported here (which, of course, need' to be confirmed or modified

by further research using larger populations of students and_using students

at intervening grade levels) suggest beginnings of patterns of student under-.

standings which need to be explored and expanded.

r4

For a suomary, see the article by Schultz in this monograph.
4;

O.
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Val-iables Irifluencing the Difficulty of Rigid Transformations

During the Transition Between the ConcrRte and Formal

OperationalQiages of'Cognitive Development.

Karen A. Schultz
Georgia State University.

This paper is about the relationthip between the 'Mathematical,1 and cog-
.

,nitIve structures as evidenced by performance 'on 'rigid_transformation tasks
by children who are inthefransition between the concrete and formal opera-
tional stages (in the Piagetian sense) of cognitive development. ,Several
.faciors contributed to the Conceptfarof this investigation. Piaget's
interest n logioo-matheffiaticalthinking in children has been expressed
predominantly throughout his work'with children,,who are at the end-points
of the concrete operatfonal,stages (Flavell, 463), thus avoiding the age
groups that are between..Furthermore,..Piaget has not dealt ;With mathe-
matical topics that are usually taught. in elementary school.- Therefore, .-
this study was designed ,to investigate thetransitional phases that children
go throngh'between.the beginning of the concrete operational period and
the beginnIng:of the 'formal operational 'period; and it,was,designed to in-
vestigate,a concept area.that. is. being'incorporgted into the elementary
school curriculumtransformation geoMetry.

.

\ Little is yet knosin about or agreed upon regarding children's cognitive-'
abilities concerning transformation geometry: 'Consequently, is lation of
such abilities is an i-portant area of.investigation.from thgArOfnt'of view,
of teor7y building as. well as instructional application. Piaget reminds us
thateognitive.growth is a,gradualmaltery of Invariance properties under
systems, f IransformatiOns.(Piaget & Inhelder, 1971). Thus, it may be pod-

, slide to find techniques to anticipate the relative'difficuity of transfor-
mationogeometry concepts. -Similar techniques could then be used to organize
aequential presentation Of arithMeti'c-ideas--or instructional models leasing

arithmetic ideas. Lesh (1976) makes the following statement about an.,
existing technique. -

J

"One of the cornerstones of Piagetian' theory rests .on the:psychological
viability of analyzing and equating tasks (and concepts) on the basis
of their underlying operational structures. Yet,' transformatiol tasks
which are operationally isomorphic often vary widely...in degree of-
difficulty. ,Consequently, if operationally isomorphic tasks differ
'too much,' it may be meaningless to equate tasks on the basis of
operationarstructure." (p. 228)

. .

One of the major purposes of this study was to isolate criteria for
anticipating the relative difficulty of various transformation geometry
tasks. ft was hypothesized that the complexity of configuration and the
complexity.of transformatiOn displacement, in addition to operational struc-
tures, affects the difficulty of transformation tasks for children,

; 0

Piaget (Laurendeau & Pinard, 1970) has described several factors that
accoun/t for_deCalages involving operationally isomorphic tasks that_differ
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on ly in figurative conte However, Piaget has generally
emphasize the importance of dgcalages, preferring to focus

. of ideas rathei than on the analysis of concrete materials
models that embody those ideas.,
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tended to de-
On--the analysis
and figurative

'In the introduction to Laurendeau and Pinard's "Space" book,
deau & Pinard, 1970), Piaget stated:

"Dgcafages derive from the object's resistances, an- dthe authors
(Laurendeau and Pinard) ask that we constrikt a theory of these
resistances, as though this Were an undertaking directly paral/el''"

co the one concerning the subject's, actions and operations. It :is,

an, exciting project and it should certainly be considered. But we.

_must remark at once that if the subject's. actions- always reflect

iptelligence (a condition Which greatly facilitates the analysis),

the object.'s rPcit-ances do not do,sO; and involvea much greater'

number of factors." (p. 4)

HoweVer, even if psychologists believe they 'can-Ignore variations due

to figurative content,` the issue is highly important -.to educators .who Must

use concrete mater als and figurative models tolteach mathematical, concepts.

The prdent study w s an attempt to identify the resistances offered by the

complexity of the trnsfovmation displacement as well as those offered by' -,

,Elfe complexity of the. configuration transfamed.

(Lauren

-Review of the Literature

Piaget and Inhelder (1971) did several studies relating to this inves=

tigation: The first foCused on the operative aspect of ransformation.tasks.

It was found-that the ability to anticipate, the' of,a-transformation

variedqaubstantially among rotations; circumductions, and.overturnings,

which were three types of rtations: Another study, though not ontrinsfor-

Aations but rather representaticns, looked at the effect of the subject's

,.inliblvementoin.the construction of the configuration.' It was found that a

:configuration a child constructed was more easily'nd more correctly' repro-

duced thad ode with whose construction she /he had less involvement. This

,..
-suggests that a certain familiarity with the configuration was afforded

through the.constrfiction of it. In another study Piaget and Inhelder also

-,,,rconcluded'that.nomplexity of the opdrative aspect of a transformation task.

'had more of, an effect on difficulty than' newness o a configuration did.

Vinalllyi-in a study regarding length of translation displacement, subjects.

were unable tO,anticip4e theimage of an overlapping translation; 'Or, if

they were-'ab14,they repeatedly distorted ths images represented,,

AithOugh'as"iimelleg"' in the ability to perform operationally equiva-
. .

.

lent.tasks is evidenthese.in tudies, the results:are usually interpreted

,providing supporting evidence that the operative aSpect ,of -a transforma-

tion. task is OOMinantover,the,figurativ2 aspect.-:,The.One exception, the

siudy.,coyering-involvement in constructing the configuration, demonStTates

-the,:iliPortapt infl4e4ce.offaMiliarity'of configuration: -This is significant

and, suggeses'a Posgibilitr of-Other causes of familiarity besides assistance

in construction. . .

&
.

-
. ,

, .

n
,. 0 1..

. Y

..
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Thothas (in present monograph) investigated the relative difficulties
within, one transformation, between two, and among more than two tralisfor-

. 'mations. For example, she studied the differences in difficulty between
clockwise and counterclockwise rotations. Thomas also Compared the effect
on difficulty of reflecting a plane figure versus a.. point. This study
dealt primarily, though, with the variations of the operative aspect of'a
transformation. The comparison between plane figures and-points is essen-
tially.a comparison of dimensionality and could be more.telling if an addi-
tional comparison were made with three-dimensional figures. At any rate,
this still suggests other common influencing factors which haven't beep
considered, such as size or meaningfulness.

Moyer. (1974) found that explicit knowledge of the physical motion
associated with a tranformation didn't necessar14 help the child's ability
to perform a transformation task. Yet, Perham (in present monograph) %found'
that.horizontal displacements in translation and rotation tasks were signifi-
cantly easier for first grades than the-same tasks involving diagonal dis-
placementa. -Petham's and Thomas' stUdieS are iniereting in the light of
Moyer's'findingst If knowledge of motion is not necessary, why did differ-
ences in translation'direction affect 'performance ?. And\why,shoUld it
matter-to,loOk at clockwise and counterclockwise rotations? If the end
points are the same, should it matter which direction a rotation takes?
Motion to an adult mind implies directionality and dimensionality. Does
it to a child's mind?

Kidder !1976) dealtiore or less directly with the issue at hand.
He observed 9, 11, and.13 year,old subjects who had not yet reached the
formal. operational stage demonstrate the inability to sort out influencing.
factors while performing transformation tasks. He looked at individual
motion, composition, and inverse motions at the representational level
and found that the ability to perfOrmtransformations at this level seems
to develop from formal operational thought.

The question remained:as to whether task attributes could be modified
enough.so even younger .subjects would be successful with performance. A
closer look goad be made at the logical formalization of assimilating. and
accommodating the complexity factors of-displacement and configuration.
Kidder did not concentrate on specific features of either.

o In summary, these studies focused- on (a) the operative attributes of
. transformation tasks rather than on both the operative and the figurative
`attributes.. Further, 0) variations of an attribute were generally not
considered, and .c) a given attribute was generally not considered under
each of the three isometrieS The later trend was probably due to assuming
that operational tsomorphism is a'basis of considering all translations
similar to Ponh other in difficulty,. and so on for reflections and rotations.

For tae present:study, three pilot studies (See Schultz, 1976) deter-
mined'Which attributes of the displacement,and the configuration were most
influential. Variations of these attributes were determined and then built
into each isometry to determine effect on task performance.
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Complexity of transformation tasks was varied in direction and size of
displacement, and in familiarity and size of configUrations. Figure 1 re-

presents the over-all design for determingtasks.

Figure 1. Design for determining tasks.

Long Short 0erlap Long Short Overlap,

Horizontal Diagonal

Displacements

The directions of displacement were horizontal and diagonal* as illus-

trated in Figure 2.

gorizontalp.--Jor --- ) versus vertical and diagonal ."- versus
diagonal IS comparisons were made but are riot presented'in this paper. I".

the comparison results,,see Schultz (1976).
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Figure 2. Directions of configuration displacement.

.Transformation Horizontal Diagonal

Translation

Reflection

Rotation

,_____A Ai \A,
VIKmA

This distinction was determined by the tendency to organize the real world
on a horizontal-vertical coordinate system (Hubei, 1972); Size of transfcr-
mation displacement referred to the distance between the initial and final'
locations of the configuration. The long distance was, 300 cm, the short N.

distance was 20 cm, and the last was an overlap of half the configuration,
as illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Size of transformation displacement.

rianSformation Long Short_ Overlapping

Tianslatioa.::: C4r-?A
4Vk.
MINIMS

Sico.c-: 20 am

RefleCtion AN 4
. imom.

c 30ra ,

Rotation.

e---A
20 cm.

lira*
300 am
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Familiarity of configuration,referred to the meaningfulness of apicture
designed by the way three shapes*Were arranged. One arrangement produced

a meaningful configuration k illustrated in Figures 2 and 3) and the

In.general, a meaningful configurationother nonmeaningful ( )

represented something real and commonplace, whereas a nonmeaningful config-
uration did rot. This distinction was formulated on the basis of pilot-
study results and confirmed in the present study's pre - interview questions.

Each subject was asked what looked'like. Responses were always "sail-

boat, boat, or ship," whereas there was no response when shown the other
configuration. Size of configuration referred to the measure in centimeters
of the length and width of the configuration. The large configuration was
80 cm by 80 cm, and the small configuration was 3 cm by 8 cm. Figure 14

shows that length equaled width for each configuration.

Figure 4. Length was equal to width in both configurations.

Population. There were 40 six year olds,'80 seven year olds, 70 eight
year olds, 70 nine year olds, and 10 ten year olds from Martin Luther King,

Jr. Laboratory School in Evanston, Illinois. This school maintains the same
socio-economic and racial prroortions as' Evanston by selective acceptance

of thildren. In this respect the subjects of this study were unique, since
they had to have_parents with the initiative to apply for their children's

admittance. Nevertheless, subjects were r'andomly,chosen from' each age group
regardless of learning disabilities, intelligenc quotients; achievement

scores, or grade in,schooi.

Subject's role. Subjects were interviewed individually by the experi-

menter. Each interview began with a brief verbal exchange and pre-task
activities to assure the experimenter .that the subject understood the basic

rules of the "game"'which was about to be played. Then each' subject did a

*. Each configuration. consisted of three contiguous, though nonoverlapping,
distinct wooden shapes (\ p , / ) having length, width, and thick-
ness the laSt being at most five millimeters. the shapes were alSo dis-

tinct iti,color: V-1 was red, I>, yellow,, .and' /1' blue.
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task set consisting of a sampling of from 8 to 10 tasks.
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.
Since this study was concerned with the representational level of

operational comprehension in the Piagetian sense (Piaget & Inhelderj
1967), the.tasks were designed to elicit'a mental operation on a mental ,
image of a concrete configuration. That is, subjects had to imagine the
configuration's transformed position,' and then.to represent this correctly

with a physical model. (This procedure, however., was different from Kidder's

as reported in this monograph, since in this case tasks were modified accord-
Angto.attribute variations anticipating successful performance by younger.
subjects). To do this, the subject first obserVed,the transformation of

a large square. sheet of plexiglass which originated from the top. of the
experimenter's configuration (mounted on another sheet of plexiglass so that
the arrangement was fixed for convenience). Then the subject took his/her
configuration shapes and placed them in the exact position on the trans- .

forthed plexiglass to show how the experimenter's configuration would look

if it moved exactly the same way as the plexiglass. A subject could'vary .

the shapeof a configuration, but not the size. That is, "distradtor" pieces,

were not made available to the subject as they were in Kidder's investi-

gation,gation, is recorded in this monograph.

SiX year Olds were.each given a samplihg of tasks from the pool of

translation tasks only. A major assumption made at this point was that if

a task were do-able by 'a phrticularage_grOup, it would also be do-able by

the next.older age group.. Therefoie', seven year olds were each given a

sampling from the pools of reflection'tasks, rotation tasks and translation
tasks that the six year olds were unable to do; and so on. The ten year

olds were given only nine hand-picked tasks, only one of which is.reported.

Each task set was done by 10 different subjects, so each of the 72

sells (See Figure 1) collected .10 responses. Each set of about 10 tasks

that a subject did.was randomly determined.

n Collection of data and analysis. The subject's exact arrangement was-

recorded for each transformation task in the set and the tasks were evalua:.:ed

for correctness by. the experimenter immediately.. upon completion of file entire

teak-set.' .

A task that was determined do-able for a particular age group had to

be performed at least 9 out of 10 times correctly by children in that age

group. The criteria for correctness were:" invariance of configuration,

spatial orientation of entire configuration, and the order of the two tri-

angular shapes. Each response was judged on each criterion independently of

the other two,criteria. An elaborate procedure was dleigned for judging
J

each response on each of these criteria. Also,,since aoiesponse was not

just judged right or wrong; a further judging procedure ;,:as employed for

identifying minimum and absolute correctness of each response. For complete

descriptions of these prdcedures and for additional data 'not shown here,

see Schultz (1976).
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Results and Discussion U.

Two kinds of data are described: (1) correctness of task reslibnses,

and (2) do-ability of tasks. Recall that correctness cai be minimum or
absolute; and do-ability of a task means that it was minimally correct no
fewer than 9 out-of 10 times it was performed.. Figure 5, which reports

do-ability of all tasks in each isometry Classification, shows that trans-
lation tasks were exceedingly more do-able than the reflection and rotation
tasks. In fact, there'is no comparison between the difficulty of transla-
tions and the other'two isometries, whereas the other isometries are com-
parable. Hence, correctness and do-ability data are presented for (a)
translations (Table'S and Figure 6) followed by discussions of the most
significant error patterns that emerged. The same is then presented for
(b) reflections and rotations together (Table 2 and Figure 7). Each dis-

cussion is determined by the attributes of the transformation tasks.

Figure 5. Comparison of do-ability of transformations across all attributes.
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Attributes of Translation tasks

Direction( of Translation. There is a noticeable indirect proportion

between do- ability (Figure ,6) of diagonal translations and minimum correct-

"ness (Table. 1) of these tasks. Perhaps what occurredis an even distribu-

tion of difficulty across attributes for horizontal tasks for the six year

olds, so that more tasks.were nondo-able. This can be observed more

closely by the raw data (See Schultz 1976). Six year old correctness re-

results correlate with Perham's findings (in present monograph) for first

graders. She found that diagonal translations were significantly more

difficult for first graders to master than horizontal translations even

after instruction. In fact, in the present study it was found that the

kinds of errors made by six year olds with diagonal displacements in trans-

lation tasks were different in nature than Those involving horizontal disw

placements. Subjects centered on the direction of the displacement to the...,

extent that they ignored an invariance propoerty of the translation, whichia,..

-Spatial orientation of configuration. It was often -the case that the con:.

figuration appeared to be headed in the direction of the-displacement. For

example," if
-

were translated , the response might be

. . Size of Translation. It is quite clear that the short translations

were far easier than the long or overlapping translations.' The spatial D.- r

orientation errors made with.long translationt were centering onthe directibn.

of the displacement, regardless of whether it was in A diagonal or a

horiZontal directiOn. The.configuration image was rotated to head in the

direction of the movement, .There was apparent inability, to view both the

experimenter's configuration and.the representational mental image in one

glance-7thns the misrepresenting of the configuration.

Errors ,due to overlapping displacements were Mostly accountable to the

confounding of the image by the experimenter's configuration. Very often

the subject tookthe liberty'to push:the overlapping' transformed plexiglaas

off the experimenter's configuration beforerepresenting the image. In the

cases where the plexiglass,was not pushed off the experimenter's configu-

ration, the image was frequently positioned partially off the sheet of-

"plexiglass, horizontally away from the experimenter's configuration. This

way there was no overlapping Of the configurations. There was definitely

a struggle to represent the image when it overlapped with the experimenter's

configuration, which agrees with Piaget andInhelder's study on overlapping

translations.-

Familiarity of Translation Configuration. As occurred, with hori-

zontal and.diagonal translation results: for six year olds, there is an in

ditect proportion between the six year olds" performance with meaningful .

andnonmeaningful configurations. Again, perhaps the difficulty across

attributes for meaningful configuration tasks was uniformly difficult for
7 six year olds, causing more 'tasks to be, "slightly" L. Jo-able; instead of

fewer tasks being "very" nondo-able.- Common was sonst 'noting .a meaningful

1
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Table 1

Percentages of Translation Tasks Whose Responses Met the Absolute Criteria

for Correctness and the Minimum Critaria for Correctness

Mtribute CH
0

% Abs. Crit .

% Min . Chit
CH
0

% Abs.Crit. % Abs. Crit .

% Min . Crit
*t:

'1.1

% Abs ; Crit .

Min . Crit

14

.0

4t

% Abs.Crit.

% Min.Crit.

Lorizontal 12
61.1=7'

8

52.5 72.5
2

45.0
60.0

75.0
1

60.0 80.0
0

,

83.3 76.2 87.5 85.0 80.0 100

liagonal 55.8
79.2

6
50.0 70.0

4
60.0 67.5 2

40.0 65.0
1

.

40.0 90.0
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7
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4
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3
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. .

8
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Figure 6. Do-ability of translation tasks for six through ten year olds.
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configuration for a nonmeaningful one. The subjects seeme4 to more spontane

ously recall the meaningful picture. Meaningfulness ofa configuration eppar-
ently faciiitat'ed the operational comprehension' of a task. There wap an
obvious enthusiasm among subjects toward the large, meaningful configuration.'
The meaningful and nonineaningful configurations elicited comparable spatial
orientation errors. in translation tasks, except by the eight year olds7

ey made more spatial-orientation errors with the'nonmeaningful configurations

-to

413
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than with the meaningful.
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Size of Translation Configuration. Large configurations were far easier
to trans'ate than small configurations for every age group except sage eight.
It is not iMmediately obvious to the experimenter why more errors occurred
with small configurations. Perhaps an investigation, of imitation construc-
tion would be.appropriate. '7-It is not unreasonable to suspect that an opera-
tional disequilibrium occurs with configurations too small. It might be
important,-though,.to find out what is "too" small. The errors that did
emerge were possibly due to the fact that the smaller the configuration, the
greater tliedistance between the edges of the configuration and the walls of
the testing room. This possibly caused "losing touch" with points of refer-

ence for determining spatial orientation.

Attributes of Reflection and Rotation Tasks

Percentagesof tasks that were minimally and.absolutely correct are
again listed. Each perCentage is baSed on the same number of tasks across
ages and isometrips, since each age-group did all the tasks. Since no rota-.

tion tasks yere do-able at any age, a do-ability graph for rotations is not
shown.

' Direction of Reflection and Rotation Displacement.
represented in Table 2 show the most dramatic effect of
difficulty of any isometry. The most significant error
with diagonal reflections concerned spatial orientation.

flection tasks, for which the correct response was

were sometimes responded to with

The,percentages
an attribute on the
pattern that emerged,
The diagonal re-

0 or.

'or , which indicates a fixa-
,

tion on the vertical displacement exclusiVely and, not the. combination of

the vertical

and

and horizontal resulting in a diagonal

senting a fixation on the
However, it could be that
isometry. 'Similar errors
fewer spatial orientation
zontal ones.

\
were the responses for the same tasks, repre-

horizontal 'displacement exculiively.
the fixation was just_ on the "flipness" of this
with rotations occurred, but there were slightly ,

errors with diagonal displacementsthemwith hori-
.

Aize of.j3eflection and-Rotation Displacement,. A glance at the absolute
and-rMinimum criteria perCentages for both reflections and rotations,invOlvin
thif atiribute.(Table 2),gives the impression of.very similar results:

Figure7 shows that do-ability of reflections does exceed all the do-ability

Of/rotationasks.within'these attributes. (Recallthat,no rotation tasks

were do-able). Therewere.no constriction errors by seven year olds with

short refltctions. The reason seems obvious--the,subjeCt had no-

g
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Percentages of Reflection and Rotation Tasks Whose Responses

Met 'the Absolute Criteria and the Minimum Criteria for' Correctness

Table 2
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4

Attribute
0

'44

Horizon-
tal.

12

I Diagonal 127

Law

Short 8

Overlap

Meaning-
ful

Nonmean-
ingful

12

12

Small 12

Reflections

..111

Rotations,..

% A. Crit % A. Crit % Grit % A.Crit % A.Crit % A. Crit

% M. Grit % M. Grit % M. Grit % M. Grit % M.Crit % M. Grit

25.8 45:8 59.2 16.7 22.5 29.2

37.5 60.8 j 70.8 27..5 36.7 42.5,

4.2 4.2 5.8 12.5 11.7 35.0

6.7 6,.7 10.8 19.2 16.7 49.2,

13.8 23.8 26.2 15.0 21.2 28.8

21.2 36.2 41.2 21.2 30.0 36.2

1.11 28.8 37.5 15.0 17.5 32.5

23.8 36.2.. 41.2 .23.8 27.5° 46.2

15.0 22.5, 33.8 18.8 12.5 35.-0

21.2 24..8 40.0 25:0 , 22.5 55.0

16.7 31.7 32.5 17.5 21.7 46.7

20.8 35.0 '37.5 24.2 , 30.8 54.2

13.3 18.3. 32.5 11.'7 12.5 17.5

23.3 32.5 44.2 22.5 22.5 37.5

16..7 22.5 33.3 15.0 10.0 34.2.

25.0 31.7 -45.0 25.0 16:6. 45.0.

13.3 27.5 31.7 , 14.2 24.2 30.0°

' 19.2 35.8 ,36.? 21.7. ,36.? 46.7

.8 9
e

Z

8. 9 .
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Figure 7. Do- ability, of reflection. tasks for six through ten year old

subjects.

I
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Attriinite -

difTicpity ;viewing in a Single glance the experimenter's configuration an
a mental- .representation of the iinage-in its new location.

The eight year olds found the overlapping reflections most diffi:milt.

The problem seemed to be mostly with identifying correct:spatial orienta-
tion. In general, it'cguld be said that theoveri-:Ding reflection's tended
to be harder than the long and short -reflectiohs across the ages, though
-not by much for the seven and nine year olds.

,

Rotations did not elicit any significant error:pattern., In fact,,for
some reason the eight year olds yere'markedly successful,with ordering the,

tilangular shapes for Fong rotations.

Familiarity of Reflection and Rotation Configuration. Figure 7 shows

that 17% of the reflections involving nonmeaningful configurations were
do-able by the nine:year olds compared to only 6% for the 'reflections
involving'meaningful Configurations' for the nine year olds. Seven and eight

year olds were not able to'udon the refledti6n.tasks.at all Rotation task
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responses were uniformly more 'correct across ages when meaningful configura-_
,'tions were involved. As one subject put it when commenting on a meaningful
configuration, "It's a hard design;- that's what made it hard (to do)."

The most striking error pattern with reflections. and rotations concerned
spatial orientation. The subjects Were certainly able,; to comprehend the
"turnness" of the rotation, but they tende,O, to turn the configuration image

4 so that it faced the direction of the turn. .Errors of this kind .madewithr
rotation tasks involving qpnmeaningful.configurations were always slightly
more frequent .than with meaningful configurations.

.Sizeof. Reflection and Rotation Configuration. Table 2 detonst
that seven and nine year olds. found reflecting large configurations
The nine year olds' responses to .rotation tasks were minimally corr
fewer times with large configurations than with'small configuration

-hoWeVer,,these nine year olds responded with absolute-corr
cusing the'large configurations more often than with the small:

ates
easier.
ct.
. Ironi-

ctnes.s

The'difficulty incurred with small configurations inrefiectio and
rotation tasksseemed-to be of the same nature as that WAh trans ation.
tasks. The size of the tmall configurations- wasn't even' assmall as' most
configurations thatappeat= in7elemeniWry mathematics textbooks, o which
children are expect,to operate.

'Behavioral Observations.. (I) The design and position of the red (C7-1)
,
piece had aneinfluence on-the approach taken to a response.. It as, usually

Positioned fitst.. This is to saythat,there areinfluencing.in ernai attri-.
bites of, meaningfulness and si'e. (2) Younger subjects diclnot(teadily
takeinterest in turning over individual shapes'eVen when they, q.t a need

.1br a' "better git"' in their construction. 'This.behavior might 'e a fUnction
of experience with piizzle'pieces.which are generally,,"good" aal":on one-side._
(3) There a frequent,disregard for the motion involved in a task. One

subjeet.explained, "It dcesn'tmatter how you moved it,' but-how you).anded,.
.(4) There was a Considerable-lacicof spontaneous verbaliz tion while

performing tasks. In general, this might be said too typify beh vior when v
thereis'no language available tp verbalie an activity.r

Conclusions

. The term "difficult" has'been used throughout this study, and it, appears
, that an operational definition of it has emerged. Certain intel; nal (config-

uration construction) and external (sRatial orientation) struct res of. a _'
response that were. preserved under a transformation were not always preserved
under the same transformation involving an attribute variation So it can
be said,that a transformation pereormed in which certain topologIcai or pro-
:jective-Euclidean properties are preserved becomes difficult when those

.properties are no longei-'preserved due to a variation in the figuratiwe.or
.

operative aspect of the transformation involved. . .
-

,

a
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. . . .

: Second, task 'attribute variables of displacement direciions and.sizes
aa.wefl-as Configuration familiarity and-bizes wcie indeed separate causal

, ,
Coptributiong 'to digequilibrium throughout ;;Cie growth of operational com, .

preteens -ion. This is to gay that operational structurs is not the,ohly deter-
p

mining factorA4 Otedictifig.difficulty:tf ---
.. .

.0 .. .

1. .

k,fit

. Third, this atUdy.showed that attribut S.of fixed states (familiarity
and size) can be.inflUential enough to inte exp*ith.comprehension. Haw-

everg the features- of the dperationitSelf to ed to'be most infidential

and' contributed tLe greatest threat of interference.
; ;,

.. ,

-'- .

. , i.
.

.

GenerallT'speakingtheseresulis-applY across all rurriculumdeve10-
ment. A structure should. not b imposedmposed upon an activity without, first
considering which-features of action,and.materials canocauge disequilibrium..

When a'teaCher sequences the,Presentation'Of twoconcept&,'thatpild's
variability.ln performance dueto influencing atrihutes1M44t;be taken into

consideration. Imposed...structures, i.e., content or pedhgogiCal, mightnOt

necessarily be concurrent with cognitive structures.

,

Oa.

N. 0
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Conservation of Length: A Function of the

Mental Operation Involved

F. Richard Kidder
Longwood College

In analyzing measuring capabilities of children, Piaget (Piaget,
Inhelder, & Szeminska, 1960) posits: "Underlying all measurement is the
notion that an object remains constant in size throughout any change in
position" (p. 90). That is, the length of an object which is moved (either
physically or'mentally) matt remain invariants- Piaget calls this cognitive

phenomenon "length conservation:" Piaget'S experimental technique in exam -.

t){eining t
ir

e child's conservation of length capabilities (hereinafter referred

ito as he "classical" definition of length conservation) consisted of showing:

the child two little sticks of the same length (approximately 5 cm long) .

arranged aide by side, a few millimeters apart, with their endpoints in exact
alignment; asking him if they were equal in length; sliding one of the little

sticks forward approximately 1 cm; and again' asking the child to say which

of the two sticks we-4d longer, or if they were still the same length (Piaget,

Inhelder, & Szeminska, 1960). According to Piagetian literature, conservation
develops in three stages: in initial stage in'which perceptual factors deter-

mine the judgement of length, an intermediate stage where both perceptual

and conceptual'consideratiOna influence the child's judgement, and the

stage of consistent conservation., To Piaget, the stages reflect the trans -

ition. from perceptual intuition to operationality which characterizes the

child's cognitive development. In his experiments, Pia et does not give the

i
ages of ,..:,.1 the children that he found in each Stage; h wever, the protocols'

indicate'that six to eight years of age was the range o consistent conser-

vation.

Piaget'-s results concerning stages of development and age range for

consistent conservation of an attribute have been verified through replica

tions: Other investigators have gone beyond mere replications which used

identical or similar tasks and have examined factors which might effect

length'conseivation and related concepts. In investigating interrelation-

ships among various properties of length relations, Steffe and Carey (1972)

define conservation of length in terms of the relations "longer than,"

"shorter than," and "the same length as." After assuming that'a curve Can

be straightened, they state: "A length relation between two curves A and B

is conserved by a child if, and only if, the relation is (a) established by

the child, and (b) retained, regardless of any ,length preserving transforma-

tion on one or both of the curves" (p. 81). In examining logical operations

and the concept of conservation in children, Shantk and' Siegel (1967) suggest

that-cohservation nay be viewed as the child's increasing ability to differ-

entiate between reality and appearance, or between relevant and irrelavant

attributes. -Together these strongly suggest that the common usage of the

word "conservation" may be suspect. That is, that the statement, "once a

child conserves, length (in the classical sense), he always conserves length,"

may be open to question.' Steffe and Carey's definition admits length preser-

ving transformations which differ from the simple slide of the classical test,

and Shantz and Siegel introduce the possibility of a child's failing to con-

serve length because he concentrated on another attribute or factor of the

,

:4:4],t)
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task. In discussing the "dgcalages" between.conserlration of mass, weight,

and volume, Lesh (1975) notes that "...many psychologists have made the error

of attempting to describe the acquisition of "conservation " - -as though con-

servation of what (i.e., mass, weight, or volume) were unimportant" (p. 67).

It appears that asimilar type error is being made in assuming that once a

child conserves an attribute (as evidenced by Piagetian tasks), he will con-

tinueto conserve this attribute in other situations. Hence, the present

study was deyised to examine the experimental hypothesis: "Children who con-

serve length in the classical sense may lose (or ignore) this lengthcohser-

vation capability while performing a more complex task."

Review of Literature

Conservation experiments (number, area, mass, etc.) abound in the liter-

ature. In the monograph arising from the "Measurement" workshop sponsored

by the Georgia Center for the Study of Learning and,Teaching Mathematics,

Carpenter (1976) summarizes experiments relating to conservation and notes:

"Piaget's description of the development of conservation has generally been

confirmed using .a great variety of experimental procedures, materials! and

types of transformations" (p. 52). Even though relatively fewof the expari-

ments were specifically directed to conservation of length per' se, some do

imply that young children, ages six to eight, conserve length in the classical

sense. Sawada and Nelson .(1967) fourid the threshold, for the emergence of

length conservation to be between five and six,ydars of age. Divers (1970)

and Steffe and Carey's (1972) studies infer that since children attain transi-

tivity of length at about age seven, they are therefore able to conserve

length by this age. Shantz and Smock's (1966) findings concerning the child's

development of dist ce conservation and spatial. coordinate system also infer

that yOung children conserve length in the classical sense.

In striking contrast to the results of replications and to related

studies which infer that children, ages six to eight, do conserve length,

Kidder (1976) found that the majority of 9, 11, and 13 year old adolescents

do not conserve length /hile perforMing Euclidean transformations at the'

representational level. After operationally defining the three basic'Eucli-

dean transformations, Kidder used Piagetian-like tasks to test his hypothesis

*
:Throughout this paper, the word "representational" is used in a strict

Piagetian context. To Piaget, the child'e spatial development proceeds at

two distinct levels, the perceptual and the representational. "Perception"

in this sense is the knowledge of objects eesulting,from direct contact with

them, whereas. "representational" space requires imagination or thought

(Piaget and'Inhelder, 1967). Two types of activities exemplify performing

Euclidean transformations at .the perceptual level: (1) the child physically

performs .the tranSformation with cutout.patterne or tracings of. the original

figure; and 2) .the child is giVen a static figure F, an indicated motion,

and the static image figure F' congruent to F. In sharp contrast to the per-

%ceptual activities, comprehension of transformations at the representational

levei consists of forming a mental image of the original'figure, performing

a mental operation (Euclidean transformation) on this representation, and

then being able to imagine the figure at rest in its final fixed position.
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that adolescents could perform Euclidean transformations, inverse transfor-

mations, and compositions of transformations at the representational level.

\Exemplifying the testing procedure is the individual motion task wherein

each.subject was given an original figure (a triangle), an indicated motion,

and seven little sticks (three for construction of a congruent image and

fouf'Of differing lengths as distractore). Each subject was then asked to

Construct the image of the original figure as it would look to him after

performing the indicated motion. A prototypical task is given in figure 1.,

Figure 1. Prototypical flip..
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The data did not Support:Kidder's hypothesis. The majority Of subjects
in each age group were unable to perform transformations, inverse transfor-
mations, and compositions of transformations at the representational level.
Failure to conserve length (i.e., the subject did not construct a triangle
congruent to the original) was the most prevalent cause fornon-performance
Of the transformational tasks. Sixty-seven percent of all'errors. tommitted
were failures to conserve length; 71%, 53%, and 67% of the individual motion,
inverse motion, and composition errors were failures to conserve length.
Furthermore, only four of the 72 subjects attempting the tasks Were able to
perform all 12 individual motion tasks with no conservation of length errors.

Research_supports the proposition that children','Ages six to eight, do
conserve length in the classical sense. 'Why. then, was-this capability
'nonevidented by. 9,11, and 13 year :old adolescents while performing Euclidean
transformations' at the representational level? Other studies, some of which
are not specifically concerned with conservation of length per se,' shed light

on factors waich mayrvery well effect the child's conservation of length.caph-

'bilities. Baker and Sullivan (1970:question that there is'a well-delineated
dichotomy between non-conservation and conservation. Their.examination of
children's ability to conserve numerousness,suggests that such task variables.
as interest in task object (candy versus checkers) and size of aggregate

(4-9) may be factors in a child's response-to conservation questions. Musick

(1976) reported an investigation of the effects of applying energy '(work)
and differing speed on thenonservation of distance by young children. She

-found that young children think that the distance across a room is further
j-if they have to carry'a sack of groceries as opposed to 'walking across the.

room empty-handed, andthe distance was thought to vary depending upon whther.

they walked or ran across the room. During the same workshopiSchultz (1976)
reported her study on the effects of task variability upon the child's

ability' to perform EuClidean transformations. She found that when the gross

distance between the original and the image figure was increased to such an

extent, (distance across the room). that the image figure could not be'seen

and comparedin close juxtaposition with the original, the children's ability

to place the image figure in correct position was usually markedly decreased.

To test her hypothesis that the global configuration of the figure to be

transformed is 8 factor in the child's ability to perform transformations,
Schultz used a simple sailing ship composed of'three different colored parts._
In general, she found that children .could transform the sailing ship .andplace

its image in correct position, one part to the'other (i.t,.,.looking like the

original sailing ship), much more easily-than they souse t::ansfsrm.the same

three colored. parts of the sailing ship.whenarranged in aoasensical manner.'

Keller and -Hunter (1973) also examined task 'Varibility.sn conservation and

transitive problems and found significant differences due td task variability.

Shantz and Siegel's (1967) conclusion that"conservation may-be considered as

the child's increasing ability. to distinguish. between relevant, and irrelevant

attributes has been referenced'previously. Gelman (1969) also considers

*
Details and specific results are in "Task Variables Influencing the.Diffi-

culty'of Geometric Transformatidns for 6 through 10 year olds." Dissertation

by Karen A. Schultz, Northwestern.University, 1976.
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conservation acquisition as a problem of learhing to attend to relevant

attribUteS. And' Pratoomraj ar.d Johnaiin (1966) established that even the

type of questions used by the experimenter can be a factor in the answers

elicited from children during conservation tasks.

'an general, the, foregoing suggest that a child's 1.itgth conservation

capabilities depend. upon many factors including physical, such as arrange-

ment of configuration or distance between'the original and image figure,

and cognitive; such as'which attribute of the task the child'deems important.
Lesh (1975)* reiterated thesefactOrs and added a new dimension--the trans-

formation. He suggests that not only the figure to be transformed, but

also the compkexity of the transformation itself effect the-childvkability

to perform the transformation. Kidder (1976) also noted this when contending

that there are two most probable reasons why 6-to-8. year old youngsters are

foundtO cOncerve.length,e4. and yet in his"study, 91'11,'and 13 year old adoles-

cents. did not conserveTength while attempting Euclidean-transformations at

the representational level (ee footnote prA44).--One_isdue to the.Classical

definition where the child's dartailtion-Orraigth-cOnservation is estab-

lished by a simple comparison between the stick that was moved,and the stick

that was not moved. In contravt,. in Kidder's study length had to be con-

servedWith.a more complexpoint-set.planar-figure under more complicated

transformations. And very importantly, :transformations were'at the represen-

tationallevel--n6 comparlson;ofcorresponding'sides could be made. -A child

had to be aWare'of the necessity to hold length invariant at the outset, and

h6 had to select the proper length sticks with which to construct ttie image

figure prior to making the transformations. Second, it is. possible that the

ability.to perform Euclidean transformations'at the representational level.

deriVes from formal operational thOught (in the Piagetian sense). One general

property of formal operational thought is :the.ability.to separate out factors

not given by direct observation and the. ability to hold One factor constant

while observing the causal action:of another-(Flavelli 1963): Performing

EuciAdean transformations at the representational Ievel is one such multi-

factored mental operation (Kidder, 1976.. p. 51). Using Euclidean transfor-

mations as a vehicle to. test the child's conservation of length therefore

increases the possibility that the' child will focus attention: on one attri-

bute of the task while. forgetting'Or ignoring others.

The preceding theoretical discussion strongly sqggesta that a child's

ability to conserve length is a function of the mental operation invol

Hence, it is hypothesized that conservation of length in the classica sense

is a necessary not'sufficient condition.for conservation of.len h while

performing simple. Euclidean transfOrmations at the quasi-representational

level. (See p. 150)

The reader is cautioned that tHe word transformation is given two different

meanings in this paper. Here it is used'as would the,Genevans, with trans-

forMations being considered mental operations of:the child: Elsewhere,

transformations are restricted to their mathematical meaning- -being either

.Euclidean, similarity, affine; etc.
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The sample consisted of 60 subjects--10 each, randomly selected from
grades 2, 3, and 4 in the Campus. Laboratory School, Longwood College, Farm -
ville,. Virginia, and Dillwyn, Virginia Public School System. Mean ages

by grade as of April 1, 1976, were 8.2, 9.0, and 9.9 respectively. In

selecting grade level,, due consideratiOn was given to Jean Piaget's theory

of cognitive development.

Administration

The study was patterned after the protocols of Jean Piaget and his
collaborators (Piaget, Inhelder, & Szeminska, 1960) in that testing con-
sisted of personal interviews, conducted on a Cme-to-one basis, with a record

being kept of both the child's verbal answers and action responses. The

"classical" conservation of length test was administered first. To be sure

that the subjects understood what was to be expected of them during the trans-

formation,test, each subject was then given an operational definition of the

basic Euclidean transformations: translations (slides); reflections (flips),

and rotations (turns). Immediately following the operational definition
activities, subjects were administered the transformation test.

.°Classical Length Conservation Test. The classical conservation test used
is described on page 143.If a subject conserved length when the right hand

stick was moved forward approximately 1 cm, he was retested by placing the

right hand stick in the middle of, and perpandicular to, the left one. If

he failed to conserve length., the test was repeated, sliding the left-hand

stick. If a subject was found to be a nonconserver in the classical sense,

and yet he conserved length while performing nine or more of the 12 trans-

formational tasks, he was retested in the classical sense following the

transformational test.

Operational Definition. Using wire models of the motion' indicators-- slide -

arrow, flip-line, and turn-arrow--the three motions were operationally de-

fined thus: (a) an, original figure (a 1/8 inch square stick approximately

fouf inches long) and a motion indicatorwere- placed in front of the

subject, (b) a copy was placed on top of the original, and (c) the motion

was demonstrated with the Copy leaving the original fixed. To aid the

subject in recognizing that'the image was the same length as the original,

these phrases were used during the verbal instructions: "This is an 'exact' ,%

GI the 'original. ,This is how the figure looks to you before you slide

(flip /turn) it." After a motion was demonstrated several times with various

orientations, the subject was asked to use the copy and perform the, indi-

cated motion.. A subject 'Was Considered to use the copy and perform the

indicated motion. A subject was considered operational on a given motion

if he performed any 3 of 6 predetermined motions. Fifty-three, 51, and

52 of the 60 subjects performed the slides, flips, and turns shown in

figure 2. If a subject was found to be nonoperational on all three

motions, he was deleted from the study and an alternate was used (only
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Figure 2. Transform*tions used in operational definition".

4
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two subject.. -one from the second and one from the third grade--had to be '

deleted due to lack'of understanding). v.

Transformational Test. The 'transformational test'consisted of 12 tasks, four

-each of slides, flips, and turns. In each task; the subject was given an
original =figure. (a 1/8 inch square stick approximately 5 inches long),., an
indicated! motion, and five little sticks--one the same length as the original
and four of differing length ae.distrattois. He v.iss then asked to use one

of the little sticks and show how thetriginal would look to him after per=

forMing the indicated motion.. The lotions exemplified_in figure 2 are
typical of the motions used in the.iransformation test.; the major difference
being .the necessity to select the image stick prior to making the transforma-

tion. Prior to the first task, to insure that subjects were. aware that they
could compare lengths of sticks,ithey were told that they douldsmeasure if

they wanted to. The motion image was judged to be in one of three categories:
(1) correct, (2) image in correct position but failed to conserve length, and

(3) conserved length but failed to place, image in correct position. After

completion of the test, each subject was asked to explain his actions through

the questions: "In placing.the little stick as it looked to you after being.

slid (fliPped/turned), what were you thinking of? did you select the

little stick that you did? Did it make any difference which stick you used?"

Rationale. Ideally, in devising an instrument to'test tht hypothesis 'that

length conservation in the classical sense does not ensure length conserva:-

tion during a more complex mental operation, the difficulty of only one factor

would be increased. In practice thiS ideal was unobtainable. Preliminary

pilot mini-studies indicated that .a modification of the'classical test by

moving the sticks further apart, 'and/or at a.difrerent angle, was not suffi-

ciently more complex to test the hypothesis. The experimenter was still per -

forming all the action, and he was centering the subject's attention on length

conservation through his questions. It appears that the.experimehtal task

itself has to be one in which the child performs the action and must be such f.

that the subject has to be consciously aware of the need to conserve length

without having it brought to his attention through the experimenter's ques-

tions. As suggested by,Steffe and Carey (1972), any length preserving trans-

formation will suffice if it is such that young children can reasonably be

expected to perform it. Hence, slide, flip, and turn tasks similar to the

classical-test weredevised using little sticks.. ThetaskS are considered to

be quasi-representational due to the necessity of having to imagine the end -

state of the transformation and recognize the invariance of length prior to

making the indicated motion. In using these simple Euclidean transformations,

the purpoie was not to determine if young children could perform transforma-

tions,-but to use th!se motions as a vehicle to test their length conserving

capabilities.

Previous expeiience dictated that children in grades 2-4 be used as the

sample. Due to the simplicity of the tasks, older children could.be expected

to perform both the classical test and the transformational tasks; younger

children would probably not conserve length in the classical sense.
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Thirt7-one of,the 60 subjects comprising the sample were found to con-

serve length in, the classical sense. The number and percent by srade level

is given in table 1. The large number of classical nonconservers is somewhat
surprising in view of the mean ages by grade of the subjects (see sample).

Table 1

Number and Percent by Grade Level of Subjects
Conserving Length in the Classical Sense

Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Total

Number

Percent

8

40%

11

55%

12

60%

-t 31

52%

All of the participants (two alternates were included)- demonstrated, satisfactory

undertarling of slides,.flips, and turns on the "Operational Definition"

activities and were cosidered operational on all three motions,

As.part-of the experimental` design, conservation of length criteriaof

nine or more correct length selections was estabished'as-consistent conser-
vation on the.12. tasks comprising the transformational test. A subject was

considered -to be a consistent nonconsecver of length on thede tasks if. he

selected the correct length image stick four or fewet times. From 5 to 8

correct length responses was not consideted indicative of either consistent '

length-conserkration or consistent noncons&rvation. Table,2 summarizes the

performance.of the subjects who conserved length in, the classical sense.

Table 2

Transformational Test Performance by Subjects
Conserving Length in the Classical Senie

Number and Percent of bjects Conserving Length on Transformational Tasks
.

__Number of Tasks
. ,

-in Which Length \
Conserved Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Total

Ss

\
% `\ Ss .2; Ss % Ss %

No. 4- 4 5 62.5 7\ '63.6, 7 58.3 19 63.3

.

5 4. No. e 8 0 0 . 0 4 \\ 36.4

\`0.0

1; 8.4
. ,

5 16.1

9 AC No. 3 . 37.5 0 : 4 33.3. 7 22.6

\

Total 8 10W. 11 100. 12 100 . J1 100'
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It is seen _that the majority of classical conservers failed to conserve length

while performing simple Euclidean transformations at the quasi-representational
level. Only seven (22.6%) of the 31 classical conservers consistently selected

the :correct-length image stick while pbrforming the transformations, and. 19

(61.3%) consistently failed to select the correct length image stick. In

,total, 24 (7.4%) of .the subjeCts Who.conserved. length in the classical sense
.ailed to consistently conserve length onthe transformational t Sits indicating
that classical conservation of.length is not sufficient to ensur length.conser-

vation on more complex mental operatiOns. The perforMance on.the transforms- .

tional test by those snbjecis who slid not conserve length in the classical
giensewas similar. Table 3 indicates that only six (20.7%)'of the 29 classical

nonconservers consistently selected the correct length idage, stick while per-

forming the transformational-tasks,sand18 (62.1%) consistently failed to

select the correct length-image-stick.

Table 3

Transformation Test Performance by Subjects Not
Conserving Lengtn in the classical Sense

umber of Tasks
in Which Length
Conserved

.Ss

Grade 2

Ss

Grade 3

Ss

Grade 4 Total

% %

;

% Ss Z

No. < 4 9 7540 6 66.7 3 37.5 18- 62.1

5 lc No. 4 8 .0 0.0 1 11.1 4 50.0 5 17.2

9 4. No. 3 25.0 '2 22.2 1 12.5 6 2047
1

Total 12 100 9 10' 8 100 29 100

It is to be expected that the performance .f the two groups would differ more

drastically. The most probable reason wh this did not occur is given in the

"Discussion section.

As discussed'under "Rationale," the, ransformatiOne tasks were designed

to be slightly more complex than a simple slide of one rick followed by a

comparison of their length as in the clas ical test. Yet, if the tasks were

too difficulyi the purpose of the experi ent would:be defeated in that young

children.woUld not be able to understand.the "Operational Definition" of the.:
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motions involved ; This did not,occur.' Table 4 reveals that 61.3%, 65.0%

and 74.1% of the.240 tasks were satisfactorily performed au to position of

image by subjects in grades two; three, arid four respectively.

Table 4

,Nomber and Percent of.74.ansformational Tasks

Satisfactorily Performed (as Far as .Position) by Subjects

No.
:-

Grade S F T Total i Tasks . Percent

.
.;

.

Classical 2. 12 18 28 ,
. 58. .96 69.0

Conservers
../ .,

, . 3 16. 33 .36 85 132 64.4

4 2G 34 44. 104 144 72.2.

Classical 2 20 18 41 89 144 61.8

Non-Con-
servers 3 14 ' 23 34 ' 71 108 65.7 ,

4 22 20 32 74 96 77.1

. . Total ' 2 32 46, 69 14.42,. 240 61.3

c

3 30 56 70 156. 240. 65.0

4 46, 54. 76 17S, 240 74,2
,.,

110 156 215 481 720 66.8

_ .

Even though the ability to perfdrm transformations at the quasi-representational

level was not 'at issue, it appears that iUthe original and image figures are'

reasonably close (in-this study they both con/4 be placed on an 18 inch piece

of cardboard;, aldo see Schultz, 1976).that young children can visualize or

fOrm an anticipatory image, of
transformations' as far as position is 'concerned.

Since length is the 'essential invariant under Euclidean transformations, and

most of the subjects did not conserve length, it cannot be inferred that

young children can-perform Euclidean transformations at the.quasi-repregenta-

tional level. AssUredly, if a subject plaCed the image stick,,in correc posi-z

tion but failed to conserve the length of the stick, he'was not perform

a,luclidean transformation. Yet he was performing a transformation whi h. can

be,described-mathematically. It is tempting to say that the trnsforma ion.

was 'a "similarity" since the subjects weretrying to make.their images. aike

I.
I,
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the origihal..jHowever, the width of the stick was phyakcally.held invariant

whili.the length was, permitted to change, making it more appropriate to call
the transformation "affirm" (see Martin,. 1975). Length .was.not conserved

on 427 of the 720 transformational tasks. -In attempting these 427 tasks,

subjects placed the image stick in correct position: 290 (67.9%) times.

This suggests that young children may acquire the capability to perform

affirm transformations pribr t9 the ability to perform Euclidean transfor-

orations. Twenty-four, 31, and 45% of the slides, flips, and turns tasks
' were performed correctly indicating that for these particular tasks, slides

were the most difficult to perform, followed by flips and then turns.

Discussion'

'Most conservation studies haye been replications of Jean Piaget's

experiments. Few have directly' examined the factors involved in a child's

)ability to conserve, or the suitability of Piaget's tasks to measure this

cognitive phenomena. In particular, little_ attention has-been given to

'the possibility that conservation,,on Piagetian tasks may not ensure that

a child will conserve the-same attribute while attempting other !aental

operations. This study is an attempttoprairide answers k-egarding this

possibility conser*ation of length tasks.

The data Strongly suggests that the ability to conserve length'in
the classicalsensedoes.,:nOt ensure length:Conservation on more complex

mental tasks, It could not be definitively determined if the subjects
"lost'! their ability to conserve length on the more difficult tasks or
If they.simplyflignOred" length as a-factor.' Even though most subjects

were unable to describe their-thinking-When selecting a'stick to place

iir he image position, questioning revealed 'that, imgeneral, the subjects
who-did not conserve'length an the transformational tasks were cohcentrat-
ing on where to place the imageignoring size.' In Shantz and Siegel's
(1967) teriinology, .the most releVant attribute of the tasks was the

,
.

position.of.the image. In answer .to a later, more direct question,
"Did it make any difference which' stick you used ? ", 18 0 the 29 -class-
ical.nonconservers and 17 of the.31 classical:conservers said-that it
did not. The experimenter can never be completely, sure that he is asking
each subject the "exact same question with the same emphasis, or j.ust what.

cues the subject receives from the questions. However, to ensure that the
child's conservation/nonoonservation of length on the transformational i

tasks was not influenced by the experimenter, the questioning was,conducted
...t.

after completion'of the testing. Th subjects did not retain their capac-

ity to conserve length while performi amore complex mental operation;'

and it appears,that either they were ntaring on another attribute
thereby,ignorinehe need fpi length'canservationor slides, flips, and

turns are not Eutlideat (length:preserving) foi.this age child. Atten-

ding to a,particular attribute while ignoring others is supportive of the

findingsof Shantz and Siegel (196.7) and Gelman (1969).' Making images

"like" instead of."congruent t& the original suggests that.the Child', ,

spatial development, as'eXemplified inAhis'ability to perform transforma-

tions; may indeed from: the mare:global'or-general notions tattle

more specific. Martin (1975) hyaothesiikes that Klein's Erlanger Programm

*mayiserve as a geometric thadel of spaces.[which a child constructs during

vdeelopment. In Klein's,,Klein's classifiCat moreore general '!affine"
, .
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geometrY:includes the "similarity' geometry which; in turn; includes the

more specific "EUclidean" geometry. Since transformations and invariants

under these transformatione*.deterthine the geometry, selecting a "like"

image instead of a "congruent" one during the transformational ; tasks

" Rests-that-there may be merit in Martin's hypothesis, and that a child's

spatial concepts may very well be "affine" or "similar" prior to becoming

Euclidean.

It is'noted,Lthat of the 29 subjects who did not conserve length4n.the

clessical sense, 18,(62.1%) also consistently failed to-conserve-length on

the'transformational tasks and five (17.2%) were indeterminate. That iS,

a total,,of.23 (79.3%)' classical nonconservers failed to consistfitiy con -``-

Serve lengthduring the transformational test. This indicates"tnat conset-

vation of- length. in the classical sense is a necessary condition for length

conservation on more complicated tasks. SiX (20.7%) of,the 29 classical -

nonconservers did consistently select the correct length stick during the

transformational test. These were retested in the'classical sense, and all

six again failed to conserve length on tfie Piagetian task. Observation of

subjectS', actions while performing the transformational tasks indicates -

that this apparent inconsistency resulted from the training received during

the "operational:defigition"-activities. During this instruction the ckperi-

menter'demonstrated by word and action that an "exact" copy was to be placed

,on top of the original and that the 'copy was to be slid (flipped/turned) by:

the subject,' leaving the original fixed. The six classical nonconservers

who. consistently selected the correct, length iMage,stick-on We.transfOrma-

tional tasks followed these instructions to the letter. Th4' placed a stick

on top of the original and if it didn't-fit, they tried another until it did.

This techdique was also observed with other subjects (both classical conserver

and nonconserver),.and it is the'experimenter's opinion that if-the transfor-

mations could have been operationally defined in a manner ldsi suggestive.

than placing a copyOn top of the original, more of the subjects (both class-

ical conservers and nonconservers) would not have-selected the correct length

image stick while performing the transformations.. It appears that the design

of the experiment errs in this respect; -however, this strengthens the con-.

clusions that conservation of :length in the classiCal sense is a necessary

but not sufficient condition for..length Conservation during more complex.

mental operations in that the majority ofbottclassical conservers and

noncOnserversedid not ati:end to length conservation on,thetransformational

' tasks even tAnugh thetraining activities were strongly suggestive that this

was' .important,

,

There is ample evidence that attempts have been, and are. being, made to

apply Piagetian theory directly 'in the classroom. This is so eyen thoug4.

Piaget disdourageS such practice. Notwithstanding, it d.s highlY.desirahle

that mathematics educators make realistic Inferences from.both Piagetian

and related research. The ability or lack of of young children' to

conserve vaiiousattributei is well established. Otie purposepf this stddy,

then, is to highlight the care which must be used if inferences are:to be

drawntromthe eXpressiori, "The child conserves length." Just- what does ."

this statement mean? The results of this study appear to-indicate that it

has different meanings in different contexts; that is; the child's ability

to conserve length depends upon the mental operation he is performing.

/ °
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Subsequent Transfer to General. Spatial Ability

Faustine Perham
University of Illinois

/
According to Jean Piaget,' the gradual mastery of invariant properties

under progressively more complex systems of,transformations.is the essence .

ofdcognitive growth (Piaget & Inhelder, 1971). Could this mastery of simple
'spatial transformations be the goal of geometry instruction at the elementary
leVftl?

.If a child, ride's- a tricycle downhill, he is aware that it changes-in
Position,.but not size or shape; if his tricycle is hit and damaged, he
observes a change different from the first; if he sees someone riding the
tricycle in the distance he notices it appears smaller than before.- These
examples illustrate respectively three types of spatial transformations
the child experiences; rigid, topological, and projective. Although the
child is aware of the'Se.changeS, it is only when he is able to organize
his experiences, perhaps through instruction,' that he develops the necessary
perceptive and imaginative schema, as well as vocabulary, to understand.the
spatial concepts involved.

Currently, there is disagreement among learning theorists and'mathe-
° matics educators whether instruction can accelearate cognitive development.

Unfortunately, there is insufficient research to strongly support either
side of the controversy. -Similarly, little research has been done to
investigate whether knowledge of transformation geometry concepts enhances
a young child's generar.spatial ability. The purpose of this study is two-
fold: first,to_investigate the effedt of instruction on the acquisition
of certain transformation geometry concepts in first, grade children, and
second, to study whether'such concepts. contribute to a child's general
spatial ability. The study was completed as a doctoral dissertation at
Northwestern University.

Review of the Literature

Jean Piaget has awakened mathematics educators to the possiblity of
definite stages in the:cognitive development of a child's spatial ability,
Throughout his experimentation, Piaget's priMary concern has been to study .

the operational.structures involved in mathematical ideas. Piaget's- approach--
is to decide what relations and operations are involved in a'mathematical
idea and then to investigate how the child structures these cognitively.
Piaget has not been particularly concerned about devising instructional
materials' to accelerate cognitive growth, but he does believe that instruc-
tion should be formulated to fit the learner's cognitive structures.

In spite of the fact that Piaget has made few specific prescriptions
for instruction, "Piagetian" curriculums. and materials have been developed
based on his theory. However, as Steffe.(1973) suggests, care must be

I ,



taken in interpreting the theory of Piaget to mathematics instruction.

...extrapolating his (Piaget's) results to mathematics education
is. fraught with unexpected difficulties. These difficulties are,
of a two -fold nature. The first concerns the relationships be-
tween the mathematical-like content of Piaget's theories sand
the structure Of. the mathematical content to which the.extrapola-
tions are madeiT and the second concerns the type Of. data available,
on71,4hich-to:base the'extrapolations.

It was not, of.Courae, Piaget's intent to use the classroom.with all
of its variables as his laboratory. Nevertheless, there is'a definite
fieedjor this typeof:research. Soviet researchers in mathematics educa-
tion are particularly concerned with the classroom as laboratory. In
the introduction to Soviet. Studies in the Psychology of Learning and Teach-
ing Mathematics; Kilpatrick and-Wirszup (1972), comment:

...They (Soviet psychologists) contend that,...spatial concepts and
spatial abilities axe best studied as they develop under the influence
of school instruction: Shunning, like Piaget, psychometric techniques.
such as factor analysis, Soviet researchers have taken the classroom
as the laboratory for studying spatial abilities, and the teacher--.
Working with materials - -as the agent for inducing change. In the
four.selections in. the present. volume, one sees examples of how
spatial concepts are treated in Soviet:classrooms, how students'
drawings are analyzed.tO yield evidence about their thinking, and
how conclusions from the analysts of behavior are' used to-guide
geometry instruction.

Piaget's experimentation 0.971) has led him to conclude that children
are unable to comprehend' reflections (flips) until age eight and rotations-
(turns) until age nine. However, many believe that these transformations,
can be understood to some degree. earlier. For example, both Shah 0.968)
and Williford (1972) have deVeloped teaching' studies in transformation
geometry for primary school children which indicate that even first-graders
are able to acquire some liasic transformation concepts.. Nonetheless, more.
research is needed to show whether a knowledge of transformation geometry
contribUtes to one's general spatial ability. Shah's study did not address ,

this question, and Williford's study produced negative results; i.e.,.the
experimental group did not score significantly higher than the control group
on the post - Instructional space.-test- The items for the space test were
taken from several widely used IQ tests for primary school children.

Sample

The sample consisted of 72 .first grade students of average and above
averageability from two public elementary schools In northeast Chicago,.
Rogers ElementarY School and Field Elementary School. The two schools drew
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schools were roughly equivalent in ethnic balance of Socio-economic status

of their children. For instructional purposes,ttheexperimental group waS-

divided into three classes of 12 students each, two classes at Rogers and

one class at Field. Similarly, there were three control classes, two at
Rogeriand one at Field.

Since I.Q. tests are not administered to first graders in Chicago
public schools, students were ranked according-to ability by their indi-

vidual teachers. Random procedures were used to assign ^stt.dents to the
three experimental and threecontrol groups so that the groups would be

equivalent in ability.

Instructional Unit

The instructional unit was. administered in 11 sessions of 3^ to 35
minutes each. 'The first session was given to both the experimental and
control classes to familiarize both oroups, particularly the control groups,
with the terminology used in the achievement test: Two-dimensional card-
board figures were usedto give an .overview of 'the concepts of slide, flip,

and turn. Two classes were held with the experimental groups to deVelop,

the'concept of a.slide,. four classes on the concept of a flip, and four
classes on the concept of a turn. 'More class time was spent on the latter

two transformations since' studies by Shah (1968),, Williford .(1972) and

Moyer (1973) indicate that slides are easiest for first graders to comprehend.

The modes of instruction included both lecture-discussion and small group

work. The unit activities may be Classified in.the following'way:

Transformation

slide, flip

Classification Activity

horizontal
vertical tracing paper
diagonal* geoboard
internal free drawing

turn 450 .-- tracing paper
90° geOboard
180° free drawing '

A complete description of the instructional materials that were used are

presented in Perham (1976).

-Instrumentation

An achievement test of 80 items involving transformations, 28 mul-

tiple choice items and 52 dichotomous items, and a multiple choice spatial
ability test of 23 items was given as a pre-unit and post-unit test to all

classes. A complete copy of this test is given in Perham (1976). The

multiple choice items in the transformation test evaluated the child's

* Internal flips are those for which the line of reflection is internal

to the given figure, either horizontal or vertical.



ability to .anticipate the final image of a transformation; the.dichotomous
items tested the child's representation_(drawings) of various transforma-'
tions. Each drawing was evaluated on the basis offoui' criteria: size,
orientation, use of the referent given, and angle conservation. The 23
spatial ability items were taken from currently used spatial ability tests
of three thaior. companies: Educational Testing Service, Psychological Cor-
poration, and Science Research Associates. These items evaluated five
areas of spatial ability: completion of shapes, left-right orientation,
perspectiN!e, figure folding, and reasoning.

Statistical. Design

: An item analysis was. performed on all multiple choice and dichotothous-
items of the achievementtest as a whole .as well as each subtest. Pearson
point.biserial correlation coefficients were computed for dichotomous items
to show both item-test and test-test correlations. -.A homogeneity analysis
was_perfOrmednn both multiple choice and dichotomous.items; a Cronbach-S
alpha index was computed for the'test as a whole and for each subtest.
These reliability indices-give an average of all correlations betweeR a
given subtest and all possible combinations of remaining test items.

Gain scores of the.treatmentgroup on the transformation test and all
-subtests as well as the space test were computed. -.Comparisons of, mean gain
scores of the treatment group with the control group were made using a.
t-statistic. This statistical design was chosen to investigate the 'follow-
ing hypotheses:

.(1) There will be no significant difference between the pre-test
scores of-the experimentalgroup'and the pre-test mean scores of
the control group on any sub-tests 'of the:transformation test.

(2) Thert.will be no significaaz difference between the pre-test
mean scores of the experimental and control groups on any sub-tests
of the spatial ability test (multiple choice items). .

(3) There will be.a significant-difference between the mean gain
scores of the experimental and control groups on all subjects of
the transformation test.

(4) There will be a significant difference between mean gain scores
of the experimental and control groups on the sub-tests of the
spatial ability test.

Results

The Item analysis on the transformation test yielded significant .

Pearson point biserial correlation coefficients for most item -test and

See Perham (1976) for complete statistical analysis.



test-test correlations. The-Cronbach7S alpha indiCes for the test as a
whole and each. sub-test were also high.

Significant t-statistics for'the transformation test and spatial
ability test are given in. tables 1,2, and 3, below.

Table I

,Significant t-Statistics for Transformation Test

Multiple Choice Items

Variable' Group
Mean Man 't-statistic

Pre -test Post-test
Gain Gain Pre-test' Mean gain

.

. Flips

Horizontal

_Vertical.

Diagonal

Internal

.A11 flips

'Turns

45°.-

90°

180°

All turns

t
C

E
C

1.81
1.56

1.64
1.58

'2.75 0.94
1.31 0.25

2.56
1.56

23.5
-6.3

'0.92 23%0
0.02 ,-0.5

E 1.17 1.81 0.64 16.0

C 1.08 1.22 0.14 3.3

E 1.33 2.00 0.67 16.8
C 1.53 1.72 0.19 4.8

E 5.94 8.03 2.0g. 17.4
C 5.75 6.00 0.25 .1.6

E 2..19 3.17 0.98 24.5
C 2.0S 1.86 0.22 - 5.5

E 2.11 2.7S. 0.64 16.0
C 1.92 2.19 0.27 6.8

E 2.61 3.00 0.39 9.8
'C 2.59 2.19 0.27. -5.0 . 0.73

0.95 2.76 * *.

0.32 2.02*

0.43 0.71

1.21 .1.81*

0.41 3.48**

0.80

0.44

E 6.92 8.92 2.00 16.7
6.25 6.25 .0.00 0.0

0.30

* p < 0.05.
** p < 0.01.



Table 2

Significant t-Statistics Cor Transformation Tcst

Drawings

,

Variable Group
Mean Mean t-statistic

-Pre-test Post -test 'Cain' Pre -test, 'Mean gain
Gain

Slides

Horizontal

Vertical

Diagonal

Internal

All, slides

Size

Orientation

Angle

' Referent

E
C

E 2.70 2.74 0.04 1.0.

C .2.65. 2.69 0.04 1.0

E 2.31
r

2.36 0.05 1.3
C 2.23 2.06 0.22 5.5

E 2.0S 2.23 0.14 3.5
C 2.06 1.94 0.12 2.8

10.08 10.36 0.28 1.4
9.64 9.28 0.36 2.2

3.08 1.17 0.09 2.0
2.92 .2.86 0.06. 1.4

C

C

E
C.

C

1.22
0.92

3.36

1.67.

1.22

3.91,
3.03

2.75 3.81
2.51 2.67

0.45
0.30

0.55
0.14

1.06
0.14

11.2
7.6

13.7
3.4

26.5
3.3

2.78 3.00 0.22 5.5
2.75 2.78 0.03 . 0.8

11121-
C 2.11 3.42 1.31 16.4
CHorizontal 1.71 2.61. 0.90' 11.2

Vertical
1%.86 3.00 1.14 14.2
0.92 2:33 1.41, 17.6

Diagonal
E 2.08 2.56 0.48, 6.0

.C 1.56 2.19 0.63 7.9

C 4.18 8.98 4.80 20.0
CAll flips ; 6.05 7.13 1.03 4.5

Size

Orientation

Anglo

Referent

C 1.42 1.75 0.33 5.5

C 1.31 1.31 0.00 0.0

E '2.17 i.92 0.75 12.5

C 2.06 A.72 0,34 5.7

E 3.89 4.25 0.36 6\0
C. 3.67 3.36 .0.31 5.3

E . 7.39 2.92 0.53 8.8'

C 1.72 1.36 0.14 7.3

'U

0.84

0.13

0.22

0.11

0.41

0.14***

1.30

0.95

0.70

1.29 2.39*

0.36 1.75***

0.19 0.19.

0.11 0.74

1.45

1.31

1.06

-0.26

2.86**

2.50**

1.63

4.76**

3.49**0.26

r0:48 2.82**

0.83 3.92**

0.07 3.84**



Variable Group
Mean

Pro7test'Post-test

Mean t-stag; tio
Cain. Gain Pre'-test."Muan

Turns

. 45°

0-0°

180°

All turns

Size

Orientation

Angle

Referent

E ' 1.28 . 3.17 1.89, 47.3
C 2.61 1.86 0.75 18.7

E 1.56 2.75 1.19 29..7

C 2.00 1.19 0.19 4.7

E 1.00 3.60 2.00 50..6

C 1.30. 2.19 0.80 .22.2

E 3.83 8.92 5.09 42.4
,.0 5.97 6.25 0.28 6.9:

E . 1.17 1.22
C - 0.92 1.22

0.97 1:36
C 1.17 1.36

E. 2.06 2.00
C 1.72 2.00

1.89 1.78
C 1.83 1.78

0.05
0.30

0.39
. ,0.19

0.06
0.28

0.11
0..05

* p < 0.05.
** p < 0.01.
*** High pre-test and POst-test means.

Table 3

'1.25 0.83

0.69' 0.92

0.08 1.20.

-0.71 1.65

1.3
-0.48 0.13

7.6

9.7
-1.00 1.69

4.7

1.3,. 1.29 1.05
7.0

/.7
1.5

1.20 -0.63

Significant t-Statistics for Special Ability Test

MtiltipldChoice Items'

Mean Mean % t-statistic
Variable Group A

Gain Cain
Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Mean gain'

Completion
9f shapes

Left-right
orientation

Perspective

Figure.
folding

-Reasoning
E

Ali items:
E
'C

3.13
3.61

2.69
2.50

3.69
3.58

1-84
1.53

2.00
1.78

13 :35
13.05

3.69
3.72

2.78
2.53

4.67
3.67

1.t9
1..25

2.06
1.S3

15.02
12.69

0.56 11.2.

0.11 -2.2

0.09 3.0
0.03 1.0

0.98
0.09

-0.45
-0.28

0.06
-0.25

1.67

1.8

-9.0
- 5.6

1.2
- 5.0

7.2
1.5

0.74 ,0.54***

1.01 0.71***

0.09 3.23*f'

0.65 -0.11

0.38 1.24

0.61 0.70

** < 0.01
*** Hinh nr,..inct and nost-test means,



"l'hese results may be summarized as follows:

.(1) As expeced, the experimental group did,not score significantly
higher on any pre-unit transformation or spatial ability sub' -test.

-

(2) The experimental group-scored, significantly higher thanthe Con-
trol:groupon: horizontal, vertical, and internal flip multiple
choice Post-unit.Sub-tests and the post-unit flip test 'as a whole;
45°,- 900, 180°.turn post-unit .sub-tests and the _post-unit turn test
AS a whole;---horizontal and vertical flip postunit drawing-test-and
the post-unit flip drawing test as a wholel'perspective (reflection).
post-unit spatial'ability.subtest.

(3) The experimental group.did not score significantly higher than
the'control group on: diagonal slide postunit sub-test and diagonal
flip post-unit:sUbtest; 450, 90°, 1800 turn drawing post-unit sub--
tests or the.turre drawing post-unit test as a Whole; any slide post-

. _

.unit sub-test, although.mean scores were high for both experimental
and control groups.on the horizontal and vertical subtests;.compler
tion of shapes, left-right orientation,. figure folding, or reasoning.
post-unit. sub-tests. The mean scores of the experimental, and control
groups-are.high for the completion'of shapes and left-right orientation
sub-tests.

Conclusions

The high mean pre-unit test scores for horizontal:rend vertical:slides
suggest that prior to instruction the first graders understood translations
at the anticipatory and representational leVels.* There was no significant
difference between mean gain scores of the two groups"for diagonal slides,
suggesting that children at this level are not able to learn diagonal trans-

Also, there was no significance for "diagonal flips,- although there'
was significance for every other type of flip-horizontal; vertical, and
internal.. Although there was signifiCance for mean gain scores for all
types6f-turns at the anticipatory level, there was no significance for any
type of turn.at the representational level.

.-/

.
Overall, these results:reaffirm both the eXistenceandrthe order of

Piaget's proposed levels of cognitive growth in9Ader8tanding transformation
geometry concepts. (Piaget & Inhelder, 1971). F71'ist grade children. prior

to had some understanding-of both hOrizontal and vertical trans-,
Jett e (slides) at both the anticipatory and representationallevels, but

Licipatory understanding was evaluated by the multiple choice items;
where6s, representional-understanding was assessed by the dichotomous items
requing the construction of the transformation image. r



either of the two levels. After instruction, the experimental group of

children.understood not only horizontal and vertical slides, but horizontal,

vertical, and internal flips at both the anticipatory and representational

levels. Instruction was some what effective in increasing the understanding

of 45, 90, and 180 degree turns but only,at the anticipatory" level. These

results areconsistentwith Piaget's conclUeions that children'leakn trans-
formations in theoider- slides, flips, anciturns, and that the anticipatory

level precedes the representational level of understanding. :

An important result of this investigation isithat afterinetruction the
first graders scored. significantly higher on all types Of flips (except

diagonal) at both the anticipatory and representational levels. However,

this'clOeS not necessarily contradict.Piaget's findings that children are

not.ahledito comprehend flips until approximately age.eight or nine sirce

Piaget's.experimentation did not exhaust, all the possibilitiee_for degrees
of complexities of figures used,: the. types of transformations;, and the ways

in which the transformations were performed. These''results.do suggest .

thatalthough children may not be able to comprehend every type of reflection,,

theYare able to learn some types, namely those involving simple figures

where the line Of reflection is horizontal or vertical. .

what is even a more significant result:of this study is that an under-

standing of transformations performed' diagonally (including slides) was_

not achieved after instruction. This contributes a new dimension to the

understanding of-cognition; i.e., transformations that are not performed

horizontally or vertically (including rotations) are difficult for first

grade children to understand. Perhaps this is because such transformations

require a re- orientation of the horitOntal-vertical coordinate system with

which the child is familiar. Nevertheless, these resultedo indicate that

the categorization of rigid transformations into slides, flips, and turns

may not be as medningful.for.instruction as one by orieni, i.e.,
horizontal, vertical, diagon'al, etc.

\ti\ A major question was the relationship of transformation geometry con-.
.

.

ceptS to general spatial ability. However, the'spatial ability test did
\not provide conclusive results, due to a large difference in performance

On.var Ops subtests.: Prior to instruction, the first grade children scored
%.,\

relativ ly high on the recognition of shapes and left-rightorientation
sub-.tests\, relatively low on perspeCtive, and very low on figure folding

and reasoning. The only significant change after instruction was that the
experimental group.scored signifidantly higher on the perspective sub-test.

Before considering the dramatic change on the perspective sub-test, let .

us first look\at the ceiling effect on the first two sub-tests and the low

scoring on the\latterstwo sub-tests.

The factwthai the first graders scored extremely well on the pretest

of the, recognition, of shapes and left7right orientation indicates that the

L.0



tests are:sufficiently discriminating or not. Given.thatchildren are
pciSted.tOI a. number bf educational television programs prior to entering
:first grade, pre-school.dhildren might have been expdsed to recognition f

circles, triangles, squares, etc., to the point ofoverlsill. On the oter
,

hand, the fact thet,the children scored so low on the'flthre folding an
reasoning subtest may indicate that such. tests are indeed,too"difficult
and need to 'be re-examinea. ,

: .
. .

'I &,. ..

HoWeVer, the ptespective subtest did provide a Possible.-lik betw en
transformation concepts and spatiaIability. The significant differen e:
between, mean gain scores f6r.this subiestcombinedIwith the fact that he
":most significant Improvement.ofthe experimentelgroup from pre-test t

.., post-tedt.On4he trandformati6 geometry achievement test was on the f ip
(reflection) .'aubtest4- suggests that an understanding of reflection in

, ,
directly 'related to' their understanding. of This possible
relationship.certainly merits,further'inVestigation.

Since. this stUaywisthe first of.its kind at the first'grade le tel,

it was,by necessity, broad in scope. Further research needs to be done
in a more Condentratedfashion for each:"sub-category tested. For.example, %

an entire teaching study devoted. to translations and reflections perf.,1-mcld

diagonally would be useful. 7.Similarly, ateaching.study.solely.on reflections
and subsequent transfer to spatial ability would also be valuable. 1,.

i

I
.

.

.

.

The. limitations on the length of the test prohibited a larger number
of items for each subtest as well as a larghr number. of SubiestS.. Given. .

this restriction and the limitations of any evaluative instrument for
.

first grade, the results of this inquiry strongly suggest that first graders

are able. to learn many transformation geometry zoncepts,.not only translations,

.
but reflections- and -rOtationzi.ize well. .

. ,'
.

.

- Those deVeloping the elementery.mathematits curriculuM would be well
advised to.include simple transformation tasks in their. first grade.texts. -

Horizontal and vertical slides and flips .at both the anticipatory. and re-.
-presentationaLlevels ap well as turns .(450,. 90°, and 180°)z-et the anticipa-

tory.leVel seem to be_appropriate for first.graders. ____.../
..--

The modes of instruction used in:thisteaching experiment, namzly
lecture-discussion and,SMall group work, and'the unit activities, which.
included tracing paper and_geoboard tasks as.well as free drawing,; worked ,

-very effectively. Studentset this age enjoy "handd'-on" activities, and

furthermore,. Piaget end his replicators have shown that learning begins°
at the concrete level and the less abstract the tesks the better, at least

at this level.4 Hence curriculum builders might consider incorporating
similar tasks in the transformation ueometry curriculum..

_ . ti

In the, introduction It was pointer' out that a controversy exists as

to whether instruction can to any significant degree accelerate cognitive



acc,ele"rate growth to -so degree,. as demonstrated by the improved '

.understandingof horizont 1 and vertical flips following instruction,
the _amount of growth is mited, as indicated by the lack of improved
performance. on tasks involving diagonal transformations. Hence, this.

Nz study, as well as that of the Russian and-Dutch psychologists and edu-
.., ... gators, as well as Shah (1968) and Williford (1972) seem to suggest that

instruction can to some degree move a child from one level of cognition
to-another; that we must no,t interiSret the theory of PiagLpt. as a passive

4..one; .and that we must expand the research of Piaget to the classroom with
all its variables. ul

a
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An Analysis of Research .Needs in Projective, Affine, and

Similarity Geometries,
Including An Evaluation of Piaget's

Results in These Areas

Karen C. Fuson
Northwestern University

Toward the end of The Child's Conception of Space, Piaget states:

We Ilave,-ieen how the/ simple topological notions
with which

the child begins
to/construct the concept of space were

transformed concurrently
into-Projective and Euclidean con-

cepts. The first of these, embracing perspective, sections,

projections and plane rotations, results from the co-ordination

of viewpoints, while the second derives from the conservation

of straight lines/ parallels,' angles; andlastly, general

co=ordinate systrs.
.

'Throughout Piaget's space books, The Child's Conception of Space and

The Child's Conception of Geometry, Piaget asserts that projective and .

Euclidean concepts develop concurrently.
However, the design of the chapLers,

the research reported within them, and other comments suggest that after the

development of cert4in basic topological notions, spatial concepts tend to

develop from projective (straight lines preserved)to affine (parallels)

to similarity (angles) to Euclidean (length). This latterpoint of view

has be0n analyzed:and
criticized in a number of articles. : Yor example,

Martin. (1976b)
discusses the Erlanger Programm as a model of the child's

construction of s!,..ace arLd proposes some research questions arising from.

the Erlanger Programm. Martin's paper also contains a fairly detailed dis-

cussion of the transformations involved in the Erlanger classification of

geometries.
Robinson'(1976) reviews some mathematical history that is rel-

evant to these various geometries; and Lesh (1976) discusses some of the

issues involved in the use of-:'transformation geometry,-Particularly Euclidean

transformations, in the- elementary school. However, concerning the develop-

ment of sOatial/geometriC concepts, most analyses of Piaget's claims haVe

focused on topological e-oncepts,ur Euclidean concepts, .

That is, from the

point of view /of an Erlanger-type development, most analyseg have neglected

the "middle" geometries: projective, affine, and similarity. This paper

,! will give a brief review of some of the most important past ,research con-

, cerning the e)middle geometries and will isolate some posgible future re-

search issu siconceining them.

i

\ ! Some Preliminary Comments About the

7,

Erlanger Classification of Geometries

.

)
.

.

The clas
1ifiCation of geometries which has come.to be called the Erlanger

Program steMsVfrom a paper written by Felix Klein in 1872. Although certain

A

.1 /.
\

) i

I// .
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subjects, like "topology", had not yet been developed in anything like
their present form, Klein's basic proposal was to consider geometry as a
search for invariants under specified groups of transformations - and to
classify the various geometries according to the properties that are pre-
serVed under progressively more restricted systems of transformations.

One pf the problems with using the Erlanger rogramm to describe the

i
cognitiv development of spatial concepts is that the mathematical organ-
ization Is itself rather complex and not terribly clear. For example,
when one attempts to move from topology to projective geometry, the point
at infinity must be added. Nonetheless, a naive interpretation of the basic
Erlanger organization remains a helpful intuitive scheme for qrganizing past
research results and for generating future research questions. For example,

in this book, Weinzweig's article draws upon Erlanger-type organization of
geometry concepts to describe some of children's early spatial concepts.

Icio

A second problem with using an Erlanger-type scheme to describe child-
ren's spatial concepts is that psychologists and educators do not always
use mathematical words in the way mathematicians use them. For example,

Piaget's double use of the word projective (when referring to the general
co-ordination of viewpoints and also to more restricted concepts in the pro-
jective, affine, c.imilarity context) is extraordinarily'confusing. In this

paper, projective will be used only for the latter meaning.. Piaget's choice

of the word projective for the former meaning was particularly unfortunate,

for it is both too restrictive and too narrow. Co-ordination of viewpoints

is related to the growth out of egocentrism in all areas, and thus goes be-

yond projective concepts. This co-ordination is also more restricted than
projective concepts, since most of the concepts involved are projections,

not projective concepts (this is discussed later in the section on projec-

tive research).

One classification of properties and relationships resulting from this

classification of geometries as arising from a nested series of transforma-
tions is given in table-1. 1.",ese properties and relationships will be referred

to throughout the paper. It should be noted that each type of geometry has
the properties noted for it plus all of to properties of the geometries

above it. Three dimensional versions of some of the properties are in par-

entheses. In this country the geometry taupt in schools is largely limited

to plane geometry. Because plane transformations are easier to imagine and
because two dimensional algebraic expressions a e simpler, this planar em-

phasis continues in r..00rdinate geometry and in t e study of vectors. This

emphasis on two dimensional geometry is a peculiarly American phenomenon, and

it probably leads to errors in research on the development of children's geo-

metric concepts and ion the type of geometric topics that are taught to child-

ren. Children have a great deal of experience with three,dimensional space
that can be utilized in learning. So, the impact of this "experience on the
development of geometric ideas should be systematically researched. For this

reason, this paper will consider relations in three dimensions as well as in

two.
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Table 1: Properties and Relationships that Remain

Invariant Under Certain Transformation

Topological Properties:

Projective Properties:

Affine Properties:

Similarity Properties:

Euclidean Properties:

separation (enclosure)
neighborhoods
concurrence and intersection of
curves (surfaces)

openness
linear, cyclic order of points
continuity

collinearity (coplanar)
this also involves straightness or
rectilinearity

number of sides of a polygon (polyhedron)

convexity
betweeness
parallelism
ratios of lengths along the same line

(in particular, midpoints are mapped
to midpoints)

ratios of distances along parallel lines

angles
ratios of lengths along nonparallel lines

length

Research Needs in Projective, Affine, and Similarity Geometries

Many of an infant's and a youngchild's early experiences involve. objects

which have projective, affine or similarity' properties. Children must come

to an. intuitive understanding of these ideas in order to function well in

space. Ratio is.used to make, judgments about the "real" size of objects.

Many household objects and toys involve ideas of similarity of shape. Parallel-

ism exerts an inflUence in perception; edges of tables, walls, etc. are used

to organize the visual world.: The development of perspective involves projec-

tive ideas; perspective is used in the initial organization of the visual world

and later in, representational drawing. Yet, the influence of all of this ex-

perience has beenneglected by theory and by research. In particular, the fact

that much of. this experience is with three dimensional objecti has not been

systematically considered.

This experience begins at birth and extends throughout the school years.

This perind encompasses three different theoretical spaces differentiated by

Piaget: perceptual space, representational space (which involves images), and
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conceptual space. "Perception is the knowledge of objects resulting from
direct contact with them" (Piaget & Inhelder, 1967, p. 17). A mental image
is "the evocation of a model without direct perception of it" (Piaget &
Inhelder, 1971, p. 4). Conceptual space results when static, whole, un-
analyzed images become subject to operations and become capable of being
analyzed and coordinated. Perceptual space undergoes an initial construc-
tion in the sensory-motor stage (0-18 months); representational space, in
the preoperational (1k-7); and conceptual-space, in the concrete-operational
stage (7-12). Amplification and modification of this original construc-
tion continues throughout life. An analysis of relationships among percep-
tion, imagery, and conception is given in an article by Lesh in this mono-
graph.
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Piaget's research on projective, affine, and similarity ideas has been
largely in conceptual space. New studies concerning the development of mid-
dle geometry ideas in perceptual and representational space would be valuable
in themselves, and they might provide considerable information relevant o

the development of conceptual space. For example, the research reviewed in
Piaget and Inhelder's Mental Imagery in the Child indicates that the rel tion-
ships amIng these spaces arc not simple. Discovering more about the first
two wiglat help to explain anomalies in the third, conceptual space.

Tnere is a large body of research in psychology on perception and on
imagery. Before new studies are begun, this research might be examined t
see what is_ already known about the development of projective, affine, and
similarity concepts. In particular, the geometry properties and relation-
ships in table 1 might provide foci for such literature searches. The study
of a child's acquisition of mathematical concepts by psychologists is fre-
quently marred by over-simple views of the concepts involved. For this reason,
the project of gathering and analyzing what the research literature already
contains about the development of middle geometry ideas seems to be a par-
ticularly good one for researchers with a mathematics background. Readers
who wish to gain initial access '..o this psychological literature on the de-
velopment of spatial concepts in children will rind the following volumes
to be helpful entres: Piagetian Research: A Handbook of Recent Studies
(Sohan Modgil), Children's Spatial Development (J. Eliot and N. Salkind,
Eds.), and Tnfant Perception: From Sensation to Cognition, Volumes ,1 & 2
(L. B. Cohen & P. Salapatek, Eds.). Laurendau and Pinard (1970) raise in-
teresting and helpful methodological problems, and Olson (1970) provides a
stimulating theoretical discussion about spatial development.

Studies are needed which trace the development of a single geometry
property through perceptual, representational, and conceptual space. Fuson
and Murray's study reported in this olumetraced the development of simple
.Euclidean shapes from perception (hap is -v sual, in this case) to-represen-
tation (building shapes with sticks) o conception (drawing shapes). The

order of difficulty Of the shapes was invariant in each of the spaces.
Other studies might trace the development of geometry concepts such as rec-
tilinearity-curvilinearity (planar-not planar), number of sides of a poly-
gon (polyhedron), parallelism, or angles through perceptual, representational,
and conceptual space.
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Research which examines the development,of projective, affine; and sim-
ilarity ideas within the same children is vitally needed: This is one of

the. major problems with the research-of Piaget--different concepts are stud-
ied with different children, so comparisons between the results of differ -'
ent studies can be made only by using the age of the child. In the anal-

ysis of Piaget's results which follows, across-task comparisons will be

made. But, as will be seen,-these comparisons are often so rough that the

are not very infOrmative.

A final'area of research in which a focus on projective, affine, and

similarity concepts might prove valuable is in the systematic exploration of

what Piaget calls'decalages--the distribution over a period of time of the

ability to do operationally isomorphic tasks that differ only in figurative
`content. This dispersion results from variance in the "resistance" of ob-

jects to the given task. For example, a child does not become able to draw
all Euclidean shapes at the same time--some of them are more difficult and

occur later than others. Some of these differences in "resistance" might
well involve projective, affine, or similarity relations (e.g., figures
having parallel sides might be simpler than those witbDut such sides). Be-

cause differences in figurative content may create problems in mathematics
learning, research which determines important characteristics of such dif-

ferences would contribute to the design of improved mathematics instruc-

tion.

An Analysis of Piaget's Research on Projective, Affine, and
Similarity Relations with Suggestions for Related Research

Piaget's research in each area will first be outlined and then anal-

yzed. All ages given are average and approximate. In some cases, Piaget

specified the ages in his discussion of the stages. In other cases; ages

were not given explicitlysand were approximated from the theoretical dis-

cussion and from the protocols. The research summarized here is from The

Child's Ccnce tion of S ace, pages 153-270 and 303 -315.

Projective concepts

Piaget c:nducted five different experiments concerning projective

concepts. He approached projective- -ideas mainly by examining a child's

use of perspective. For Piaget, a projective idea requires that the child

be aware of his viewpoint and be able to relate a particular viewpoint

with what is seen-from that place.

Experiment 1: The Straight Line

Matchsticks were set vertically in small globs of placticine. A child

could move these about individually Y-to form a straight row of sticks. Two

of the sticks were placed 20 cm(or 30 or 40 cm) apart. Children were told

ti
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that these were telegraph poles and that they had to place the other
poles between these two so they ran along a straight road. The results

were as follows:

Stage 1
(4 4)

Stage IIA
(4 - 6)

Stage IIB.
(6 -.7)

Stage III

7)

the child cannot form a straight
line even when it runs parallel
to the edge of the table

can form roads parallel to the
edge of the table but not diag-
onally across it

through successive trial and
error, begins to form straight
lines anywhere on the table

a straight line can immediately
be constructed anywhere on a
table and a child either con-
structs or checks his construc-
tion by sighting along the line

Experiment 2: Objects Seen by a Doll

The second experiment involved asking children what various objects

(needle or stick, circle, ellipse, semicircle, etc.) looked like from

different positions. A doll was placed at right angles to the child and
the object held up in front of the child and the doll. The child was

asked what0the objgct looks like to the doll. The object was also moved

through 90 or 180 , and the child asked what it looked like at various
intermediate stages or what it will look like at the final stage. Child-

ren were also asked about two lines meeting at a distance--railroad

tracks or two roads. Children were asked to make drawings in response
to these questions and also to select the correct drawing from a set of

prepared drawings. The results were as follows:

Stage. 1

(<.4)

Stage IIA
- 5.5)

Stage IIB
(5.5 - 7).

no geometrical drawings at all

the object is shown with shape
and size unvaried whatever its
position relative to the obser-
ver

begins to distinguish between .

different viewpoints; often
chooses correct drawings but
is unable to make correct
drawings
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Stage MA
(7 - 8)

1.7111

(8 - !')

the general shape of drawings
is correct, though transitions
are sudden rather than gradu
railway liues are para for

most of the way_ suddenly
convergeto -4 point, a'stick
turning tawardsla child gradu-
ally decreases in length and
suddenly on,,,the laat step be-

comes a dot

children accurately portray the
gradual intermediate stages as
well as the correct final stages
in their ,drawings

249.

Experiment 3: Proisesu o! Shadows

The' tasks from (Ivret I were repeated (with different child-

ren)ren) hy projecting SIAsf of the objects. Various objects were placed
between a lamp and 1', li-rtAcal white screen, separated by only a few-cen-

timeters. The child W4:7 aLked to draw or choose the drawing of the
shape he expects the clhadcw to assume. The objects' presented were:- a

cone, a bobbin (two cones ?laced point to point), a circle, a rectangle.,

a pencil. Objects were placed at different orientations. Ale shapes
having constant cross- sections (called simple shapes, below)3 could be done
at the same stages as they had been in the previous experiment, except
that the' pencil seen head-on as a small circle was easier with the shad-

ows.,
.

Stage 1 no geometrical drawings at-all

(< 4)

Stage HA the shadow is predicted'as the

(4 - 5.5) child sees from where'll, stands

Stage IIB begins to distinguish different

(5.5 - 7) projections, especially the,:
vertical and horizontal poii-
tiOns; still fails to predict
oblique or intermediary stages

Stage IIIA correctly chooses and draws end-

(7 8) stages for the simple shapes,
but still cannot portray all of
the intermediate stages in turning
a shape

\
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Stage MB correctly, shows all intermediate. stages

(8 - 11) in turning simple shapes; still make.,
errors with the conical shapes--conical
shapes may be predicted' as that which
can be seen from the viewpoint of the
light (e.g., a point instead of a circle
if the tip of the cone .4 oriented toward
the light)

Stage IV childrIen realize that'a shadow is the prod-

(11 - 12), uct ci something which obscures the light
anu s can correctly predict the conical
shapes ,

kperiment 4: Threel4ounfains as Seerilyal)oll

The fourth- projective experiment done by Piaget was the now famous three

mountains experiment. A three dimensional pasteboard model one meter square
and from 12 to 30 centimeters high was used to represent thrc mountains sep-

arated by valleys. Each mountain was of a different size, a different color,
and had a differeht object placed on its peak. A doll (2-3 centimeters tall)

was placed somewhere on the floor of the layout. Three methods of obtaining

a child's answer were used. Achild was given cardboard replicas of the
mountains and asked to place them as they would look if the doll took a
snapshot of the mountains where he was standing, or-he,w.as- aksed to draw such

a snapshot. Alternatively, the child had to select from a group of pictures

the view that the doll saw.

Stage 1 children do not understanding the meaning

(4,4) of the questions

Stage IIA each time-the doll is moved, a new pic-

_ (4. - 5.5) ture is drawn but each picture is dracon
from the point of view of the child
serving, not of th'- doll. A child may
select any picture at random, indicating
that the child thinks all pictures are
suitable from all views, as long, as they
show three mountains

Stage IIB

(5.5.- 7)

Stage IIIA
(7 - 8.5)

a"child attempts to select a picture or
draw a picture from the doll's point of
view, but cannot do, this correctly

children realize that different viewpoints
exist but these are not considered as mu-
tually exclusive; a medley of viewpoints
(a juxtaposition of items belonging to dif-

- fprent.points of view).may be given; .
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.

Stage ILIA (cont.) the whole layout may be rotated 180
o
to portray

Stage IIIB '

(8 - 9)

an opposite view.

accurate portrayal of a given viewpoint; occurs
earliest when using the three pieces of card-
board to construct a layout..

Experiment 5:Sections of Geometrical-Solidi

A final experiment of Piaget's which involves projective ideas is that
of sections of geometrical solids. Children were asked to predict the shape
of the surface produced.when various solids made .of.plasticine were cut
across various places. The objects included. a cylinder, prism, parallel-
epiped, hollow square, one,-and irregular shapes such as twists,Snail-

/ s .

shells, paper,cornets, etc. The children were asked to draw the surface and

to select from pictures of the possible surfaces.

Sta(.5e
4)

Stage IIA
(4 - 6)'

Stage IIB
(5.5 - 7.5)

Stage IIIA
(7.5 - 8.5)

Stage IIIB
(8.5 - il)

different surfaces are not even distinguished
from'each other,

a child cannot separate the internal section
from the externalland drawings show a jumble
of these features; cannot select the correct
drawing .

the sectional surface is gradually distin-
guished from the intact Fhape

success for the cylinder, prism, ParallelepiPed,
hollow bowl, and conic sections; cannot do the
spiral shapes

progress in the spiral shapes but not complete
success,

Stage IV success with spiral shapes.

(f 11)

Summary of the Projective Experiments.

First, Piaget's tasks were projections rather than being projective.

His tasks involved the-projection of a three dimensional object onto a plane,

either by cutting, by a shadow, or by a picture. This plane projection

naturally depends upon the point of projection (or the point of view of the

viewer). A projection in this sense is a mapping'of an n-dimensional space

'onto an n-1 dimensional space. But the projective transformations that leave

invariant the propeities outlined in table 1 are transformations of a plane,

into a plane, or in general, nf:an n-dimensional space into an d-dimensional

space. With the possible exception of his first..task (the straight line), '

Piaget did not really examine projective geometry, in the sense of a geom-

eery that forms a hierarchy involving affine, similarity, and Euclideau

gedmetries.
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Even if one accepts Piaget's meaning of "projective"--a conscious
awareness of a viewpoint plus the ability to coordinate a particular view
with a particular viewpoint, it is obvious that the last part of this defi-
nition may require many different experiences and skills. Tasks' 2, 3, and 5
involved knowledge about geometric solids, task 3 required some experience
with shadows, and task 4 required the ability to'coordinate several different
objects in two dimensional space. Training studies which equalize the amount
of experience and skill in these special areas,, or new tasks which do not
require these extra skills would give more insiglit into the development'of
projections.

Projections are a common experience in the life of a child. Discovering
the invariance of a three dimensional object as it is seen from different
viewpoints is a major accomplishment. Building up images of three dimen-
sional objects when one carp never see them from more'than one viewpoint
(i.e., from one point of projection) at a time is a long and difficult task.
Piaget and Inhelder-discuss some research on this process of building three
dimensio al gery in Mental Imagery in the Child 6nd in chapter X of the
Space b ok, b much more remains to be done.

"Mathematical aspects of the projections also geed to be examined. In
the objects seen by the doll task,' the attention of the child is focused on
the point of projection (the doll's eyes) alone, and\i/the plane of projection
(what the doll sees) is left quite vague.. In the shadow task,,both the point
opf projection (the light source) and the plane of prdection (the\screen) are
ipecified,for the child. In the geometric section/task, only the plane of
projection (the cut) is mentioned specifically; the icientity of the viewer,
the point of projection, is not specified. Studies in which the specifitity
of the' point and of the plane of projection are sytemaiically varied while
other variables are held constant would indicate the relative importance of
these aspects.

,

Cross-task comparisons within the same children would also be valuable.
The ages/given by Piaget are `so rough that one can see general patterns of
abilities emerging at about the same time but cannot detect any subtleties.
For exaMple, children are able to make a projeCtive straight line (experi-
ment,l) before they can succeed on any of the other tasksf, and projections
of shadows (experiment 3) and sections of geometrical solids (experiment 5).\
take longer for total success than the others' they require a stage IV.\
Whether this is due to the nature of the tasks or to the greater difficulty \
of the objects used (i.e.-ythat the objects used had greater "resistances") \

is not clear from the data Piaget reported. But one cannot tell in much \

detail the relationships among children's performances on experiments 2, 1,
4, and 5 during stages II and III. And this/ /is the period that is most impor-
tant to the planning of elementary school cutricula. In-depth case studies
of a few children in the Soviet style Might 1e particularly appropriate here.

Finelly, the first experiment of Piaget, the construction of a straight
line, is closest to being a true projective task. The concept of line-ia_:a

projecti4e concept; however, it is a very complex concept. Intermingled in
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the idea of linelare notions of continuity; collinearity, and rectilinearity.
Continuity, the construction of a line segment from adjacent points, ig a

very difficult one for children. It may be so because ea line appears to be

an undecomposable whole without any idea of a point involved. This line .,

may-be seen to be able to be broken up, but always into,smaller bits.of a.

line--small line segments. This idea o'f an undecomposable whole would be

one counterpart ofithe line most often seen in the world--an edge of some

object. Another aspect of the line--rectillnearity/curvilinetrity (and

planar/not planar)also stems partly from experiences with real objects:
things are flat orlcurved, have a sharp place (an edge). or are smooth, can

sit without rocking or cannot. A third source of complexity in the concept

of line is motion -- objects often move in straight paths. Visual obseryations

of the motions of other people and of objects and kinaesthetic data about

one's own-motion all can potentially clarify Or obfuscate the, developing

notion of a

Future retearch needs to differentiate cfesarly.among these 'various

aspects c.f the line. Research which would do this would contfibute.,.Onat

erably to our understanding of this important projective ConcePtY''

Affine Concepts /

Piaget did only one experiment to examine an affine concept -- conservation

of parallel lines.' To do this he studied the child's reactions to a series

of affine transforMations of linearly connected rhombuses: children were

asked to predict the shape of a tool called "Lazy Tongs" at it was opened.

This tool is pictured in figure 1. Younger children were given a'selection

of different sized rods and were asked to construct representations of the

tongs ("Make the little windows.") as they would appear as they were opened

more. ,Older 'children were asked to draw what would happen. Some children

were also given a.collection of rhombuses and non-rhombuses with the corners

covered (so that the sorting process would depend on the parallelism of the

sides and not the equality of the angles).

Figure 1. Rhombuses in "Lazy Tongs" closed and open
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'Staxi-j a child is unaple to anticipate any kind of trans-
.formation of windowb

, -

SiageJIA can anticipate change only after seeing the begin-.,

i
(4 - ,6) ning of the'oPening of the tool; then visualizesL.

.

an endless enlargement

7

of.the "windows"; drawipo

Stage IIB
are often crosses representing the lzn ', .

from seeing any position o'f theitoo n anticipate

(6 - 7) changes and sees that the windows will get larger
and,then smaller again; however, the lengths of the
sides of the rhoMbuses change as the shape changes, -,

,and the, opposite S ides do not remain parallel; : "

the transformation is still not a continuous series
of changes' with changes 14 height and width inverse
to each . other. e.

A,.

Stage IIIA the length of the sides of the rhombuses, remains

.(7 9) invariant and the sides are parallel, but all the

.

stages,of theibransformation are nOt clear;

Stage HIS. each stage of the transformation is clearly spelled

(9 - 11) out

Stage IV the whole process of transformation can be dedue!cld

(211i)' a priori, including the point at which the height-'.

becomes less than the width

.
'This particular task was an ill-chosen 'one f9r several reasons. First,

it confounds physical knowledge (having seen the tongs work before) and
logical-mathematical knowledge (conservation of parallelism). Second, it

;involves a transformation which-preserves parallelism, but also preserves

the.length of the sides of the rhoMbus, and therefore mixes affine and Eucli-

dean properties. 4 better affine task would preserve only parallelism. The

task alsoseems to involve causality--concern with why the tool Works' as it

.(lbs might be distracting. Finally, the task seems to require that the child

..'-picture the intermediary steps in a transforMation. This is quite difficult,

as.Piaget and Inhelder report in Mental Imagery in the Child.

Sorting true. and -falthe rhOmbuses kith their corners covered§ which Piaget

;i described but for which he did not report' results, would seem to be:.a better

affine task. Alternatively, a sorting task using rhombuses, trapezoids, and

irregular quadrilaterals with other features, carefully varied (length of

sides, area, etc:) might provide interesting results. Such sorting would,

of "course, be a perceptual task.' However, drawing might be used- to examine

.thesk.shapes on the conceptual level.

In addition'to tasks aimed at further 'investigating the-concept of paral-

lelism, table 1 could, be used to suggest productive research tasks involving

other affine concepts--e.g., convexity, betweenness, conservation of midpoints,

ratios of distances along,parallel lines. In,.fact, Martin's study in this

volume examines the last listed affine concept--ratios of distances along
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parallel lines. In particular, it would be interesting to have more infor-
Mation.about the parallel development of all the concepts within individual
children.

Similarity Concepts

Piaget's work on the development of similarity relations was fairly
thorough. If-involved five experiments.

Experiment 1: Drawing Similar Triangles Using Parallelism and Ratio

The tasks for this experiment are drawn in figurc 2. Solid lines repre-
sent what the child is given, and dotted lines show what he is asked to do.
Numbers in parentheses show the size of other triangles presented in each
task.

Stage 1
(-5 4.5)

St-age IIA
'(4.5 - 6.5)

Same IIB
7.5)

Stage MA
(7.5 9)

Stage MB
(9 ;-.!1.1)

Stage IV
(If 1.1y

impassible to carry out usefu -1 experiments

drawings take account of neither parallelism nor
the equality of the angle=
an intuitive idea of parallelism emees for some
particular triangles (equilateral and fttuse
isosOeles)_and there is marked progress in judging
the slope of sidesof the triangles

parallelism of the sidei of, inscribed triangles
is used to construct similar triangles--children
move the ruler-very carefully to maintain the_
same,slope
begins to use simple proportions (1:2) and to
measure the sides of'the triangle instead of using
parallelism; still uses addition instead of multi- 1
plication for difficult ratios (adds equal lengths"
to all sides)

can use proportions to construct similar triangles;
in particulai can do task 4 formore difficult
propOrtions

Experiment 2: Sorting Similar Cardboard Triangles

Children were asked to sort cardboard triangles into similar and'dissialar
groups. Various sizes and shapes were used. Children could handle these tri-
angles freely and superimpose them to check equality of angles if they wished.

impbssible to carry out useful experimentsStage I
(64.5)

Stage IIA
(4.5 - 6.5)

judgments are,made glaltally; sometimes equilateral
triangle's are put together; even when superimposing

. ° =
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(1)

Figure 2. Tasks for experiment 1

(2)

4 or 9 \4
°

\ \\
4

Also (3, 1.7, 1.7 *)

(3, 6, 6), (6.5, 4, 2.5)

Also (3, 6, 6) , (4, 2.5, 2.5),
(6, 4.5, 2.5)

(5) selection from drawings of
similar and dissimilar triangles

3
lr

4 Dr 9

Also (3, 6, 6) , '4, 2.5, 2.5),
(6, 4.5, 2.5)

(4)

256

covering:Sheet of paper

c*base, side, side): other sizes of triangles given in that task
All numbers are in centimeters.

Stage Irk (cont\.)

Stage 'II$
(6.5 - 7.5)

Stage IIIA
(7.5 - 9)

O

is demonstrated children still focus on the length
of sides as the sorting criterion
begins to notice the inclinations of the sides
and even sometimes characteristics of the apex
angle (e.g., refer to the thinness of a triangle);
when shown how to superimpose triangles, sometimes
look at the apex angle but not used very accurately

spontaneous superimposing; classification by paral-
lelism of sides is successful; a beginning of foc&sing
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Stage IIIA
(cont.)

Stage IIIB
(9.- %X)

-\ /257

attention on angles

/

classification by superimposing the angles in a
triangle

1

Piaget remarks_that he obtained' similar stages when he had children sort
similar 2ardboard rhombuses,.but he does not report any details of this
experiment.

Experiment 3: hoosing and Drawing Similar Rectangles
.

Two kinds of tasks were involved.. In the first, childre were shown
a standard drawing.of a rectangle 1.5 cm by 3 cm and compari on drawings of
rectangles 4 cm in width but' with le4gths varying from 6 to, 5 cm (8 being
correct). The were asked to choose whi-% drawing was "the/same shape but

bigger" or the "daddy of the little/one A magnifying glass was sometimes
T

used to demonstrate enlargement. I the other task, the child was asked to

drawing.. Sometimes a bas, line of double or triple length was given.11.:

"- diaw on another sheet of paper a b of the same shape but/..larger than the

standard
To clarify thelrequest for a I- .-..i similar figure, children often practiced

by classifying simila-,- a- . --;iralar rhor-uses. /

,Stage I
(5 4.5)

Stage II
(4.5 - 7.5)

Stage II1A
(7.5 9.5)

Stage III6
(9.5 - 11)

Stage IV
(' 11)

outside the possibilities of experimentation

sel
rat
aim
(i.

cted and spontaneous drawings both have the
o of length to height greater than it is--
st as if a child thinkt, "The more rectangular

., longer) it is, the /better."

pereptual comparisons become fairly accurate,
.
but drawings are not; centrations alternate be-

twe n length and width; spontaneous attempts at
mea urement
uses measurement in dra ings; adds equal amounts
to t e length and width by drawing and then alters

the rawing to match his perceptual estimate;
drawi gs correct for simple ratios (1:2)

uses m ltiplication to / make correct drawings
involvi g more diffic lt proportions

guration of Line SegmentsExperiment 4: lirawing a Similar Con
I

Piaget triO one other experime t involving proportionality in which

he tried to eliminate the role of the strong configuration in the triangle

and rectangle e perimetnts. A drawing like that /in figure 3 was nrcsented,

and children we e asked to select core ct enlargements and to draw them.
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The stages matched those in the rec-
tangle experiment. By Stage IIIB,
a and b were drawn correctly; and by
Stage IV, c was, also correct. .

Experiment 5: Copying Supplementary Angles

One experiment reported by Piaget in The Child's Conception of Geometry
is also relevant here.. Children were asked to reproduce on another sheet

the drawing.in figure 4. They could
study the figure as often as theywithedFigure 4

A

Stage I
(4.4.5)

Stage IIA
(4.5 - 6)

Stage IIB
(6 - 7)

Stage ILIA
(7 - 8.5)

Stage IIIB
(8.5 - 11)

C.

B

except when they were actually drawing
(the model was placed behind the subject).
Thus, direct visual comparison was elimi-
nated. Rulers, strips of paper, string,
cardboard triangles (for angles), and
compasses were provided to be used in

measuring.

drawings made by visual estimate

visual estimate, no attempt at measure-
ment even when it is suggested
AB or CD or both were measured, but not
AD or DB or the angle

AD and DB are measured, and children
tried to maintain the slope of their
rule:: when drawing CD._
AC and CB were measured to.fix point C

Stage IV most children dropped a perpendicular

(2 11) from C and used it to find the location
of point C

Summary of Similarity Concepts

This set of experiments examines the h.aic set of ideas in similarities- -

angles and ratios of lengths' along non-palallel lines. The tasks also involved
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shapes whoee equal angles will determine similarity (triangles) and those
that will not be so determined (rectangles). The tasks involvirit: picture
selection were perceptual, and the drawing tasks were conceptual. Tasks
which fall between these two (into representation) might involve the con-
struction of similar figures using sets of equal sticks (the ratio would
be determined by the number of sticks used per side) or using sets of un-
equal sticks\(the ratio would then be determined by the size of the sticks
used). Alternatively, figures might be constructed on identical or similar
geoboards. Such research studies would relate directly to the schools,
for such tasks would be good geometric activities for children.

Piaget's similarity experiments seem more relevant to school mathe=
matics than the projective or affine experiments. This is because simi-
larity ideas are included in many parts of the school curriculum. Some
models for rational number concepts-are based On similarity; thus, part of
students' difficulty with rationals may stem from problems with similarity
ideas. Ratio and proportion are part of the 4hool curriculum frbm at least
the seventh grade on, and they present many difficulties to the student.
Stkmdardized tests include many proportion word problems. Verbal analogies
(a:b::c:d) form major parts of many intelligence tests. Similar geometric
shapes would seem to provide a helpful mental image for other types of pro-
portion and analogy situations. Training studies of teaching experiments
concerning ways to teach geometric similarities.and ways to generalize the
solution of geometric proportions to other types of proportion would be
valuable.

Experiment 2 is the only one of Piaget's similarity experiments that
directly addresses the topological to Euclidean assertion. In Stage IIIA
children classify similar triangles by the parallelism of their sides, and
not until later (Stage IIIB) do they classify by comparing the angles.
Here the affine concept, parallelism, is used before the similarity idea,
equality of angles. Thus Piaget's evidence for the progression of the
middle geometries from projective to affine to similarity primarily consists
of two experiments: the first projective experiment which demonstrates that
the projective straight line can be constructed by age 7 and the second
similarity experiment which indicates that parallelism is used in classifying
triangles by age 7.5 to 9 and angles are used by ages 9-11. This evidence
is intriguing, but certainly not sufficient. Other studies which examine
different projective, affine, and similarity concepts are needed, especially
those which examine-ali three types of concepts in the same children.

Conclusion

Piaget performed a valuable service by pointing out the importance of
different viewpoints and of children's conscious awareness of different view-
points. lie has offered an intriguing hypothesis in the topological-Euclidean
ordering, one that seems to provide 'a productive array of research questions.
His experiments always offer great insight in_o the ways children think and

act. But people with mathematical training neeeto design and carry out
studies which will elucidate and begin to answer the questions Piaget has.
raised concerning projective, affine, and similarity concepts.
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The Child'S concept of Ratio of Distant-es,'

--an Affine Imariant

J. Larry Martin
Missouri SouEhern
State College

Felix Klein's Erlanger Programm has been used to classify geometries.
according .to their subgroup relationShips. AcCordingly, the Arnim group
is a subgroup of the Projective group and contains the group of similar-
ities as a subgroup (see figure 1). The. Programm has also been appealed
to recently by mathematics educators And psycfiOlogiats as modeling the
sequence of.the child's construction of space. Piaget maintains that
the child' constructs his conceptual space in an order roughly parallel
ing.the classificiation of geometries. That is; to Piaget, the child's
first spatial constructions are topological. Projective and Euclidean
concepts develop later.

Topological
Transformb.tions

Projective .

'Transformations

Affine
Transformations,

.

.

.

,

,,

Similarity
Transfor ,t_..

. .

Euclidean

Transformations

.

Figure 1. A hierarchy of transformation subgroups.

There have been a few replications of Piaget's work investigatin&
the child's concept of space. There have been feWer. tests of his theory...

Mathematics eduCators.mus;.examine the.structure mathematics _in-;

.:Volved in the various geothetries and ask:questions about the consequences°
of 'the developmental sequences suggested,,by.Plaget. Applying this sequence
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to the mathematical sr-ucture can lead to many research questions
(Martin, 976).

SinCe similarities form a subgroup of the, affine group, if Piaget's
suggested sequence is essentially correct, one would expect affine con-
cept,' to develop prior to similarity concepts. Parallelism is associated
with affine geometry. Angle measure and proportionality are associated
with similarities. However,. affine transformatioqs also preserve ratios
of distances, provideg the distances are taken along the same line or
along parallel lines. Similarity transformations conserve ratios of
distances in all directions. Two.vatural qUestions arise: (1) When do
children develqp the ability to conserve ratios of distances in-one direc-
tion?, and (2) Does this ability develop prior to the ability to conserve
ratios in all directions? This study deals primarily with the first ques-
tion. Attempts toianower the second question will be made by comparing
the results of this investigation to the results from Piaget's similarity
experiments (Piaget, 1967).

262

. Related Literature and Mathematical Considerations

Fuson (this volume) reviews some of Piaget's (1967) research dealing
with affine and similarity concePts and notes the paucity of related studies.,
Piaget's lone affine task is the now famil0.4 'Lazy Tongs" task. As Fuson
notes, the transformation involved conserves length as, well as paralleliam
and thus contains Euclidean elements. 'Piaget recognizes that he is util-
izing a particular type of affine transformation and reports the children's
development in terms of bdth parallelism and the invariant length of the
sides. Though Piaget is aware that length is not an affine invariant
(p. 305),'he evidently does not view the fact as a major obstacle to .a
study of the child',s representation of parallel lines and of his concept of
parallelism. 'On the basis of the results for this-task, he reports that
the concept of parallelism is acquired at about 7 or 8 years of age. Since
Piaget defines affinities as "projective correspondences conserving,paral-
lelisms" 301),,he then turns his attention tc similarities ("affinities
conserving angles" (p. 301)). More will be'said .about his similarity tasks
later.

Although parallelism is an,affine invariant, this investigation deals
with the affine invariant of ratios of distances intone direttion, that is,
ratios of distances on the same line or along parallel lines.. Piaget does
not address himself to the study of this concept.

A discussion of ratio and proportion is appropriate here. "Ratio"
is defined as the quotient of two numbers. More generally,the term conveys
the notion of relative magnitude. The conservation of a ratio of distances
is illustr ted'in figure 2. Since affine transformations preserve ratios
of distances on the same line or parallel lines, they, in particular, send

For a detailed list of invariant properties associated wlth transformation

groups, see Fuson, this volume.
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equal distances into, equal distances, thUs preserving midpoints. The rec-
tangle:ABCD is affinely equivalent to the parallelogram A'B'C'D'. The
ratio-AP/PkiSequal to, A'P'/P'W., 'These are/ratios of segments along
the same line and 'its image, respectively. The ratio AP/AR is not equal
to the ratio A'P' /A'R'. These are ratios.taken'neither frOmthe same
line nor along, parallel lines. A similarity transformation would have
preserved ratios in all directions.

A P B

C

10-

Figure 2. Ratios of distahces preserved

A "proportion" is an equivalence of two ratios. Many mathematical
models used to describe physical reality involve proportionality. Studies
on proportion (Lunzer & Pumfrey, 1966; Lovell & Butterworth, 1966) have
concluded that the schema of proportionality is of a higher order than the
schema cf. ratio: This is reasonable to expect and is consistant with
Piagetian-theory, proportion biing a relation'between reldtions.

Consider the proportion a/b = c/d. Td focus on the geometric aspects
of ratio and proportion and place the discussion within the context of
this irestigafion, suppose rod R1 is-divided into "b" congruent segments.
The ratio a/b could be used to denote the relative magnitude of ,"a." seg-
ments to the total length. How could the situation be, varied to obtain
the proportion a/b = c/d? Rod R2 could be congruent or identical to Ri
but subdivided into "d" (#b) segments. Then a/b = c/d if but only if - -

a.d = b.c. In this case b # d and a # c 2/3 = 4/6), but the segment_
of 'R which is "c" segments long is congruent to the,, segment of

segments
is

"a" segments long.

Another possibility.would be to choose. rod Ri of different length,. :

than.Ri but divide 'it into "d" (=b) congruent segmtnts....T' ratio c/d
would. represent the relatiVemagnitude of "c" segments to'LLJetotal length.
Then a/b = c/d because a=c and b=d. But the segment Ri which is "a"
segments long would not be .congruent to the segment.-of. R2 which is "a"
segments long,

These two. proportions should be quite different psychologically.
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Note tri4t in'the former case, the unit remained the same but it was divided
into a different number-of segments... This type of proportion usually
appears in the middle 'school curriculum. In the latter 'case the size of ,
the unit. changed but the number of subdivisions remained the same. It
seems appropriate to'designate this second type of proportion conservation
of.a ratio This tyPe of proportion is less frequently encountered in
textbooks. Though unsuitable in a'cOntext of generating equivalent
fractions, it is highly re.11evantto geometry. For example, if a polygon
Pi is similar to arpolygon then the ratio of the lengths of two of
tfie sides of P

1
is'conserved`in Ithe ratio of their respective Images.

The ratios are identical.

In a series of investigations, R. Karplus et al. (Karplus, R. &
Peterson, 1970; Karplus, P., & Karplus,'E. F., 1972'; Karplus',' E. F.,
Karplus, R., & Wollman% 1974; Wollman & Karplus, R., 1974) studied the
development of the child's concept .of proportionality. Although they
used several different tasks, only'one will be described here as illus-
trative. Subjects were given a'picture of a stick figure, called Mr. Short,
and some-paper clips. They were told of another stick figure, Mk. Tail, .

'similar to Mr. Short but taller. -The eXperimenter stated, "I measured Mr.
-Short's height with large buttons, ode on top of the other, starting,with
the floor between Mr. Short's feet and going to the top of his head. Four
buttons reached to the top of his head. ...Then .I measured Mr. Tall-with
the .same buttons and found that he was six buttons high." The subjects'
.task was to measure Mr. Short's height in paper clips and predict the
height of Mr. Tall in paper clips and then explain how they figured their
prediction. Although this particular task was group administered and used
paper and pencil, other tasks were, given during ,individual interviews.

Mr. Short's height measured in paper clips was 6. This-65-Uld give
rise to the proportion:

4 buttons for Mr. Short 6 paper clips for Mr. Short

,6 buttons for Mr. Tall x paper clips for Mk. Tall

How can this proportion be interpreted? Is the unit subdivided into
'a different number of segments on each side of the equality? Is the unit
different on each side? What is the unit? OLe possible interpretation is
that the unit is Mr. Tall or a line segment of length equal to the height
of Mr. Tall. This unit is divided into six segments. Mr. Short could be
thought of as a subset of the unit consisting of four of those segments.
The unit is then subdivided into small segments, each of length equal to
the length o7 a paper clip. An alternate choice of the unit could be Mr.
Short. There are other possible choices for the unit. Indeed there are
other possible proportions.for representing the problem. This dia-mssion
merely serves to demonstrate some of the possible complications involved
in proportional reasoning.'

Some would not label this second type a proport:,on be9ause the uni: has
changed.
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Lunzer and Pumfrey (1966) and Lovell and Butterworth (1966) have found
that proportional reasoning unaccompanied by physical actions,are rarely
used before age 15. Karplus, in the studies cited earlier, found only
10-15% of seventh and eighth graders consistently used proportional reavon-
ing to solve his tasks. He suggests that factors such as the ratio involved
and the "cognitive style" of the subject also contribute to the strategy
'used. The Karplus studies are recommended both for their longitudinal
nature and for their interesting analyses of proportional reasoning.

Piaget (1967) Maintains that proportionality is more easily studied
in spatial.p2Oblems than in nongeometrical situations. Here the origins.
of proportional reasoning can be found in the - actual perception of figufes.
Once again,.however; the distinction must be made between perception and'
representation, "Assuming that the child can perceive two models as similar,
will he be able to draw them in proportion, not only as regards the overall
appearance, but preserving the-angles and relative dimensions?" (p., 322)?
Since Fuson has already summarized Piaget's-similarity experiments, only-
a few points of particular relevance ,to this investigation will be high-
lighted. First, ftrategiesutilizing parallelism. are used prior to strat-
egies based on congruent angles for solving geometric proportion-problems.
The parallelism strategy surfaces around 8 or 9 years of-age with the angle
strategy following between the. ages of 9 and 11.. Second, in the case of
selecting OT producing similar rectangles, perception is fairly,accurate
at age 7.5 -9:5 year but,erawing!are,not. The drawings are rectangles,
however,'and thua conse -__ angles, parallelism, andratica of distande
along parallel lines. Early attempts at:proportional reasoning at around
9.5 - 11 years of.age take .the form .of adding equal amounts to the length
and to the-width. Drawings are more likely to be correct for simple ratios
such as 2:1-. (Karplus also reports.awidespread use of addifiN reasoning
among his subjects-and'a higher rate of success for thesimplersratios.)
Piaget's subjects attained. a stable lidantitativeconcepf of. proportionality
at around 12 years of age.' Piaget thus reports three phasesin the davelop-
ment of similarities and proportiOns: (1) Parallelism of sides,-(2) equality
of angles, and (3) metric proportionality:.

Procedures
ry

The Sample: The sample consisted of 40 subjects, 20 from grade 5, and 10.
from each of grades 3 and 4. The children were randomly selected from four
elementary schols chosen by the Associate Superintendent of the Joplin,
Missouri, public.schoodistrict as representative of the district. The
schools were "representative" in a socio-economic sense,-their composite
student population forming a heteroget,-.3us group-ranging from upper-middle
to lower socio- economic levels. Five children.were selected from each school
at each grade.level. Originally.it was planned to use 2d subjects from each
of grades.3, 4, and However, the uniformly, poor performance of the third
and fourth'graders on the tasks made it unnecessary, inuthe.opinion of this'
investigator, to interview the remaining 20. children.

. .

The aVeTage age of the fifth-graders was 11 year!, 1 month; the average
age of the fourth graders was 9.years, 8 monfhs;- and-the'average age of, the
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third graders was 8 years, 11' months. The standard deviation was 4 months/
for grades 4 and 5, and 6 months for grade 3. 'Based upon Piaget's. findings,
these ages were selected as most likely to yield measurable results on .

affine tasks, or more particularly, on conservation of ratios of distances.

-Itdm

1

Table.1

'Conservation of Ratio of Distances -Test

Model Copies.

35 cm, bead at 25 28 cm, bead at 15
.bead at 18
bead at 20
bead at 22
bead at 25

' 2 21.tm, bead at 15 same as on item 1

3 28 cm,,bead at 20.. 21 cm, bead at 15'
35 cm, bead at 27
42 cm, bead at 28

6

_ 7

8

cm, bead at-20

28 cm, bead at 20

35' cm, bead at 25"

21'cm, bead at 15

38 cm, bead at 20

9 28.cm, blE'ad at 20

10 28 cm, bead at 20

11 28 cm, bead at 20

0

21 cm, bead at 13
35 cm, bead at 25
42 cm, bead at 33

21 cm, bead at 11
35 cm, bead at 27
42 cm, bead at 30

place bead on 42 cm rod

place bead on 14 dm rod

place bead on 35 cm rod

place bead on 21 cm rod

(fray rod same size

draw,a shorter rod

12 .21 cm, bead at 15 draw a longer rod

The Test: The test was composed of 12 items (see table 1). The first five

items consist of a model and copies. In each case the model is a rod.3mm

in diameter with a bead placed on it dividing the rod intotwo segments

having-lengths in the ratio of 5:2. In other Words, the bead is 5/7 of the

way from end of the rod to the other. The copies are also of ,3mm diameter
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and have beads located as in table 1. The task is to select the copy which

preserves the ratio. The copies are constructed so as to yield clues of

the strategies used by the subjects. For example, he may conserve the dis-

tance from the bead to one end or the other of the-model rod on his choice

oE copies. Or he may rely solely on perception and overestimate or under-

estimate the distance from the end_to the bead on the copy. Item 1 re-

.quirek.SelectiOn from copieg-all shorter than the model; item .2 requires

selection from copies all longerthan_the-iodel; items 3-5 require selec

tion from'copies some longer, some shorter than the model. .

.

Items 679'require. the subject to construct copies of a model by placing

a bead-appropriately on a rod of different length from that of-the model.

-----:1-----7atems:10-12. require the subject to draw.copies the same size as,.shorter.

than, or longer than the.model with the bead drawn appropriately.

Administration: During individual interviews with each child the items were

Tresented.ln ofder 1-42. The interview began with two warm7upliasks. Since.

the warm-up tasks were designed to:convey the intent of the taskb to follow,

the interviewer. used a limited .intervention. ormat-giVing suggestions to

or asking leading questions of the subject. Such an approachwas justified:

/. on the bssis that a child is not likely to develop a scheme for conserving

ratios of distance from such minimal assistance.

.

Before beginning the warm -up taskS, the:investigator told the subject

that were no right or wrong answers to the upcoming questions, and

that. he .(the investigator) just, wanted to know how.he (the:subjett)
felt

about the answers. 'In the first warmup task, the subject was presented'a

model rod 25 cm long. The rod was subdivided into five congruent segments -

by ink marks on the rod.. -A bead was on the rod.dividing.the rod into lengths

in the ratio 3i2 (i.e., the bead was on the third mark). The Subject was

asked to imagine thafthe rod ;"gets shorter and shorter until it is. just

this size." At this point a second' rod, shorter (20 an _a length)'than

ehe first, ways given to the child. It, too, was subdiVided into-five con-

:gruent segments but contained no heAd. The.child-was asked to put the

.
bead on the second rod where he thoughi it be. The task was repeated

requiring the subject to place: the.bead on a rod longer (30 cm) than the

mark of the longer rod, the investigator called thesuOect'sattention toriginal. If the child did not respond by placing the b'ead.en-the third

the- marks on the rods. Ih '.he discuSsion-which f011owed, investigator

.asked such questions as,. "If We cut- the sticks at each mark,_how many pieces..

would _we get?";. "Would they all bethe'same length or would they he of dif

ferent lengths?"; and, "How many pieces are there on that side of the) bead?...

How'many on the-other side of the bead ?" After the discussion the task was

'repeated. Effects of. this intervention are discussed later in this paper.

In the second warm -up task, the subject was presented a model rod

28 cm long. A bead was located 21 cm from one.end. There were no marks

on the rod, thus no convenient subdivisions. InstructIL:ns similar., to those

on the'first task. were then given and the subject was asked to place/the

bead appropriately on an unmarked rod of length 24 cm. While the subject

investigated the model and the copy rods, the investigator commented_ on the
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absence of the-marks lnd plaCed a "tielper Stick" alongside the mode]. The
"helper stick". was-of the same length as the model and was subdivided into
four congruent segments; but contained- no bead. Placing the aid alongside
the'model reveafed.that the bead on the,moieil, would be .on the third mark
if the:model-was mared, thus dividing' the inodel rod into segments in the
ratio of 3:1. TheinVestigator-suggested. that perhaps- the "helper stick"
could be useful and presented two more "helper.stiCks" of length equal/to
the'unmarked copy. rod. Hoth,ofthese.latteraids were subdivided into
four Segments but-only one was divided 'into congruent segments. The sub=..
ject was tbenrallowed to-usethe aids. The task was repeated in a similar
fashion with thesamE model rod but-with an unmarked 'rodof length 32 cm
upon,which to place the bead. ..AnalogohslY, Aids.were presented

/.

RegardlessOf"which "helper stick" the subject used, that 14, th(?. one
imarked in cOngruent segments-or the one in noncOngruent segments, the inves-
tigatovasked'quePions:such as, "Could we use the other helper stick ?...
What'Would lia0Pen.if we were,to do so?...Would it make any difference Or
would the bead go in the same.place?"-These questions and the-ensuing dis-
usSiOn were intended 'to make the siThjeCt:aware of the fact that the two
aids were different: However,' the subject was not told which. one to use.

. .

None of the rods used in the actual test items were marked. However,
acoll'eCAOn of "helper stick61' and a Meter.stick were available during
the administrations of'each item. The collection 'contained -10 rods, two of
each of tfieffengths 14,, 28,'35, and 42 cm. Thus for each rod used

ceither as a,model or a copy ihere.were two, possible."helper sticks." All
Of.the(potential.aids were. subdivided into seven subdivisiOns.-One.aid of
each length was dividedinto.congruent subdivisiona,the other serving as

,a mislead. The children were told the "helper sticks" were to use if they:
wan d'to. do so... 'The time required for each interview WaS20-35 minutes.

Ind eased -use of-the aids resulted in an increase inthe amount t-of time
re irsd.

sults

. 'Of.the 10 third graders, none answered more:than two of the first nine.
" items correctly. Of the 10 fourth graders,_none answered more'than three
of the first nine items correctly. The variability was much higher for the

. fifth grade scores. Seven. o the 20 fifth graders responded approPriately
to all of the first nine items On.the other hand, two of the fifth grade
children made sCores'of zero. Mean scores for the third, fourth', and fifth
grades were ...9; 1.1, and 5.85 respectively ,TheSe.datatogether with a Ere.-
quency distribution are displayed in tableS00.3; / --

A .

.Since no exact length for the drawings'vaieStabliehed physiCally by
any proposed copies in items 11 and 12.-itwas necessahi-to d pine what a .

correct response would be An error of ---L-.cm:---was aliOwed for the placement

. of-the.bead olia rod 'of length 28' em.: This .rod was selected because of its

'predominance. in: -the taaka: The-error aMOitittS.:tOapprokimately 4% of the
.

'- length of the rod. This same percent error" was then applied to whatever
;-'
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'..lerlgth the subject drew. That is, in order to be counted as correct, the
bead had to be located. in the drawing at a .point

. .

(5/7 .04) Length

from one end Of the rod. (This same criterion was also applied to the
locatiOn of the bead for items 6 through 9.) '

All but two of the third graders were able to draw a copy the same
size as the model-' (item 10). Only one Of-the fourth graders failed at
this task and none of the fifth graders,failed. Three thirs.1 graders suc-
ceeded on item 11 (smaller copy) and three on item 12 (larger copy). How-
ever, none were successful on both: _One*fourth t7:ader drew an appropriate
copy fOr item 11 and three drew appropriate Copies for item 12. Again,
no one Succeeded on both tasks.. Ten'fifth graders conserved ratio of dis-
tances in their drawing of-,a:coPY shorter than-the model and 13 did so-in.
their.drawing of a ctopy longer.than.the,model Nine drew appropriate.
copies for both. Four of these latter nine;also had made perfect scores
on ore had missed'only the first item, and one had missedonly
the first;, items.

Table

_

.'`.Frequency Distribution by Grade for Items 1 -9

- .'4

Score

5

Grade 3 4 3 0 0 0 0 Q.

Grade 4 3 4 2- . 0 . 0 0

Grade 5 3 '0 A 3 1 2 7

Total 7 8 1 3 1 1 7

Table 3

Means and StaAard Deviations by. Grade for Items 1-9

10

20

40

Grade-3 Grade 4 Grade'5 Total

Mean .9 1.1 5.85 3.42

Std. Dev.... .83 .94 3.15 3.35,
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A measure other than sc re of each child's conception of conservation
of ratio is the strategy em Toyed in responding to the tasks. Only three

third graders made any use hatever of the available aids. Five fourth
graders used them oa at least one item, but three of these on only one
item and none on more than five. In contrast, 19 of 20 fifth graders.em-

-.

'ployed the aids and 18 of these used them i.. some fashion on every !item.

More will he said about the / various uses of-the aids in the next section.

The most frequently observed incorrect strategy was the conservation
'

of the distance from one erl.d of the rod to th bead. Eight subjects con-

served the distance fiom the bead to the right end of the rod on their
copies on at least five of the firs't nine items. Four of these eight-were
third graders, three i.re fourth graders, and one was a fifth grader.
Conservation of the eiL,;71.nce from the leftend to the bead was leSs frequent

and never occurre1 as consistent; strategy. :It was used most frequently
by one fourth grader who applied it,to four items in combination with con-

servation of the distance from the right end to the bead on two more items.

On the drawing,items one fifth orader conserved therdistance from the bead

to'the left end of the rod .on item 11 and one conserved the distance to the

right end on item 12. None of the third or fourth graders did either on

sir drawings.

Scores and strategies of the fifth graders were dramatically differen:

from scores and strategies 'of the third and fourth graders: The fifth

graders used the aids. The younger subjects did.not. Eleven of the fifth

graders had a success rate of 75% or higher. None of the third or fourth

graders had a success rate as high as 50%.,., One of the major questions of.

the study was, 'When do children develop the ability t,; conserve ratios a
distances in one direction?" To the extent that the test used in this study

measures this ability, the answer appears rather clearly tr, be around age 11.

To answer the second major question, "Does this ability develop prior

to the ability to conserve ratios of distances in all directions?", it is

necessary to re-examine Piaget's similarity experiment results. Piaget

found,soie quantitative idea. of proportions present among children younger

than 11 years of age but only for simple tasks and simple ratios such. as 1:2.

But it was-not until Stage IV, about 11 veers of age, that,his subjects

applied quantitati_ )roportional reasoning consistently. Thus, seemingly

Piaget's subjects s.. ..eeded on his similarity tasks at about the same age as

did the subjects in this investigation.

To provide better answers to the second question, further investigation

is desirable. One s.,ggestion is to use two sets of tasks, one requiring

,conservation Of ratios pf distances in one direction as in this investigation,

followed by a set of similarity tasks requiring conservation in all directions

Probably the sample should use fifth and sixth graders. Such a study could

attempt to identify children who can conserve ratios of distances in one

direction (affine invariance) but who cannot conserve ratios of distances
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in all directions siOultouely. (similarity ina nce).

A comment should, be' made about the effect f th warm-up tasks. Most.

of the subjects, even', the younger ones, were ab e to\use the aids appro-
priately during the warm-up tasks after discussion. Also the younger sub-
jects were often able\to justify using the "helper stick" with the congruent
segments as better than using the "helper stick" with 1oncongruent segmen-.:s.
Yet, only:the fifth graders were'aule to use the aids o the actual test.
One interpretation of the fifth graders' success is tha they learned a
strategy during the warm-up tasks. But children of all s used the aids
in the warm-up tasks. !.Why did none of the third or fourth graders learn
the strategy?

I

An alternate interpretation is that the fifth graders\recognized in
the aids a means to apply mental 'operations available to them which were
not yet available to the' third and fourth graders. This position is sup-
ported by the fact that during the warm-up tasks it was not\necessary to
find an appropriate aid for the model. It was" provided by the investigator,
and it was necessary to select from only two 'helper stick.,"\the appropriate

/

vone for use in making the copy. During the actual test all 8.,f the aid rods
!,were together and it was necessary to select bne appropriate or use with
the model and one appropriate for the copy. On items 3 - 5 this meant
comparing aids to copies of th.:.ee different lengths. so.the subject could
not even know which length aid he needed. Therefore, in the opinion of
this investigator, it is this latter interpretation which should be made.

\
i

; 1
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Cognitive Studies Using Euclidean Transformations

John C. Moyer Howard C. Johnson
Margnette University Syra use University

When a'mathemat'ics educator tries to determine a sequence of appropriate
instructional experiences leading to a mathematical concept, he often per- c.

forms a Gagne-type analysis of the concept. That is, the educator creates
a hierarchy of "leanings" which must be mastered before terminal concept
attainment is possible. Invariably prerequisite learnings are included in
the hierarchy, if they are logically (mathematically) more primitive than
the 'desired learning and if these mathematically determined prerequisites
generally fall within the scope of the curriculum at a given level.

This method of modeling instructional structure almost solely on mathe-
matical structure has-bean used for years and has met with a certain amount
of difficulty. Perhaps .a rethinking of certain assumptions underlying this
approach is in order. Specifically, a large part of the difficulty may lie
in the tacit acceptance of two unwarranted assumptions: first, that people
structure conceptsin a manner that is mathematically logical; and second,
that children structure concepts in tae same way that adults do.'

With regard to the first assumption, Lesh (1976) points out that there
are some striking dissimilarities between general mathematical structures
and children's basic cognitive structures. He maintains that the structures

.

children use when first mastering a c/oncept are "...'messy' structures that
dp rat give rise to net tidy theories...It seems likely that mathematical

Many children's concepts will involve structures that mathe-
maticians have not bothered to formalize" (p. 50). Ind_. d,

contribution to this volume is a careful development of a mathematical model
of the cognitive structures used when children deal with isometries, and the
frameworkof his model is considerably more involved than the usual mathe-
matical structure for the group of rigid motions.

Dienes has consistently argued that children think differently than adults

Adults tend to .think analytically, .which_ means that they tend to
see a structure as a'set of relationships and to understand it by
analyzing it into these component relationships. Children tend to
t:lnk constructively, which means that they-tend to build up their
str:::!_ures from separate 'components. All the while they have'an
intuiLive idea or 'feel' for the kind of end-result they desire..
This disparity between child and adult often result's in a lack of
effective communication between teacher and It is as though'
they were at opposite ends of a long tunnel or that each were looking
at opposite sides of the same coin.J1971, p. 58)

The authors gratefully acknowledge the assistance of Dr. Darryl Downing,
Marquette University,, in designing the statistical analysis fcr the second

study. Also, August Felish and Clare.Heideman are acknowledged for their

assistance in 'helping to collett the data. The research reported in 'the second

study was supperted in part by a'grant from the Marquette University Committee

on Research.
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If, in fact, the above views'are valid,-then present methods of curric-

'ulum design should be revised. The Gagne approach, in essence, reducesa
mathematical concept to the sum of its logical prerequisites. Perhaps this

position is tenable, in the mathematical realm, where, for example, the
juxtaposition of plpq and q.4r inexorably leads to.p*r. However, when

human beings enter into an eduCational protess there is yet another impor-

tant factor that must be takenjnto consideration when developing instruc-
tional structures, viz. the cognitive structure of the learner, be he adult

or child.

To further explore the.above-positions, three studies were designed to

investigate the nature of specific mathematical concepts as they relate to

the cognitive structure of the learner. The first study, by Moyer, uses '

isometries to demonstrate that the spontaneously developed cognitive struc-

tures that young children brirg to bear when performing tuclideau transfor-
iliakiohs are not totally compatible with the mathematical structure of the

gi'oUp of rigid motions. Thesecoad study, by Moyer and Johnson; analyzes

the performance of older subjects on a three-dimensional task in transfor-

mation geometry. Results. indicate that the difficulty of the task is not

predictable on the basis'of mathematical structure alone -even though:the

subjects are somewhat older and might be expected to possess structures more

in accord with "typical" mathematical structures. Finally, the third study,

by Johnson, gives an example of an instructional,structure that can be,,used,

to bridge the gap when the mathematical structure of the task and the cogni-

tive structure of "the learner are not entirely, compatible. '

The First Study: Two-Dimensional Isometries and Young Children

Piaget (1971) has indicated,that the spontaneous intuitive structures

that young children autoh.at±cally build through interaction with their envi.:

ronment correspond quite closely with structures that mathematiCians have

developed. TLe problem is to determine which mathematical structures have

cognitive correlates at what ago levels, and to what extent. In this first

study, .Moyer (1974) set out to determine the extent to which the structures

that children utilize when 1) rforming Euclidean transformations correspond

to the mathematical struc Ze of isometries. Specifically, thtee areas of

possible correspondence were explored. These are reflect:ad in the three

major questions researched.

(1) "Is a child's understanding of isometries dependent upon an explicit

awareness of the physical motion related to a given transformation?"

Mathematically, motion.is not involved. Euclidean transformationsare 1-1

correspondences between (static) images and their (static) pre-imageS.

ftr children (cyr even adults) it may be thaL the essen-

tialnature of ;:clideantransformations involves a visualization of the

,Aatual motion involved.

(2) "Which invariant aspects of a given Euclidean transformation are

perceived as.most critical?" Mathematically speakiig, topological invar-

iants( are more primitive than Euclidean'or ProjectiVe'invariants. Hence,-

mathematical structure would predict that a child unf-ble to conserve the

Euclidean aspects of a given transformation might nonetheless feel very
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comfortable in conserving the topological aspects.

(3) "Are Euclidean reflections easier for children to deal wit".., than
tradslations and rotations ?" According to mathematical structure, reflec-
tion's are mathematically more primitiVe than rotations or translations.
because compositions of appropriate reflections giVe risetto the other

two types of transformations. Similarly, rotations are more primitive

than translations. But, these facts do not necessarily imply that the
,oi.der of difficulty of children's.transformation tasks are: reflections,
(easiest), rotations (next easiest), translations (hardest). In fact,
the opposite order.of difficulty could perhaps be a more accurate de-,

scription of children's performance on transformation tasks.

I

Procedure

The study involved 120 preschool, kindergarten, first, second, and

third grade,children. Two identical, specially marked plastic disks
(12 inches in diameter) were set before each child. The experimenter placed

a dot on the left disk. The child was then asked to place ..a dot on the right

disk so that the two d-isks would remain identical. The child was_given nine .

tasks, for which the disks were variously placed so that they ct.uld be shown

congruent by a slide, a flip, or a turn. Further, in some instances the

chill was shown the motion (M) necessary for the superposition of the circles;

in others he was not (M). Finally, some of the trials utilized disks which
were shaded half-red (R); others used disks without any red (R) (see figure 1).

Figure 1. Disposition of the circles fol. each of the nine, taskg immediately
Prior to subject's.response

CATE-
GORY

TRANSFORMATION

- SLIDE TURN

R Ni

R671
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The results showed that cognitive ability is in accord with mathemati-
"cal structure in the first two areas' investigated. First, explicit awareness
of the motion associated with a transformation neither helped nor hindered

.a child's ability to perform a task. This is in accord with the mathemati-
cal structure in that mathematics is also oblivious to the actual motion
involve(' '..This interesting result is limited to the tasks used in the study.
However. Lt does point Ole way for further research with different trans-
formations using different materials. The result of, such testing could
have strong implications for the current empasis on the motion aspect of
the Euclidean traiisformations done in the elementary school: For example,
if further research indicated that the motion involved,in Euclidean trans-'"
formations is'a confusing element, then instruction might be better developed
fro a .1-1 correspondende'point of view.

Second, the topological property of encldaure (as illustrated by the
dot in the red portion) was significantly important'for children regardless
of age, chile the use of the projective and Euclidean cues (e.g., the distance
of the dot from the center) increased with age. This, too, is in accord with.
mathematical structure since topological invariants are more primitive than.
Euclidean or p.-ajective invariants. The fact that this research indicates
that children "notice" the topological features of the transformations devel-
opmentally prior to projective or Eu21idean features is a further indication
of the correspondence that exists between mathematical and cognitive struc-
tuFes involved. *

However, results also indicated that cognitive development departs from
that which would be predicted by mathematical structures., This was shown
with regard to the developmental order in which isometries are mastered by
the children: slide first, then flip, and finally, turn. S.Ioce the research

showed that the children's ability to perform the slide tasks is the first

to develop, cognitively speaking it must be concluded thatthe'flip is not

primitive.

Conclusions
ti

These results clearly point to areas of consonance and r'.sonance be-

tweep. the structures children bring to bear on isometric- teaks and the struc-

ture of the tasks as set down by mathematicians. It must be concluded that

children come to understand certain concepts (isometries in this case) in

ways that ar... distinct from the ways in which a logical development might

(proceed. Hence, co base an entire curriculum strictly on logical development,

may not be the most economical way. to proceed. In the case at hand.It was
'shown that the reflection does not form a basis for the other transformation

types. To build a curriculum of Lsometries with the flip as the basic ele-

ment is probably not the most auspicious method. In fact, children may not

conceive of isometries as being slides, flips, or turns. Thatis, children

may not think of isometries as being rigid notions but may instead focus

, on changes in relationihips within the (static) initial configuration and

the (static) final configuration. But what are these primitive relations

!":
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that children use ?. - This study indicates that the primitive relations may
not be the,typical Euclidean relations (involving fixed points of refefence,

distance xelations, and straight lines) that'adults tend to favor but may

instead correspo'A loosely to more general mathematical relations--like
topological relations such as enclosure (or "ontoness").

It will be difficult to'devise waximally effective instructional activ-
ities concerning transformation geometry concepts until research can dis
close what children consider to be the essential characteristics of rigid

transformations. In the present monograph, the studies by Schultz, Thomas,

and'Kidder were aimed at providing more information about these primitive

relations that children use

The Second Study: Thee Dimensional Transformations with Older Subjects
,

A second study (Moyer & Johnson) investigated the same general issue

- of whether it is possible to predict the difficulty of a mathematical task

by corJidering only italogical structure. This study investigated the
performance of subj:!ctS beypnd the fourth grade level on a three-dimensional

transformation task. Older subjects were desirable because of the possi-

bility that the way they organize' mathematical concepts Might be closer to

mathematical structures than was observed in younger children. One reason

a three-dimensional transformation task was chosen Was that little research

has been done by mathematics educators in this important area. The majority

of the tasks which relate to Euclidean transformations and which were devised

by Piaget are essentially two -dimensional' even though they often. make use of

three-dimensional models. The previously described study was two-dimensional

in nature. Likewise-the research of Perham, of Schultz, and of Kidder, re-

,ported elsewhere in this volume, were restricted to two-dimensional constructs

even though three -dimensional materials were sometimes used. Earlier studies

by St. Clair '(1968), Shah (1969), Williford (1972), and Usiskin (1972) were

all teaching studies which focused mainly (if not totally) on two-dimensional

isometries.

There have been some exceptions. However, these are found mainly among

paythologiSts interested in spatial mental processes who are not interested

,specifically in Euclidean transformations'or mathematics education. One of

-the most notable of these is a study by Shepard and,Metzler (1971). They

presented adult subjects with pairs of computer generated perspectiverdraw-

ings of,three-dimensional block configurations. The twodrawings in each

pair were either identical or very similar to each other, but were rotated

With.respect toea;.hother. They found that the-time which the Subjects-Ke7

quired to judge the identity of the pairs was a linear function.of the size

Of-the rotation. Further, the slopeof.the obtained function indicated an

average rate of mental rotation of about 60 degrees per second. -

Other- studies include Kraunak and Raskin's (1971) investigation of the

influence of stimulus dimensionality, age, and -.sex, upon perception and dis-

_ crimination c:f two .and, three-dithensional geometric forms.- After a training

session, 64 childr aen, ged 38 and 54 months, were required to match *a two

or three-dimensional stimulus. They found tha(% the older children made more

0
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correct responses than the younger children on the three-ciimensional condi-

tion.

Also, Kuezansky, Rebelsky, and Dorman (1971) examined the development
of size constancy perception of both two and three-dimensional stimuli in
children ages '3 to 6. The children were required to select one of two
stimuli with respect to a standard stimulus. The researchers found that
errors decrease with age, and more errors were made with two-dimehsional
than' three-dimensional objects.

Finally, Lord (1941) studied the spatial orientation ability of chil-
dren in the elementary school. Three-hundred-seventeen children were admin-
istered a series of four tests: a test of'orientation with reference to
direction, a test of orientation with reference to cities in space, a test
of ,orientation in the community, and a test of tha ability to maintain orien-
tation during travel. The results shbwed that ability improved as grade
increased, and males scored.higher than, females on all tests but orientation
in the community, where performance was equal.

Rationale

Mathematically'Speaking, there are many instances when three-Llmensional
arrays and graphs are very useful for consolidating data. Although it is
possible to use many one or two-dimensional graphs in place of a three-dimen-
zional one, the results are thuch less efficient and meaningful. The-effi

ciency of the three-dimensional array,is countered, however, by the diffi-

culty. in ceaLing, maintaining,., and transforming three-dimensional mental

images. An interesting hypothesis with regard to this observation is that

.the ability. to conceptualize in three dimensions'is related-to strategies

consistent with forMal operational thinking (in the Piagetian sense). ',That

is, the ability to fully utilize the dataconsolidationcapabilities of
three-dimensional'configurations may be delayed.until-the advent of formal

Operations. It is:at this time that the child is.first able to mentally

hold certain variables constant while -anothernis varied. 'At this stage of

development the child is no longer tied to conceptualizing in terms.of Con-.

crete activity., He is now able to use the conclusions obtained from concrete,

activity as premises for fdrther deduction Perhaps it is just such abill,

ties thatfare'required when working with three-dimensional graPhs and arrays.

The sUbje-7.. must hold. one variable Constant so that he can mentally visualize.

how the other two vary under, that condition. .y,

This study used a series of tasks reuirj.ng the subject to locate one-
dimensional configurations of wooden balls eu.bedded in various one, two,- and

three-dimensiOnal arrays. The tasks were designed in' such a way that, from

a probabilistic point of view, it would be easier to locate the one-dimen-
sional Configurations embedded in the three-dimensional array than in the

one orAwo-dimensional aryflys. Even so,
most

it was anticipated that the ,three-

'dimensional task might he the ost difficult espeCially for those not yet at

the age of formal opeirations, since these subjects may not ;,et have the

mental structure necessary- o formulate an effective search strategy in-three'

dimensions. Further -since the taskq were 'designed so that the suLjec was
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forced to mentally rotate the configurations in order to make,the necessary
comparisone, an already difficult search task 'was made even more difficult.

Materials

The arrays were made of blue, yellow, and red wooden spheres which

were one inch in diameter and connected by dowels 1.5 inches lung. There
were four different configurations (see figure 2) and four different arrays:

a linear array of 64 balls (1 x 64); a square array of 49 balls (7 x 7),

a cubical array of 64 balls (4 x 4 x 4), and a two-dimensional network of
arrays laid out as shown in figure 3 (six 4 x 4).

Figure 2. The four,. configuration types

..End (E):

Alternating (A):

Middle (4):

Outside (0):

Figure 3. Network of six 4 x 4 arrays

4., I.) ta.
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The arrays were carefully designed so that there was exactly one config-
uration embedded in each and so that the total number of embedded 1 x 4

elements. was least for the cube, more for the square, and most for-the seg-

ment. Specifically, the maximum number of 1 x 4 elements each subject needed

to check (counting rotations) was 96 :in the cube, 112 in the square, and 122

in the segment. Furtheri-lor both the segment and the squaie the subject
was confronted with the dual nature of the interior spheres, which could
assume either the role of endpoints or interior point's of the required con-

figuration. This complication did not exist-with the cubical network since

any sphere on a face had to be an endpoint of the desired configuration,
rand any interior point had to be an interior point of the configuration.

Hence, frilm a purely probabilistic and logical point of view, the configura-

tion should have been easiest to find in the cube, harder to find in the

square, and most difficult in the segment.

The network of arrays (six 4 x 4) was intended to be most like the Oree-

dimensional array. It had 96 elements to be checked (as did the cube),

further, it possessed the above mentioned property requiring endpoints and

interior points of the.netwPrk to Correspond to endpoints and interior points

of the configuration respectively.' While it i3 true thahis network was
Composed-of more balls (96 vs. 64), the important variable\is not the number

of balls, but the number of 1 x 4 embedded elements tobe checked. Ilience,

this fourth network was-I.-Ike the cubical array in all.important respects,

except that it was two-dimensional rather than three-dimensional.

Procedure

Twenty-two fifth graders, 20 seventh-graders,.20 ninth gradeis, and 22

college_ students were tested during a one -on -one video taped session'. One

of the four network's was'placed before the-'Subject, who was then shown one

of the four configurations and asked tp find'its location in the networksbc-

fore him (wherein it was embedded exactly.once) without touching either the-

configuration or the array. The timeito 'solution (latency) was recorded.

Next, he was given a second and then A third configuration to find in the

same array. Once again the latencyfor_each was recorded.' This same prece--

dure was repeated with the remaining three networks using the same configura-

tion throughout.

'Results

Ti.,.?: students were -'divided into two groUps according to .a rough 'nccept-

able age for the appearance of formal operations: subjects 'under 12 Wars in'

one group and the remaining subjects inthe other. The mean latencies for

each group were determined across arrays and_the profiles,recorded graph-

ically (see figure 4 Multivariate techniques were emplOyed using the

0 Biomedical computer pfogram BMDX63 to determine whether the profiles of tfie

two-groups were statistically different (Morrison, 1967.). The analysis

revealed that the group profiles were statistically parallel (indicating no

group by array interaction) and that the mean latencies for the groups were

significantly different (F = 5.059, p G.:05). Further, the profiles were
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.shown tobe."non-flat" indicating that
cant (F 5.081, p 01).

the effe,7t due to array Wa
'41,

Figure 4. Mean latencies for va:A.ous tasks
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The video. tapes were.repeatedly and thoroughly reviewed,by the expert

.
menters, and many.conjectures. wfth regard, to problem solving'were.made (Mo54r--'

&Johnson, in press). Since these do not contribute directly. thC.develop,-
& .._ .

/ ..

ment of this chapter, they have been omitted. . ,,

Conclusions

In)Doth,'profileSthe mean latency for.trie'cubical:task was significantly

greater than the mean latencies'for the remainder of the tasks. This waaa
Clear.indication-that thee cubical task was the most difficult of the tasks.

This(was not in keeping with what would be predittedby,;a logical- analysis

of -!4-, tasks involved. One hypotirsiss regardingthe.cadse of this. discrep-

ancy xs that-the-subjects were unable to4formulate aftd/oncarry-out exhaus-

tive which were equally effective in all four s,ituatious.,

The profiles also indicated that the cubical task wasFore-difticult
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than the equivalent two-dimensional task (six 4 x 4). Herice, the presence

of a third dimension must make the task-more difficult. However, there

. was another interesting factor :.of be noticed in the profiles the six

4 x 4 task wad more difficult than the 7 x 7 task. Here there is no added

third dimension to confound the subject. Evidently the fact that(penter
spqeres in the array correspond to center.spheres in the configuration and,
end spheres in the array correspond to end -spheres in the configuiation

was not helpful to thesubjects. Perhaps it can be hypothesized that if
the subject is unable to utilize the above mentioned correspondence, then
the fact that the six 4 x 4 array his 96 spheres while the 7 x 7 has only
49. makes the former a more difficult task in spite of the fact that it has

fewer 1 x 4 eleMents (96 as-compared to 112).

In general, it was expected that the subjec ts at or above the,age of
formaoperatiOns (approximately 12 'years)-would bring cognitive structures
to bear that aie maximally LffiCient and are also most in accord with the

logical analysis. While it was true that the older subj.scts performed sig-,

nificantly better than the younger subjects, it cannot be said that their

performance was in accord with the logical analysis. Perhaps the method

of dichotbmization is to blame here. The age of 12 is, at best, a crude
approximAtionpto the actual age at whicha particular child's thinking be- /

comes foMally operational. Pertiaps reSults would be different if a

Piagetian task were used to determine which subjects were at the stage of

formal operations.
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,The Third Study: Advance Organizers and Two-Dimensional Isometries

Jo#nson (1973) merged Ausubel's theory of advance organizers (1960) -vidth

.two issues in Piaget's theory of cognitive development: centering and ego-

centrist. Spe&ifically, the research examined the value of several instruc-

tional modes in overcoming certain cognitive deficits which contribute to

the discrepancy between children's cognitive structures and the mathematical

structure of Euclidean transformations.

Ausuberhas been- among those educational psychologists who have been

concerned with the sequeneingof learning experiences. Ausubel (1963). has

stated.:1
'Before we could ever hope effectively to manipulate the classroom
learning envAronment for the optiMal acquisition of meaningful subject
matter, we would first have to know a great deal more about the organ-----

izational and developmental principles whereby human beings acquire

and retain stable bodies of knowledge. (p. 3)

Ausubel (1960) suggests that one important vart4ble in the acquisition and

retention of knowledge is the existence of clear, stable, and relevant

ifleatioual-scaffolding in cognitive structure. ,Another is the discrimin-

a!lility,of the new knowledge from knowledge ;already, possessed. He maintains

that ti* acquisition of new concepts can be facilitated if the learner has

available to him, in advance, a very general, abstract, and'inclusive"state-

ment wh ch subsumes the new and more specific know]edge to be learned. Such

A state ent enables the learner to easily ard meaniagfully assimilate the

new information., This statement is termed an advance organizer.
/

/

/ -/

9
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'One of the purposes of this study was to investigate the posSibility

of using applications, manipulatives, and games as organizers. Tt seemed

that if applications, manipulatives, and games are incorporated in the intro-4

ductory material (advance organizers), it would aid in overcoming the child's

centering and egocentric thinking. For purposes of his study, games,were

viewed as the interaction between children; "using manipulatives was defined

as taking real models and formulating mathematical models; and using appli-,

cations was defined as taking mathematical models and formulating. real

models.
,

Subjects

There were 120 fourth graders, selected from two Chicago public, schools

and one Skokie public achool. The schools wire similar withlrespett to loca-

tion, socio-economic lefel of parents, and student population.

,

An investigation showed that neither the curriculum nor the-textbooks

iricluded the learning material to be.used in the study. Th4 teachers indi-

ted that the students had not been exposed to the material tie learning

its.

The subjects _were divided into three groUps: those receiving advance

organiz,::rs, ',..nose receiving popt organizers, and acontrol group which re-

ceived. no organizers,. The subjects in F.,c of the two treatment groups were

further divided into three,subgroups: working individually, those Using

manipulatives in groups, and those using applications in groups: Finally,

half the-subjects in each -of these six groups received exactly one organizer

while the other half received, several (see figure 5). '

Figure 5. Design of-the study

Advance Organizer ',Post Organizer

Corrtfrolindividual-manip. group app. group individual manip. group app. grottp-

one sev one sev one sev one sev one sev one sev

t
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The learning task consisted 'of a self - instructional unit which dealt

with Euclidean reflections and rotations. In the uait the

and some of their properties were given. Also, examples.were

given in which one p1ane,figure could be mapped onto another by either a

rotation or a ieIection. Upon completion of the unit the subjects were

.expected to.be able to recognize if a transformation had taken place.
%,

The organizers were such that the students were asked to perform

transformations at an intuitive level. The following are two examples of

the organizers used: (1) The students printed and invented words in capital

letter's which have vertical.and/or 'horizontal symmetry; e.g., BOBO, HEX, 4'

RAH, etc.; (2) The siUdents`were instructed to write words on transparent

screens so that a person onthe other side of the screen or standing on his

head would be able to read them.'

Results

The results showed that the subjects receiving advance organizers

scored significantly higher than the subjer..ts receiving post organizers or

no organizers.' Also', students given several concrete models (or applica-

tions) were superior to students given one model (or.application) on the de-

'centering sub-examination. Finally, students working in small groups were

less cognitiliely egocentric than students working individually.

. Conclusions

This study gives a fine example of an instructional structure.which.is

based both on the cognitive structure of the learner and the mathematical

structure of a topic to be taught (transformation geometry, in this case). .

The study clearly shows that once certain deficits in cognitive structure

are identified (egocentrism and centering) it is possible to overcome them

by the proper development of an instructional sequence. If these deficits

are ignored, the learning is not as efficient or as complete.

Sunary

Mathematics is a deceptively rigorous body-of knowledge. In most in-.

stances the fidished; monolithic structure that confronts the student of

mathematics belies the process that gave rise to it. Indeed, the last step

in the process of mathematical creation 'is most often the careful rendering

of a long series of intuitive hunches and ideas into, rigorous, mathematical

logic. This uncontrovettitle fact in itself should warn mathematics educa-

tors to beware of naively creating instructional programs based solely upon

the structure of a finished, logically perfect, mathematical boly of knowledge.

Mathematics is not created in this-way sc there is no reason to assume that

it is best taught in this way.

This chapter has presented a series of three studies which have used

Euclidean transformations as a vehicle for investigating the process of
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determining'the nature and/or difficulty of a mathematical task. Isome-

tries were deliberately chosen since rigid motions are encountered by chil-

dren every day in. all situations; yet, until recently, they have seldom

been fOrmalized in the classroom. Further, research into children and

adults' spatial abilities (especially as they relate to verbal abilities)

has encountered renewed interest in the-psychological realm, where it tradi-

tionally has been the center of interest only for researchers. This re-

.newed emphasis has spilled over into mathematics education, circles, where

the relationships between'spatial and geometric abilities are now of keen

interest.

The three studies presented here confirm-that there are no ready-made

models that can. be used in determining the' scope and sequence of mathematics

curricula. The first two studies confirmed that young children and older

students alike have their own way of structuring mathematical concepts,

which does not necessarily conform to the way the finished mathematical prod-

uct is structured. The third study showed that a successful instructional.

,sequence can be designed once the proper information about the cognitive

shortcomings of the learner-is discerned. However, even then, a theory for

doing so is seldom ready-made. A successful method is found only through

coordinated, thoughtful, persistent probing.

A,
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The investigation reported in this chapter studied the responses of

older students to the-Piagetian "water bottle task." The "Water bottle

task" as used and,rePoited by Piaget and Inhelder (1967) has been admin-

instered by many researchers for the purpose of investigating children's

understanding and use of a horizontal frame of refererice.. It has often

been assumed that most adults (ages -18 and above for our purposes) woad

have very little difficulty observing and reporting the constant orientation

of the liquid surface in a tilting container to be horizontal., The
Genevans' themselves, suggested that very few individuals above the ager'of

12 years would not have developed, the understanding necessary to perform

this-task-correctly. (Piaget & Inhelder, 1967, p. 408)

A pilot study using several classes of university students was

carried out to determine whether the above assumption was justified. These

students were enrolled in a preservice mathematics content course or in a

mathematics methods course for elementary and special education majors.

They were asked to complete'the following task. Each received a sheet

of paper as shown in figure 1. It was explained that-the first diagram

showed a bottle of water about'1/3 full. The second diagram showed the

same bottle!tilted approximately 45 degrees. 'They were asked to draw the

water line in the second bottle.- To the/investigators' surprise,

approximately 45 per cent of the water lines.drawn deviated enough from

the horizontal to.be considered incorrect. Clearly, further investigation

was warranted to determine the extent of college students' inability to

correctly complete this task, to provide some explanation of the3.r inability,,

and to begin to.provide some -insight into implications of this inability °

for learning concepts in geometry.

0

Figure 1. "Bottle Task" Sheet
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. A summary and discussion of the wprk of Piaget, Inhelder and others
(1960;1967) related to the water level task is given before reporting an
inveatigat1on designed to aid,in the determinations listed above. Special

emphasis is given in the summary to their interpretation of their observations

in terms of frames of reference and coordinate eystems.

Frames of Reference ,

Piaget and Inhelder regard the conceptualization of a frame of
reference aa/fundamental to an individual's abilityto deal with the
orientation,qocation,and movement of objects; and hence, the very
culminatirg point of the entire psychological development of Euclidean
space (1967, p: 416). They characterize a frame of reference, or refer-
ence system, as an organization of all positions in three dimensions
simultaneously (1967, p. 375). More specifically, "the frame of refer-

ence constitutes a Euclidean space !after the.fashion of a container,
relatively independent of the mobile objects contained with....jt,

. . ." (p. 376). The'laxis'ewith2h the reference system are objects

-or positions which remain invariant (actually or hypothetically) under

j a transformation or action within the system (p. 377). However, more

important than the actual choice of stationary reference objects is the

"possibility of co-ordinating positions and intervals without limit,
through constantlyenlarging the original system" (p. 377). ,Hence; a
reference system involves relating mobile objects to actual invariants

in the perceptual field. Eventually, these "real" invariants-are

replaced by more abstract reference 'points, such as horizontal or ver-

tical axis. A coordinate system is then merely a formalization of a

frame of reference.

According to Piaget and Inhelder, the development of an-individual's

-.use of reference iystems as an aid to theorganization,...and recall of

objects about him can be detected by the ability.of the individual to
utilize the "natural" reference frame, vertical and horizontal.

"In putting the^problem of co-ordinates before the child one is in

fact compelled to make reference to the natural.akes; namely,
horizontal and vertical, since the child himself sooner or later-

intr,oduces them of his own accord. To find out whether the child-
has any real understanding of these notions, however, it is neces-,

sary to study how he discover rreal physical laws in drawing con-,
-elusions from his little experiments. That is to say, laws such
as the constance of the surface of a liquid whatever the angle
of the container,..." ( Piaget & Inhelder, 1967, p. 380)

It is the use of a Trame of reference which enables the individual to

correctly extract certain relationships between objects"from what he..

perceivs, .buch as the orientation of the surface of a liquid.

o

Piaget and Inhelder observed the use of reference frames when

assessing children's ability to recall and, record the behavior of tFe

surface of a liquid. They presented children of, various ages with tvo
rjars, one with straight sides and one which was ounded (no corners or

'3
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, edges).' Each jar was 1/4. filled with colored'water. Two additional

eMpty,jars, one of each "shape, were tilted in front of the child. To

see if the children used a horizontal reference ax±s, the children

were asked to indicate the water line either with their finger, by

drawing it on an outline diagram of the bottles, or by selecting the

correct diagram from -among several presented.

To obserN7e the use of a vertical.reference axis, corks with match-

sticks stuck through them were floated on the Water in the jar so that
the matches were perpendictlar%to the Surface of the water. Alternately,

a plumb.line was suspended i*side of an empty jar. In the first case,,

the children were asked to draw the position of the "mast" of the "ship"

-at'variouS orientations of the jar,. In the second se, the child Was

asked to predict the position of the line of string atArarious jar

angles: A third technique was also used. The children were asked ,to

draw- a hill and position trees,. hduses, etc., on it in various plkes.
o

Piaget and Inhelder found varying responses to. these tasks depen-

ding.approximately on the age of the and: These responses were
categorized into several stages (see figure 2j.

Stage III is significant. since it marks the start of concrete

operations and the discovery of.vertical and horizontal reference

systems. Although at stage IIIA the redpones. are marked with trial

and error and spear much as in. stage IIB, when confrOnted with the

actual.experimpt (tilting a jar with water in it) childrn at this

later stage appear to discover their errors. and learn tbe;correct-

response. It is significant to note that children before'this stage,'

.even when confronted with the'experiment, could not see or correct .

their errors. Finallyf at stage HID, the response to the. tasks is

immediately one which indicates that the water line- is horizontal:

This ;tage. is reached, oh the average, atoage'9, With a range reported

by Piaizt and Inhelder of from 6.6 to 12. Similar results were fcind

with the tasks for vertical axis use, _The reasons these-Casks were sb

difficult for the children stem, directly from the definition of a

reference system. Piaget and Inhelder maintain that children at the

earlier stages have "....not-even an awareness of-phydical or.physio-

logical notions of vertical and horizontal..,___and:_for_a_verysimple---
_

reason, as. these results show., The reason is that perception-covers

only a very limitecrfield°, whereas a:system of reference presumes

operational co-ordination of'Several fields, one,with another" (1967-,

p. 416), Not' until substage'IIB do children begin tocompare,the

water level with the position ofanother.object, indicating an attempt

to co-ordinate various aspects of.their perceptual field. However, the

children at this stage use the. jar as a reference point,, rather than

an "immobile element of the system. This incorrect use of an internal

reference is the- source of their errors.



Task

Asked to draw water

line on diagram

when empty jar or

diagram is tilted

as shown to them

Shown tilted jar

containing water -

asked to draw Water

line in diagram

7.

I
Stage Wifh Approx-

imate Age Levels. Common Responses/

Pre-Operational Cannot draw water line

age 4 in either case-
_

Observing .
HA Water dine drawn parallel

Jar with we age 4 to base but moved toward

water does to 5 mouth in each case

not improve (no reference frame used)

response

1

IIB Water line drawn using

age 5 some internal reference

to 7' (e.g, 'the tides of ihe jar,;

v

Conceptual

'Implications

0

Does not learn

concept' even

when demonstrated

or explained

'IA
rn

rt
N

rn

rt

tit I

g

rt.

IIIA Use internal reference as

age 7, in IIB - see error when

age' 11' shown in second r
0

Concrete ,then uses internal reference

Operations r

IIIB .

,

Immediate correct response

age 12

and up

a

`Learn concept from

focused experience

Know concept

already w
have'

learned concept

from previous non-

focused experience

Figure 2. Prediction of water level orientation_by_stager_according-to---

Piaget with underlying conceptual implcations.
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At substage IIIA, children first realize that there exists a need

lor some system of reference external to the water and jar. It 1.Shere

that they,begin.to make comparisons with the positions of immobile

objects such as the table the,jar,is on, the floor,. etc. It is just

this type of comparison. with external objects which is needed'in,order
te:observe the.behavior of.woter without using the ler as a reference._
Finally at substage IIIB the idea. of an external reference,system is

operative and the question of the pAition of the water leveris.

obvious. "It4iS horizontal," "It is always straight like the table,"

masts.are at 'right angles to.the water," "The. plumb line is

always vertical," are commontOsponses. "....the distinctive featnre-

of this fina]. substage 'is the general coordination of all'angles and

parallels throughout the entire field of objects.under consideration."

(Piaget*E1 Inhelder, 1967,-p. 412)

The above desctiption is only a summary of the results reported

ingreaf detail'in1The Child's Conception of,Space, chapter 13. For an.

in-depth.cOniideration of this experiment, the reader is referred to

this chapter.
_

0

Coordinate. Systems

Is there any relationship between an individual's development. of

a reference frame mndhis understanding of formal coordinate systems?

In The. Child's Conception of Geometry, Piaget,,Inhelder, and Szeminska

investigated the development.of the idea.of a coordinate sAtem. Pre-.

.
denting subjects with two sheets of .paper, one'containing,a dot and

theotheesemi-transperent, they asked the Subjects to locate a dot on

the second sheet in such a 1pCation so that when the sheets.were Stacked.

on top of one. another, the two dots Would coincide exactly. They again

fOund a gradual development to these subjects. The youngest subjects P

of four years old only Used.a visual estimate to locate the dots. -The

most advanced .used two coordinate&Measurements-tt-locate them -4c

The results of'this experimentare summarized in.figure . -What

is of importance to this Paper.isthat Piaget et al. claim that the

development of this ability to use coordinates in such a. situation devel-

ops. in Oata:el with the development ofSystems of reference indicated

in The Child's Conception of lase, chapters 13 and.14 (1960,1p. 155.)i

i.e. the. iquid.surface tasks. In Piaget's research both were firmly'

established by the age of 12, 'except in'the most 'unusual cases.

0

S

. ., A Study4of PreSetvice Teachers
A

.

In an- attempt to replicate the results of the pilot study referred

to earlier, and to determine whether the same interpretation could be

given incorrect responser that Piaget and Inhelder gave to theirs, a , °

more formal study was dL igned and conducted during. the Spring semester

of 1976.
4

.cl



'Asked to locate a
sheet of paper n
'ilocatidn as it is

on another pheet .

.

.point on one
the same
pretented

Figure 3-.
O

.

a

'Stage

IIA

IIIB,

,

,,,Dtetz;-Barnett

Common Responses
,

<, No use of measurement materials,
used visual. estimate.

Same responses as in stage I except,
rulers and,sticks,are used toestimate.

Begin tot.measure but with-only one
measurement.

UnderAands ,the need for two measure=

ments. Uses much trial and error. _Often..
uses one measbremsnt and estimates a

. second;

B6th measurements cooidinated.
This itageis.reached st approximately
9 years old.

o

Locating-a-point by stage, according to 7iage, et al: in The Child's -.

Conception of Geometsx"
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TiThe initial set of.'dubjects consisted of 236 elementary education
majors;. enrolled in' either a basic mathematics content_course=or an
elementary mathematicswethOds course. The 16 siudents,enrolled in
the contentcourse'ranged in age from 18 to 20 (with a very few older

than 20); the 100 students enrolled irCthe methods course were on the

average two years older and most had been.;:mposed to somelsiagetian

theory'in othercourses. However, analysis of the data showed no .

significant differences between the ,two populations on -any parameterd

of interest to thig investigation, Therefore the resultp.of the study

are reported in,terms.of the combined populatign of 236 subjects..

. .7 .
F.

4 The subjects were given three pencil and paper reference system

tasks, the "bottle" task (described earlier),.the penduluM" tasks, and

the "faucet" task, in that order. In .the "pendulum" task a cut -away

YiewOf the box was shown.* With,a Weight suspended byla string from the

center'. The student was asked to draw in-theweight and the string in
the' bottom picture, where. he thought it 'should be if .the top box were .

tilted on a 45 degree angle (figure 4).
1

'73

:"pendulum" task

.Figure 4
1

2,2

"faucet" task

Foll'Owing.thea"pendulum" task, the "faucet" task was administered..

as a.check'for consistency with the "bottle".task.u. A:clitaway.picture.
.of a lug;.tiltedat:a1.5 degree' angle, was shown bei g filled by .a

faucet. The subject was askedtO draw inwhere he ought.the'watei-

`line Would he when 4111A. jug. was .half full.

Reslionsea to thes"bottle" task and "faucet': ask were classifiedV,

into ten categories for artalysis.,Isee Table 1) 13, the two, investigators

independently to insure reliability: In the few cases where there was

disagreement br'when the .response,wad'Afficult to interpret; students
.

a
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Level (L)

Coruer
Level CL)

Up (U)

. -

Corner
Up (CU)

-D (D),

:Corner
Down-(CD)''-'

Side (S)

'Bottom (B)

Vertical (V)

Table 1
So

Bottle.and Faucet Teel:. Responses*

N

.((569)(69)

iippe (45)

(50)

\10°' (r3).

( 2 )

(21)

(35)

(51)

(47)

4, (5) i

. (4) 1:7%

1111111. 24%

.1111°M11111=11.1111111-1
19%

21%

11.11.1.11M911.1%13%.

1%
9%

151
\22%

41111.9111.1.11111.111111.
`20%

(8) Inim 3.3%
(6)- 72.5%,

Miscellaneous
'GO

Bottle Task

Faucet Task ..

296

c

30%.

10 i20 30 40 50 60 70.

'FREQUENCY

*The first three major 'response ?types were divided into those Which

were and those which were not drawn Irom.the corner ofthe bottle diagraM.

This distinction was considered most important.' Since the...individuals

whOtreWthe water line, level, fmt from the corner, might have drawn it

level,by chance,'using the'corner of the,bottle as a reference point

instead 'OUthe table.
y
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Table 2

Pendulum Task Responses 4

Frequency

297

Veriical (V) 193 . I 82

Right_ (R)

Left (0'

31

2

Side (S) 2

Horizontal (H) 1 0.4

cejdaneous (M) 0.4
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were either interviewed and asked toexplain their response, or the
investigators looked at the student's responses on the other two tasks

tc aid In interpretation. Responses to the "Pendulue.task were clas-
.sified in the same manner into six categories (see Table 2).

.
The second phase. of the study consisted of fifteen minute, interviews

with.55 subjects, chosen at random iom the 236.students in the'sample.
The,purpose of the interviews was to validate the interpretation of
the responses on thE' three reference tasks, and to obtain additional

information on the subjects' ability to use vertical and horizontal
reference systems. Since both responses that were judged correct and
those that were judged incorrect needed validation, all 23.0 subjects were

considered for selection.

The interviews were divided into two parts. In the first part, the

subject was asked to repeat the "bottle" task, tien to explain why he

decided to draw in the water line the way he did. The interviewer noted

whether the subject used a.rule such as "water must always be parallel

to the grouhd." The subject then repeated the "bottle" task again,.but
this time he was told that more water was to be added to make the jug

approximately two thirds fun., The subject again explained his response.

Finally.thes-subject 'was shown the picture of the original jug and asked

to select from five pictures of tilted jugs with various water lines drawn

in, the curie that would look. like the 'original if' it were a real, jug that

had been tilted. .4

A Final experiment was carried out with those subjects who responded

incorre.-.tly to the' above thrz.a versions of. the "bottle ",. task. A gallon,

size.gla,ls jug, one-thirddfull of colored water,.was placed on the table.

in front of the subject. An empty jug of'the same size was then held

at a -.5 degree cllgle on the table beside the first jUg. The subject

was asked to hold a piler:..against the tilted jug to predict where he
thought the water line would be if the first-jug was tilted. The first

jug was tilted so that the subjectr.coUld see if hisprediction was

incorrect; The, interviewer then discussed all the.subject's respohses

with him, to see if he could reconcile. any inconsistencies and under-.

stand why the correct response.was, in fact, what actually happens when

a-jug of-water is tilted.

Responses in part one of the' interview were classified as either

consistent correct (Igith a rule present), Consistent correct (no rule

present), consistent incorrect, or inconsistent ('see Table,3).

The second part, of the interview consisted of the' point location

problem, a task designed to assess the ability to use a coordinate.

system. ,This task was to determine, whether the implication made by

Piaget and Inhelder that the development of frames of reference and the

ability to use coordinate syStems develop together is reasonable. A.

piece' of standard typewriting paper was shovn to the subject. Four dots

were placed on, the paper and the subject was asked haw he might go'

4-
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Table 3

'Bottle Task Responses

Category Number

Rule Apparent 22
A

.
.

Correct
-Nb-Rule-Apparent 4

,.

Consistent
Responses Total 26

Incorrect 7

= _

4
..

-1 , ;Total 33
4, r

.,,,

4,
Inconsistent

22
Responses-

.

Total Correct 26

Total Incorrect
,

29

Total Interviewed 55

299
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Table 4

"Bottle " .Task and "Faucet" Task Consistency

O

"Bottle" Task

Correct

Incorrect

"FaUcet"-Task

Correct.* - 'Incorrect

81 20

38 97-

*Level and Corner LeVel Responses Both Included

Table 5

Consistency of Incorrect Responses Between the "Bottle" end 'Faucet" Tasks

Catekory Consistent* IncOrrect Responses L 66

Category Inconsistent Incorrect**.RespOnses. 89
.

.

.

*Corner and Non-Corner Responses-Pooled

**Correct - Incorrect Response Pairs Inched
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about locating the four dots on another sheet of paper.exactly the

same size, in exactly :the same position.- (That is, if onepar_14.:1s.

placed over .the other, the dots on each sheet would cointide

=A ruler and protractor-were available on the table near ti lt-. aubject,

but attention was not drawn to' them. The interviewer noted if the

Subject used a reference syStem in locating the four dots on the second

.sheet.of'paper, or just used approximation.' If approximation was Used,

the interviewer erected a screen between himself and the subject and

asked-how the subject 'might describe to the interviewer how; to locate
,
the four dots if they 'could not see each other's paper. If this lint

did not help,- the' interviewer asked'the subject if he could use the

ruleror protractor to.simplify the task. '

Group Results'

The responses to the bottle task were surprisingly varied. 'Only

43% of.the 236 subjects in this part oftheexperiment drewthe water
leVel horizontal, responses L and CL. ;From the work of, Piaget. et Al,

cited earlier, almost 100% correct responges would be\anticipated for-

individuals at this age It is interesting to note th t all the res-'

ponses found in-this Study. were also reported in thee periments In The

Child's Conception of Space.- Some of these responses re interpreted

by Piagetm et al, as pre-operational respouses,-i.e: be ow stage III.

Theresponses fo the ''faucet" task followed a similar pattern-to:

those in the '!bottle" tasks. Here; at most 51%:Of'th&responses were

judged.to be horizontal. :All.the responsecategories in the "bottle"

tas104ere'fOurid An the "faucet" ;.Ask. Apparently, the "faucet" task,

was somewhat easier for the subjeCts than the "bottle'LtaSIO1 Tables

4 and 5 oompare the responses of subjects on both tasks. It\ would

appear that there exists asubstantial inconsistency of respOnses

between the tasks;' however, this inConsistency might have beenjound

even between'responses'given to the identical task administered at

different times. With on1T.the data licit' this phase of the experiment,

it is not possible to conclude that the-two tasks are not equivalent.

In the "pendulum" task six categories of responses were_

(see TAhle 2). On this task, 193 or 82% of"the subjects responded in -

category V,.ihe correct response. Of the 43 subjects giving. an

rect responSe, only 3'gave.possible correct responses to both liquid.

-tasks. Table .6 gives a more detailed comparison "of these liquid tasks

with .the incorrect pendulum task.

O

Sable 6'

Responses to Liquid Tasks fOr Subjects Inccorect on -"Pendulum" Task-
%

"Faucet!' Correct "Faucet Incorrect

0

"Bottle" Correct

"Bottle" InPorrect. .

(7%) 4' (9 %)

10 (23%) (60%)

*Of-these:3 subjecti, each' gave corner-71evel responses for the

"faucet" task.

,.
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Since this first phase was given in large group settings, the
investigators,tould.n6tbe.certainthat all subjects understood the
tasks or.tharthey:were trying to give correct responses. Were'all
SubjeGts carefully recording their responses or was much ofthe var-
iation in the data due. to poorly drawn responses? How valid were the
experimenters' judgements of the response drawings? To.ansWer these
questions and investigate possible implicationsof these results for

'( ----L-more common geometric tasks, the interview phase of the study was
conduct ed.

As described-earlier, the first part of the interview deuItwith,
tie "bottle" task with on consistency.of responses and use of

-a-rule to determine responses:Table_3 summarizes the types of res- .

ponses found during this portion of-theInterview.

Twenty -two out of fifty-five students iItervieWed-gave responses
which were.inconsistent with Other.responses.they gave to the-identical
'task during the Same Interview. For example; student A responded7tO---_ .

the pencil-and'paper tasks by indicating thatthe waterline shOuld.
slope doWnward. He also seiedted :the- picture of the-jug with the water
lineslOping downward as the most correct from among the five presented.
'Vhen-aSked-toshow wherehe expected the...water line to be on an actual

,

tilted empty :glass jar, he indicated that it-Should,go upward.. 'Of these
22 Students,..the;change.in'response occurred most often when they were ton-;
frontedliYthe actual empty bottle, At in the above. example. ,..ln-everycase
of inconsistency, the subjects indicated thit the.waterA.ine would be °.

Slanted'uPWard,-1.e..- of category -II, regardless oftheir previous
reaction, to.. either the pencil and paper, task§ or the Selettion of res-.
ponAe task:': When confronted with their inconsistent responses, they

. .

were ata loss to explain'them. TwO individuals did say:that they
thought the orientation of the water line depended upon.the volume of
water:in,the bottle. It is interesting to note that most of the
individuals giving incorrect responses were also Anconsistent, 22 out

..of 29.
I.,

After the first part of the bottle task interview; the students-
asked how.they derided to draw the water line the way they did. Of

the 26 subjects- who.drew the water line horizontal, 22 had a correct'

-rule such.as: "The water line is always horizontal" or "The water line
is always parallel tethe table." In only four cases was no correct

rule apparent.
----(

For those 29 individuals-who did not draw the water line horizontal,

no one had a precise rule. Many said things Suh as "As the bottle is

'tilted, the water gets cicise to the mouth," or "The water will rise on
this side and go downon that side." In every ase, theistatements
made were in terms of the bottle, as a reference. .
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Finally,- for thoge subjects who did not give-a correct response

to the empty bottle, the bottle of colored-water was actually tilted.

in front of them. Nineteen of thee students apparently learned from

the:demonstrations that the water line was-alwayS 'horizontal:, Ten of

29-Students could not see the surface of the water.as parallel to the

table, even wher looking at:the experiment being performed and after

being asked to !Ace the comparison of the.surface with the table. A .

fewOthe=s admitted that the water surface was parallel to the table

only-aftersactual measurement and .argument. There is some doubt whether

..these individuals actually did come to learn the correct response.
Perhaps they were just giving in to the interviewer.. One student,

after apparently Iearning.the torrot response, was asked to repeat
the original paper and pencil task. .Her response was:identical to

her original'response: She had not learned!
...

. _.
>

..

The evidence gathered from:the interview would suggest 'that the

information 'gathered in the large group administration,of the paper

and penCirtasks is reasonably reliable.. Where unrealiability exists,

it normally is in the.direction of interpreting. the response of, an

individual as correct when he:actually did not understand the correct.

response'. -Only, 3 students were found who had given a response judged

incorrect-to the group tasks and consistently correct responses in the

interview.
. .

. .. _ .

The interview also,proVided more insight-into the. individuals who

7-77-7-made imorrectresponses: Apparently, even at the age and experience

.::
.7:.leve_1..c-f the subjects in this study, there exists a rather significant .-

portionho could not learn the correct behavior of the water by watching

it. '
,..

e

,The results on the seconct_patt of the interview, Ihe locationnf

'points problem, were quiteAifferent-frnmthe first part. Fifty of the -

subjects interviewed' measured the diStan:C7eTidif--each point from each of

two -perpendicular sides. of the.firit sheet and then lotateethe position

on the second sheet by.measurements:-. Four students needed the restatement

of problem as a hint. Only one student still used an approxitation

of one of the measurements after the hint was given. It was clear to

the.interviewers that this was a rather easy task for practically all

subjects involved:

Since so little difference in the performance of subjects was found

on the second interview phase, conclusions concerninvany relationihip

betWeen the tasks"
tcannot be made with confidence. The studenwho

usedid us approximation inthe locationol point's task, did have-inconsis-_ .

tent responses..in the "bOttle" taskssectiOn of the interview. She was

also:..among'those who did not learn the appropriate response from the

actusiAemoastration of. the bottle of-water. Evidently, the point

'location task was'Substantially easier than the bottle task.for the.

Subjects in this study. I7

J90
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The results of this investigation are interesting in both their

agreement and disagreement With theyork of Piaget and Inhelder. The

categories ofresPonses.and.the comments pede by the subjecti. during

the interviews were just those reported. by ,Plaget.. Those individuals

who gave incorrect responses to, the liquid tasks explained the movement

of the water only in terms of the bottle, whereas those who consistently

had the "bottle" task correctexplained their-responses in terms of

some external system of reference._ Hence the' interpretation of Piaget

et al. was quite plausible as an explanation of the observations made

in thiS-study.

There are two points of disagreement with the results of Similar 7,

-.studies reported in The Child's Conception of Space_ and The Child's

Conception Of Geometry. Theliret difference is that of the ages of

the subjects. Piaget et al. indicated that Most children have

acquired the idea of a natural frame of reference by.the age of 9:

and, therefore, would have.little difficulty with any of the tasks

.reguiring the use of horizontal and vertical references. In contrast,

a majority (57%) of subjects in the present study did not perform the -

..taskS correctly.. Yet, the. subjects in this study were university

Studente mostly between, the ages of 18 and 21. TheyesOonses of approx-

Amately 18% of-those students interviewe:! suggest that mot'anlywere

their responses incorrect, but that theSe studentswere at stage"JIB

-or lower,, i.e.,_atthe.pre-operational'stages. All students Interviewed,

however, did quite well .-on the point location task,,performing at a 1-

level considered by Piaget to be TIIB. ,In.cantrast, Piaget et al.

in The-Child's Conception. of Geclaetry 155)And3cated-that these'

_abilities develop together. This is the second point,of disagreeMent.

, ,

One plausible explatation.for these differences stems, from the nature.

.of the teaks.. The location.ofpointS task. involves the,use of rectangular

coordinates to.. locate positions; and this, is a topic in the 'School

mathematics durricultm.:L_The_task, t_was_presented-in-the-interviews-,--

was not unlike. exercises that"the students could have experienced in

Thus,to provide acorredtresponge, a student need only recall

., theSe very similar exercises, from previous schooling.
The liquid and

pendulum tasks are not as clOsely related to formal school instruction.

They are, hoWever,- sithilar to experienceS these students have every 'day*

when dtinking or hanging objects. The results. of this study suggest. that

although'the concept of formal.doordinate.syStems was .evidently acquired,

as.demonstrated by the succes.gful- performances on the point location

task, its applidation to some physical Situations was quite difficult '

since 57% ofthesutjedts could.. not do the "real world"-tasks... -. These

unsUcceSsfu: 'students- used a 'frame Ofreference only when the situation,;

-wasobviously.mathematical; that/is, when.itJnvolved mathematical

ejects such, as pointst Withqut such in ohvious'clue,.no reIation-. was

se between coordinateTSystemsanthe "realworld." Hence, it seems'

that e-difficultTarises with being able to apply. geometric concepts

1.

0
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in real world situations rather than with the acquisition of-the -..

Concepts themselves. Additional research is needed to pinpoint the

reasons -for tWis lack of coordination between formal and physical .

geometric-concepts.
.

The lackof coordination between. the "real" and formal concepts

has serious FirSt, students who had-not established
tlils..relationship-Apparently lacked the-ability to make-comparisons

in orientations between real objects and to use natural reference

Systems. Sincejlaget et al. considers the understanding of

frames of reference to:be fundamental 4n understanding. Euclidean

relationships (1967,. p. 416),'an individual.. without a working under-

standing of frames of reference is severely-handicapped in obtaining

geometric knoWledge from his environment.

.

The fact that-the subjects used in this.study were teacher education

.
students, points to--other rather serious.implications. A teacher who

has nct.yet coordinated formal geometric concepts with physical situations

will not be able to help a student relate these game ideas! Obviously,

if the-teacher cannot understand the concepts which, teed to be taught

to students,s/he'wilrbe eveless'able to design instruction to

. teach theseconcepts. If, indeed,-the capabilities of some teacher

educationstudents.are.below these demonstratediminimum levels, research is.

needed to determine' what, if anything-can be done to mak6 these

-future teacherc capable.:

305
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7

Those involVed with the'teaching of mathematics, must be aware

that serious problems might exist which coujA affect theoutcome of

even ttie best instruction. They must be Illert to the abilities-of

the-students- they confront, and attemptto adjust instruction to these
i4

.
abilities. .As research provides tOrc,information, teachers will'be

.
Able to do a more effectiiie jOb of adapting instruction to the needs

and abilities of their. students at-all lei, is.

.;
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Visual...Influences Of Figure Orientation on Concept Formation in Geometry

Naomi. Fisher.
Research Department, Chicago'
board of Education -"

'Pictures. are important aidS for giving students,an intuitive. grasp of'
a, concept. They provide structures frOm:which'students can "read-
ciuta'-gteat- deal of spatial:informp-ion,-Such as shapes of figures and
details Within/the'shapes:" For examp...i, school children cah eastlYidentify
triangles awl:distinguish righttriangles.from among other types of triangles.
In spite of the' great' benefits of pi..4tuied_as instructional aids; they-may
haVe'some undesitable affects on concept formation. '.

There are at least two ways that a student may distort a geometric
condeptbecause of:the influence of picturei. One type of distortion is to.
make incidental visual clues into essential features of'a concept;, another
type of distortion is to omit propertieri.of a concept theiare.nOt visuallpgrour
inent. As an 'example of-including incidental. features in a concept, suppose
a student has based his concept of perpendicUlar. lines'on'figUres la and lb.-

Figure 1

1.7

lb..*

He may assume that perpendicular lines must be horizontal and vertical and

fail to' recogniie that figure lc also shoWsperpendiculat lines. AS-an -
..example of omitting properties of a concept, auppose abstudenejs shoWn

'figure.2 as an illustration fOr a kuare. Although the `student may:note that
the.square,has symmetry. about a diagonal, 'he may fail to notice:thejOur;right
angled. and four'equal sides: For example;figure.2 looks more like thp non-

-41Uare.diamond:in figure la than the square in.figute lb:



Figure 3
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These hypothetical examples ofatUdents' forming distorted concepts.
suggest reasons why, students may emphasize certain .information In pictures.

5nelexplanation is that a-student's concept incorporates the visual bias

of thd illustrations he has seen.. This ia''the view expresgdd,by Zykova,

(1868) in his studids of the e-effedt of drawings injearninegeomet..7. Be
cancludeg that, "If visual -experience of a Concapt-iaTtoolimited the visual
ald,that, helps:Pupilgumatiter'geometric concepts becomes an obstacle in their

.implementation, since. it makag concepts inoperative-that are.butside.the .

.limits of'the visuaLekperienceH(1969, p.-146). .The hypothetical example

of a student's-taauMing all. perpendicular lines are horizontal and vertical .

-iliugtrates Zykova'S canclusion.

Another explanation-for the formation of distortSd concepts focuass on*

hodpeople code visual information. For. exaMple, people tend to stress prop-

.erties of vertical lines and symmetry about a vertical axis, when they area

asked to identify and reCall.figures. student's self-imposed bias in favor

of "UprIght".:figures may .be incorporated into the geodetric concepts he forms.;

The hypothetical examplelof'a student's noting symmetry about a diagonal; but

missing the regularity of a square, illustrates the .&rceptual

_

The two-explanations of why students forM visually biased concepts have

conflicting4iMplications fd't,instruction. An implication of the instructional-

limitations view is that conceptual, biases can be.manipulated by y-changing

the bias that'is presented in instructiOnalexamples; and to prevent a-bias

from developing, a balanced set of pictures should be presented during-instruc-

tion.' In contrast; the iiplicdtion of.the perceptual-limitations explandtion

is that a student will impose an "upright" bias ona concept regardless'of

the eXampleg he is shown.

The:presentstudy is concerned with two questions.:

(1) Do students form visually'biased'concepts?

Cf
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(2) -Which view-the instructional-limitations view or the perceptual =
limftations view--is the.better ekplanation for why students form
visually:biAsed.concepts? b.

To'find answers,to these. questions, the stiydy-at temks Co induce .two types
of biaaes,..Sbias for upright figuiei and a bias. for iiitedifigures.- Four
different instructional formats were designed to provide different,experi-
ences-with figure,brientation,' Two provigle different types of limited ',
experiences, and.twd provide; ifferent =types. of varied'experientes::

09

4

SdOe.Ofthe specific. questions that the study investigates.ard:
.

(1) Will studenisfOrM. a concept biased,4n favbr'of tilted' figures if
they areshanl, only tilte&figutes.,of-a concept?

,(2)-Willatudenta form a ooncept biasedinfa7dr. of up.rikhit-figures.-
althoughthey ate,shown,as -many tiltedJiguresas:upright figuree.
of e'conceptt..

, . .

(3) Will students 'learn a concept better if they are shown a balinced
. . set of figures than if they are.shown a set. Of.figutesswith the:

.

same orientation?

.,Review of the Literature

PerceptUal.LilerAturA
.

0
#.-- .

,

variety . t

Of:studies in the perception of shapesapes and,04tetns indicate'.
that adult Ss consistently utilize the properties of orientation and /or .=

.

axialsymmetry to identify, classify And-group figUtes. Fot.eXample-0-Brown,
Hitchcock and Michels (1962). found that Ss haddifficulty.discrimini4ting an
odd figure in a groupoffiveadentical.figtves and:oe odd -figure if all

.

the:figure0.had thkSame :orientation. .2usn6 and Michelo ((1962)" foun-7'tha
Ss always utilized the propetty of.bilatetal SyMmetty to order aset'df
figures according to any of -the. three terms ''geometriC,','..Pregulai," dt.

.

terms
.

"faMiliari". Takdra (19511.foundthat Ss were better at finding's. figure
embedded in a complex .pattetn.if'the figureappeared:in the'patternfwith,.
itvaxis,ofaymmeiry aligned Vertically.,,tather..than'horiiontally... -Gold-
Meier (1937) found that Ssjudged-A figdre withsymmetryabouta. vertical
axis tobe more similar to a standardfigure (which had symmetry-about a hori7

...zontal axis and'a.yertical axis), than. a figure with Symmetry about a horizontal__

:aX.i.n. . . 4.
, .. .-,

./.-
Subsecluent,researchon.the preferencelororganizing::A:figute .abaut...a

- vertical axis has. ttempted to separate,theinfluen4et of (Arthe,Axis being'
in .a vertical position or 'the,retina(retinal orientation), (b.). ,the :

°being .in -oa.,vertical: position in the i.enVironment :Sgravitational cbrientation) ,.

and (c) the'axis being conceived .(rather than perceived)ai vertical (phenon&
ehal orientation).' For,examVle, LeaianandRoCk (1961:found that Ss pre -.

'.ferred syMmetty abOUtthe phenomenal. vertical exit over'theretinal or-gravi--
,_.----LtationalTaxis.--SteInfeld7(1970) found. that Ss learned to .recognize figures

.despite-.ChAnged 1:n the d-.Phenomenal axis from'training totesting. He suggested'
_ _ .
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that.Ss were able to "catch on" to the,idea that figures could be tilted
:and that the top *the figure could be conceived LidePendently of 'the'
'figure'S gravitational or retinal axes.

If

Attneave (1968) has proposecPAVisual model that suggests areagon.for
theTteference people have for. vertical orientation and verticaL symmetry,.

'am* Also'stiggeSte why' people are able to recognize that a figure is . "til"ted."

'The,model Consists of a pair,of internal Cartesian coordinate systems. .

One coordinate systeMHdescrinesa,figi.lre.in.terms of1odal axes in a 3-dimen-.

eional Space:and the other Coordinate system.Oescribes the tilt of .the
figuralaxes from the general axe's of the. field. minimal principle

governs the orientation of,theq olocal axes; those orientations wiiichgive
the figure simple descriptions, such as arranging the local vertical of a
figure with an axisoof symmetr5q-are favored.

31(1

A similar model has been proposed by researchers interested. in cAil-

dren'e:discernmentof'shapes and orientations (Hanfmanni,1933;. Braine,
1973), 'For'example, Braine'(1973) has suggested that children's judgment

of Uprightness wasdetermined by a focal'feature at the ,tOp ofthefigure
and a vertical orientation of the main lines 'of the figure. The child's

internal representation of a shape is in 'the child's preferred' upright '
prientationfor theshape.and the representatiOnis,.tegged with the addi-
'-tional information about the'position in which itwas'preaented. An

cation- of thiscoding is that, "If the figure, presented for copying and its

internal representation are not in the same orientation; then the subject

may eve difficultylreprOducing the design in-the orientation of the

Eresent%model "-Braine, 1973, p.%5).

,Russia's Studies in the Role of Drawings in Learning Oeometry.

Russian studies in how students use illustrationa.in learning geometry
14-7>.

indicate that under. certain conditions mathematical conceptualization re-

. Sembles,the behavior of,Ss doing perceptUal taske. The SO'viets.have been.
interestedirChow siUdents..aftempt toutilize a drawing in solving a.geometry

prohlem. To investigate the questionprobleme were. seleCted that required

a students to. initially organize a .fgure with respect- to. One concept, and

;tit to reorganize thefigure;with respect to another concept. In general;

a*rganization.Of a' figure need notrequire'a reorientation of the.figure.
'However:,-in many ofthe:SOiet problems:theeiplicit reorganization was a

reorientation of the'figure'Some partsof the figure formed'aconfiguration

.that illustrated one toncept, and some arts ..of the figureformed.a.configu-

ration that illustrated another concept.: So, reorientation was.required'

because the inferred upright axes for the two configUratiOns did not coincide.

Students tended to view a drawing terms of a_single contept. Zykova.,

noted that, -

.r
(Students regarded,visually perceived features as essential

features which) gave the concepts an extremely individualized

character,'and made if difficult (for the students) to work with
, .



item. Their use was limited to the standard illustrations in the,

textbook. (Zykova, 1969, p. 95)
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.
,The close relationship between the rigid conceptual interpretation

Students gave to pictures'and the inferred orienktation of.the figure is
highlighted,by the students' comments. For example, concerning student

-treaponseso-Ugure 4; some sample students comments were:

(Students were given vertical
angles AOC and DOB and the per-
Oendicular KO to CO and OD.) .

"I.didn't understand that angle COK and angle. KOD were right angles...
-.l didn't see the drawing like that, the. perpendicular is inclined
andtherightangleatan't be seen; then I change'the position of
'tge'Akawing and I saw the right angles."1(Zykova,,

1
969, p.107)..

A,
didn't understand that it was a right angle (pause).it's not

:like this (draws a right angle of Which one side is horizontal and
the other ,is vertical).." (Zykova, 1969, p: 127)

. -

Both the Russian studies and the perceptual literature agree that a

:student imposedvisual limitations oil his mental images; the. two views

'differ in their explanations of the cause of the student's biases. 'The

Soviet psychologists have emphasized that instruction limited to standard

illustrations accounts for the formation of limited concept&. The percep:-

tual literature emphasizes that' individuals tend to organize figures in up.-

right orientation, regardless of ho* they were presented for study.

Procedure

Concepts Taught
fle

To evaluate the different explanations for visually biased concept.for-

mation, and to show that the effects would generalize to different concepts,

-three different concepts were investigated. The three concepts were

tude of a triangle," "angle.Of incidence from.a point to a line and its corre- .

sponding angle of reflection," and "complete one-point and its three aiagonal

points." Figure 5 shows illustrations for each of these concepts:'

7".

A

d.
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"altitude-of a
triangle'!.

Sub acts-

Figure.5

"angle of
%incidence"

312

complete4-point"

To investigate whether results would generalize across age levels, the
present study included sixth graders, ninth graders,-and college students
in a pre-calpulds mathematics course.. Subjects in the study were: 36 sixth
grade stndents at Jefferson Middle School, Madison, Wisconsin; 65 ninth,
grade algebra students at West High School, Madison, Wisconsin; and 67
college students enrolled in a pre-calculus, algebra, and trigonometry
class at the University of"Wisconiin, Madison, Wisconsin.

Instructional Materials

At'each,gradelevel, students were randomly assigned to a Concept.; and
then randomly assigned to one of four instructional^formats. Format A

:provided experience with.only upright figures. Formatj3 provided experience

with,only nonupright jigures. Format C provided an experience'of beginning
With'upright figures and changing to tilted. figures, and format D provided
the experience of beginning with tilted figures and'ending with upright

figures. ...

Instructional booklets consisted of two parts:.fiye pagel of illustra-

tions, and a written description of the mathematical concept illustrated, by

the figures. Figures,on the same page were matched for orientation, with-'

the exception of the 'middle page of threeofthe formats, A page contained

either three 'or four figureS. For each concept, the same set of 16, illustra,-

.tions was presented in the saMesequencafor each instructional format.
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1.
The expected results from the Soviet view were: (a) instruction limited

to one type of figure orientation (upright or tilted) would foster a bias

for the orientation presented -in instruction, and (b) instruction that in-

cluded both types of figurb orientation would not foster a bias for one

type of figure orientation. The expected results from the perceptual view

(a)=in general:, studenti would develop.a'bias for upright orientation

of the illustrations, and (b) instruction that enabled students to relate

upright figureg totiltedfigures would produce the be pt leafning. The

gt+or also anticipated that the format containing the upright -to-tilted

sequence would produce the/best learning.
.

For each concept, test booklets conaisted,of three pages. Each page

was divided into mi..; sets of figures. Identifications of correct figures

lied to be made on one Set,of figures; the other set of figures had to be

completed to show a correct illustration ofthe concept. Instructions for

the identification.questions were td circle or to shade, speCified features

of t4ejllustrationi. The instructions for the figure completion questiOns

Wereto draw the lines. that were needed to complete the figure. No written

Verbal responses were required.
.

.

For each test, half of the identification questions referred to upright

`figures and half referred to tilted figures. Likewises the coMpletiOn ques-

tions were equally divided between upright and tilted figures. Students

received separate scores for upright figures and tilted.figures.

,

Instruct\ional Sessions

After.4some preliminary comments, the E explained that each student would.

receive 4-pamphlet about a special "geometric figure." :Students were told

that the pamphlet gave lta description of the of ,geometric figure they

would earn ahimt'and several pages of examples. i The E read ,the following

instru tions to the students:
\ - . .

(11) The pamphlet is arranged so that the name and the full description

1
of the figure 1.4; on a fold-up sheet. Keep the written description'

insight while you look at the.other pages in the booklet.

(21 Oneash of the other pages, you'll find several examples of correct
.,

figures and,some of the features of each, figure will be identified

in\the piCture.. . ..
.

.

(3i There is a "connect-the-dot" exercise atthe bOttbm of each page

tO'help-yOu.practiCe drawing the figures.'

(4 Altogether, there are five pages of'picturea. , ..

1

,

(5 When you study, the lesson,.tf3vto see how the written description

agr \es with each picture. Compare:-.the exampleS on a page to find.

waYathat the pictures -are the same and ways that they are different.

(6 The pictur'es are only a few examples of the possible figures that .

go w1.th the written description. Try,thipking of other possibilities.

Remember all the statements 'must be true.

(7) Use. ny extra time you have topractice dramingyour own pictures.

(8) Go t rough the 'pages of the pamphlet in the order of the-pages.
,
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It, was furtherAXP10-ned that after the students had studied their pamphlets,
the pamphlets'ikuid iiecollEcted and new pamphlets would be distributed.'
The:new pamphlets would have questions asking them to identify, and draw
pictures oPthekind offigures they

314

Testing Sessions

The testing sessions immediately follow the instructional sessions.
For botthe sixth graders 'end the college students, testing was lone in
a large room 'igith allthe participants present at the same time. Ninth

graders were tested dUring their scheduled algebra classes and in their
customary rooms. Students- worked On the teat booklets lor about 30 minutes.

Results

A grade (including 'only ninth grade Ss and college Ss):X.concept X
instructional format repeated measuretANOVA summarized in table 1 indicates
that the upright test_ figures are significantly easier (p < .001) than the
tilted test figuret, the Concepts are 'significantly (p d< .001) different,
and the college students are significantly better (p< .005) than the ninth

.grade-students. The interaction between conctptt and the orientation of
the test figures is significant (p 4:':001)., There is no significant dif-

ference among the four instructional formats. .

'Table:2a' showt the'hinth grade and college means. Table .2b shown the

'organs for upright testfigures, and tilted test figures-(using theticoregk

of ninth grade Ss and college -Ss). Each of the means for the concepts
"altitude of.a triangle" and "angle of incidence"'is almost double the

mean for the "complete. 4-point:..." concept. Table 2c shows the means for
the three concepts (using the scores of the ninth grade Ss and college Ss).

Figure 6 shows the graph for tht.interaction between concept and orientstion

of the test figures'. The meam for` the upright figures exceeds. the

means for the tilted test figuies across the three concepts. The gfeatest

difference (4.58) between he means occurs for the ."altitude of a triangle"

followed next by the difference.(1:42)for the "angle of incidence...".

and,leSt by the difference (.07) for the "complete 4- point.... ",.

:The, means calculated from sixth grade Ss and corresponding to the sig--

nifiCant effectsfor the ninth grade and, college Ss are shown in table 3..

Table. 3a shows the sixth 'grad'e mean score. Table 3h shoWs the means for

the upright test figures:and the tilted test figures. A one-sided .t -test

for themeans of paired observations doet not show a significant difference

at the .05 :level (t=1.4555), between the:upright mean enethe tilted mean.

However,.the ratio (.05) of, the difference of the means. to the,meanscore

for the.sixth gradeEp is similar. to the corresponding ratio (.06) derived

from the ninth grade and college Ss'. Table 3c Showt the means for'the three

concepts. .A Neuman-keuls test for multiple means.dbes'not show any significant

Aifferences at the .05.1evel among the thrte concept.means. The order of the

:means does not correspond to the'orderforninth grade and college SS. The

surprising resultit the "altitude of a triangle" mean in the ?,west potition.

Figure .7 shows the graph fot the orientation of the test figures across the
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ANOVA Sudhary Table for Grade x Concept x.Instructional Format

Source of Variance df SS,,

Grade,:9th and college (G)

Concept .(C)

Instructional Format (I)
.

G x.0 '

JG. x I

I

G x C

Ss/Groups (GCI)

'Orientation of Test
Figure (0)

Total

O x G

O x C

O x I

O x G x C

O xGxI

O xCxI.

O xGxCxI
,

O x Ss/group.

1

2-

3

2

3

6

6'

96

1

3

:6

6

96

1,669.5

-17,376.1

283

'567.8

263.1,

803.3

674.7

13,423.8'

246

14.6

213.4

67.6

47

5.3

57.1

166.9

1,146.6

MS

1,669.5

8,688.1

9"
283.9

87.7

133.9

112.5

139.8

246

14.6

106.7

22.5

23.5

1.7

915

315.

F

37,025.8

27.

11.9

* *.

11.94

*
62.15

. 67

2.03

.63

. 96.

.80

*
20.60

1.23

8.97,

1.89

1.97

. 15

.80

2.34

p .001

.005

G0



jable 2

'Table 2a

Mean atores for Ninth.Gradeand College

.441.nth Grade _College

32.83 38.12

Table 2b

.Meam:Scores*,for Upright and Tilted Test Figures

Upright.Test Figures Tilted Test Figures

34.46

Table2c

.Mean.-Scores for the Threeconceits

Concept Altitude. Angle of. 'Incidence .Complete 4- Point.

Mean Score*y. 41.49 41.49 23.44

316-

*Ninth grade.and college scores were. used.

e

Table 3

Table 3a

Mean Score for Sixth Grade -- 22.73

Table ,3b

Mean Scores of Sixth Grade Ss'for-,Upright and Tilted Test Figures

Upright Test Figures . Tilted Test FigUres.

23.28 22.19
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Tablt 3(cOned.

Table 3c

Mean Scares of Sixth.Grgde Ss for the Three Conc pts

Altitude - . Angle of Incidence Com.lete. -Point

18.41 28.79 22:31,
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Figure 6. Graph of interaction between-concept and orientation Of
test figures*

Altitude

Upright

, . .

Mg Tilted

42.2
qt/. fo

Anglt.of InCidence

.
.

-Complete 4-Point

Means deriVed,from ninth grade and college scores.'.

ti
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Figure 7. Graph of interaction between concert and crientation of.
test iigures**

/

19'75 17.06

Altitude

[::1 Upright

. Tilted

tete

Means derived froM sixth grade scores.

29.42
28.17

Angle of Incidence-.

23.5
21.13

Complete 47-Point

threeaconcepts. The parts of the graph for the "altitude-of.a triangle' and

the angle of incidence:.." is similar to the corresponding paits of the

graph fOr ninth grade and college Ss. The mean for .the tilted test figUres

exceeds the mean for the upright test figuresfOr the "complete 4-point:..".'
, .

Furthcr Observations

In:order to identify difficult test figures, answers:for individualidentify
test figures were examined. For the "altitude of a'triangle" concept,-
obtuse triangles with.an exterior altitude :were.frequently missed. For

the "angle of incidence..." concept, pairs of. perpendicular lines were
frequently .

There'are two-distinct .tyPea_of figures for a ,'complete
One type of figure has a triangular boundary and the other type of figure,
has.a concave quadrilateral boundary.. (See figure for an example of

each typqA Ss frequently missed one type of figure.:.The difficult type
varied among the Ss.

In summary,:for each concept some Ss placed inCotrect'restrictiOns on
the'shape of figure6 of the concept, such as requiring that an altitude Of,

;..
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a triangle be in the interior of the triangle. The Ss were able to recog-

nize the. concept in speCial cases, but not throughout
T

the full range of

examples.

Conclusions

Students do form concepts that are biased in favor of upright figures.

Of the two views- proposed to explain why students form visually biased
concepts, the perceptual - limitations explanation is consistent with the
results of the study, whereas the'instructional,-limitations-explanation
is inconsistent with many of. the. results.

Additional conclusions are:

(1) Students can more easily recognize-upright.igurea fora concept
than: tilted,figures, regardless of instructional experiehce: The prefer

ehdedevelops even when instruction is limited to:tilted figurea
12) Attributes of the figures. themselves, rather than'the orientation

in which .the figure is presentee, seem to foster thebiaa-for uptight_

figures: The bias for .uprWat'figUres was strongest for the"altitudeof

, a triangle" concept, less `strong for the 'angle of incidence...",concept,..

and we&kest for,the'"complete concept; (In fact, the sixth

grade Es showed a bias infalior:of tilted figures of _..the.."complete

4-point..." concept.) The ordering of the concepts.they be'adeounted for '

'by certain features of each set of.figures. Figures fOt the "altitude.

of\a triangle" always'contain perpendicular lines: The perpendicular lines

maybe a clue for mentally_alignirig'the figute to Oake theperpendidulat
linee,horizontal'and vertical ,Figures of an "angle of

..always have an impliditaxis"of symmetry The-axis. of symmetry can be men-,

tally aligned ih .a vertical position ,to agree wlth. general preferences' for

a figurevs'uptight,poeitiOn. But the ,influence Ofan implicit axis of sym7.._

metry as a clue for upright orientation doesnot,seem to be'as strong as the

Clue provided bTpe. pendicular lineal Figures for a "complete 4-point..."

lack a commonclue,foi-upright orientation. A strong upright bias cannot .

develop 'because there are ho clues to support '

(3) Upright biapes do not appear to .be a, reflection of poor concept,

-ualization. Tor.the.C15Mbined results of the ninth grade and college ,

'there As a direct kelai:onshipSetWeeii aliiiifOt Upright figures ofea

conceptandsuccess in 1 rning the concept.

Implications for' Instruction

, .

.
(1 The 'conclusions of the study suggest, that °a 'bias fOr-iiiiright figures

may bebeneficial for conceptuali atiOn. -Accokding to some theories. of

perteptuArcodinge figure is toa efficiently coded in,its preferred

upright orientation. -New figureeth t are formed hy,rotating the upright-;

prototypefigure.canbe coded with re hect to the prototype-figure; The new

figure is coded as the prototype figure together Withthe angle of tilt
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between the vertical of tha.ptototype figure and the actual vertical of the

page lahis type of coding implies that the formation of a Strong upright-.

prototype image of a figure should improve-recognition of the figure in any

orientation..'Further'inVestigation is needed todetermine ways of helping

studente-form strong upright-prototype images According to the results

oe'thia stUdy,-itis.naither necessary nor sufficient to show the figure
_ .

in its upright, position.
.

0) The presentation of a-Variety .of shapesjor'a concept. is not suf-

ficient to .prevent stUdentsfrom forming limited concepts. The visual':'

-distinctions that'students peiCeive'in figures are often more. compelling

'
thanithe mathematical concept that is illustrated.. In consequence), the

..student -forms afconcept_that is limited, to special figures. :Further inVis-

tisaition is needed'tO find ways of helping students fotm More general'

concept's.
(3). Further investigation is needed to verify the result for sixth

sra e Ss that the orderof difficulty of the conceptsjfrom easiest to most

diflicult) is.7angleofincidence....1" "nomplete.4-point and "Altitude

of a triangle." This information would be relevant for selecting geometry

topics,for elementary school.. For example, the "angle-of incidence...".

concept hakimportantphysical:applications but is rarely taught in eleman-

.7taty school. Providing that children can learn this concept Well, it, would

haidesirable to-teach-it. On the other hand,` area formulf; which depend

*.on the altitude concept, Are,becoming.a pOpular topic, yin elementary, school.

If further work COnfitms that the "altitude of a triangle" is-a difficult

concept"- for nhildren, it may'be best' to Podtpone,theihtroducifon of "area

formuli until after the sixth grade.

1

ti

o
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University of Michigan'

In the preceding chapteri of this monograph yob have seen a wide range

of studies dealing with space and geometric concepts, The braad- areas of

(a) young children's view of geometric concepts, (b) children'sverforMance

in relation to transformational geometry tasks, (c)ithe geometries,between

Aopology,and Euclidean, and (d), the performance of more mature learners

in geometric. or space-dituations are included, The authort of these chap-

ters raiamany researchable issues r'Lated.to sptce-and geometry. The

prior publication, Space and Geometry: Papers from a Research Workshop,

Oartin, 1976).raiseg additional issues thatneedto be considered care-

fully in thinking'about future research in, space and geometry.

In tl,..; paragraphs that follow you will learn of one person's reactions

to the results reported in earlier chapters; you will learn'of the questions

these investigations raised:nd you will learn of some of the dirtctions

this author sees as important.avenues of further research in space and

geometry.

The first'set of articles deals with, in Lesh's words, "...Preoper-

- ational concepts -or the development of primitive operational concepts."

In the article by Lesh on memory. improvements One comment strikes me'at

particularly important: a.

c (a). The amount. of figurative.informationa child'is able to

read out of.a given situation-is determined'hy.the operational-

gystemte.is ableto.use. .(b) Children will distort what.

they "see" in order to represent.What thty Understand.

-In refiecting-od research-in learning about4pace and geometry; .Lesh'

points justify much of the work that is reported in this monograph. In

ordei to make valid curricular suggestions for geomttry in the elementary

school, we 'heed to gain.baseline data on what children "see" as an adult

sees: (No implication is intended here concerning the psychological issue

Orthe nature of perceptiOn and/or imagery.) For example,'instruction ifi

fractional number concepts is-often based upon geometric models'in which

the.child- needs .to "understand" unit regiOn or segment and equal size

1 parts. If the learner doetnot operate onothese concepts with Understand-

ing, that is, if he does not "see" what we see, the learner cannot be'ex-

pected gain a stahle'understanding of fractional number,
,

But the research dealing with geometric:. concepts, needs to-progress

'beyond a description of what children Understand at various 'age levels;

it deeds to progress beypndreplication and refinement-of Piaget's,theoly'

of-'intellectual developdent; it .needs to begin.torelate'geoketric.

understanding to the type of geometric experiences learners gain in-and

out of school; it Ueeds"to +begin po relate geometrid understandings to the

nature, of the instruction used by teachers, .Ifi;as Lesh and Mierkiewicz

state, "perceiving is not just sensing, .but rather the effect of sensori

input on, the representational system,!' we need .to, begin to find effective ,-
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ways to.heip youngsters develop repreSeniatiOnal systems that will. permit
_Lgeomel:ric-oblects to be perceived as:We wish them. to be perceiyed

.

(Marlin, 1976). , - °

These vies may'be considered by .tome to be heretical: or merely fool-,

ish,toothere. However, I would Point outthat,.in the case of geometry,
curriculum. naterills:Are _distinguished: by.their lack-of consistency 114

grade placementand in sequence of content, -Most textbook writing tea
appear to use their best judgement regardingHcOnfent; plaCement,4ndse
qugnce,but.there appears to belewunivertally accepted guidelines for
inclusion CTSequence, of geometric material i elementarTschOlmathe-,
maiics materials-. Teacher9,-therefore, carinoebe.faulted too severely
mbenthey "sklp"'gdometryito spend mdre time on arithmetic skill develop
ment,lJben:,there is little agreement among "those in:the know.."! From this
writer's view4,,Piagetian theory provides little. guidance: in de4ding cUr-.

'riculumquestions. It dOes provide Information on how:Childrenireact in

certain geometric problem situations.. Fromthete'data we can identify
types of situations that may cause difficulties for some students and some

that generally do not., We can also identify:activities that we;may use to

jearn what.a youngster can do and cannot do,HWhat iv. needed iSa more ap77

plicable, theory of;geometricTlearning than the oft quoted idea'that'chil-

-droa'S geometrid' understanding prOgrestes from'toPologiCal properties to,.

projvctive'properties to Euclideanproperties. For aallartin pp s out,

,

, On the basis of available it appears that :

Certain topological' concepte such as interior.; exterior,
and,boundary and primitiVe forms of proximity :and separa -.

1, tion develop early. Other concepts such as'topological .

,,,,..._
equivelenceorder3 and continuity evidently develop Pater.

4 Probably.dbme P'iOSective.concepts elso develop early,"ear- q

lier than'many topological concepts. (1976, p.` 113)'
.

%.

..
,

..

Fortunately, such.a more applicable and testable theory hasNbeen proposed 1.

by thg,Vin Hiele's. The Van Hieletheory describes variouslevelsof.de- ,,.,'

'.velopment in geometry, as:follows (Wirszup, 1976): ..;

Level I
a,.

This initial level is characterized by the perception

- of geometric. figures in their totality as entities., Figures

are `judged;:..according to their appearance: 'The pupils do-not

see the parts of the figure; nor do they perceive the rela-'

tionships anong components of the figure and among the
figures themselves. ,They cannot even compare figures with

,common properties,with one another. The cflildren-who,can

reason at this level distinguish figures by their shape as

a whole. They recognize, for example, a rectangle, a square,

and other figures. They conceive of a rectangle,.hOwever,-'

as completely different from a square.' When a six-year-old .

is shown what a rhombus, a rectangle, a square, and a_parallekr

'oeram are, he is capable of reprodtcing these figures without

error on a "geoboard of Gattegno," even In:difficult

.O



itrrangements: The-hild.can memorize themames of thes
figures.brtheir shapes alone, but he does'not recognize
thesquireas a rhombus, or -th-e-YROmtiit7ataparallelogram.
TO hithesefiguresare still completely distinCt..

r.

The.Pupil who hasreached the second:level'hegins'to_.
discera' the components of the figures;.he alsoestablishes
relationthips betweem individual figures. * thiEvlevel,'.
he is therefore'ableto'make-ananalysic of the.figures Per-
ceived. Thittakes place.in the procesS,(and With*the help)
of Observations', measureMents,'draWings, and..model-making.
The prop ties of thefigures are established experimentally;properties

are: scribed, butsnot yet formally defined: 'These,
.properties hick the pupil has established servi\asameans

.1.'. of recognizing:flgures.,At this stage, the figures act-as'
'Oe'bearertOf'theirjroperties. Thata figure is a red-.
.tangle lean A that it has four right angles, that the 4iag-
-bnals are'equal, and that he sipposit sides,areequaf.

,
.. kOWeVer, these properties. re 'still not connected withone

, ..... , ..

-another, For; example, the pupil. notices that in both the '----

rectangle and the parallplogram:of general type.the.opPosite
sides-areetittal to one another, but he: does not yet:conclude
thata rectangle is a parallelogram. ,

. -
j-

,.

Level-III.

Students who'haye reathed.thiplevel of geometr devel-'
Cpmentettablish relatiOns,among the Properties 'of a figure.
and among the figures themselves.- Atthis.ievel°th re occurs
a logiCalordering of the preperties.of a iigureand of classes
of figures. The pupil is now able to discernTthelpOssibility

:of-fOne. property following from'another,.-and the lole of deft-

nitiqn is clarified.. The'lOgical.congiCtions figures

.andproperties of figures are estatliShed.by.de

.
Ho Weyer, at this level' the sttident does of grasp the: /

meaning of deduction as 'whole. The order of logical.con-:'
clusion is. established with the help of, the tAxtbookor the.

teacher The child, - himself does not.yet understand bol.it .

cOuld be_potsible'te modify this order, noriLes he see the

possibility constructing the theory Proceeding from differ-
ent.preMiset.ylle does not yet understand the role of axioms,
and cannot yetsee,the logiCal connectionfof'stateMents At

this level .deduCtiVe methods appear.in conjunction with exper-
Mentation, thus permitting other proPerit'ies to be obtained by

-----reasoning from some experimentally-obtained properties.. At

thethird level a squarejt already viewed as-a rectangle'and

4 parallelogram. ' .
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:
At the fourth level, the' students grasp the significance

of'deductionas a means of Constructing and developing all
geometric theory. The transition to this level is°assisted
bYthe-pdpils' understanding of the role and the essence of
axioms, definitionsi'and theoremsof the'losical structure

-ofA-Troof; and of the analysis of the logical relationships
_

between concepts. and statements. .--

The studentS can-now see the various possibilities for

developing a theory proceeding from various premises. For

eicamPle, the pupil cannoW.examine:the whole System of prop
erties arid ',features of the parallelogram by using the text.

definition of:a parallelogram: A parallelogramisa
'quadrIlateral in which,the.opposite sides are parallel. But

he Can' also construct another system based, say, on the fol-

'lowing definition:'A parallelogram is a' quadrilateral, two .

.opposite'aidesof which are equal and parallel.

Level V- '

This level of;intellectual development Ingeometry corres7-

ponds. to ,the modern(Bilbertian) standard ,of rigor; At this .

one.attainsftan abStraction.frOm the concrete nature of

'objects and from the'concrete meaning of.the,relatiOns connect-

ing these objects.;'-A perSon at.this ,level develops A theory

without making any'conCrete. interpretation. 'Here geo*etry,

acquires a general character and brOader applications .__For

e ample; several objate;phenbmena or- .conditions serve. as

'!.1) ints".and any set of "points" -Serves as a "figure," and s

on .(p. 77-79) - -

Wirszup continues tonotet...

These levels are inherent in the develoPment of the thoUght
rocessea....Soviet research has.shown that. the passage from one

level to another is not a spontaneous procesS Concomitant with

the students' biological.growth-.and dependent' or:Y on his age.
Thedevelopment...proceeds basically under the influpnce of

learning and therefore depends on the content and methpds'of

instruction. (p. 79) The maturation process 'which leads to d

'higher level unfolds in a characteristic way; one canrdistinguiSh

:. everal phages. (This maturation mustbe.considered'principally

as a process of apprenticeship and not as a ripening on the bio -.

:logical order.), It is then possible and desirable (emphasis:

AddedYfor the teachOf to encourage and hasten it. It is the',,,

gal of-didactics foask. how these phases are, traversed'andhow
to furnish effective help to the student. (p. 2-83) .

/
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_ .
.

he_phases of developmentare entitled (a) infOrmatiOn4-.(b) directed

(c). explanation, (d) free orientation, and (e) integration.

(Wirtizup, 1976, -i tf,,

As

-
.

a.result.of this lifth phAseltile new level of thought
.ist'eached....The student arranges a network of relations whiCh

1,,connect with the totality of the domain explored. This. new

domain of thought, which has acquired\its own intuition, has
been substituted fortke earlier 'domain of thought which pos=
Sessed an .entirely different'intuition (Wirszup, 1976, v. 84)

The Van Hiele levels:of thought viovide a structure within which a
geometriccurticillum can.be4eVelOped throughout the school period. The,
levels suggest the type ofActivities we should.provide for the learner
so that theitgeometric knowledge will develop. For''example, Level

'activities would focus in, individual figurle recognitipn, prbductiOn and

naming; Level II activities would ;be focused on'deiermining the properties
hf.individual figures lohich.Are.now recognized' from Level I; in Level III,.

'the relationships between figures and theirAiroperties.wouldbe,emphasized;:
in Level. IV, the knowledge. of the previouS level would be employed to study .

geometry from. a deductive point of view; Level .V activities would be rele--., -

gated tb 'the collegiate study of geometry by most learners.-

'
.

It seems that the 1.7ArCHiele level. theory, takariin Conjunction with the
,

Piagetian generated knowledge dealing with specific space and:geoMetiic
tasks,should ginerateresearchzble questions and hypotheses dealing.with

the learning of geometric knowledge.' WirsZu0;states that the Soviets have

carried out extensive studies relating to. the Van Hiele level_theory.. Even.

so, studies'With American learners'based upon the levels need to.be done.

In particular, the Soviet new geometry curriculum beginS. Level III .(semi

deductive geometry) in grade 4. Certainly this is far in advance of Ameri=

can curriculum in geometry.

U UM:

Wirszup concludes, with the following indictment of .our ge etry curric=

As a resultof unsuccessfulexperienceand convincing evi%- 7.7

dence the so- called axiomatic methods of. initiation int-O. geometry

have been.recogniZed by modern educators the world:over.as unped7

Agogical. A review of the teachineof-geometry in the'United

'Statee indicates-at once that-:only a very small number'of.the

elementary schools offer any organized studies in visual geometry,.

and where they are done,. they begin with measurements and other

concepts,which correspond to Levels II and III of thought devel-'

opment in geometry. Since Level I is passed over, the material..

'that is taught even in these schools does. not promote any deeper.

understanding And is soon .completely forgsotten.: .Then, .in. the

10th grade,' 15'and ib-year-old youngsters are confronted with

geometry for almost,the first time in their lives. The ighole

unknown and complex, world of plane.andspace is givetto them

A



`i.p;a:Peasive:aXiomatic or psuedo-axiomatic'treatment. The

)4ajOrity'of our high School etudenta are at the first level
of development in geometry, while the course they take de-

:mends the fourth level.ofthought: It is no wonder that

high school graduates have hardly any knowledge of geometry,.

and that this irreparable deficiency haunts them'continually

,later on. (1976, p. 96) .
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Certainly Wirszup's conclusions in the above, citations should not-be 's

accepted.without empirical evidence. Are `the tenth graders at Level 1?

I's the "develapmental sequence" of the levels accurate? What are the

effects Cf geometric 'insi..ruction on students' geometric knowledge? Are

the levels representative af cognitive functioning in general or are they.'

dependent upon .geometric content? How'does the "level of thought" theory

relate to learning theories? The questions are many,.the answers are few

At present.'

In.tfie discuSsion of .the Soviet curriculum, Virtzup.commented:

It_was found-that A-if-irked economy in the further study of

geometry could be achieVed by (and on the baSis of) the

.study of geometric transformations--for example, of axial

symMetry--at an earlier time. (Thi- would be the.first

topic for grade 5..,.) '(1976, p. 9 )

.

Algo, Martin's interpretation
the following assumption.

.Piaget's position.led him to ma e'

Piaget.s definition of the, nature

tidily correct'. Khol-ring requires c

::- of transformations. These transform

sively more nearly isomorphic to trans

They eventually. are combined intasyStems
,methematical'group.- (1976,.p. 112),

is essen,
tion of systems.
become Progres
ions of reality.

odeled by the

,-

It.seemsi then, that "transfo theoreticalposition as

well,:zas-a-eurricular one: --Certain]. our.ultima e goal is for learners

-E6.--atfain'a.stable view .of a Euelide space. SUch a.gOel may

be interpreted
tcoimply:that.the.similar ty transformations and their in

var'-..:,
riances need,to be mastered explicitly or .implicitly by learners. For.

:elaMple; a learner needs to learn that a segment retains its length under

an isometry, or that a triangle has a similar figure for its image under

ast,spiral similarity or a dilative reflection. Thies:does not Mean, tomy- -

mind:at least, that a learner must or even-may explicitly uuderatand these

trandformations,"Rather'it means that the salientchaiacteristfcs are .

conserved under motion either physical, representational or conceptual;. ..

that is, corresponding segments of eimilar.figlitea' are,proportiOnal, cor-

responding angles equal,: etc. '
.

.a

.

. ,

1,f'the: quotations from Wirszup And,Martin do represent the "truth,"

. I
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:

theia,- we need to learn more ,about how youngsters view the effects of.trans-
.

formations.. Thomas has provided some information in the present monograph

With'.reipect to:threeisometries. SiMilarly, Schultzprovides'information
relating attributes of thefigure and size(distance.betWeen preiMage and

iniage) of transformation to the difficulty children found in responding

Correctly. Kidder found that when student attention was focused on the

plaCement of an image,.the student did not alwaysConserve the length Of ,

the image V.gure Such a result should not be overinterpreted, for when

e student is concentrating on the placemenCbf.the image, other factors,

Suches length,
,
maylose his attention. .

.
.

..
.

.

.

. . .

Even though the .work reported in this monograph gives some baseline

.data,, more. information is needed: How learners view the effeCt of isomet-7

rieS and other' similarities on all theAnvariances under thesetransforma-

'tions need explication. These.. studies should be reported cOmpletely.and_.

systematically. so that others can replicate-them-to-confirm Fterefute.the

_..i_ fndinga ---SuchreIts-shOuld be:CoMpared with,"chi ld initiated" transfor

;
mations.tThat,is, allow a youngsterove a-figure in any way he*.y ,

-
c.,wish, and.ask hii.about the invatiances. If the youngster-hasconsistent.

results across transformations, theii:itcertainly seems safe to use:the'
formally defined.mathemitical.tranaformatiOns to help a youngster in his

attempt to ,understand geometric ideas afidthe nature'of.space. This, it

seems; is what the Soviets, have done vith'ict'measure of success.

. .

Research. on the role oftransft400:91* "learning geothetriat higher

levels is also needed It seems r6aSiii lypOthes-irze-that ifeo-,.

metric knowledge is developed by use 3f .t nsf tions, then high'school..,

geometry students may be better able' to leatn:aout axiomatically. organized

.geometry in a transformation based course: .0f if Wirszup is Correct

i
in, his assessment of the level of geometric tilt) ght-of American,tenth graders;

then.the approach used and its "fit" with.the Cgnitive development maybe
...., .

immaterial. --

In all the works, in this monograph, you haVe seen referenceMad-eto.
.

the learner's, cognitive structure: -Such. reference was made in,particular

in-the FusOnv the Martin, and:the Moyer and:Johnson. articles.' Clearly there

is noway to measure cognitive structure directly. Rather tasks are given;

responsesare noted and analyzed,. and inferences drawn. The inferences

dawn usually are influenced,by'thetheoreticalpOsition favored by the

authOr: .For example, in the Kidder.research, theresults could be. equally.

well:eXplainect-by reference to attention to relevant attributes, as by the

position that the author took : . Such differences in interpretation:will con-7:

tinue to existaslong as there'are competing theories. It should also be

noted. that cognitivefstructureprequire-time to develop. The amount'Of'

time a youngster Spends in,trying to.learn soMething may'be a crucial varir-
- .

at,r,..in'the study. of cognitive structure development.

At.least three things are needed so"tiiat' We.cpip better Understand thd

cognitive'sfructure.of a youngster.. First.we need_carefully documented-

ccase:itudies.of Individual' youngsters over asubsiantial period,Of-time.

Thu basis for these. case studies could very well be many of the Piaget

;.%
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'inspired tasks. But need to be others also'! In particular, tasks
dealing with all the geometric content we hope. to see learned eVentuall4r,
shOuld be developed. For example, careful documentation of the learneriso
behavior as he tries.to learn some geometry. may. be most informatiVe re-
gardAng htS.cognitive structure. Information gathered in case studies
would be deVelopmentally and curricularly more useful than that obtained.
-intheuSual age sampling techniques.

But we also'must admit. that longitudinal.case studies are difficult.
to:carry-Out, so we need substahtial.data gathered by age.sampling
:These sets of. data for the various concepts and generalizations Studied
need to. be compared to determine if:ihe cognitive structures and develop-

/.
Mental stages''....are_the---same for thetWo. If they are, more' confidence

--is gained in the'data generated. 'by' sampling. .

The third.: needed with respect to the longitudinal data is
to relate it.to the. typeand.amountof.dOstruction taking place in the

schools.. One of the shOrtComings of Piaget's work is that results are
not related.to educational experience., What are.the.effedts of instrud. .

tion? Does instruction, or the lack thereof, affect cognitive structure-.
If so,: how?

In:thisregard,.MoYer and.Johnson tried to determine the "fit" between

a mathemAticalstructure-and aearner's cognitive'sttucture. Theyfound
discrepancies between the two. Such results should not be'unexpected,0
because.the mathematical structure is' often iipOsed-for the sake oUconven

ience. As Martin comments, , \ .

"Inherent" sequence in mathematics may actually be only an
organizational aid employed by mathematicians...:Structure
does not automatically_ determine the 'sequence of the child's

conceptual development. (1976, p. 113)
\

The major point here is that cognitive structure is\a continuously

developing entity. Both psychologists and educators would agree to this.

Also both.' groups would agree that an individual's cognitiVe structure is

affected by the environment and interaction with the environment overtime.

If the goal is to help a person internalize a particuldr mathematical struc-

ture, then it seemscreasonable to .first allow the learner to internalize

the concepts to be structured. Given this internalized "rawmatetial,"

the learner can be assisted in.developing a structure for it. (Perhaps

the two activities go on simultaneously over 'a period of several years

and through a variety c) tentative or incomplete "structures.")

This author's major point shoUld now be clear. Development is inform-

ative and impo;tant, but interVention and instruction based upon develop7

mental understanding is where 'a major effort needs to be mounted. Some

learning occurs incidentally, but mathematical learning depends'- upon for

mally organized and planned, instruction. If this were not the' case, then

why did Dietz and.Barnett find such large proportions of their College

students who responded at low developmental stages with respect to thedevelopmental
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Pineaan tasks -used. Thus, activities which foster appropriate (with re-
spect to the mathematical material involved) cognitive structures are
vitally needed. Theyshould be developed,.employed,,and evaluated with
children at approPriate schOol.levels.. .Especially important hete are: the'
evaluatii.re tools.'f,Tools need to,be,deVeloped for all the geometric and

space'concepts which are important. These need to:be shared and used
widely so that differences in instrumentation do-not:cloud the results
obtained. = .

.t

Pevelopmentalists and interventionists. (perhaps more commonly called0
. .. .

AnychOlogists and mathematics educators) nee? to deVelop a strong vorking
relationship-in ordentoobtain -insight into 'Space and .geOmetry -develop-

: The deVelopmenialists need to provide base line information on ".
mbLny.geometric7space Concepts;. they need to do status. studies, toinvest,..
4gate developmental theories, etc. :.TheinterventionistsjieedtO intervene
at appropriate places and carefullynote the. nature of the' intervention,
the results, and the effects onthe learner's cognitive structure. The

. two groups working closely together sharing information techniques,

sharing conceptualizations and questions, communicating openly.and frankly,
and replicating often can adVance'thefrontiers of our knowledge ahoutthe
development of space and geometric concepts and Means. for effective. instruc-!..

.tion.

J
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